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Abstract

Algebraic Methods for Timing Analysis and Testing

in High Performance Designs

by

William Kwei-Cheung Lam

Doctor of Philosophy in

Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California at Berkeley

Professor Robert K. Brayton, Chair

Timing research is an essential and last growing branch of study in high performance

systems. In contrary to traditional techniqueswhich rely on graphical approximations,we propose

an exact algebraic formalism, Timed Boolean Functions (TBF's), which integratesboth timing and

logical functionality andgeneralizes the conventional Boolean functions into the temporal domain.

We apply TBF's to three timing problems: 1) timing analaysis, 2) analysis and optimization

of wavepipelining circuits, and 3) performance verification of circuits and systems. From the

applications, many exact results arc derived for the first time.

Timing analysis computes the operating speeds of electrical systems and is crucial to

synthesis of high performance systems. We formulate the various timing analysis problems as a

unified Boolean linear program — a new optimization paradigm composing analysis in real domain

with combinatorics in the Boolean domain, and provide exact solutions.

Wavepipelining architecture can perform at a speed orders of magnitude faster than

conventional circuits. Using TBF's, we derive relations which not only enable designers to predict

the effects of various parameters on the behaviors of circuits but also reveal new difficulties and

pitfalls in conventional wavepipelining designs. Further, we propose the first scheme and design

methodology for wavepipelining general sequential circuits.

Performance verification validates manufactured circuits under fabrication variations and

uncertainties. We disprove the necessity of 100% testing for 100% performance verification,

discovera quantitative relation betweentestingand performance verification andspecification, and

hence proposea testing methodology which reduces the size of testing vectors drastically, even to

linear sizes for exponential sizes of fault coverage.



Finally, we study the problem of formal timing verification using timed automata and

propose a special class, alternating RQ timed automata, which captures the essential features of

practicaltimed automata and allows efficient formalverification by having the so-called simple path

property.

Prof. Robert K. Brayton
Thesis Committee Chairman
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The subject of this thesis, design problems which require an integrated knowledge of

logical and timing behavior, is perhapsbest introduced by examining a typical process ofdesigning

high performance digital circuits. Suppose a logic design is synthesized from a specification

manually, e.g. using Kamauph maps, or automatically, e.g. using SIS of UC Berkeley [130].

For example, the circuit in Figure 1.1 is an implementation of a 4-bit carry bypass adder, where

(A\,..., At) and (B\,..., B4) are the two inputvectors to be added, Ctn is the carry input, 5t, i =

1, ...,4 arethe sum bits and Cout is the carry output It is called a carrybypass adderbecause when

the input values are such that a carry input in a normal adder would ripple through the four adding

stages, i.e. Cu C2, C3, C4,to the carry output, a carry input in this carry bypass adderwill bypass

the adding stages and propagatedirectly to the carryoutput through the multiplexer. The advantage

is that this bypass feature speeds up the arrivaltime of the carry output.

Suppose we want to know the speed of this circuit, i.e. how long will the outputs of the

design take to settle to their final values. With this information, successive inputs may be separated

by this amount. Certainly, different inputs cause different output settling times. Hence, the delay

of a design is the maximum output settling time for all possible input combinations.

To get a simple upper bound for the delay of a design, we can calculate the length of the

longest path from an input to an output. A path is just a directed path if the circuit is treated as

a directed graph with each edge and eachnode representing a connection and a gate, respectively.

The "length" of a path is simply the sum of the delays of the connections and gateson the path. In

Figure 1.1,we assume all two-input AND andOR gateshave delays of 1 and all other gates, except

the input buffer, have delays of 2. The buffer at the carry input Ctn has a delay of 10 and models

the delay of a previous adder when adders are cascaded. Then, there are 8 longest paths with the
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S4 Cout

Al Bl A2 B2 A3 B3 A4 B4

Figure 1.1: A 4-bit Carry Bypass Adder

samelengthof20; all startfrom C,n, pass through C\,..., C4, andarrive at Cout. Oneofthe longest

paths in the circuit is shown by the dashed line.

The length ofthe longest pathsis a conservative upper bound for the delay. It is conserva

tive because signals propagating along shorterpathsmay actuallydetermine the final output values

of the circuit. For example, in Figure 1.1, a carry input can never propagate through the dashed

longest path because there is a shorter path(the solid path) for the carry input to propagate to the

carry out; wheneverinput combinations are suchthat a carry input needs to propagate to the carry

output, the multiplexeralways selects the solid path and blocks the dashed path. For instance, for

mputs(>li,...,A|) = (l,l,l,l),(5i,...,S4) =(0,0,0,0), me sideinputs of the AND gates onthe

dashed path are 1's and the sideinputs of the OR gates on this path are 0's; thus,Ctncanpropagate

through the AND and OR gates to C4. At the same time, with this inputcombination, the select

line of the multiplexer is 1, causing Cout to be independentof C4 anddependent on the signal from

the solid path. Thus, with this input combination, C,n will propagate along the shortersolid path

insteadof the longerdashed path. In fact, in this circuit, C,-n alwayspropagates to Cout along the

solid path instead of any of the longest paths. Therefore, for this carry bypass adder, the settling

time is determined by the second longest path, i.e. from C,-n to Cout bypassing the adding stages.

This pathhas a delay of 12; hencethe lengthof the longestpath, 20, was too conservative. Indeed,

the carry bypass adderis designed to purposely make these long paths"false" paths. In general, an

intuitive way to find the exact output settlingtime of a circuit is to plot the waveforms at the outputs
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for all possible input combinations, and the latest output settling time is the delay of the circuit.

Obviously, this method is not feasible for large circuits — the number of input combinations is

exponential in the number of inputs. Moreover, when this design is fabricated, the delays of the

connections and gates may not be exactly the same as those assumed in the design — they vary

within some ranges.

Thus, a realistic delay for a design should account for manufacturing variations. To do

so, the gate and connection delays are specified by intervals which represent the manufacturing

variations and the delay of a design is the maximum output settling time for all possible inputs,

and gate and connection delays within the ranges. Delay computation by exhaustive simulation is

obviously impractical; amore tractableanalysis is required. In this thesis, we will study an algebraic

method and use symbolic computations to find the exact circuit delays considering all parametric

variations. Algorithms and the results of efficient implementations will be given to show that these

methods are very practical.

In addition, circuit delay is an entity not just for combinational circuits but also for

synchronous sequential circuits; the counterpart of delay for synchronous sequential circuits is the

minimum cycle time. Conventionally, the estimated or exact delay of the combinational logic

computing the next state function in a synchronous sequential circuit is taken to be the cycle

time; usually this is still conservative, because the input to the next state function can only occur

according to the state transitions of the sequential circuit which can not take on arbitrary values.

Thus, to compute the exact minimum cycle time, sequential properties, e.g. reachable state space,

realizable transitions, periodic switching of inputs, must be considered besides the properties for

the combinational case. In this thesis, we will generalize the methods for combinational circuits to

compute the minimum cycle times for sequential circuits.

Once the delay of a circuit is computed, input data are usually applied to the circuit in

intervals greater than the calculated delay, i.e. apply a new input only when the circuit has settled

under the present input. This is the conventional clocking scheme. In fact, input vectors may be

applied to a circuit in intervals shorter than the exact delay of the circuit. This is because we can

apply inputs before the circuit's outputs have settled down as long as the present inputs do not

interfere with the computation of the preceding inputs. For example, forabufferofdelay 10,inputs

canbe applied in intervals much smaller than10aslong asthe narrow pulses formed by successive

inputs get through the buffer and a proper sampler at the output picks up the correct result at the

appropriate time. In a sense, this buffer behaves like a transmission line. This mode of operation,

known as wavepipelining or maximum rate pipelining, can offer computational speeds far greater
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Figure 1.2: Wavepipelining a Carry Bypass Adder

data wave data wave

fi&nM
A

dock M'Wm A

Figure 1.3: A Multiple Stage Wavepipeline

than the conventional clocking scheme, at the expense of requiringmore precise timing interaction

of signals. For example, to wavepipeline a cany bypass adder, latches are added to the inputs and

the outputs as in Figure 1.2, and clocked at the frequencies such that the output latches see the

correct values.

This techniquecanbe applied to circuits withmultiple stagesasshownin Figure 1.3,where

combinational circuits are sandwiched between banks of latches. Analysis of wavepipelining, such

as the computation of the clock frequencies at which the output latches see the correct values, will

be presented in Chapter 5.

To ensure proper operation of wavepipelining circuits, an accurate timing analysis is

needed to handle the intricate signal interactions, including the presence of variations of physical
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Figure 1.4: A Typical Apparatus for Delay Testing

parameters such as manufacturing relateddelay variations, setup and hold times of latches. If such

an analysis detects operational flaws in a circuit, we want to derive design guidelines to modify the

circuit to operate at the highest frequency possible. Furthermore, we want to study wavepipelining

ofnot only combinational circuits but also sequential circuits.

There is a fundamental difference between a circuit designed to meet a specification and

a circuitmanufactured to meet a specification. Analyses ofdelay in conventional or wavepipelining

mode are valid only if the assumptions, e.g. gate and connection delays, are valid; thus, a manufac

tured instanceof a design needs to be tested against its specification. Since input signalspropagate

along paths in a circuit to the outputs, the delay of the circuit is determined by the delays of the

paths in the circuit. Thus if all the path delays in a circuit can be tested to meet a performance

specification, the delay of the circuit can be guaranteed.

A typical apparatus for delay testing is shown in Figure 1.4(a), in which the generator

creates input stimuli to the circuitundertest while the observermeasuresthe circuit's response and

deduces the circuit's delay from the measurements. Usually, the generator and the observer are just

latcheswhere the observer-latches capturethe circuitoutputs at r seconds afterthe generator-latches

shift in test patterns. See Figure 1.4(b).

There are two major difficulties in a such path-based test scheme. The first is related to

the testing apparatus in industry. To test the delay of a path, a latch is connected at the output of

the path and clocked at r seconds after a pairof input vectors switch, i.e. the generator creates a

pairof vectors while the observer latches the output r seconds after the inputs (Figure 1.4(b)). If
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we can select an input vector pair such that a single transition propagates along the path under test,

independent of gate and connection delays in the circuit, then we can determine the delay of the

path from the latched value of the latch. That is, if the latch captures the steady state value, then

the delay of the path is less than r and is longer than r otherwise. If the input vector pair generates

multiple transitions at the output for some gate and connection delays, the output latch may latch

the expected steady state value but causedby the intermediatetransitions,even ifthe circuithas not

settled to its steady state value at time r; so we can not infer the delay of the path from the latched

value. A path whose delay can be inferredusing this testing scheme is called robustpathdelay fault

testable (RPDFT).

Suppose we want to test the delays of the solid and the dashed paths in the carry bypass

adder(asimplified circuit is showninFigure 1.5). Forthe solid path, wekeep (A\,..., M) =(1,1,1,1)

and (£i,..., B4) = (0,0,0,0) constant while toggling Ctn. These values of A^s and Bt's cause

the multiplexerto select the signal from the solidpath; thus atransition from Ctn propagates along

the solid path to Couu causing a single transition at Cout for all delays in the gates and in the

connections. Hence, the solid path is RPDFT.To test the dashed path, the multiplexer must select

CV, but the values of the A{S and £,'s to do so block Ctn from propagatingalong the dashed path.

Thus, the ACs and £,-'s cannot remain constant and should switch along with C,n. The first vector

of A{S and 2?,'s should allow C»n to propagate alongthe dashed path and once the transition from

dn arrivesat C4, the second vector of A/s and £,'s should cause the multiplexer to select C4. The

switching of the select line may cause multiple transitions at Cout for some gate and connection

delays. Suppose a manufactured circuithasthe gateandconnection delays such that signals to the

multiplexer arrive in the following order the signal from the solid path first, the signal from the

select line second, and the signal from the dashed path last. Then Cout has multiple transitions.

See Figure 1.5. Therefore, the dashed path is not RPDFT.

Unfortunately, avast majority of practical circuits have a very low percentageof RPDFT

paths; andcircuits synthesizedto have ahigh percentage of RPDFTpaths are very area costly. The

second difficulty is that, even if all paths are RPDFT, there may be exponentially many paths and

testing allof them on each manufactured circuitis simply impractical in a production setting.

To make performance testing practical, we take two complementary approaches. The

first is centered on the question: do all pathdelays affect a circuit's delay independently*} In other

words, arethere certain paths that determine solely the computation of the circuit, in the sense that

onceinput signals havepropagated through thesepaths, the outputs of the circuit are attheirsteady

state values and remain there? In a sense, such paths would dominate all the other paths. If so,
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Figure 1.5: Delay Testing of a Bypass Adder

only these paths need to be tested to guarantee the circuit's performance; all the other paths need

not to be tested, because delays faults on these paths will not affect the circuit's performance if the

tested paths pass the teste. Fortunately, sets of dominating paths arequite small relativeto the total

number of paths in a circuit.

The second approach taken to make delay testing practical is motivated by the following

observation. Suppose we can guarantee a circuit's delay to be less than r by testing a group of paths

and we know the timing specification is much looser than r (i.e. greater than r). Can we reduce the

number of paths to be tested and still guarantee the looser specification, i.e. can we trade off test

set size for less performance? This idea is very reasonable, because a more stringent specification

should require more testing effort and a looser specification, an easier testing effort. This approach

to reduce test set size relates the minimum amount of testing effort to a given specification. To find

this relation, we study the effects of paths passing tests on the delays of the paths not tested and use

linear programming to characterize this relation. Somewhat surprisingly,we find that it is possible

to cover an exponential number of delay faults with only a linear number of tests. Further, we

derive a methodology unifying the two approaches to give the exact delay fault coverage. Finally,

we propose the first algorithms that always synthesize circuits guaranteed to have 100% RPDFT or

100% performance verifiability.

Finally, we concern with timing verification of finite state automata. To verify a design

against a specification is to show that the behavior of the design accomplishes the specification;
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and the behaviors of the design and the specification are expressed by the languages of finite state

automata. A finite state automaton representing a design accepts an input stringif the input string

"drives" the states of the automaton to meet some acceptance condition and rejects it otherwise.

An acceptance condition may be a set of states; in this case, a string is accepted if it drives the

automatonto a state in the acceptance set. The language of the automatonis the set of all accepted

stringsand the language of a design is the language of the automaton representing the design. The

language of a design characterizes all the behaviors of the design. Similarly,a task is expressed by

the language of a finitestate automaton. If a stringaccepted by a design automatonis also accepted

by a task automaton, then the behaviorof the designis includedor expected by the task automaton,

i.e. the languageof the design is contained by that of the task; and we say the design accomplishes

the task.

In timing verification, timing and functional properties of adesignor atask are expressed

by atimed automaton, whichis just a finite state automaton withtimingconstrainte on its transitions

— a transition is enabled only if the timing constraints on the transition are satisfied. One way of

verifying with timed automata is to convert them to ordinary automata by introducing additional

states to capture theeffectsofthetimingconstrainte; Unfortunately, thismethodresults incomplexity

dependent on timingconstraints and allows onlyarestricted setoftimingconstraints. An alternative

approach is to consider a class of timed automata thatencompasses common structural properties

in practical designs and derive efficient verification algorithms for this class taking advantage of

the special properties. In this thesis, we study a such class, alternating RQ timed automata, and

deriveefficient verification algorithms thatare independent of timing constraints andallowarbitrary

timing constraints.

1.1 Overview

The three problems discussed above — exactdelay computation forboth combinational

and sequential circuits, wavepipelined circuits, and delay testing — have in common a need to

integrate both timing and functional information in the analysis. In this thesis, we examine the

timing problems discussed above using a new algebraic formalism, Timed Boolean Functions

(TBF's). Althoughthese problems stem from different branches of timing research, e.g. analysis,

synthesis, and testing, and may seem unrelated, we are able to formulate systematically these

problems using TBF's and derive their solutions; in many cases the solutions are exact and are

presented for the first time in this thesis.
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TBF's are ordinary Boolean functions extended to the time domain. They represent

circuits including both logical and timing functionalities in an integrated algebraic form. Because

of its resemblance to ordinary Boolean functions, many operations, manipulations, and algorithms

can be inherited with slight modifications. In addition, TBF's provide a lucid visualization of

temporal interactions of signals in circuits and exhibit the variations of the circuits' functionalities

over time. With TBF's, many timing problems can be systematically formulated and reduced to a

basic computation problem: mixed Boolean linearprogramming, in which a quantity / is optimized

over a domain in the Boolean space; for each subset in the domain, / is the optimum value of a

linear programming problem associated with the subset, and the global optimum /is the optimum

value over all subsets in the domain.

The thesis is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, we review some common definitions, terminologies, and theorems used in

the sequel. Additional related previous work and theories are described in the respective chapters.

In Chapter 3, we propose Timed Boolean Functions (TBF's) to represent both timing and

logical information of circuits and systems, and study some of their properties. In addition, we

propose a canonical form, TBF BDD's, to efficiently represent this information implicitly. These

are important and can be seen to be the BDD's of the functional timing world. We also introduce a

new class of optimization problems which involve both Boolean functions and conventional multi

variate functions of real variables. This class of problems arises from timing analysis and synthesis,

as will be seen later.

In Chapter 4, we compute the exact delays of combinational circuits and minimum cycle

times of sequential circuits. We introduce a general delay model that unifies all previous delay

models. Then, we apply TBF's to compute the exact delays of combinational circuits under the

general delay model. Finally, we compute the exact minimum cycle times for finite state machines.

In Chapter 5, we analyze and synthesize wavepipelining circuits, a high performance

architecture with operating frequencies possibly orders of magnitude higher than conventional

circuits. First, we compute the valid clocking intervals for combinational wavepipelining circuits,

considering various factors such as false paths, clock skews, setup and hold times of latches, and

delay variations. Then, we consider wavepipeliningof sequentialcircuits. We propose interleaving

wavepipelining for sequential circuits with feedback and demonstrate how wavepipelining can be

used to eliminate circuit componente. We propose manufacturing precision as a new dimension for

performance enhancement and area reduction.

In Chapter 6, we disprove the necessity of 100% testing for 100% performance verifica-
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tion and devise a novel delay testing technique that reduces conventional test set sizes drastically

by identifying robust dependent paths that need not be tested. Further, we introduce a new concept

of tradeoff between performance verifiability and testing effort, and derive their quantitative rela

tionship using linear programming. Finally, we show how exact performance verification can be

obtained and propose paradigms for synthesizing fully delay testable circuits.

In Chapter7, we study the problem oftiming verificationusing timed automata. To counter

the complexity ofgeneral timed automata, we propose a special class of timed automata, alternating

RQ timed automata, that captures some essential features of practical timed automata. We prove

that alternatingRQ timed automata have simple path propertiesthat allow efficient verification and

derive a verification algorithm for L-automata and L-processes.

In Chapter 8, we summarize the material covered in this thesis. A knowledgeable reader

might read this chapter first to get a more detailed view of the contents of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Boolean Functions

A Boolean algebra is a mathematical structure (B, +, •) consisting of a set B and two

operators + and •satisfying the following properties: let a, y, z G B then

x + x•• = x X ' x = x

x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z x •(y -z) = (x >y) -z

x + y = y + x x-y = y-x

x + (x •y) = x a: • (a; + y) = x

X'(y+z) = x-y + x-z x + (y • z) = (a; + y) •(x + z)

and there exist identity 1 and zero 0 such that

a + 1 = 1, a-0 = 0, a-1 =a, a + 0 = a

and for each x there exists a x such that

a: + x = l, x - x = 0

In the following discussion, we are interested only in the Boolean algebra ({0,1}, +, •).

A Boolean variable takes on either 1 or 0. Let B = {0,1} and x = (xi,..., xn) be a vector of

Boolean variables. A Boolean function is a polynomial in Boolean variables over (£, +, •). A

single output logic function f(x) : Bn >-• {B U *} is characterized by two Boolean functions

g: Bn *-* Bandh: Bn •-* £ such that /(») = 1 ^ p(x) = 1 and f{x) = 0<& h(x) = 0. Some

terminologies of logic function f(x) are:

DEFINITION 1
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7. The on-set of f(x) is g~l(l), the off-set of f(x), h~l(0), and the don't-care set of f(x),

Bn-g-l(\)-h-1(0).

2. f{x) is completely specified if its don't-care set is empty, i.e. g~l(l)\Jh~l(Q) —^n»
otherwise, is incompletely specified.

3. The complement of f, denoted by f, is derived from f by exchanging the on-set and the

off-set off.

4. /(x) is a tautology iff(x) = 1.

5. The cofactor of f(x) with respect to xt-, denoted by fXi, is derived from f(x) by setting

Xi= 1. Similarly, fXi is derivedfrom f(x) by setting xt- = 0.

6. The support off(x), sup(f), is the setof variables in f(x), and the minimum support of

f(x), minsup(f), is {xt-: fXi ^ fXi].

7. /(x) is monotone increasing in xt if fXi = 1 =» fx,. = 1 and is monotone decreasing in

Xi if fXi = 0 =^ fXi = 0. In words, an increment (decrement) in xt- causes no decrement

(increment) in f.

8. /(x) is unate in xt- if f(x) is either monotone increasing ordecreasing in xt, otherwise, is

binate in xt-.

9. The Boolean difference off(x) with respect to xit §f{, is fXi ©fXi, where ©is the exclusive
OR.

THEOREM 1 (Shannon Expansion) Every Boolean function f{x) can be expanded in the

followingforms:

f(x) = xt- • fXi + x{ • /*<, t = 1,.. .,n

or

f(x) = (xt- + fXi)(xi + /*,), i = 1,...,n

or

f(x) = Xi •fXi 0 xt- •fXi, i = 1,.. .,n

THEOREM 2 (Properties of Cofactoring) Let f and g be two Booleanfunctions.
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L {fXi)Xj = \fXj)Xi

2. (/ •g)xi = fXi •9xi

3. (/).,. = (/«,)

4. /sl^(/,.slA/fi5l)

5. Lef # Csup(f). IffXi =/£t., i.e. ^ =0,/or xj € R, then there exists agsuch that g= f
andsup(g) = sup(f) - R. In words, f is independent ofxi ifandonly iffXi = fXi.

THEOREM 3 (Properties of Boolean Difference)

•** dxi 3x7

2. J* - JLoXidXj OXjOXi

3- aXi = J'STi ©9dXi © dxi dxi

4- dx,9 = fd§~i ©9dxi ©5x7^

-'* 9arj ~~ dxi w dxi

6. If f is independent of Xi, then

7. If f is afunction only ofxi, then •$£. = 1.

2.2 Cubes and Covering

A literal iseither xt- or xt-. Acube isa Boolean function Y\i&(r y% where yi 6 {xt-, x,} and

a C {1,..., n}. A cube is a minterm when <r = {1,..., n}. Dually, a maxterm is the Boolean

function £,-6{i n} y{ where # € {xi} xt}.

Some terminologies of cube are:

DEFINITION 2
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Cube c is

• covered by another cube d if the on-set ofc is contained in the on-set ofd.

• an implicant oflogicfunction f ifthe on-set ofc is contained in the union ofthe on-set

and don't-care set off

• a prime implicant offifc is not covered by another implicant off.

• an essential prime off ifit containsa minterm off not contained in any otherprime.

A cover k is a Boolean function £t c,- where ct- is a cube. Also, a representation of

a Boolean function by a sum of cubes is called a sum of products or two-level representation,

because it corresponds to a two-level AND-OR circuit implementation. In contrast to two-level rep

resentation, a multi-level representation, or factored form, is a parenthesized algebraic expression,

which corresponds to a multi-level network.

Some terminologies of cover are:

DEFINITION 3

A cover k is

• an on-set coverfor logic function f if the on-set of k covers the on-set, but not the

off-set,off, namely, k containsthe onsetandpossibly some don't-careset off.

• an off-set coverfor f ifk contains the off-set, but not the on-set, of f. For brevity, a

cover off is meantto be a on-set coveroff.

• a prime cover off ifeach cubein thecoveris prime.

• an irredundant cover off ifremoval ofany cubefrom the cover disqualifies it being a

cover of f.

• unate if each of its cube is a unatefunction. Note that a cover may be unate as a

function but not unate as a cover.

• minimal with respect to single cube containment ifno cube is containedin another.

THEOREM 4 (Covering and Cofactoring) A cover k covers a cube c if and only if kc is a

tautology.

THEOREM 5 (Properties ofUnate Functions and Covers)
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1. The complement ofa unatefunction is unate.

2. The cofactors ofa unatefunction remainunate.

3. Every prime implicant ofa unatefunction is essential.

4. A prime cover ofa unatefunction is unate.

5. A unate cover is a tautologyifand only ifit containsa cube that is a tautology.

6. Aminimal(withrespectto single cubecontainment) unatecoveris theuniqueminimum cover.

2.3 Binary Decision Diagrams

There are many ways to represent a Boolean function, for example, sum of products, sum

ofminterms, product ofmaxterms. A representation is canonical if two identical functions have the

same representation. Canonicality of a representation is essential for checking tautology and other

logical operations. Several important features of a representation are: compacmess, manipulatabil-

ity, and canonicality. Binary decision diagrams(BDD's) have these desired characteristics.

DEFINITION 4

1. A Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) is a rooted directed acyclic graph (DAG) with two

types ofnodes: terminaland non-terminal. A terminalnode has a value ofOorl, while a

non-terminal v node hasas attributes an integer index and two children v°and v1.

2. A BDD is ordered (OBDD) if node v and its parent node w are both non-terminal nodes,

then index(v) > index(w). The ordering onindices is called variableordering.

The function represented by node v in a BDD, fv, is:

1. if v is a terminal node, then

(a) if value(v) = 1,then fv = 1.

(b) if value(v) = 0, then fv = 0.

2. if v is a non-terminal node with index(y) - i, then
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Operation Result Time Complexity

Reduce G reduced to canonical 0(\G\log(\G\))
Apply fi <op> h 0(|G,||G2|)
Cofactor Ui or hi 0(\G\log(\G\))
Compose f\*i=h 0(|<?,P|G,|)
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Table 2.1: Operational Complexity of BDD

THEOREM 6 (Canonicality of OBDD) AnyOBDD G can be made canonical withan algorithm

of complexity 0{\G\log(\G\)).

Many manipulations with BDD's also have polynomial complexities. Let G\ and Gi

be OBDD's of functions f\ and fa. The complexities of some operations are listed in Table 2.1.

In the table, < op > is any binary Boolean operator, f\ U,=/2 is the function derived from f\ by

substituting x,'s in f\ with fi.

With good variableordering,many functions have OBDD's ofpolynomial sizes; however,

there are functions, e.g. integer multiplication, whose BDD sizes arc exponential for all variable

orderings.

2.4 Boolean Networks and Circuits

A Boolean network is a DAG in which each node nt- is associated with a variable yi = /,

where fi is the logic function computed at node »,-, and an edge connecte node n,- to node nj if

yi 6 sup(fj). Boolean networks also represent logic circuits where each nodeinaBoolean network

corresponds to a gate and each edge, to a physical connection. Some terminologies of Boolean

networks are:

DEFINITIONS

1. A path ina Boolean network is simply a directedpath ina Boolean network, anda path ina

physical circuit is sequence ofgatesandconnections corresponding toa directed path in its

Boolean network.

2. If there is an edge connecting nx- to nj, i.e. yi 6 sup(fj), node »,- is a fanin ofnode nj and

rij is a fanout of in. Further, if there is a path from n,- to nj, then node nt is a transitive

fanin andnj is a transitive fanout o/n,-.
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3. A simple gate is any one of AND, OR, NAND, NOR, and NOT. A controlling value for a

simple gate f is an input value that determines the output value independent of the other

inputs, and is denoted A(f). For example, 0 is a controlling value for an AND gate. A

non-controlling value/or a simplegate f is an inputvalue which is not a controlling value

for thegate,andis denoted 1(f). Forexample, 1 is a non-controlling valuefor anAND gate.

4. A leaf-dag is a circuitcomposedofANDandOR gates with multiplefanoutand inverters only

permitted at the primary inputs, and with each inverter allowed only single fanout. Every

circuit (composed of simple gates) can be converted to a leaf-dag, albeit with possibly an

exponential number of gate duplications. There is a one-to-one correspondence between

paths in a circuit and its leaf-dag.

5. The I-edge ofa path in a circuit refers to either the connection from the primary input if no

inverter is there, or else the connection immediately after the inverter.

2.5 Testing/Timing

Some terminologies of testing are:

DEFINITION 6

7. A circuit has stuck-at 1 (0) faults if thelogicalvalues ofsomenodesin thecircuit areforced

to 1 (0). A circuit is said to havea single stuck-at fault if onlyone nodehas a stuck-atfault,

and have a multiple stuck-at fault ifmorethan one node have stuck-atfaults.

2. An input vector is a test vector for a stuck-atfault if some outputs of thefaultless and the

faulty circuits are differentunder the vector.

3. A circuit is 100% single stuck-at fault testable if every single stuck-atfault has a test;

likewise, a circuit is .100% multiple stuck-at fault testable if every multiplestuck-atfault

has a test.

4. A stuck-atfault is untestable or redundant if it has no test.

5. LetTa andTf, be theset of testsforfault a andb, respectively. Faulta andbareequivalent

ifTa = Tb. Fault a dominates/ah/* 6 ifTb C Ta.

Some terminologies used in timing analysis are:

DEFINITION 7
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1. The topological delay ofa path in a circuit is thesumof thedelaysofthegates andwires on

the path.

2. The propagation delay or transport delay ofa gate is the timeintervalbetweena transition

inan input to thegate anda corresponding output transition. Iftheoutput transition changes

from 0 to 1, the delay is rising, otherwise, falling.

3. The inertial delay ofa gate is theminimum amount of time during which an input signalmust

persist to effecta changeat theoutput. Unlessspecified, a delay ofa gate or circuit is meant

to be propagation delay.

4. A gatehas a gate delay fault if the delay of the gate is outside ofsomespecification.

5. A circuit hasa path delay fault if the delay ofa pathfails somespecification.
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Chapter 3

Timed Boolean Functions

In timing research, the entire temporal behaviors of circuits are studied; thus, a repre

sentation technique capturing temporal properties should be devised. In this chapter, we propose

Timed Boolean Functions (TBF's) as a representation formalism for timing analysis and study ite

properties in formulating circuits with both logical and timing functionalities. Finally, we derive

decision diagrams for TBF's.

3.1 Introduction

In conventional logic analysis and design, only the steady state behaviors are of interest;

thus, ordinary Boolean functions are sufficient to represent circuit functionalities. However, in

timing research, not only steady state but also transient behaviors are considered; thus, a represen

tation formalism is desired. This timing formalism should have time as an argument and have the

following properties:

Properties ofTiming Formalism

1. This formalism representing a circuit at a particular time t gives the output values of the

circuit at t.

2. This formalism reduces to the ordinary Boolean function for the circuit at t greater than or

equal to the settling time of the circuit (a settling time is the time a circuit reaches steady

state.).

To derive a timing formalism with these properties, we examine a simple case: a buffer

with equal rising and falling delay d. Denote the inputand outputof the buffer over time by x(t)
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and y(t), respectively. Then, to the first order of approximation, the function of the buffer is to

delay the input x(t) by d. That is, the output y(t) is rclated to the input x(t) through the equation

y(t) = x(t —d). Obviously, y(t) = x(t - d) givesthe correctoutput valueof the bufferat t; and

further if the last input transition occurs at t = 0, then the settling time for the buffer is d. Denote

the steadystate input and outputby # and #, respectively. Then for t > d, y(t) = x(t-d) involves

the input at t > 0, i.e. the steady state input; hence, for t > d, y(t) = x(t —d) reduces to the

ordinary Boolean function for a buffer, namely $ = x.

Based on this simple observation, we generalize and formalize this concept.

DEFINITION 8(Timed Boolean Functions)1

1. A binary signal space B(t) is a collection of mappings f : R *-• B, where R is theset of

realnumbers and B = {0,1}.

2. A Timed Boolean Function (TBF) is anyfunction with domain Bn(t) andrange B(t). For

analysis on mostdigital circuits, thefollowing subsetofTBF's is sufficient.

TBF F : Bn(t) *-+ B(t) satisfies thefollowing properties.

• Identity. The identityfunction F (i.e. F(v)(t) = v(t), v(t) G B(t)) is a TBF.

• Closed under Boolean operations. // G : Bn* (t) ^ B(t) andH : Bn2 (t) *-+ B(t) are

TBF's, then, G,G • H,G + H are also TBF's.

• Closed under argument transformation. If F(t) is a TBF, then, for anyfunction <f> :

Rn >-> R, F(<j>) is also a TBF.

• Closed under composition. //

G = (j(...,xi(pii),...,xt(pim),...),i= l,...,ni,

and H = H(t) are TBF's, where G : Bn*(i) *+ B(t), H : Bn*(t) ~ B(t), and

gij : Rn •-»• R, then

GoH = G(...,H(gil)i...,H(gim)i...)

is also a TBF.

Note that a TBF is a naturalgeneralization of a Booleanfunction whosedomain and range

arc restricted to constantmappings in B(t). Multiple outputTBF's arc just vectors consisting of

'This definition is a refined version of that in [77]
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single output TBF's. Sometimes it is convenient to think of a TBF as a function from Rn to Bm

analogous to looking at the outputs of a circuitwith m outputs and n - \ parameters such as gate

delays and the nth parameter being time. But a TBF is not defined as such because functions from

Rn to Bm do not allow composition: compositions model circuits composed of sub-circuits.

Here we introduce some terminologies for TBF's.

DEFINITION 9

/. A variable x(<f>) in a TBF is calleda TBF variable, and <f>: Rn t-+ R, the argument of the

TBF variable.

2. A TBF in which all of its variables have the same argument t is called a delayless TBF. A

TBF of the form y(i) - y{x\(t - k\),..., xm(t - km)) is calleda pure delay TBF, where

Xi(t - ki)'s are the TBF variables, ki'sare constants, calledtime constants, andxt(.) and

xj(.) may notbedistinct, i ^ j.

EXAMPLE 1 Function f(a,b,c)(t) - a(t - k)b(t2 - log* - k) + c(V* + 2 + k2) is a TBF

and has TBF variables a(t - k), b(t2 - log t - k), c(y/t + 2 + k2); and the TBF variables have
arguments oft -k,t2- log t - k, and Vt+ 2 + k2, respectively, /(a, 6, c,t) = a(t)b(t) + b(t)c(t)
is a delayless TBF; /(a, 6,c, t) = a(t - 3)b(t - 1) + b(t - 2)c(t - 4) is a pure delay TBF; and

/(a, 6, c)(t) = a(t - k)b(t2 - log t - k) + c(Vt + 2 + A;2) isnot apure delay TBF.

3.2 Representation of Binary Signals

Consider the binary signal in Figure 3.1(c), which is constructed from (a) and (b) as

indicated. The signal in (c) can be represented by TBF /(x,j/)(t) = x(t - 1) © y(t + 1), where

x(t) and y(t) are the signals in (a) and (b), respectively.

In fact, any binary signal can be represented by aTBF with only one variable, as stated in

the following theorem.

DEFINITION 10(UnitStep Function U(t)) The unit stepfunction U(t): R>-> B is:

U(t) = {
1 ift > 0

0 ift < 0

undefined t = 0
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Figure 3.1: Representing Waveforms by TBF's
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THEOREM 7 For any binary signal w(t), there exists a TBF f with only one timed Boolean

variable U such that w(t) = f(U)(t). That is,any binary signal can begenerated by a single unit

stepfunction U(t). Specifically, let

w(t) = 6t-; Tt-_i < t < r,-, i = 1,..., n

where r,-_i < Ti and 6t- € {0,1}. Then,

f(U)(t) =J2biU(t-Ti.l)U(t-Ti)
t=i

Proof. Assume rt_i < t < rt-. Then U(t - rt_i) = 1 and U(t - rt) = 1. Thus, biU{t -

Ti-X)V{t - n) = bi. Further, U(t - rk) = 0, for k < i; thus, bkU(t - rk-i)U(t - rk) = 0, for

k < i. U(t - tj-i ) = 0, for j > r, thus, bkU(t - Tj-X)U(t - tj) = 0, for j < i. Therefore, for

Ti-\ <t< rt\

f(U)(t) = E?=i^(*-n-i)^-ri)
= biU(t-Ti^)U{t-Ti)

= bi

Hence, w(t) = f(U)(t). •

EXAMPLE 2 We want torepresent the signal ofFigure 3.1(c) bythe unit stepfunction U(t). The

intervals are (-co, -1), [-1,1), [1,2), [2,4), [4, oo), assuming each division in thefigure is1 unit
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oftime. Thus,

y(t) = U(t + oo)U(t+l) + U(t-l)U(t-2)+U(t-4)U(t-oo)

= U(t + \) + U(t-\)U(t-2) + U(t-4)

3.3 Modeling Timing Behaviors

The functionalities of digital circuits can be regarded as transformations on input binary

signals. As inpute propagate through a gate in a circuit, the gate delays the inputs according to the

delay of the gate and produces a resulting signal via Boolean operations on the delayed inpute. To

model a circuit's timing behavior, we first consider the modeling of several commonly used simple

logical gates with TBF's. Modeling of complex gates can be done by decomposing the complex

gates into these simple gates and deriving their TBF representations from those of the simple gates,

as will be shown later.

For the following simple gates, we assume their operations are separable logically and

temporally, as defined below.

DEFINITION ll(LogicaI and Temporal Separability (LTS)) Let xi,...,xmandy\,...,ynbe

inputsand outputs ofa gate (circuit), and

be thefunction computedby the gate (circuit). The operation ofthe gate (circuit) is logically and

temporally separable if there exist a delayless TBF G : Bs(t) \-> Bn(t) anda pure delay TBF

H : Bm(t) ~ Bs(t) such that Y(t) = (G o H)(t).

Thus, a gate's operation is logically and temporally separable if the computation by gate

can be performed in two separate steps: firstdelay the inputeand then perform Boolean operations

on the delayed inpute. The operationsof most of circuits are logically and temporally separable to

a first order approximation.

1. Gates characterized by a single delay for each input-output pair. Here a gate's delay is

modeled by delays of input-output pairs; and the delay of an input-output pair is assumed to

be independentof logicalvalueson other inpute. Gates with multipleoutputs are decomposed

into connectionsof gates withsingleoutputs;hence,we will focus on gates with singleoutput

here. With the LTSassumption, the behaviorof such a gate can be represented by a delayless
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gate of the same type witheach inputbeing abuffermodeling thecorresponding delay from

this input to the output.

EXAMPLE 3 The complex gateinFigure 3.3(a)has three inputs; input xt- hasa delay n to

theoutput, bothrisingandfalling. This gate is modeled bythe TBF:

y(t) = x\(t - n) + x2(t - ti) + x3(/ - r3)

2. Buffer with different rising andfallingdelays. Herethe delayof a bufferdependson whether

the transition is rising or falling. We examine whether such phenomenacan be regarded as

the interaction of buffers with equal rising and falling delays. Let rr and r/ be the rising

and falling delays of a buffer, respectively. To model, we consider two cases: rr > 77 and

rr <Tf. For rr > r/, we show thetiming diagrams for bothrising and falling transitions for

a buffer with delay rr in Figure 3.2(a), a buffer with delay 77 in Figure 3.2(b), and a buffer

with rising delay rr and falling delay r/ in Figure 3.2(c).

It is seen that the signal in Figure 3.2(c) is the conjunctionof those in (a) and (b); thus, the

timingbehavior of abufferwithdifferent rr and r/ is the conjunction of the timingbehaviors

of a buffer with delay rr and another with delay r/. Thus, the TBF for a buffer with rising

delay rr and falling delay77is (for rr > r/):

y(t) = x(t - Tr) •x(t - Tf).
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Forthe case rr < 77, the corresponding timing diagrams are shown in Figure 3.2(d), (e), (f).

It is evident that the TBF for a such buffer is:

y(t) = x(t - rr) + x(t - Tf).

3. Gates with different rising and falling delays for each input-output pair. With the LTS

assumption, the TBF's for these gates are obtained by composing a delayless gate ofthe same

type with buffers modeling the rising and falling delays for each input-output pair.

EXAMPLE 4 In the OR gate in Figure 3.3(b), input x\ has a rising delay of J and a

falling delay of2, while inputx2 has a rising delay of4 and a falling delay of3. The buffer

modeling input xi has TBF x\ (t - 1) + xi (t - 2); andthebuffer modeling input 2 has TBF

x2(t - 4) •x2(t - 3). Therefore, the OR gatehasTBF

y(t) = xx(t - 1) + xi(t - 2) + x2{t -4) •x2(t - 3).

A common problem in digital circuit design is pulse shrinkage or dilation. Pulse shrinkage

(dilation) occurs when a pulse passes through a chain of gates with unequal rising and falling

delays; the pulse width becomes narrower(wider) at the end of the chain. Pulse shrinkage

and dilation can cause problems, for example, violating setup and hold times of latches. With

the above modeling techniques, problems arising from pulse shrinkage and dilation can be

detected.

4. Edge triggered Dflipflop with a common clock ofperiod P. Let Q, D, d be the output, the

data input, and the delay of the flip flop, respectively. Since the clock is periodic with period

P, the output Q is the sample and hold version of the data input D. Lumping the delay of a

flip flop to the data input, the TBF representingthe flip flop is

•»-»(LtM
where [xj = the greatest integer not exceeding x.

EXAMPLE 5 Assume the data input signal D(t) is given, P = 3, and d = 2. Then the

output value at t = 31 can be computedas follows. Since

«"=°([¥B
thus, Q(31)=D(27).
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5. Synchronous transparent latch. Let Q, D, d be the output, data input, and delay of the latch.

Assume that the latch is transparent when the clock phase is positive, and that the first part

of a clock period P is negatively phased and has duration Pi, the second part is positively

phased and has duration P2. Thus, Pi + P2 = P. The latch is represented by

Q(<) =i?((l-a)[^Jp+o.(*-d))
If Pi >P2,a =[(^^J; and if Pi <P2,a= [<<-*^>modP]+1. If a=0, t- dfalls
in the negative phase of the clock; and if a = 1, t - d falls in the positive phaseof the clock.

Now let us see whether the above TBF indeed represent the desired behavior. If a = 0, the

latch's TBF becomes Q(t) =D(U^ Pj, which gives the value latched in the previous
cycle,asexpected. If a = 1,the latch's TBF become Q(t) = D(t - d), which saysthe latch

is in transparent model, as expected, (a mod 6) is the remainder when a is divided by 6, i.e.

a- [fJ6,a>0,6>0.

EXAMPLE 6 Let P\ =2,P2 = 1, d = 0. So, the clock period is 3 and the times at which

data are latched are 3n. At t = 16, a = [&f£\ =0; Q(16) = D{[%\ 3) = £(15).
Because a = 0, the latch is in "latched" mode; so the outputis equal to thepreviously latched

value, as calculated. At t = 17, a = [Ulf^\ = 1; Q{\1) = £(17). Becfliwe a = 1, /Ae
tofc/i is in "transparent" mode;so the output is equal to the current inputvalue.

Note that the flip flops (edge triggered D-FFandtransparent latches)arerepresented without

feedback; its memory effect is captured by the greatest integer function |xj. Being able to

characterize memory element enables TBF's to represent sequential circuits with complete

timing information.
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Figure 3.4: An Example Circuit for TBF

3.4 Circuit Formulation

Once all componente of a circuit arc represented by TBF's, the TBF for the circuit can

be derived by identifying the timed variablescorresponding to the ports connected to the same net.

For a synchronous sequential circuit, the combinational part of the circuit is first formulated with

TBF's, then composed with the TBF's for the memory elemente to obtain the TBF representation

for the entire synchronous sequential circuit. We illustrate this with examples.

EXAMPLE 7 Assume the gate delays in the circuit ofFigure 3.4 are the constantsshown. The

TBFat node f is obtainedby composing the TBF's of the invertor and the buffers with thatof the

ORgate. Thusthe TBFat f is

f(t) = a(t - 3) + a(t - 4) + b{t - 2)

The TBF at node y is obtained by composing theTBF at f with thatof theAND gate, giving:

y(t)= a(t-l)b{t-l)f(t-l)

= a(t - l)b(t - \)(a(t - 4) + a(t - 5) + b(t - 3))

EXAMPLE 8 Assume eachgate inFigure 3.5 has delay of I. The TBF'sfor the various gates are:

c(t) = a(t-l)d(t-l)

d(t) = b(t-\) + c(t-l)

e(t) = f(t-l)®c(t-l)

f(t) = e{t-\)a(t-\)

Because there arefeedback loops, the TBFfor the circuit involves recursive equations.

Take e(t) andc(t) as state variables and eliminate d(t) and f(t). We get

c(t) = a(t - \)(b(t - 2) + c(t - 2))

e(t) = (e(t - 2)a(t - 2)) © c(t - 1)
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•a
Figure 3.5: A Qrcuit with Feedback

TBF's for synchronous circuits do not involve recursive equations because the feedbacks

are accounted forby the feedbackless TBF's of latches, asillustrated in the following example.

EXAMPLE 9 In Figure 3.6, the delayfor each gate is shown inside the gate. First, weformulate

the combinationalpart of the circuit with TBF's. Each gateis represented bya TBF, asfollows.

g(t) = a(t) + b(t)

&(*) = /(*-2)

a(t) = c(t)d(t)e(t)

c(t) = f(t-\.5)

d(t) = f(t-4)

«(*) = /(*-5)

We can alsoflatten the above equations to a two level representation, asfollows.

a{t) = f(t-1.5)f(t-4)f(t-5)

b(t) = f(t-2)

Therefore,

g(t) = f(t - 1.5)f{t - 4)f(t - 5)+ /(* - 2)

TheTBFfor theD flip flop is

f(t) =g([l\r)
where t is the cycle time of the synchronous sequential circuit.

Now, compose thetwo setsof TBF's to obtain:

fl(t) =s([i^j,M^jr)s([^j,)+5([^J,)
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This equation represents the complete functionality and timing information of the synchronous

sequential circuit in Figure 3.6.

For combinational circuits where each gate is represented by aTBF having time argument

of the form t - di, where di is a constant, then, after composing the TBF's for the gates in the circuit,

the TBF for the circuit has only the time arguments of the form t - £ di. In particular, if rf, is the

delay of the tth gate in a circuit, then £ di is the delay of a path from an input to an output. The

general form of a TBF for a combinational circuit is

/(t,xi,.. .,xn) = /(xi(t - &i),.. .,xp(* - kp))

3

where ki is the delay of path 7rt- and di is the delay of tth gate, p is the number of paths, xk = x,- if

irk starts at input xt-.

The TBF's for synchronous sequential circuits with cycle time r can be derived systemat

ically as described below. Referring to Figure 3.7, vt- is a synchronized primary input, yt- and xt are

the input and output of the tth latch, and Zi is a primary output. Assume that all external inpute to

the circuit are synchronized to the clock as shown in Figure 3.7. The TBF's for the combinational

next state logic have the general form:

Vi(t) = fi(x\(t - rfii), ...,xp(* - dip), v\(t - divx),..., vq(t - diVq)), i = 1,..., n;
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where p is the number of paths from an input x,- to an output yj, g, the number of paths from an

inputvi to anoutput yj. We cantreat v,'s as states of the circuit, hence,

yi(t) = fi(xi(t - dii),...,xs(t - di5)), t = l,...,n;

where d^ is the delay of a path from the jth flip flop's output to the tth flip flop's data input.

Incorporating the flip flops' TBF's, y(t) =[*=*J r, we obtain:

*(«) =/.•fa([*~'V'*/'j r),-,y3([<-di;-d/-j r)), i=!,...,»;

*(*) =/«(«([^J r)> ™. *( [^J T»-*= ! *
where dft is the delay of the tth flip flop. yn+\,..., ys are the external inputs. Therefore, fctJ =

d^ + dj is the delay around the loop from the jth flip flop's input to the tth flip flop's input.

Therefore, at the nth cycle,

2/i(nr) =fi(y\(nr +\^- r),...,y.(nr+ [-^J r))> *=!.....».
Normalizing to r, the nth value of y,(t) is:

IK(n) =/,-(»i(n+ [^J),.-.,».(»+ [^J)),t =l,...,n.
The TBF's for the primary outputs z,'s are similarlyderived.
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3.5 Event Properties

The study of transitions, or events, are important in estimating power consumptions of

circuits, especially for CMOS circuits which consumeenergy only when transistors in the circuits

switch. With circuits represented by TBF's, we examine the event properties of TBF's.

Let f(t) be a TBFof a circuit Theoutput behavior of the circuit due to an inputcanbe

calculated easily from the TBF and the input. The circuit has an output transition at time r if and

only if /(r + *) ^ /(r - e) forarbitrarily small c > 0. Letx(g(t)) be a TBF variable in f(t). A

sufficient conditionfor the circuit to have no output transitionat r is that for every x(g(t)), input

x(*) (the input corresponding to x(g(t))) has no transition at time g(r). This condition is only

sufficient because an input transitionwill not cause an output transition if it propagates through a

false path (the definition of false path will be explained in Chapter 4.).

Here we relate the number ofoutput transitions in a circuit to the number of transitions of

an input and a property of the circuit.

DEFINITION 12

7. The derivative with respect to time ofTBF y(t), -|^, is defined as:

^ =Bm{»(t +c) ©y(t - «)}
^p- \t=T = 1ifand only ifthere is atransition at rat the output ofthe circuit represented by
y(t).

2. Let y(t) be aTBF. Define \\y(t)\\r =| {n : ^ |*=T,.= 1} |, i.e. the number of distinct
transition times or the number of transitions. Ify - (y\,..., yn), then

Mr =1 {r,;: ^ |i=T,= l,j =1,...,»} |.

THEOREM 8 Lety(t) be theTBF ofanoutput ina combinational circuit that has TBF variables

of theform u(t - ki), andx(t) bea TBF of the inputs applied to thecircuit. Then

IWOIIr <l {*.} I -IWOIIr

Proof. Let {m,} be the transition times of the input signal, x(t). A necessary condition for the

output y(t) tohave a transition at r is that there exist t,j such that r - ki = m,j. The number of

distinct such r isequal to thenumberofdistinct values of n\j+ ki,which is bounded bythenumber

of combinations of &,- and mj. This is equal to | {ki) \ -||x(t)||T. •
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COROLLARY 1 If all inputsswitchsimultaneously att = 0, then

L \\y(t)\\T <| {ki} \.

2. Transitionsat the outputcan occur only att = fc,-.

Proof. Follows from Theorem 8 for ||x(t)||T = 1. •

Therefore, for inputeswitchingat t = 0, deciding whetherthere are transition in a given

interval is tantamount to checking ^§p- =1at the fo's in the interval.
EXAMPLE 10 Consider the circuit represented byTBF y(t) = a(t - 4)a(t - 6)a(t -5). If input

a(t) makes transition only at t = 0, then by the above theorem, output transitions can occur only

at t = 4,5,6. ^ = 0at t = 4, and %§& = 1at t = 5,6. Thus, the only transitions occur at
t = 5,6.

3.6 Representations Over Inputs

In general, a TBF at a given time t can be regarded as an ordinary Boolean function;

hence, a TBF is an infinite collection of Boolean functions over time. It is of interest to consider

thetiming behaviors of acircuit in agiven interval, called arange interval. A TBFof acircuit over

arange interval is still an infinite collection of Boolean functions. However, thisinfinite collection

can bepartitioned into a finite collection over agiven input family. As finite collections, TBF's can

be represented efficiently using decision diagrams and studied accordingly.

If the family of inpute to a circuit has some properties, e.g. times atwhich the inputs in

the family switch, then aTBF for the circuit restricted to this family of inpute can be simplified

according to these properties. For instance, if acircuit has nooutput transition in an interval, then

within thisinterval theoutputs of thecircuit can berepresented by Boolean functions; hence, aTBF

for the circuitover that interval is simply a Boolean function. Thus, for a given input family with

known switching times, if range interval / is partitioned intoa finite set of coarsest sub-intervals

within eachofwhich thereis no outputtransition in the circuit, then, the circuit'sTBF overthe input

family can berepresented by a finite set of Boolean functions each corresponding to asub-interval.

We willdenote TBF f(t) over input family £2 by fa(t).

By Theorem 7, input signals with known switching times can be represented by TBF's

using unit step functions. These input TBF's can be represented by a set of intervals and a

corresponding set of Boolean functions, the setof intervals being the intervals of the time axis
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Interval Boolean Function

(-oo,0.5) 6"

(0.5,1) 6"

(1-2) aa~6 + b~

(2,3) aa~ +b

(3,oo) b
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Table 3.1: Representation ofTBF over £l2

partitioned by the switching times. Now applying a TBF to the input signals also gives a set of

intervals and a corresponding set of Boolean functions; therefore, the function of a TBF can be

regarded as transforming a set of intervals and Boolean functions into another set of intervals and

Boolean functions. Hence, computing a TBF over a family of inputs is to partition an initial range

interval into a set of range sub-intervals such that the TBF is a Boolean function over each of the

range sub-intervals.

Here we illustrate a representation ofTBF's over two special families of inpute: Q2 where

inputs are pairs of vectors switching at t = 0 and £2r where inpute are switching at periodic times

with period r.

3.6.1 TBF's Over Q2

Foran input x(t), denote the value x(t) takes before t = 0 by a Booleanvariable x~,

the value aftert = 0 by x. Thus, the TBF variable x(h(t)) = x~ if h(t) < 0 and x(h(t)) = x if

h(t) > 0. A TBF has no transition in an interval if eachTBF variable's argumentis either positive

or negative in the interval. Then, within a such interval,the Boolean function representing the TBF

is obtained by replacing x(h(t)) by x~ if h(t) < 0 and by x if h(t) > 0.

EXAMPLE 11 Determine fa2(t)for I = (-oo, oo),f(t) = a(t - \)a(t - 3)b(t-0.5)+ b(t-2).

For t G (3, oo), all TBF arguments arepositive; thus, there is no transition in (3, oo) and the

Booleanfunction inthis interval is aab + 6=6. For the next transitionless interval (2,3), a(t - 3)

becomes a~ while the remaining TBF variables are positive; thus, the Booleanfunction in (2,3)

is aa~b + 6= aa~ + 6. The intervals and their correspondingBoolean functions are shown in

Table 3.1.

Because theBoolean functions are identicalfor the neighboring intervals (0.5,1) and

(-oo, 0.5), there is no transition at their border 0.5; these twointervals can be merged. Table 3.2
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Interval Boolean Function

(-00,1) 6"

(1,2) aa~6 + 6~

(2,3) aa~b + 6

(3,oo) 6

Table 3.2: Merged Representation of TBF over Q2

is the representation with the coastest intervals.
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3.6.2 TBF's Over Clr

Since the inpute are constant over intervals with period r, the input TBF is a Boolean

functionwithina period. Thus,TBF variable x(h(t)) = x(n) if nr < h(t) < (n + l)r, wherex(n)

is the input Boolean variable in the nth period. To evaluate a TBF for a given interval /, partition

/ into sub-intervals such that, within each sub-interval, nr < h(t) < (n + l)r for all x(h(t)Ys.

Hence, within each such sub-interval, the TBF is a Boolean function.

EXAMPLE 12 The TBF ofthe combinational logic ofthe circuit in Figure 3.6 is:

g(t) = /(t-L5)/(t-4)/(i-5) + /(t-2)

// we assume the clock period r is 3, then the input to this combinational logic f is a sampled

version ofg with aperiod equal to 3. Denote the values off in the time intervals (-6, -3], (-3,0],

and (0,3] by g(-2), g(-l), and g(0), respectively.

We are interested inrepresenting g(t) inoneperiod, namely the interval I = [0,3). First,

we divide interval I into sub-intervals such that within such a sub-interval each TBF variable in

g(t) is one ofthe values: g{-2), g(-l), g(0). The break pointsfor the sub-interval are 0,1,15,
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Interval Boolean Function

[0,1) s(-i)
[1,1.5) j(-l)
[1.5,2) s(-i)
[2,3) 5(0)

Table 3.3: Representation of TBF over QT

Interval Boolean Function

[0,2) 9(-l)
[2,3) ff(0)

Table 3.4: Merged Representation ofTBF over QT
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2, and3. Thus, the sub-intervals are [0,1), [1,1.5), [1.5,2), [2,3). Then,

For0<t<\, f(t- \.5)f(t - 4)f(t - 5) + f(t - 2)

= g(-l)g(-2)g(-2) + g(-l)

= s(-i)

For 1 < t < 1.5, f(t - l.5)f(t - 4)f(t - 5) + f(t - 2)

= <7(-l)S(-lM-2) + S(-l)

= 5(-l)

For 1.5 < t < 2, f(t - 1.5)f{t - 4)f(t - 5) + f(t - 2)

= 5(0)^(-lM-2) + ^(-l)

= S(-1)

For2<t<3, f(t - l.5)f(t - 4)f(t - 5) + /(i - 2)

= <7(0)S(-1)<7(-1) + S(0)

= ^(0)

T/ie result ofgar(t) is summarized in Table 33. Bymerging the intervals with thesame

Booleanfunction, we get Table3.4.

Thisevaluation is generalized as follows. Letx(g(t)) be aTBFvariable where x(t) is an

input switching to value (Boolean) xt at time r^ We want to find the intervals in which x(g(t)) is

a Boolean variable. In a such interval //, g(t) does not constrain any rt. Thus, these intervals are
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simply the intervals on the time axis partitioned by the pointe {g~l(n)}. ^ we ca^ mese points

break points, then the intervals for a TBF to be Boolean is simply the intervals partitioned by the

break pointe of all the TBF variables in the TBF.Figure 3.8 illustrates this partitioning.

In the Figure, the initial range interval / is partitioned by the break points of a TBF

variable. In each sub-interval, the corresponding Booleanvaluethat x(g(t)) assumesis alsoshown;

for example, in sub-interval I\, theTBFvariable x(g(t)) becomes Boolean variable xi, and in U,

it becomes x2. It is easy to see that if g(t) is continuous then these sub-intervals are connected.

Symbolically, let

/(M) =£n*v(*;W)
» 3

beaTBF, and the input signal ofxtJ switch attimes {rijfc,fc= 1,2,...}, and the initial range interval

be /. Wewant to refine/ so that /(x, t) is a Booleanfunctionwithineach of these refined intervals.

Denote the value of x,j(t) for Tijk < t < T^ic+i) by a Boolean variable Xij(fc);r1v;(_00),rij00

are fictitious transition times at -oo, oo, respectively. Partition / into intervals {//} by the points

i9ijl(Tijk), k= 1,...}. For each interval //, there exists some ksuch that gij(h) C[r^*, T^k+i)].
Denote this kby k(l). Therefore, fort € //, Xij(gij(t)) = rcy (*(/)). Hence,

/(x,t) = f(x) = ^Y[xij(k(l)),fort € //,V/
* 3

which is an ordinaryBoolean function. In the previous exampleon page 34, the p.j's are t - 1.5,
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t - 2, t - 4, and t - 5; {njk} = {3n : n is aninteger}; thus,

fay'fci*)* *= 1, •••} ={1 +3n, 1.5 +3n,2 +3n :nis an integer};

sothepartitioned intervals {//} are [0,1), [1,1.5), [1.5,2), and [2,3)forthe initial interval / = [0,3);

and {*(/)} = {n, if#,•(/,) C [3n,3(n+ 1)]}.

3.7 Decision Diagrams

As discussed in the previoussection,TBF's can be represented by a finite set of Boolean

functions givenarange interval anda familyof inputs. BinaryDecision Diagrams (BDD's) provide

an efficient way to represent andmanipulateBoolean functions. Hence, we want to find a decision

diagram forTBF's. The idea is to partition the range interval into the coarsest sub-intervals such

that the TBF can be represented by a single Boolean function within such a sub-interval. Then,

we represent the finite collection of Boolean functions by BDD's. Therefore, aTBF with a given

range intervaland a family of inputs is represented by aset of rangesub-intervalsandamulti-rooted

BDD, each root associated with one or more sub-intervals. For the following discussion in this

section, we assume implicitly a range interval I and a family of inpute are given. The algorithm for

constructing a canonical decision diagram for aTBF is shown in Figure 3.9.

1. Arbitrarily partition I into disjoint sub-intervals {/,•}. Within each /,- the TBF is a single

Boolean function.

2. Construct a canonical merged BDD for the set of Boolean functions each corresponding to

an/,-.

3. Merge any two or more contiguousintervals7,'s that point to the same BDD.

Figure 3.9: Canonical Decision Diagrams for TBF's

THEOREM 9 The decision diagrams produced by the algorithm inFigure 3.9 are canonical.
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Proof. Let D\ and D2 be two different decision diagrams produced by the algorithm in Figure 3.9

for two equivalent TBF's, but possibly represented differently to the algorithm. Let T\ and T2 be

the final set of intervals for D\ and D2, respectively. If we can show T\ = T2 (by equality, we

mean each interval in Ti has a corresponding interval in T2, and vice versa), then by the canonical

property of BDD's, the merged BDD's corresponding to T\ and T2are identical; thus, the decision

diagrams for the TBF are identical. Assume T\ ^ T2. Observe that the intervals in either T\ or T2

partition the range interval /. Label the intervals in T\ in increasing order as //, l\,...; similarly

for T2, as l\, I2,.... Compare // with if, i = 1,.... Let In and l\ be the first unequal pair and
without loss ofgenerality assume In C /„ (note that the first points in In and l\ are the same.). Let

p € 1^ f| ^n and 9 e ^n+i H^n (me existence ofqis guaranteed by In C /^). Because p,q e /£,
they point to the same BDD node in D2. Further since D\ and D2 represent equivalent TBF's, p, q

mustalso point to the same BDD node in D\. Hence In and In+l point to the same BDD node.

However the algorithm would have merged these two neighboring intervals, a contradiction. So, q

does notexist. Therefore, In = /£. So follows the claim. •
This canonicality theorem implies immediately that two circuits having the same TBF

decision diagram have exactly thesame timing behaviors intheinterval / underthefamily of inputs.

3.7.1 Representing Interval Sets with k-BDD's

With Boolean functions represented by BDD's, we seek to represent the associated in

tervals by binary decision diagrams, called k-BDD's. For a given setof intervals, the set is first

made disjoint by refining overlapping intervals with their end pointe. Ak-BDD representing a set

ofdisjoint intervals uses the end pointe fc,'s ofthe intervals as ite internal node variables. Anode
ki has two children, left child meaning < A:, and right child meaning > ki. A leafnode is justa

dummy node to be replaced bya root of a multi-rooted BDD.

Let {/, = (&,•_!, ki), i = 1,...,n + 1} be a set ofordered intervals covering the entire
time axis (-oo, oo), where I\ = (-oo, k\) and /tt+i = (fc„, oo). Ifthe set does not cover the entire
axis, we fill in the missing intervals with dummy ones. A k-BDD representing the interval set is

shown in inFigure 3.10. Let k{ and fc,+i be the parent and grandparent of a leaf node; then, with

therule that theright branch means > kand the left branch means < k, theinterval ofthe leafnode

is (k^ ki+i). We call this a link canonical form.
Once a k-BDDfor the intervals is constructed, replaceeach leaf nodewith the nodeof the

multi-rooted BDD corresponding to the interval ofthe leaf node. Forthe dummy intervals, the leaf
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Figure 3.10: Link Canonical k-BDD

nodes may point to a don't-care BDD node or the BDD's of neighboring leaf nodes as to simplify

the overall BDD.

3.7.2 Canonical k-BDD

Building a k-BDD from a set of intervals is as discussed above. It may be convenient to

construct a k-BDD directly from, say, a circuit without first deriving a set of intervals. K-BDD's

obtained this way may have the k's in arbitrary orders, and the represented intervals may be difficult

to derive. Here we consider converting an arbitrary k-BDD to a canonical form.

The condition imposed on a k-BDD's is that for each node k all right descendente of k

have values greater than k and all left descendente of k have value less than k. If we insert a set

of ki's into a sorting binary tree, i.e. a new entry is always inserted to the right of a lesser and

left of a greater existing entry, the resulting tree automatically has this property. This condition is

reasonable because being a right descendent of k implies the intervals are greater than k, thus it is

only irredundant for such nodes to have value greater than k. Similarly for left descendente. Thus,

a k-BDD having this property eliminatesnodes that have no effect on the represented intervals. We

call this the irredundant property of a k-BDD.

This condition implies:

1. Each node in a k-BDD is pointed to by only one pointer. If there are two pointers to node k,

then there are two paths from the root to k; thus, k is both a right and left descendent of a

node, but k can't be greater and less than the value of that node.
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Figure 3.11: Interval Preserving Graph Transformation

2. For each ki, there is at most one node labeled ki. If there are two nodes labeled ki, then

either one is a descendent of the other or they have a common ancestor such that one is a right

descendent and the other is a left descendent; both cases violate the irredundant property.

For an irredundant k-BDD, we seek to transform it to a canonical form. The graph

transformation of interest operates on k-BDD's with the above irredundant property and preserves

the intervals represented at the leaves of the k-BDD's. The canonical form we are aiming at is

the link canonical form, in which all parents' values are greater than their children's values. The

transformationmakesparentnodeshavegreatervaluesthan theirchildren's by switchingnodeorder

if a child has greater value than ite parent's. In Figure 3.11, if y > x, the transformation makes

node x a child of y. Wecall this transformation the ordering transformation.

LEMMA 1 Theordering transformationpreserves theinterval set of k-BDD's.

Proof. We need only consider the effect of the transformation on the nodes a, b, and c in Fig

ure 3.11. Atnodea, the inequalities before and after thetransformation are{< x} and {< x, < y}

respectively; but y > x, {< x, < y} has the same effect as {< x}. At node 6, the inequalities

before and after the transformation are the same, {> x, < y}. At node c, the inequality after

the transformation, {> y}, has the same effect as those before, {> x, > y}, because of y > x.

Therefore, the transformation preserves the interval set. •

To decide whether two k-BDD's are the same, we convert both k-BDD's to the link

canonical formwhoseequivalence iseasytocheck. Thefollowing theorem guarantees thepossibility

of converting an irredundantk-BDDto a linkcanonical form.
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LEMMA 2 Every irredundant k-BDD can be converted to a link canonicalform by applying the

ordering transformation iteratively.

Proof. Consider all the left offsprings of the root, i.e. left child of the root, left child of the left

child, and so on, and call these left nodes. If all right children of these left nodes are leaf nodes,

then the k-BDD is already in the link canonical form (the order of the left nodes are implied by

the irredundant property). If one right child of a left node is a sub-k-BDD, apply the ordering

transformation to the right child. After the transformation, the right child becomes a left node

and is above its former parent and below its former grandparent. Because the former parent and

grandparent of the right child are both left nodes, the value of the right child is greater than the

parent and less than the grandparent. Thus, after the transformation, the position ofthe right child is

correct. By iteratively applying the transformation to the right children ofthe left nodes, the k-BDD

becomes the link canonical form eventually. •

When two irredundant k-BDD's are in link canonical form, they represent the same

interval sets if their sets of nodes are equal. Together with the above Lemma, we have

THEOREM 10 Two irredundant k-BDD's represent thesame interval set ifand only ifthey have

the same set ofnodes.

Proof. Two irredundant k-BDD's can be converted to link canonical forms (Lemma 2) while

preserving their interval sets (Lemma 1). The two irredundant k-BDD's have the same set of nodes

if and only if their link canonical forms have the same set of nodes. And the two link canonical

forms have the same set of nodes if and only if they represent the same interval set. •

Making a k-BDD irredundant is done as follows. Assume node y is a right descendent of

node x and y < x. The intervals represented by the left child of y are empty because < y (being

a left child of y), > x (being a right descendent of x), and y < x are unsatisfiable. Thus, the

sub-k-BDD rooted at the left child can be deleted without affecting the overall interval set. The

intervals of the right child of y have the relations > x, > y, and y < x, which is the same as > x;

thus the right child can be made as a right child of x In summary,point the parent of node y to y's

right child, delete node y and the sub-k-BDDrooted at the left child of y. The complexity is linear

in the number of nodes in the k-BDD. Thus, checking equivalence of two k-BDD's is linear.

Althoughexplicitlyconverting k-BDD'sto linkcanonical formsis not required in equiva

lence checking, link canonical forms are easy to manipulateand intuitive,especially in TBF BDD's.

The procedure to transform a k-BDD to a link canonical form is described in the proof ofLemma 2,

and is summarized in Figure 3.12.
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/* Make the k-BDD irredundant */

If Tii is a right (left) descendent of 712 and n\ < n2 (n\ > 712),

remove n\ and the sub-k-BDD at left (right) child of n\,

point parent of n\ to the right (left) child of n\.

/* Transform to Link Canonical Form */

left_node={root}

while(right childof a nodein left-node is not a leafnode){

apply the ordering transformation to the right child

left_node=left_node U {the rightchild}

}

Figure 3.12: Algorithmfor Transforming to Link Canonical Form

3.7.3 Canonical TBF BDD's

We can now combine k-BDD's and ordinary BDD's (from here on, by BDD we mean

an ordinary BDD unless specified otherwise) to form TBFBDD's. Order &t's before all normal

BDD variables. Replace each leafnode in thek-BDD bytherootof theBDD corresponding to the

interval of the leaf node.

After the k-BDD is made irredundant and the BDD's are made canonical, two leaf nodes

in thek-BDD maypointto thesame BDD. If these two leafnodes represent twoadjacent intervals,

i.e. (a, k) and (fc, b), then they must becombined to obtain a canonical form. It can beseen that

the adjacent intervals ofnode karc represented bythe left leaf node of the leftmost descendent of

fc's right child and the leaf node ofthe righunost descendent of fc's left child. We call these two leaf

nodes adjacent leaf nodes of k.

THEOREM 11 //each of two TBF BDD'ssatisfies thefollowing properties:

1. Its k-BDD's are irredundant andno twoadjacentleafnodes in thek-BDD'spoint to thesame

BDD.
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2. The BDD's are canonical.

then, the TBF's represented by the TBFBDD's are equal under the given range interval and input

family ifand only if

1. Their k-BDD's have the same set ofnodes.

2. The corresponding BDD's are equal.

Proof. Necessity. ByTheorem 9, the sets ofintervals for the TBF's areequal and theircorresponding

canonical BDD's are also equal. Since no adjacent leaf nodes in their irredundant k-BDD's point

to the same BDD, i.e. all adjacent intervals with identical BDD are merged, this set of intervals are

those represented by the k-BDD's. Therefore, the k-BDD's have the same set of nodes, because

they are irredundant.

Sufficiency. The two k-BDD's represent the same set of intervals by Theorem 10 and for

each interval the correspondingBDD's areequal. Further, the condition that no adjacent leaf nodes

in its irredundant k-BDD point to the same BDD implies that the intervals with the same BDD are

merged. By Theorem 9, this set of intervals together with the BDD's is canonical; thus the TBF's

represented by the TBF BDD's are equal underthe given range interval and input family. •

This Theorem reduces the checking ofTBF's under a given range interval and input family

to that of an ordinary BDD check.

If node y's two adjacent leafnodes in ak-BDD sharethe same node, node y can be deleted

as follows. If the right child of y is a leaf node (this is always the case if the k-BDD is in link

canonical form), then delete k and point parent of y to the left child of y. See Figure 3.13(a). If the

right child of y is not a leaf node, delete y, point the parent of y to the right child of y, and point the

leftmost leaf node of the right child to the left child of y. See Figure 3.13(b).

Now we illustrate TBF BDD's for three special cases: combinational circuits with a pair

of input vectors switching at t = 0 and with arbitrary inpute with the last vector at t = 0, and

synchronous sequential circuits. For combinational circuits, we assume their TBF's have the form

shown in section 3.4 on page 29, and for synchronous sequential circuits, of the form shown also in

section 3.4 on page 30.

ForTBF's ofcombinational circuits, the arguments ofTBF variables areofthe form t —&,-.

Because the switching time is 0, the end points of intervals in which the TBF's are ordinary Boolean

functions are simply fct's. Starting by building a k-BDD, we first insert all fc,'s into a link canonical

form. Hence, the left branch of a fct node represents the TBF for t < ki, the right branch, the TBF
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leaf w

Figure 3.13: Merge Adjacent Leaf Nodes in k-BDD

for t > ki. Thus, as we traverse from the root of the ki tree down to a leaf node, for each k node

we encounter, the TBF variable x(t - k) becomesa Booleanvariableeither x or x", dependingon

whether the right or left branch of the k node is taken. Therefore, when we arriveat a leaf node, the

TBF becomes an ordinaryBoolean function, whichis calledthe resolved Boolean function at the

leaf node.

When all ki's are inserted into a binarytree, to each leaf node of this tree, we attach a BDD

of the resolved Boolean function at the leaf node. Identical BDD's arc merged. Finally, adjacent

leaf nodes pointing to the same BDD are resolved as discussed above.

3.7.4 TBF BDD Applications

In this section, we illustrate constructions of TBF BDD's and give their interpretations.

Then weapplyTBFBDD's to threeproblems: 1)computing thedelaysof combinational circuits, 2)

computationofpeakpowercomsumption, and3)computation ofmaximum simultaneous switching,

helpful in a noise analysis of a circuit.

Delay Computation

EXAMPLE 13 A TBFrepresentation for the combinationallogic ofthe circuit in Figure3.6 is

g(t) = f(t-l .5)f(t - 4)f(t -5) + f(t- 2)

Assume theinputfamily is pairs ofvectors switching at t = 0. Use f~ and f to denote theBoolean

values off(t) before and after t = 0; thus, f(t) = f~,for t < 0, and f(t) = f,for t > 0. The

ki'sare {1.5,2,4,5}. The k-BDD is inFigure 3.14(a). The intervals represented are, inorderfrom
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k-BDD

(c)

(»)

Figure 3.14: DecisionDiagram of f(t - \.5)f(t - 4)f(t - 5) + f(t - 2)

leftmost leafnode to rightmost,

{(-oo,1.5),(1.5,2),(2,4),(4,5),(5,oo)}.

Foreach interval, theresolvedBooleanfunctionsarecomputedasfollows. Fort < 1.5,1.5 < t < 2,

g(t) = f~;for 2<t<4,4<t<5,5<<, g(t) = /. Therefore, weget the decision diagram as

shown in Figure 3.14(a). Merging adjacent leaf nodespointing to the same BDD, we get thefinal

TBF BDDinFigure 3.14(c), which is the TBF g(t) = f(t - 2). The TBF BDDsaysthat the output

ofthe circuit changes only att-2. Hence, under2-vector inputcondition, the above equation is

equivalent to g(t) = f(t - 2). In other words, the combinational logic inFigure 3.6 behaves like

an inverterwith delay of2, under2-vector inputs.

EXAMPLE 14 Now consider inputsbeing arbitrary sequences of vectors with the last vector at

t = 0. Because the inputcan be 0 or 1 before t = 0, we use symbol U to denote this indeterminate,

ordon't care value. Hence, f(t) - f, ift > 0 andf(t) = U, ift < 0. The complement ofU is an

indeterminate value andis nottheinverse of U in thesense of Booleanalgebra (i.e. U + U ^ \);

thus the complement ofU is also U,U - U, andf+U = U,l + U=l,0+U=U. Again we

use the circuit in the above example,

g(t) = f(t - \.5)f(t - 4)f(t - 5) + /(* - 2).

Treating the inputfor t <0asa constant U, the switching time of the input is 0; thus the ki's are

{1.5,2,4,5}. For t < 1.5, g(t) = UUU + U = U. For 1.5 < t < 2, g(t) = fUU + U = U.

For2 < t < 4,g(t) = fUf + f= U. For 4 < t < 5, g(t) = //(/ + /= /. For 5 < t,
9(t) = fff + f = f.
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(»)

Figure 3.15: TBF BDD Under Input Sequence

Fromthe TBFBDD shown in Figure3.15, we see that the outputofthe circuit reaches its

final valuef aftert = 4; therefore, if an input ofarbitrary sequence is appliedto theabovecircuit,

thedelay of thecircuit is at most 4. // is atmost 4 because of theconservative properties of U, e.g.

U = U. Compare this with the delay of the circuit under pairsof input vectors which is 2.

Forsequential circuits, because oftheirperiodic nature, we work in termsof time modulo

r, theclock period. Referring totheequations onpage 30, lett = r + nr, kij = fey + mijT, where

0 < r < r,0 < k'{j < r. Without loss ofgenerality, consider the case n = 0; so,

yi(r) =fi(y\(mnT +[^r^\ r),...,3/*K*r +[^r*' T))
Normalizing to r, yields,

yi(r) = fi(yi(mn +
r-k': ),...,^m«.+ [L^£J))

Note that r-^- €{-1,0}. Now, treat {k^} as binary variables, .fc^ takes the value of 0, when
r < k'ij, otherwise, 1. To build aTBF BDD, first insert the fc '̂s into alink canonical k-BDD.
When all fcjj's are inserted, to each leaf node, we attach the resolved BDD of that node. These are

resolved in the sense that each T-^- has avalue of0or -1.
EXAMPLE 15 Considerthe TBFfrom the example onpage 29, with r = 2.

sW=ff([i^jr)§([iziJr)S([i^j,)+§([i^j,)
Let t — r + nr, and n = 0,

r —

9{r) = 9( i^J 2)^(-2 -2 +[§J 2M-1 -2+ ^^-J 2) +̂ (-1 '2 +[5J 2)
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Figure 3.16: Decision Diagram of g{[^j )g(-2)g(-l +[^J )+g(-l)

normalizing to t,

9(r) = g(

equivalently,

r -1.5 w-2+y;]w-i+[^])+«-!+[§])

47

*M =s( [L-j^\ M-2)s(-i +[^J)+s(-i)
7Yie 7BF ADD w as ^Aovv/i in Figure3.16. Along the dashed path shown, the conditions r < 1.5

and r < 1 /ic/d. T/ien //ie TBF becomes:

9(r) = <7(-lM-2)s(-2) + »'(-l)

= ff'(-l)

aj shown. The leaffunctions along otherpaths are derived similarly.

Figure 3.17 is a decision diagramfor the same TBF with the Boolean functions also

represented by BDD's.

Peak Power Computation & Maximum Power Input Sequences

Low power designs have become increasingly important as more electronic products

become portable. Naturally, power estimation is vital for low power design. For CMOS circuits,

power is consumed only when there are transitions, because in steady state the P-MOS and the

N-MOS transistors in tandem pole arrays block DCcurrents. Thus, the number of internal signal

transitions in a circuit correlates well with the power consumption of the circuit. Present methods

estimate powers by computing the activity probabilities in circuite [12, 37, 31, 55, 132]. These

methods are efficient and thus applicable for large circuite. However, activity probability may

not be accurate because activity probability does notfully reflect the switching activity in circuits
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k-BDD

BDD

Figure 3.17: Complete TBF BDD ofg([^\)g(-2)g(-\ +|rjiJ)+0(-i)

which depends heavily on the timing properties of the circuits. Further, present methods try to

estimate the absolute power based on gate level models, which may not model accurately the analog

switching behaviors. It is generally believed that estimating the maximum power consumption

is a difficult problem, e.g. [35, 47]. Here we look at the problem from a different perspective:

instead of estimating the absolute powerbased on a high level model where capacitive, resistive,

and inductive effects are difficult to characterize, we compute the exact number of transitions in a

circuit, which is a more direct indicator for power than activity probability. We also compute the

inputvectors that cause the most transitions, which could be used in turn to compute accurately

power consumption using device level simulators such as SPICE oras input vectors for measuring

powerin manufactured instances of the design.

In this section, we assume that inputs are pairs of vectors and extend this method for

sequences of vectors later. We are interested incalculating themaximum peak power acircuit may

consume on a pair of inputvectors. The number of signal transitions can be derived from theTBF

BDD as follows. For a node in a circuit, we construct a canonical TBF BDD. Since each k-BDD

node is a potential transition time for the signal at the node, the number of k-BDD nodes is an

upper bound onthenumber of transitions atthenode. For aspecific input, thenumber of transition

is the number of k-BDD nodes whose left and right functions do not evaluate the same. And the

maximum number of transition underan input pair is thus the numberof k-BDD nodes whose left

and right functions do not evaluatethe same.

EXAMPLE 16 Consider the circuit in Figure 3.18(a). The TBF's for node d, e, and f are
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TOP BDD tor nod* d TBF BDD tor nod* •

6»

TBF BDD tor nod* I

Figure 3.18: Circuitfor PowerCalculation UsingTBF BDD's
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d(t) = a(t-l)b(t-l),e(t) = b(t-l) + c(t-2),andf{t) = a(t-4)b(t-4) + b(t-5) + c(t-5),

respectively.

Assuming inputs arepairsofvectors, theirTBF BDD'sareshown inFigure 3.18(b). Ifthe

input is a rising transition at each primary input, i.e. (a~, 6", c") = (0,0,0), (a, 6,c) = (1,1,1),

the numberof transitionsat node f is calculatedasfollows. Referring to the TBF BDDfor node f

and considering node 4, the BDD pointed by the left arrow evaluates to 0 and the BDD pointed by

the right arrow evaluatesalso to 0; thus,thereis no transitionat circuit node f at time4. Fornode 5

in the TBFBDD, the BDD pointed by the right arrow evaluates to 1, thus, there is a rising transition

at node f at time 5. For circuit node d, both BDD's in the TBF BDD evaluate to 0; no transition

occurs at node d. For circuit node e, the left BDD gives 0, while the right BDD gives I; thus,

there is a risingtransition at time2 at circuit nodee. Therefore, for input(a~, b~,c~) = (0,0,0),

(a, 6, c) = (1,1,1) the total number of transitions in thecircuit is 2.

Although the number of transitions in a circuit correlates well with the power dissipation

of the circuit, it hardly rcflecte the actualpowerdissipation. Toobtain an accurateestimate on power

dissipation, a more detailed method,e.g. SPICE, is required. Therefore, we propose to use timing

analysis on gate level circuits to compute the input vector pairs that cause the most signal transitions,

and these input vector pairs are then used in SPICE simulations or bench testing of manufactured

circuits to obtain accurate power consumption. We call these input vector pairs maximum power

input pairs.
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Here we show how TBF BDD's can be used to calculate the maximum power input vector

pairs.

EXAMPLE 17 Consider the circuitand its TBFBDD's in Figure 3.18. A guess for a maximum

power input vector pair is that all inputs change from 0 to I, i.e. (a~, 6~, c~) = (0,0,0) and

(a,b,c)= (1,1,1). From theprevious example, thenumber of transitions in thecircuit under this

vectorpair is 2 and some potential transitions are not activatedby this input,e.g. the transition at

node d at time 1.

We seek an input pair thatachieves themaximum number oftransitions, 4. Consider the

input pair: (a~,6",c") = (1,0,0) and (a, 6,c) = (1,1,1). For node d, the adjacent arrows of

node 1 evaluate to 0 and 1, respectively; thus, there is a transition at dat 1. Fornodee, theadjacent

arrows of node2 evaluate differently: a transition occurs at e at 2. For node f, the leftarrow of

node4 evaluates to 1, while the rightevaluates to 0; and the rightarrow of node 5 evaluates to

I; hence, there are two transitionsat node f. Because everypotential transition is activated by

this input pair, this input vector pair is a maximum power input vector pair. The total number of

transitionsunder this inputvectorpair is 4.

Finding Maximum Power Input Using BDD's

The abovemethodcan be generalized and transformed into the problem of satisfiability

of BDD's. We want to construct a multi-rooted BDD for a circuit such that all the pairs of input

vectors that generate the maximum power in thecircuit are represented by the BDD.

Consider a k-node, say k, in a TBF BDD of a node in a circuit. The set of all pairs of

input vectors that cause a transition atthe node at time k is represented byan XOR ofthe adjacent

BDD's of the k-node; this is because the left adjacent BDD of the k-node represents the Boolean

value of thenodeat timejust before A; and theright adjacent BDD of thek-node represents thatof

thenode at time justafter k; if they are not equal, there is a transition at the node at time k. Thus,

the XOR BDD of the adjacent BDD's of thek-node represents all suchinputvector pairs.

Once the XOR BDD's for each k-nodes ofeach node in the circuit are constructed, finding

thesetofmaximum power input pairs isequivalent toobtaining themaximum subset ofthese XOR

BDD's whose conjunction (i.e. AND) is notalways equal to 0. Finding the maximum subset can

also be done with BDD's using a combinational counterfunction. A combinational counterhas n

inpute and n outputs. If m inputs are 1's,only the mth output is 1,i.e. an 1onthe mth output line

means m inpute arc 1's. Acircuit representation of such a function is inFigure 3.19.
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combinational counter

adder

Figure 3.19: A Combinational Counter

Assume a BDD is constructed for a combinational counter with inpute x\,...,xn and

outputs yi,...,2/n- Let the n BDD's whose maximum subset is to be determined be /i,...,/n.

Construct the following multi-rooted BDD; note that yi is a function of xi,..., xn.

ft-(/I,.--,/n)'(si =/l)-...-(zn = /n); *= 1,. 71

The functionofthis BDD, in circuitterms,connects the "outputs"ofthe BDD's f\,..., /„

to the inpute of the combinational counter. Once this overall BDD is made canonical, the BDD

at the ith root, i.e. yi, not identical to 0 represents all the input pairs that produce i transitions.

Therefore, the root BDD with the highest i represente all input pairs producing the maximum

number of transitions, i.e. the set of all maximum power input vector pairs.

Note that we areonly interested in the BDD with the highest i; thus, BDD's can be built in

decreasing orderof i starting from the maximum i. Then the BDD for the maximum powerinputs

is the first BDD not identically equal to 0.

The decoderin the combinational counteris not necessaryandis added forclarity; without

the decoder, the BDD forthe inpute causing themost transitions canbeobtained asfollows. Initially,

the resultant BDD /? is 1 and let 7; be the tth outputBDD of the lastadder. Starting from the most

significant bit of the output of the last adder, for the ith bit, if (3 = /3 •7,- ^ 0, go to the next bit;

otherwise, let /3 = /? • ft- and go to the next bit. When we reach the least significant bit, p is the

BDD of the inputs causing the most transitions.

EXAMPLE 18 We apply theabove BDD technique tofind all input pairs that produce themost

transitions in thecircuit of Figure 3.18. Firstwe construct XOR BDD'sfor theadjacent BDD's of
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combinational eountar (bit 4):

y4cx1x2x3x4

(•)

BODrepresenting maximum powtr Input

y4f1 t2f3f4(Xlsf1)(x2sf2)(x3sf3)(x4ef4)

(b)

Figure 3.20: Using BDD to Obtain Maximum Power Input
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each k-node. For example, referring to the TBF BDD of node f in Figure3.18, the adjacent BDD's

ofnode 5 are the two sub-BDD's rooted at the nodes labeled a. There are four such XOR BDD's.

Now we construct a BDDfor the combinationalcounterfor the 4th output, i.e. 2/4 the highest output.

Thefunction ofy* is simply a four-input ANDfunction. "Connecting" the combinational counter

with the XOR BDD's, we have the overall BDD shown in Figure 3.20(b). This BDD is canonical

and is not identical to 0, therefore represents all input vector pairs that produce 4 transitions,

or the set of maximum power input vectorpairs. The set of maximum power input vector pairs

is a~abb~c~. Note that the maximum power input pair we obtainedin the previous example on

page 50 (a-,6_,c~) = (1,0,0), (a,6,c) = (1,1,1) is consistent with this result, because the

vector pair is in the on-set of the BDD.

Suppose the input is a sequence of vectors instead of a pair of vectors. One way to

compute themaximum power sequence issimilartothat for pairs of vectors; instead ofconstructing

TBF BDD's for pairs of inputs, build TBF BDD's for sequences of vectors. Then the rest of the

above algorithm will apply.

Sometimes, one is interested in knowing the number of transition caused by a given

sequence of vectors. One way to solve this is to use aTBF BDD constructed over sequences of

vectors; evaluate the TBF BDD for the given sequence, and the number of nodes in the k-BDD

whose twochildren point todifferent nodes, i.e. there isatransition, isthetransition number caused

bythe given sequence. Another possibly simpler way istouse TBF BDD's constructed over pairs
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of vectors. This method is valid only if the transitions caused by the vectors in the sequences do

not interfere with each other, i.e. the number of transitions by a pair in such a sequence remains

the same independent of the presence of other vectors. An easy criterion for this non-interference

is that the separation between vectors in such a sequence is longer than the settling time of the

circuit. If such non-interference is true, then the number of transitions by such a sequence is equal

to the sum of the transition numbers caused by each vector pair in the sequence; for example, the

transition number by the vector sequence v\, t£, V3, V4 is the sum of the transition numbers by the

pairs (ui,U2), favs), (v3,v4).

Another item of interests is the average power of a circuit given a set of vector sequences

and the occurrence probabilities (or occurrencefrequencies) of each vector in the set. This average

powercan be calculatedby computingthe powerconsumedby each sequencein the set and average

these weighted by the occurrence probabilities.

Noise and Interference Analysis

The effects ofnoise become prominent and even detrimental for today's increasingly small

circuite where coupling capacitances are becoming significant A major cause of noise in circuite,

e.g. power and ground bus noise, cross-talk signal interference, is the simultaneous switching

of nodes, drawing peak currents and creating glitches. To study accurately the effects of noise,

sophisticated modelings and simulations are essential; yet timing analysis at the gate level can

provide valuable simulation "road maps" for the more time consuming but more accurate methods

like SPICE and bench testing of real circuits. Here we identify the input vectors that may cause

the largest current surgeandglitches. Thenthese inputvectors maybe studied morecarefully with

SPICE or bench testing.

An input vector pair causing the most nodes to switch simultaneously at time r is a

Boolean assignment to the variables in the TBF BDD's such that the most fc-nodes with value r

have adjacent arrows evaluated differently. A "noisiest" input pairis thus a Boolean assignment

giving most such fc-nodes maximizingover all fc's in the TBF BDD's.

EXAMPLE 19 Consider the circuit inFigure 3.21 andthe TBF BDD's ofitsnodes. For simultane

ous switching attime 2, the input vector pair (a~, 6",c") = (0,1,1)and (a, 6, c)= (1,1,1)causes
two transitions at time2, oneat node f andoneat nodeg. This vectorpair also causes two transi

tionsattime 1, one transition each atnode dand f. However, the inputpair, (a",6~, c~) = (0,1,1)
and (a,6, c) = (1,1,0), causes three transitions at time \, the maximum number ofsimultaneous
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Figure 3.21: arcuit for Noise Analysis Using TBF BDD's
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transitions possible: one transition each at node d, e, and f. If a transition at each node draws the

sameamount of current, then the input pair (a~, 6", c~) = (0,1,1) and (a, 6,c) = (1,1,0) is a

"noisiest" input vector pair.

Transitions occurring closely in time interact to give an accumulative contribution to

circuit noise; thus these transitions can be treated as if occurring at the same time for this noise

analysis.

Finding the set of noisiestinput pairs canbe done similarly as that for maximum power.

Here we search over the values of k-nodes, i.e. over the times of potential transitions. For each

k value, we find a BDD for the input pairs causing the maximum number of transitions alt = k.

Thenthe BDD for thenoisiest input pairs is theonewiththemosttransitions among all k's.

Fora k value, we first construct XOR BDD's for the adjacentBDD's of all k-nodes with

value k; this is done for all nodes in the circuit. Then the BDD for the input pairs causing the

mosttransitions atk is found using thecombinational counter function, as described intheprevious

section. Finally, the BDD for the noisiest input pairs is obtained by selecting, among all k's, the

BDD with the most transitions.

A search order for the fc's can be as follows. Order the fc's according to the number of

k-nodes thathavevalue k. For example, if 100 k-nodes have value 3 and 101 k-nodes have value 5,

order 5 before3. Then start searching from the k value with themost k-nodes. If atsomestage, the
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Figure 3.22: Using BDD for Noise Analysis

number of transitions found so far is greater than the number of k-nodes of later k% i.e. the current

search result is greater than the number of "potential" transitions (i.e. the number of k-nodes with

value k) of any of the later fc's, we havefound the answer. Similarlya k value can be skipped if its

potential is less than the current maximum.

EXAMPLE 20 We apply the above BDD algorithm to the circuit in Figure 3.21. There are three

k-nodes with value 1 and two k-nodes with value 2; so we start with k = 1 first. Construct the

XOR BDD's for the adjacent BDD's of the k-nodes with value 1; there are three such BDD's. The

function ofthe third output of the combinational counter is an AND. "Connecting" the inputs ofthe

counter to the XOR BDD's, we get the BDD shown in Figure 3.22. Since this BDD is canonical and

is not identicallyequal to 0 and the number of transitions at k = 1 (3) is greater thanthe number of

potential transitions atk = 2 (2), thisBDDrepresents the set of inputvector pairs producing most

simultaneous transitions. Note that the input pair obtained in the previous example on page 53,

(a~, b~,c~) = (0,1,1) (a, 6, c,) = (1,1,0), is consistent with this result.

3.7.5 Constructing TBF BDD's From Circuits

Deriving a TBF BDD from a TBF may use much memory for the TBF. Here we discuss

deriving a TBF BDD from a circuit under a given inputfamily. The idea is to proceed from the

inpute. At each step, derive a TBF BDD for a node based on the TBF BDD's of the node's fanins.

If a TBFBDD fora node in terms of inputs is needed, thenode's TBF BDD is composed with its
fanins.

For the gates whose inputs are also the primary inputs, TBF BDD's are built under the
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Figure 3.23: TBF BDD for an Input

input family. Forexample, if input x switches from x~ to x+ at t = 0, then we build aTBF BDD

for x with a k-node of 0 whose left child is a BDD of x~ and right child, a BDD of x+. See

Figure 3.23.

Consider now an internal node in the circuit. The input family, or switching times, to this

node can be derived from ite fanins' TBF BDD's. The switching times are just the end points of

the intervals represented in the fanins' TBF BDD's. Within such an interval, the input is just the

BDD's in the fanins' TBF BDD's. With the input waveform to the node determined, the TBF for

this node can be represented over the input waveform as described in Section 3.6 and whose TBF

BDD is obtained accordingly.

3.7.6 Manipulations

Analogousto BDD's, we examineprocedures to make aTBF BDD canonical and other

operationson TBF BDD's.

Manipulations with TBF BDD's are similar to those with ordinary BDD's, because the

k-nodes in TBF BDD's canbe regarded as ordinary BDD nodes with the following ordering rule.

For k-nodes fct and kj, we order ki •< kj if ki < ky, and for any ordinary BDD variable x and

any k-node k,we order k < x. Therefore, manipulations with TBF BDD's can be performed as in

ordinary BDD's, except for the additional irredundant requirement onk-BDD's.

For the following discussion, we assume the inputTBF BDD's are k-BDD's on top of

resolved BDD's, i.e. k-nodes are ordered earlier than normal BDD variables. We use |<7| or |G,-| to

denote the size ofaTBF BDD. Manipulations onTBF BDD'sconsistofoperations onk-BDD'sand

resolved BDD's. We find thatthesemanipulation complexities are dominated by thoseon BDD's.

The operations, their meanings, and complexities are enumerated below.
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1. Reduction. Given a TBF BDD, make the resolved BDD's canonical, the k-BDD irredundant,

and merge adjacent leaf nodes in the k-BDD. The detailed algorithms are discussed as above.

The complexity ofthis operationis dominated by that ofmaking the resolved BDD's canonical,

thus, is the same as that of reducing a BDD to canonical form, i.e. 0(|(j|/o£(|(7|)).

2. Operations. Operations on TBF BDD's include all binary Boolean operations, e.g. AND,

OR, XOR, and the unary operation, complementation. Complementation is done by simply

swapping the constant nodes 1 and 0; thus, itecomplexity is 0( 1).

To obtain the resultant TBF BDD of a binary Boolean operation, f\ < op > f2, regard

k-nodes in k-BDD's as ordinary BDD nodes, perform the desired operation, and finally make

canonical with the additional irredundant requirement on k-BDD's.

The main complexity comes from operations on the resolved BDD's of f\ and f2 plus a

reduction operation, and thus is the sameasthatof BDD,namely, 0(|Gi||<72|).

3. Composition. Compositions of TBF BDD's are done in a similar way as those in normal

BDD's. In normal BDD composition f(x) o x(y), the variable x in f(x) is identified with

the BDD of x(y). InTBF BDD composition, f(x) ox(t), thereare several Booleanvariables

representing the TBF variable x(t) in f(x). For example, in the case x(t) only switches

at t = 0. x~ and x represent x(t) for t < 0 and t > 0, respectively, Thus, in TBF BDD

composition, each Boolean variable of x(t) should be associated with a BDD in the TBF

BDD of x(t), based on the intervals they represent. For example, z~ is associated with the

BDD forthe interval t < 0. Once this association is identified, the composition is done as in

normal BDD's.

Given

y(t) = /(..., x(gl(t))1...,x(gn(t))y...)

and x(t) = h(t), composition of y(t) with x(t), (y o x)(t), is

/(..., %,(t)),...,%n(0),...)

Because a TBF BDD is associated with a family of inputs, composition of two TBF BDD's

is meaningful only if the input family of theTBF BDD for y(t) is the same as for theoutput

family of x(t). If this is the case, each BDD variable x intheTBF BDD of y(t) is identified

with a BDD of x(t), based on the same interval they represent. Then, the BDD's of the

composition are just the BDD's of y(t) composed with the corresponding BDD's of x(t).
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TBF BDD for f(t)=x(t-1)+x(t-2)
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TBFBDDferx(t)=y(t-3) TOF"fftSgtf*"
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Figure 3.24: Composition ofTBF BDD's
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The k-BDD of the composition is just the k-BDD of y(t). The k-BDD of x(t) are used

to identify the intervals the BDD's represent. Finally, the composition TBF BDD is made

canonical.

The complexity arises from the composition of the BDD's of y(t) with thoseof x(t) and is

0(\Gy\2\Gx\).

EXAMPLE 21 Composing TBF f(t) = x(t -2) + x(t-\) with x(t) = y(t - 3), assuming

y(t)switches only att = 0. Let y~ and ydenote the Boolean valuefory(t) before and after

t = 0. Thus, the output switching timesfor x(t) is 3. Suppose we have built a TBF BDDfor

f(t) under the input waveform switching att = 3, asshown in Figure 3.24(a), where x~ and
x are theBoolean variables before andafter t = 3. Notethat thek values inFigure 3.24(a)

are the additions ofthe kvalues off(t) and the switching times. Then wecan compose itwith

the TBF BDDfor x(t)(Figure 3.24(b)). We associate the variable x~ in the TBF BDD ofy(t)
with the BDD ofx~ which is the left BDD ofnode 3 inFigure 3.24(b). Similarly, the variable

x inthe TBF BDD ofy(t) isassociated with the right BDD ofnode 3. Composing the BDD's

in Figure 324(a) with the corresponding BDD's in Figure 324(b) gives the resulting TBF

BDD in Figure 324(c), which isthe correct TBF BDDfor (/ og)(t) = y(t-5) + y(t- 4).

One commonly encountered special case is thecomposition of aTBFBDD with an ordinary

BDD. In this case, the operation is performed as forordinary BDD's, treating allk-nodes as

normal BDD nodes.
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4. Cofactoring. The Cofactoring operation sets some Boolean variables to constants. In a TBF

decision diagram, this is done by setting the Boolean variables to constants and making it

canonicalby calling the reductionroutine. Hence, its complexity is the same as for reduction,

0(|G|log(|GQ).

An analogous cofactoring operation on a k-node, /(t)|*, is defined to be the TBF of f(t)

under the condition that t > k. Similarly, /(*)!* is the TBF of f(t) under the condition

t < k. The cofactoring operation f(t)\k is done by directing both pointers of the k-node to

the rightchild and calling the reduction routine to make it canonical. Thus the complexity is

0(|G|log(|G-|)).

3.8 ENF and TBF

Equivalent Normal Form (ENF), proposed by Armstrong [8], is an algebraic circuit

representation relating logical functionality and path information, in which each literal is a path

and associated with each literal is a tag of gate names on the path. For instance, literal Z{3,l52)53}

represente input signal x propagating alongthe pathconsistingofgates g\, g2, and g^. Construction

of ENF's from circuite is very straightforward and can be done recursively from the inputs as

illustrated below. Assume ENF's for the inpute of a 2-input AND (say g) are x and y, then the

ENF at the output of g is obtainedby appending the letter g to each literal in x and y and ANDing

the resulting input ENF's. For instance, if the input ENF's for g are fl{fl,t54} and afo^^}^,^}*

then the ENF atthe output of g is a{gug4ig)a{gug2^g}l>{g2tff3tg} The ENF for primary input u is

simplytt{}. Gates with functionalities other than AND can be done similarly. Basically, ENF is a

path oriented representation andTBF is a timing orientedrepresentation. The following example

illustrates this difference.

EXAMPLE 22 Consider theENF's andTBF'sfor circuits inFigure 325(a), assuming each gate

has a delay of 1. The ENF atthe output ofg^ is fyp^} + c^9A}, which represents the two paths

92,9aand53,#4 (inverted) ORed. Asimilar calculation gives theENFat thecircuit output:

a{9\ ,56,58}G{52,54,36,38}c-{53,54,5s»37,S8} * a{9\,96,58}c{$3,54,56,5s}"{32,54,37,38}+

a{S! ,36,38}C{33,54,56,58}C{53,34,37,38} "*" a{9\,36,58}C{33,54,56,58}C{53,34,35,57,58}
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A TBF at theoutput ofg^is b(t - 2) + c(t - 2) andat the circuit output is:

f(t) = a(t - 3)(b(t - 4) + c(t - 4)){b(t - 4) + c(t - 4) + c(t - 4))

= a(t - 3)(b(t - 4) + c(t- 4))

Note that because the ENF represents paths instead of timing information (e.g. delay),

the gate delay information is not incorporated and, hence, the ENF has a more complicatedform.

Also, the output value at time, say 1, can be obtained by simply substituting 7 in the TBF, while, in

the ENF, path delays must be summedfirst andfurther analysis needs to be performed.

The circuit inFigure325(b)further shows thepath orientednatureofENFand the timing

oriented nature ofTBF. The ENF is:

fl{5l,52,54} + 5{33,34}

which does not capture thefact that gi is a latch: substituting a buffer for gi wouldgive thesame

ENF. The TBFfor the circuit is:

/(*) =B(*-2) +a([^]r-l)
where r is the clock period tothe latch. Again, information atany time at f can beeasily calculated

with the TBF but not with the ENF.

However, forcombinational circuite, TBF's can be converted to forms similar to ENF's.

Instead of using gate delays, use delay variable; for example, use kito denote the delay of gate #.

Then, each literal in a TBF has the form x(t - £?=1 ki), where £ fct- is the sum of all gate delay

variables on apath, which isdirectly related tothe ENF literal x{gx ^igny ENF's together with the
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gate information associated with the tags are complete for timing analysis2, but since ENF's are

explicit representations andhave no known canonical decision diagrams, complexity is a concern.

On the other hand, TBF's also represent the complete timing information and, in addition, have

canonical TBF BDD's to represent efficiently this information implicitly.

3.9 Optimizations in Real and Boolean Domains

In this section we introduce a new optimization problem over both the real and Boolean

domains. This differs from traditional optimization problems in that the objective function is

optimized overa setof induced optimization problems instead of a setof pointe; the setof induced

optimization problems are defined by a Boolean function. This problem arises often in analysis

problems thatinvolve bothtiming and logical functionalities. It consists of a real quantity H to be

optimized, a function F overthereal domain, and a function G overtheBoolean domain. G defines

a feasible set in the Boolean domain and each point (or cube) in this set induces a set of constraints

in the realdomain which, together with F, constitute the overall constraints for optimizing H. That

is, each point in the Boolean feasible set induces a real optimization problem. We want to find a

subset in the Boolean feasible set so that the induced real optimization problems give the optimum

H among all the induced real optimization problems. The connectionbetween the Boolean domain

and the real domain is provided by TBF's. This idea is illustrated in Figure 3.26. Mathematically,

the optimization problem is:

Optimize B(x)

F(x) > 6

G(x) = 0

where x € #n, H : Rn *-+ R, F : Rn <-» Rm,G : Rn ^ Br, B = {0,1}, and R is the set of reals.

The > can alsobe = in some components of F(.).

EXAMPLE 23

maxx — y

F: x + y2 < 4

G: a(% +^-\)~b(y-x2 +3)®(ab +a-b-) = 1
a(t) = aU(t) + a~ U(-t)

b(t) = bU(t)+ b-U(-t)

2For applications ofENF's, see [73, 142,46]. ENF's are often only used for insight and theory with more efficient
computational methods following later.
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A TBF at the output ofg^ is b(t - 2) + c(t - 2) andat the circuit output is:

f(t) = a(t - 3)(6(t - 4)+c(t- 4))(6(* - 4)+ c(t- 4)+ c(t - 4))
= a(t-3){b(t-4) + c(t-4))

Note that because the ENF represents paths insteadof timing information (e.g. delay),

the gate delay information is not incorporated and, hence, the ENF has a more complicatedform.
Also, the output value at time, say1, can be obtained bysimply substituting 7 in the TBF, while, in

the ENF, path delays must be summedfirst andfurther analysis needs to beperformed.

The circuit inFigure 325(b) further shows thepathorientednature ofENF andthetiming

oriented nature ofTBF. The ENF is:

a{9\ ,52,54} +6{53,54}

which does not capture thefact thatgi is a latch: substituting a bufferfor gz would give thesame

ENF. The TBFfor the circuit is:

/(t) =a(t-2) +a([^Jr-l)
wherer is theclockperiod to the latch. Again,information at any timeat f canbe easilycalculated

with the TBF but not with the ENF.

However, for combinational circuits, TBF's can be converted to forms similar to ENF's.

Instead of using gatedelays, use delay variable; forexample, use A;, to denote the delay of gate p,.

Then, each literal in a TBF has the form x(t - Y^=i ki), where £ ki is the sum of all gate delay

variables ona path, which is directly related totheENF literal 3{5,,...,5n}. ENF's together withthe
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gate information associated with the tags are complete for timing analysis2, but since ENF's are

explicit representations and have no known canonical decision diagrams, complexity is a concern.

On the otherhand, TBF's also represent the complete timing information and, in addition, have

canonical TBF BDD's to represent efficiently this information implicitly.

3.9 Optimizations in Real and Boolean Domains

In mis section we introducea new optimization problem over both the real and Boolean

domains. This differs from traditional optimization problems in that the objective function is

optimizedover a set of induced optimization problems instead of a set of points; the set of induced

optimization problems are defined by a Boolean function. This problem arises often in analysis

problems thatinvolveboth timingand logical functionalities. It consiste of a real quantity H to be

optimized, a function F over the real domain, and a function G over the Boolean domain. G defines

a feasible set in the Boolean domain and each point (or cube) in this set induces a set of constraints

in the real domain which, together with F, constitute the overall constrainte foroptimizing H. That

is, each point in the Boolean feasible set induces a real optimization problem. We want to find a

subsetin the Boolean feasible set so thatthe induced real optimization problems give the optimum

H among all the induced real optimization problems. The connection between the Boolean domain

andthe real domainis provided by TBF's. This idea is illustrated in Figure 3.26. Mathematically,

the optimization problem is:

Optimize H(x)

F(x) > 0

G(x) = 0

where x e Rn, H : Rn » R, F : Rn » Rm,G : Rn *-+ Br, B = {0,1}, and R is the set of reals.

The > can alsobe = in some componentsof F(.).

EXAMPLE 23

max a; — y

F: x + y2 < 4

G: *(f+ ^-!)%-*2 +3)©(a6 +a-6-) = 1
a(t) = aU{t) + a~U(-t)

b{t) = bU(t) + b-U(-t)

2For applications of ENF's, see[73,142,46]. ENF's are oftenonlyused for insight and theory with more efficient
computational methods following later.
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on the types ofinput.

The analysis in the above example assumes that the delays of the gates in the circuit

are fixed constante. In practice, manufactured circuite of the same design may have different

gate delays due to manufacturing fluctuations in delay related parameters such as capacitance,

resistivity, and transistors sizes. To be practical, we need to provide an analysis for not just a

manufactured instance ofadesignbuttheentire familyofmanufactured circuite ofthe samedesign.

To model manufacturing uncertainties, we assume gatedelays to be variable withinclosedintervals.

Therefore, acompletedelayanalysis determines the delays of circuits withvariable gate delays and

excited with various inpute.

A counterpart of delay analysis in synchronous sequential circuite is to compute the

minimum cycle times of sequential circuits. A block diagram of ageneral synchronous sequential

circuit is shown inFigure 4.2. Usually, theminimum cycle timeof asynchronous sequential circuit

is upper bounded by the delay of the combinational logic in the sequential circuit. Later, we will

show this upperbound can bepessimistic, and propose an algorithm tocompute theexact minimum

cycle time.
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4.2 Previous Work

4.2.1 Single Vector Delay and Computation

Viability [100] and floating [33] delays are single vector delays that conservatively estimate

the delays of combinational circuits. In single vector delay, node values in a circuit are assumed

conservatively to be arbitrary, i.e. floating, before they are determined by an input vector. The delay

of the circuit is the latest settling time under any single input vector. The assumption of arbitrary

node values stems from the thinking that the circuit in consideration may be still propagating

the input vectors applied before the last input vector, thus, node values in the circuit may be set

arbitrarily. Further, single vector delay for a design is the delay for the entire family of circuits

whose gate delays may be any value ranging from their maxima to zero, e.g. the z'th gate's delay

di e [0, dfax\

Computation of floating delay is aided by the following necessary and sufficient condition

[33].

DEFINITION 13 Path tx is sensitizabie infloating delay if thereexists an inputvector v such that

for each gate g along -k

1. Ifall inputs are non-controlling at g underv, then the inputalong ttmust be the last to become

non-controlling.
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2. Ifthereare controlling inputsto g underv, then the inputalong n mustbe thefirst to become

controlling.

A non-sensitizable path is also called a false path, and a sensitizabie path is sometimes

called a true path.

The following theorem [33] provides a way to compute the exact floating delay.

THEOREM 12 The floating delay of a circuit is equal to the length of the longest sensitizabie

path infloating mode.

There are several weaknesses in the definition of floating delay. First floating delay is

inherently an approximation to the true delay because of the assumption of arbitrary node value.

There is no previous result on how conservative this assumption is on the actual circuit delay. In

section 4.3.3, we study the effect of this assumptionon exact circuit delay. Second floating delay

targets circuite made of simple gates, because its definition rests on the notion of controllingand

non-controlling values of simple gates. And finally, floating delay can be overly pessimistic by

implicitly assuming 0 as the lower bound of gate delays, i.e. di € [0, dfax] where diis thedelay of

the ?'th gate.

Since there is a vast amount of literatures in testing, relating computation of single vector

delay to testing enables the existing techniques to be used. The following theorem relates the

testability of a multiple stuck-0 (stuck-1) fault on the I-edges (for its definition, see Chapter2) of

paths of length at least L to the existence of a true path under a single input vector whose rising

delayis at least L. Givena set of I-edges, the multiple faultstuck-0(stuck-1) on the setcorresponds

to a stuck-0 (stuck-1) fault on each I-edge in the set. The following theorem [46] gives a relation

between multiple fault testing and path sensitization.

THEOREM 13 Lefqbea leaf-dag of circuit C,V= {P\, P2,.», Pn), the set ofallpaths in C

with rising (falling) delays of at least L, andPv, the corresponding paths in leaf-dag tj. At least

one Pi € V is true under vector vfor the rising (falling) transition at an output in C if andonly if

v is a testin rjforthemultiple stuck-0 (stuck-1)fault ontheI-edge of each pathin Vn.

From Theorem 13, a set of paths can be decided sensitizabie or not by testing the

corresponding multiple stuck-at fault on the I-edges of the paths. As will be seenin section 4.3.3,

delay by sequences of vectors is less than or equal to single vector delay; therefore, we have the

following corollary.
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COROLLARY 2 Let r} be a leaf-dag of circuit C,V = {Pu Pi, »., Pn}, the set of all pathsin C

with rising (falling)delay of at least L, and Pr,, the corresponding paths in leaf-dag rj. If at least

one Pi € V is trueunderthesequenceof input vectors i>o> v\ 5—> vnfor therising(falling)transition

at an output in C, then vn is a test in r\for themultiple stuck-0 (stuck-1)fault on theI-edge ofeach

path in Vv.

Efficient computational algorithms for floating delay can be found in [46]. Although

viability and floating delays have different definitions, they compute the same delays. Viability is

also defined for complex gates however. For the definition and computation of viability, the reader

is referred to [100,102].

4.2.2 Transition Delay

Another type of delay of combinational circuit is transition delay [33] or 2-vector delay.

In this type of delay, the input to a circuit is a pair of vectors, one applied at t = -oo, the other

applied at t = 0. The transition delay of a circuit is the maximum arrival time of the last output

transition over all possible pairs of input vectors. In transition delay, gate delays vary within any

bounded interval, i.e. di € [d™lTC, dfax]. Efficient algorithms for computing transition delays can

be found in [45,76]; the algorithms in [45] give upper bounds.

EXAMPLE 25 We compute thefloating delayfor the circuit in Figure4.1. First we orderthefive

paths in decreasing lengths,e.g. a-c-f-y,a-d-f-y,b-e —f —y,a-y, and b-y. Then,

we decide one by one sensitizabilityof thepaths using Theorem 12. Starting with a —c- f - y,

we want tofindan input such that a-c-f-yis sensitizabie. Ifc is non-controlling, d must also

be non-controlling; butboth c and d are of opposite values; thus c must be controlling, implying

a - 0. But f and a to the AND gate are both controlling and f is later than a to present its

controlling value; therefore, patha-c- f -y is notsensitizabie. A similarargument showsthat

patha-d- f -y is notsensitizabie. However, vector (a, 6) = (1,1) sensitizespath b-e- f-y,

because e is thefirst controlling value to theOR gate and f is the last non-controlling valueto the

AND gate. Therefore, thefloating delay ofthis circuit is 3.

4.3 Classification of Circuit Delay Models

The two types of circuit delay models, single vector, e.g. floating and viability, and

transition delay, are not coherent: while transition delays explicitly consider a specific family of
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inpute, namely, pairs of vectors, single vector delays assume arbitrary node values, and do not

consider a sequence of input vectors. Here we introduce a general circuit delay "model" consisting

ofthe fundamental elements that determine a circuit's delay. We call it a model because its elements

model or approximate the basic ingredients that constitute the true delays of physical circuits. This

general circuit delay model includes floating, viability,and transition delay models as special cases.

With this general model, we can classify various existing circuit delay models and introduce new

ones. The three fundamental elements that determine a circuit's delay, or timing behavior generally,

are: the circuit's topology, the timing behaviorsof the gates in the circuit, and the family of inputs

to the circuit. Since gates in a circuit can be regarded as sub-circuits, we define a general circuit

delay model to be derivable from gate delay models. Let us first consider delay models of simple

gates, e.g. AND, OR, invertor.

4.3.1 Gate Delay Models

For simplegates, theirdelaysare welldefined basedon the knowledge of timingdiagrams

and are usually specified using pin-to-pin delay formats. To a first order, the delays of simple gates

are independent of input waveforms. To account for delay variations due to manufacturing, die

rangesofthe delays of gates are specified withclosedintervals. Twocommongate delay models are

the unbounded and bounded models. In the unbounded (meaning unbounded below) model, the

delay from an input pin to theoutput pinvaries from themaximum to zero, i.e. d € [0, dmax], and

in the boundedmodel, the delay varies withinan interval d 6 [dm,n, dmax]. The unbounded gate

delay model is a special case of the bounded model and is more conservative, e.g. the maximum

true delays computed with this are alwaysmore than those using the bounded model.

In integratedcircuite, the delaysof gates within a chip track, usually within 5% to 10%,

whereas the delays of gates on differentchipsmay varydrastically. If we use the boundedgate delay

model to represent the delay range of a gate, dmin and d™"* will be the minimum and maximum

delayof the samegate overall different chips, including even thosefabricated on different wafers.

This is too conservative because it only considers the absolute variations and does not account

for the tracking phenomenonamong gates on the same chip. To circumventthis, we introduce a

tracking gate delay model which distinguishes local and global variations. The local parameter £

models the variations between gates on the same chip, while the global parameter r models the

variations between chips.

DEFINITION 14(lracking Delay Model) LetO <rbe thedelay ratio of a chip with respect to
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a referenced chip, and let 0 < € < 1 be the local gate delay fluctuation within a chip. Then the

tracking delay ofthe ith gate delay is:

4€[r-a?(l-0,r.o?]

where <$ is the ith gate delay ofthe referenced circuit.
Chips on a slow fabrication run have a large r, and gates on the same chip have the same

r. For integrated circuits with good tracking, e is small. The bounded delay model is a special case

of the tracking model with r = 1and dmin = d°(l - «) and dmax = d°. The following example

illustrate the pessimism ofusing the bounded model for a circuit with tracking delays.

EXAMPLE 26 Assume the circuit inFigure 43 is fabricated in an IC process with delay variation

of 50% between wafers and a tracking coefficient of 10% within a wafer. The delays shown in the

figure are the maximum gate delays. We want to compute the circuit's transition delay with the

bounded gate delay model and with the tracking delay model.

The globalparameter r e [0.5,1] andthe localparameter e € [0,0.1]. In the bounded

delay model, the minimum delay of a gate is the absolute minimum delay over all wafers, i.e.

drin = 0.5d°(l - 0.1) = 0.45d°; and the maximum delay ofa gate is dmax = d°. Therefore,

rfi € [0.9,2], d2 € [1.1,2.5], cfe € [1.35,3], d4 = 0. Ifan instance of the circuit has thefollowing
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delays for the gates, d\ -2,a\- 2.5, dz - 2, and d* - 0, thena falling input transitionproduces

an output transitionatt = 2.5. A detailed analysisshows that the transitiondelay ofthe circuit is

2.5 using the bounded delay model. Figure 4.3(a) is a timing diagram of waveforms realizing the

transition delay.

Under the tracking delay model, we observe that all gates' delays are scaled by r; thus,

the delay of the circuit is also scaled by r. The worst case occurs when r = 1. At r = 1, timing

diagrams in Figure 43(b) show that the output of the circuit is alway zerofor all input pairs of

vectors. Therefore, in the tracking delay model the transition delay ofthe circuit is 0.

In the trackingdelay model, since allgatedelays in a circuit arescaledby the same factor

r, the delayofthe circuitis alsoscaled by r. Therefore in computingthe delayofacircuit, r = rmax

is the worst case; that is, the circuitdelay with r = rmax is also the delay with arbitrary r < rmax.

Consequently, the intervals of delayvariations are determined by e,usuallya smallnumber.

In summary, we can use [dj(l - e), d}>] in all our delay calculations where €is a small

number associated with the on-chipvariations on delays. The off chip variations canbe used simply

to scale the result of the delay calculation to the particular chip. Thus if we compute that r is

a valid clocking period, then for a given chip with value r, rr is a valid clocking period. For a

particular chip measuring r is probably noteconomical. However, grading chips intodifferent bins

is commonlydone. Then foreach bin we can use rmax forthatbin to obtain the valid clock period

for the entire bin. By using e in our delay calculation, we obtain better values for r in contrast

to using the full variation across chips. For example, suppose we have used binning and in one

bin, rmin = 6 < 1 and rmax = 1. Suppose we compute a clocking period r, using gate delay

intervals [d(l - e),d], i.e. with rmox. Then the valid clocking period for the bin with rmin is

t\ = 6t. However if we used the full variation across chips, the interval used for this bin would

be [6d(l - €),d\, or [d(l - (1 - 6 + St)),d\, yielding r = n > t\ since the corresponding €

variation parameter increases to 1- 6+ Si. For example, if €= 0.1 and S= 0.75, thene increases

from 0.1 to 0.325. This may severely affect ti, depending on the application. For example, in

the wavepipelining applications of Chapter 5, thevalid clocking intervals computed there are very

sensitive to our ability to controldelay variations.

On the other hand in section 4.8, we show that delay by sequences ofvectors is insensitive

to the lowerbounds on the gates. In addition, Theorem 18 of that sectiongives another example

where the lower bound has no effect.
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4.3.2 A General Circuit Delay Model

With gate delay models defined, we proceed to study circuit delay models. We define a

general circuit delay model based on three elemente: circuit topology, gate delay model, and input

family. This general model includes floating, viability, and transition models as special cases.

DEFINITION 15(General Circuit Delay Model)

1. Let circuit C be a connection of gates with delaymodel M9, and I, thefamily of inputs to

C (assume that circuit C has already settled before the applications of I). Then, the circuit

delay modelfor interval type is: [Dmin(C, M9,1), Dmax(C, M9,1)], where Dmin and Dmax
are specific to particular inputs, as discussed below.

2. For l€ {u;~,u;+,2}, where u~ symbolizes sequences of vectors applied att <0 with the

last vectorat t = 0, u+, sequences of vectors appliedatt>0 with thefirst vectorat t = 0,

and the 2, a pair ofvectors, we define:

• Dmax(C, Mg, u~): the latest arrival time ofthelastoutput transition, when a sequence

of an arbitrary number of vectors spaced at arbitrary intervals between vectors is

appliedto the inputs att < 0, with thelast vectorappliedatt = 0. Dmtn(C,Mg, u~)

is the same as Dmax(C, Mg,u~) except that it is the earliest arrival time of the last

output transition. *

• Dmax(C, Mg, a;+): the latest arrival time ofthefirst output transition, when a sequence

ofan arbitrary numberofvectors spacedat arbitrary intervals between vectors is applied

to the inputs att>0, with the first vector applied att = 0. Dmin(C, Mg,u+) is the
same as Dmax(Ci Mgiu>+) except that it is the earliest arrival time ofthe first output

transition.

• Dmax(C, Mg,2): the latest arrival time of the last output transition, when a pair of

vectors are applied with thefirst vector applied att = -oo, the second vector, att = 0.

Dmtn(C,Mg, 2) is theearliest arrivaltimeof thefirst output transition under thesame

setting.

3. The gate delay models that will be considered are:

M9 6 {[<*fn,CI, [d?ax, d?a% [0, d?a% [r(l - <)<*?, rd?]}

referred to as bounded, fixed, unbounded, and tracking delay models, respectively.
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Obviously, Dmax(C, Mgy 2) is thetransition delay. Butsinglevectordelayisnotexplicitly

included in this model, because it is not classified by inputs. For this general circuit delay model

to be complete, we seek a member in this general model which is equivalent to the single vector

delay model. It turns out (as will be shown in the next section) that this particular member is delay

by "sequences of vectors", Dmax(C, Mg, w~),which is equivalent to thesinglevector delay model

for most practical circuits. Under this general model, we classify various circuit delay models

according to the input family and the gate delay models embedded in the circuit delay models.

The circuit delay models described above divide signal magnitude into two ranges, either

0 or 1. A finer division can be 0,1, or X, where X denotes signal magnitudes that are between the

O-threshold and the 1-threshold. This finer division provides more information on the magnitudes

of signals and hence a closer modeling of analog behaviors in circuite. This model was first used

for hazard detection and logic simulation in [50,25,27,26] and formalized as XBD and XBDO in

[101] when combined with bounded and unbounded gate delay models.

Although introducing the X value may facilitate simulations of logic circuite, we only

consider the 0 - 1 modeling of signal magnitude in this book. The X value models logical values

that are between the logical 0 and 1 thresholds; in a sense, A" is an uncertain value that could be

interpreted as either 0 or 1. In 0 - 1 modeling, this uncertainty in logical value can be translated

into an uncertainty in the timing domain using a buffer with a variable delay. Consider a signal at

an input of gate g changing from 0 to X at time t\ then from X to 1 at time t-i. The gate may or

may not sense this input transition when the input magnitude is X, depending on the 1-threshold

of this gate. Since the 1-thresholdof g of different fabrication runs may vary, the extreme effect

of X occurs when the 1-threshold of some manufacturing instance of the circuit is the magnitude

when the input turns from 0 to X, while the 1-threshold of some other instance is the magnitude

when the input turns from X to 1. Thus, the response uncertainty of g fromdifferentmanufacturing

instances is at most the time the input spends in X, i.e. <2 - *i• This uncertainty can be modeled

with a bufferwhosedelayvaries within [0,ti -1{\. Similarly, the X effectof theoutputsignals of

g can be modeled with buffers whosedelay rangesdepend on the thresholds of the gates connected

to the outputs of g.

433 Single Vector Delay and Delay by Sequences of Vectors

Because single vector delays do not explicitly assume a gate delay model or a family of

inputs, we want to analyze and relate them to a delay model included in the general delaymodel.
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Further, it is not known previously how conservative the assumption ofarbitrarynode value is to the

exact delay of the circuit. To resolve this, we prove that, for most practical circuits made of simple

gates, delay by sequences of vectors and single vector delay, e.g. viability, and floating delay, are

the exact delays under bounded, unbounded gate, and tracking gate delay models. For the cases

where delay by sequences of vectors is not equal to single vector delay, delays by sequences of

vectors give the exact delay while single vector delay is an upper bound. For circuite with complex

gates, floating delay is not defined, while delay by sequences of vectors still gives the correct circuit

delay. Because viability and floatingdelay arealways equal, showing that floating delay is equal to

delay by sequences of vectors for practicalcircuite implies single vector delay is equal to delay by

sequences ofvectors. Hence, we focus on floatingdelay.

Floating delay is essentially path sensitization with the condition that the logical value at

a node in the circuit is assumed unknown until the sensitization input vector has propagated to the

node. Unknown node values are assumed because input vectors preceding the sensitization vector

may cause the node values to be arbitrary. Thus, the assumption of arbitrarynode values intuitively

models the effects of inputs applied prior to the last input, and it is natural to consider delay by

sequences ofvectors as a close relativeof single vector delay. The setting for delay by sequences of

vectors is: each gate's delay may vary between a lower and an upper bound, the delay is the latest

arrival time of the last output transition, when a sequence of an arbitrary number of vectors with

arbitrary intervals between the vectors is applied to the inpute and the last vector is applied at t = 0.

Arbitrary input sequences can actually happen in practical situations but whether nodes

in a circuit can take on arbitrary values is not obvious. A natural question is then: is floating delay

too conservative for practical circuits, or how do delay by sequences of vectors and floating delay

compare?

To compare floating delay with delay by sequences of vectors, we observe that floating

delay is never less than delay by sequences of vectors, because ofthe assumption of arbitrary values

at nodes. Therefore, if for each path sensitizabie under the floating delay model there exists a

sequence of vectors such that the path propagates the last output transition, then floating delay is

equalto delay by sequencesofvectors. Floating delay being equal to delay by sequences of vectors

also depends on the gate delay models involved, because there exist circuite with gates of fixed

delayssuchthattheirdelaysby sequences of vectors are less thantheir floating delays. An example

is shown below.

EXAMPLE 27 Referring to Figure 4.4, the delay for each gate is a fixed constant 1. Node b and

node c always have opposite values; therefore, no matter what the input is, the output is always 0,
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Figure 4.4: Circuit Illustrating Floating Delay not Equal to Delay by Sequences of Vectors

implying the delay by sequences of vectors is 0. However, the floating delay is 2. Practical gates

may not have the identical delays; theymay differby a small amount. Then, the output ofthe circuit

in Figure4.4 can only be glitches of width equal to the delay difference between the inverterand

the buffer, assuming zero inertial delays on all gates. But practical gates on the other hand have

finite inertial delays; so the narrow glitches will not appear at the output. Thus, small variation in

gate delays maybe rendered asfixedconstants byfinite inertialdelays. Therefore, for circuits with

well controlleddelays,floating delays may be largerthandelays by sequencesof vectors. However,

we will not discuss the effect ofinertial delays here.

Since practical circuite do not have fixed gate delays due to variations in manufacturing

processes, then, will variable gate delays constitute equivalence of floating delay and delay by

sequences of vectors? To resolve this, we examine whether a sensitizabiepath under the floating

delay model propagates the last input transition under some sequence of vectors. If such a path

propagates the last transition, the side inputson each gate along the path must be initialized by the

sequence of vectorssuchthat at themomentthe transition arrives at a gate, all iteside inputstakeon

non-controlling values. Withoutloss of generality, we assume the last vectors of all sequences of

vectors areapplied at t = 0 in thefollowing discussion. Before showing theequivalence of floating

delay and delay by sequences of vectors,we need some definitionsand lemmas.

DEFINITION 16

1. Let g be a gateonpath it, 7rfl, the partial path ofw that ends at g, and ws, a sidepath ofg.

The sidepathrelative arrivaltime at gfor 7rs is \ng\ - \ns\,where \ir\ is thelength ofpath tt.

2. A gate in a circuit is said to propagate a transition from a fanin if a transition at the fanin

causesa transition at the gate's output and there is no transition at otherfanins at the time

ofthe transition at thefanin.

3. A path is said to propagatea transition ifa transition canpropagatethrough all the gateson

the path.
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THEOREM 14 Let tt be a sensitizabie path in thefloating delay model. If all relative arrival

timesfor side paths of t from the same primaryinputare different, i.e. the side paths originating

from the same primary input and reconverging to a gate on ir have different relative arrival times,

then there exists an inputsequence such that tt propagates the last output transition.

Proof. Because w is sensitizabie in the floating delay model, there exists an input vector v =

(..., v„,...), where vv is the primary input of t, such that for each gateon it the following aretrue.

1) If all fanins have non-controlling values under v, w is the last to switch to a non-controlling value.

2) If there is a controlling value at a fanin of the gate under v, then ir is the first to switch to a

controlling value. The assumption is that if a node value has not yet stabilized, then it can have an

arbitrary value.

Now construct an input sequence ofvectors for ir to propagate the last output transition as

follows. The lastvectorapplied att = Oisv. The vectorapplied just beforet = Ois v' = (..., v^,...),

i.e. at the primary input of 7r there is a transition at t = 0, where the remaining values and vectors

in the sequence will be constructed so that at the time that the input transition along ir, v^ —> vT,

arrives at any gate g on tt, all the side inpute will actually have non-controlling values. Consider

gate g on ir. If the value on tt at g is non-controlling, then all side inpute to g that have settled

must have settled to non-controlling values, because in this case ir is the last to be non-controlling

under v. So, the transition propagates through g. If the value on zr at g is controlling, then the

side inpute to g that have settled must settle to be non-controlling, because in this case ir is the first

to be controlling. For those unsettled side inputs, construct the input sequence so that these side

inputs takeon non-controlling values atthe time of transition at irg, which is t = |7r5|. The values

of theseunsettled side inpute are values of theirTBF's at t = |7r5|. A TBF variable in theseTBF's

has the form x(t —|tt5|), where a; is a primary input and irs is a side path of g ending at the side

input. At t = \irg\, thevalue of x(t - \irs\) is x(\irg\ - \irs\), which is the value of a primary input

at t = \irg\ - \ir3\, which is the side path relative arrival time. Thus, if |7r5| - \irs\ > 0 the value

of x(t - \irs\) is the value of v at primary input x, i.e. the TBF variable has settled; otherwise, it

is the input value of x Bi t - \wg\ - \ira\. Since these side inputs have not settled, the minimum

supports of their TBF's contain TBF variables that have not settled. Since all side paths from the

same primaryinput have different relative arrival times, allunsettled TBF variables can be regarded

as different Boolean variables. Hence, no two unsettled TBF variables are the same. Since any

Boolean formula with each variable appearing at most once is satisfiable we can find a Boolean

assignment to the unsettled TBF variables such that the TBF's of the unsettled side inpute take on
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non-controlling values. If x(t - \irs\) has Boolean assignment 1,adda pulseof infinitesimal width

centering at t = |tts| - |7rs| with the value of the pulse equal to 1. We add such pulses for each

TBF variable x(t-\ir$\) andrepeat forotherprimary inputs. Similarly for assignment of 0. Now,

suppose the constructed waveforms are input to the primary inpute. At t = |7r5|, x(t - \irs\) takes

thevalue of itsBoolean assignment; hence, thevalue of theside input isnon-controlling att = \irg \.

Therefore, when a transition arrives at g, all unsettled side inpute arenon-controlling, permitting

the transition to propagate through.

Forothergateson ir,we just addmorepulsesto the existing waveforms. This process can

be done without creating conflicting pulseson the sameprimary input atthe same pointon the time

axis,becauserelative arrival times forallside paths from the same primary input are differentalong

ir, namely, all \irg\ - \irs\'s are different for all g'sonir withtt/s from thesame primary input.

Therefore, the input transition v* -+ v* propagates along w. Since this path is the last

to be non-controlling if all settled fanins are non-controlling and the first to be controlling if some

fanins are controlling, this transition is the last transition at the output. •

The condition on side pathrelative arrival times in the above theorem can be guaranteed

by the following topological condition on a circuit: every gate in the circuit hasvariable delay, i.e.

dmin ^ dmax, and no two distinct paths have thesame setof gates, (this condition can always be

met by adding abufferofvariable delay ataconnection). If this condition holds,gate delays can be

chosen to meet the requirement of sidepath relative arrival times. This fact is stated in the following

lemma.

LEMMA 3 If every gate ina circuit has a variable delay and notwo distinctpaths have the same

set ofgates, thenforanypath ir there exists agate delay assignment d$, where d* € [dfax - €, dfax]
for infinitesimal e, such that all relative arrival timesfor sidepaths of itfrom the same primary

input are different.

Proof. Consider \-k9 \ - |?ra|'s for the side paths from the same primary input, where |tts| = £ <*tis
the partial path length ending atgate gon 7r, and \irs| = £ di is that of a side path atg. Finding the

required delay assignment is equivalent to finding an assignment ond,'s such that all |7r5| - |tt5|'s

are different.

We first showthatno two |7r5| - |jt5|'s have the same setof d,'s, and then construct the

required delay assignment. Consider two |7r5| - |7ra|'s at the same gate, namely, |tt5| - |7r511 and

\irg | - 1^|. They donothave thesame setof d,'s because thetwodistinct paths tts, and ttS2 do not

have the same set of gates, hence, d's. Consider two |7r5| - |7ra|'s atdifferent gates on ir, namely,
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KsiI —k*i I and ITbI ~~ kaal* L61 gate^2 be aftergate <7i on ir. Then, any dt- between g\ and <&

is in iTgz but not in 7r5) and 7r5,, because the side path 7rs, neverextends beyond g\. Since w^ is

a sidepathof irg2, there is a d,- between </i and gi that is in ir^ but not in n-^. Then, this d,- is in

Kfl21 —l7rs21 butnot in \ir9} \ —\irai |. Hence, theydo nothave the sameset of d,-.

Denote \irg\ - \irs\ by £a •dt-, a 6 {1,-1}. Then, by following Lemma4, the desired

assignment can be constructed. •

LEMMA 4 If all £ a •di's, where a € {1, -1} and di < d^ax, have different sets ofdi's, then

there exists an assignment d* on di's with d* € [dfax - c,d^ax], e is infinitesimal such that all

Y^a-di evaluate differently.

Proof. Weconstruct an assignment on dt's so that all £ a«dt's evaluate differently. This construction

modifies an initial assignment iteratively; after each iteration, more £ a ' *Vs evaluatedifferently.

This procedure stops when all £ a • dt's evaluate differently. Start with the initial assignment

di = dfax and assume there are at least two £ o • d,-'s evaluating to the same value; let them be

5i and 52. Since $\ is not the same as 52, there is a dx that is in s\ but not in 52 (or vice versa).

Let 6 be the minimum of |s,- - sj|, Vst- ^ sj, where {«t} is the set of all values of the £ a •di's.

Modify the delay assignment by decreasing dx by an amount of aMn(ff,c)> it js easy to see that now
5i and 52do not evaluate the same, and £ a •di's that evaluated differently remain different under

this modified assignment, because each £ a •dt- can decrease orincrease by no more than \ the
minimum separation between neighboring £a • dt's. Continue modifying the delay assignment

until all $2 a •dt's evaluate differently. •

COROLLARY 3 If every gateina circuit hasa variable delay andno two distinctpathshavethe

same set of gates, then there exists a gate delay assignment d* with d* € [dmox - €, dmax], e is

infinitesimal such that allpathsfrom any primary input toall nodes have different lengths.

Proof. Since no two distinct paths have the same set of gates, hence, d,'s, the assignmentcan be

obtained by Lemma 4. •

This corollary will be used in Section 4.7.1. Therefore from Theorem 14 and Lemma 3,

we know that for most practical circuits, floating delay is equal to delay by sequences of vectors:

THEOREM 15 If every gateina circuit hasvariable delay andnotwo distinctpaths having the

same setofgates, then,floating delay = D([dm,n, dmax],u;").
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Proof. Let ir be a sensitizabie path in the floating delaymodel in a circuit. Then the floating delay

of this circuit is the maximum of \ir\, i.e. when dt- = dpox. If the circuit meets the condition in

Theorem 15, Lemma 3 guarantees a delay assignment such that the side path arrival time (with

respect to ir) requirement in Theorem 14 is satisfied. Then, Theorem 14 assures the existence of

an input sequence that propagates the last output transition. Therefore the delay by sequences of

vectors is equal to the length of w under this assignment Since this delay assignment d* can be

made arbitrarily close to dmax, the length of ir under this delay assignment is arbitrarilyclose to the

maximum of |ir|. •

If gates with fixed delaysare allowed, then Z)([dm,n,dmox],u;~) < floating delay. New

circuit delay models can be easily obtained by selecting a new input family and a gate delay model.

In summary, the general circuit delay model includes and unifies all existing circuit delay models

and opens the possibility for new circuit delay models.

4.4 Formulation for Exact Delay Computation

Computing the exact delay of a circuit consists of two steps: satisfying both the logical

functionality and the timing constraints of the circuit. Satisfying logical functionality involves

deciding whether a path is sensitizabie, and satisfying timing constraints involves selecting a delay

assignment for gates within the specified bounds such that the longest sensitizabie path is achieved.

Previous approaches focus mainly on satisfying logical functionality and make only partial use of

the timing information of circuite, e.g. only upper bounds of gate delays are used; thus, only upper

bounds on transition delays are known. Here we use TBF's to combine both logical and timing

information of a circuit and obtain exact solutions for circuit delays of various kinds, e.g. floating,

viability, transition delays, delay by sequences of vectors, in various gate delay models, under a

unified framework.

With TBF's, exact delay computation can be formulated systematically as a mixed Boolean

linear programming problem. The delay of a circuit is the maximum arrival time of the last output

transition over all gate delay assignments and a family of input vectors. Mathematically, let

/(*,xi,...,a:n,di,...,dm) be the TBF of the circuit, where zi,...,a;n are the primary inpute, d,- is

the ith gate's delayvariable whose range is [d^*71, dJnox]. (In the following discussion, thebounded

gate delay model is assumed. Ifothers are used, the appropriate models are substituted; for example,

[r •dj(l - e), t •dj] for the tracking delay model.) Att = co, all nodes in the circuit have settled

down to their steady state values; hence the function /(oo, x\,..., zn, d\,..., dm) is the steadystate
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function ofthe circuit, and is equal to the static logic function. If the last outputtransition ofa circuit

occurs at t —v, thenthe output value of the circuit at t = v+ is equal to the value of the circuit's

static logic function, while the output value at t = v~ is equal to /(v~,a?i,...,xn,di,...,dm).

Therefore, the time of the last output transition is the maximum t such that:

/(*,si,...,xn,di,...,dm) / /(oo,xi,...,xn,di,...,dm)

With bounds on gate delays, the exact delay computation of a circuit can be formulated

as a mixed Boolean linear programming problem as follows.

Delay = max*

f{t,x\,... ,xn,di,...,dm) ^ /(oo,xi,...,a:n,di,...,dm)

dfn < ^ < dfax

We call this formulation a mixed Boolean linear programming problem, because there are

Boolean constrainte, e.g.

/(*, x\,..., xn,d\,..., dm) ^ /(oo, x\,..., xm d\,..., dm)

as well as linear real-valued constraints, e.g. d™,n < dt- < djnax.

The above formulation applies to all circuit delay models included in the general model.

The delay for a circuit with a particularinput family can be computed using the above formulation

together with an input condition that characterizes the input family. For example, in delays by

sequencesofvectors, ifthe lastvector is applied at t = 0, then the input after t = 0 is some constant

vector, v° = (v?,..., v°) and is an arbitrary vector before t = 0. So, the input condition for a

sequence of vectors is:

Xi(r) = v?, r >0

Hence, the delay by sequences of vectors can be formulated as:

Delay = max t

/(t,a;i,...,a;n,di,...,dm) ^ /(oo,xi,...,a;n,di,...,dm)

dfn < ^ < d?ax
Xi(T) = v?, t > 0

For transition or2-vector delay, assume the first vector vl = (»},..., vl) is applied at

t = -oo and the second vector v2 —(vj,..., v„) isapplied att = 0. Then, the input condition is:

Xi(r) = v}, t < 0; Xi(r) = vf, r >0
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Therefore, ite formulation is:

Delay = max t

/(i,xi,...,a:n,di,...,dm) / /(oo,a:i,...,xn,di,...,dm)

dfn< di <dfax

Xi(r) = v}, t < 0

Xi(r) = vf, r > 0

The semantics of this mixed Boolean linear programming is illustrated with the following example.

EXAMPLE 28 Referring to Figure 43, the ranges of the gate delay variables are [1,2], as

indicated. Assume the input signals are a pair of vectors switching simultaneously att = 0. Let

(a~, b~) be the vector appliedfrom -co to0, (a, 6), the vector applied att = 0. The TBF of the

circuit is:

/(*, a, 6,di, d2) = a(t —di) + a(t —d\ —d2)b(t —d\ —d2)

The static logicalfunction is:

/(oo, a, 6,di, d2) = a, + oh = a

T/ie TBF variables can take on either the input vector applied before time 0 or after time 0. For

example, TBF variable a(t - di) equals to a~ift< di or equals to a if t > d2. Any assignment

ofTBF variables to their respective before or after values, x~ or x, induces an associated linear

programming problem. For instance, theBooleanassignment to theTBFvariables:

a(t —d2) = a

a(t —d\ —&i) — a~

b(t - di - d2) = 6"

implies t - d\ > 0 and t - d\ - d2 < 0 and, together with theboundson gate delays, inducesthe

following linearprogramming problem1:

max t

t-d2 > 0

t - d\ - d2 < 0

1 < di < 2

1 < d2 < 2

'The inequality a < bis replaced bya + c < 6, where cis a small positive number
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[1,2]

Figure 4.5: Example for Mixed Boolean Linear Programming

The maximumis t —4. For this Boolean assignment, the TBF becomes

a + a""6~

which is not equal to the staticfunction a. Therefore,att = 4 there is an output transition. Because

the longest topological path length is also 4, we have found the time ofthe latest output transition;

thus, the delay of the circuit is 4. Note that the Boolean assignments such that the TBF evaluated

at 4" is not equal to the static logic function are the inputs that effect the latest output transitions.

Therefore, finding the delay of a circuit is equivalent to finding a Boolean assignment to TBF

variables such the induced linear program gives the maximum t and the TBFfunction evaluated at

the assignment is not equal to the static logicfunction.

4.5 Solving the Boolean Linear Program

In this section, we solve the following Boolean linear program:

Delay = max t

/(t,£i,..., zn,di,...,dTO) ^ /(oo,xi,...,zn,di,...,dm)

dfn< di <dfax

The ideais to partition the*-axis intointervals suchthatwithineachinterval f(t, x\,..., xn,d\,..., dm)

canbe represented by aBoolean function. So, to find the maximum t, we proceed fromthe righunost

interval. For each interval, we represent /(*,x\,...,xn, di,..., dm) by a Boolean function and

compare this Boolean function withthe static logic function /(oo, x\,..., xn,d\,..., dm). If they

are equal, we proceed to the next interval; otherwise, we compute the difference

/(*, x\,..., xnidi,..., dm) ® /(oo, x\,..., zn, di,..., dm)
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Figure 4.6: Solution Space in Boolean Linear Programming

and each cube in the difference induces a linear programming problem. The maximum of the

linear programmingproblems of all the cubes in the difference is the solution to the Boolean linear

programming(Figure4.6). We illustratethis technique incomputingthe exact2-vectordelay andthe

exact delay by sequences of vectors. The Boolean assignmentsthat make the above exclusive-OR

equal to 1 are the only inputs that would producethe last output transitions.

4.6 Exact 2-vector Delay

The TBF variables in a TBF for a combinational circuithave the form x(t - k), where

k = X^ di is the sum of gate delays along a path from the primary input x and the ithgate's delay

di G[dmin,dmax]. We call A: a time constant and designate kmax = £dfax and kmin = £dffn.
Let L be the length of the longest path in a circuit. Let the pair of vectors (x~, x) be applied to

inputx of thecircuit at t = 0; that is, x(t) = x if t > 0 and x(t) = x~ if t < 0.

We first illustrate the algorithm for the case of fixed delays, i.e. dfin = dfax,Vi. Let

A,'i, /C2, • • •be the kJs in decreasing order and partition the /-axis with the /Vs. Observe that within

an interval t G [&,•+!,&,•), x(t —kj) becomes either x if kj < fc,+i or x~ if kj > k{. So for

t £ [Jfejj.1, k{) replace x(t) byeither Boolean variable x or x~ depending on whether kj < ki+\ or

kj > ki. Thus, for t £ [&t+i, ki) theTBF is represented by a Boolean function and this Boolean

function is compared with the static Booleanfunction. If they are not equal, then there is an output
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Figure 4.7: An Example Circuit for TBF

transitionat ki. Therefore, if westartsearching from the rightmostinterval [ki, oo] andif [kn+\,kn)

is the first interval where the two Boolean functions are unequal, then the maximum t or the delay

of the circuit is kn, because the last output transition occurs at kn.

EXAMPLE 29 Consider computing the 2-vector delay for the circuit in Figure 4.7 with thefixed

gate delays shown. The TBFfor the circuit is:

y(t) = a(t - \)b{t - l)(a(t - 4) + a(t - 5) + b(t - 3))

Let (a~,6~) and (a, 6) be the input vector before and after t = 0, respectively. Thus,

a(t- k) = aift> k anda(t - k) = a~ ift < k. The steady statefunction, e.g. t = oo, is

y(oo) = ab(a + a + 6) = ab

The timeconstants k's are {5,4,3,1}. Notethat y(t) is thesamefor t inan interval partitionedby

the k's. For example, for t € [3,4), a(t - 1) = a, a(t - 4) = a", a(t - 5) = a~, b(t - 1) = b,

andb(t - 3) = b,hence, y(t) = ab(a~ + a~ + b). So, needonly to evaluate y(t) at theendpoints.

Obviously,fort e [5,oo), y(t) = y(oo). Fort 6 [4,5), y(t) = ab(a + a" + 6) = ab = y(oo);

hence, there is no output transition in[4,5). For t 6 [3,4), y(t) = ab(a~ + a~ + b) = ab = y(oo);

again, there isnooutput transition in[3,4). Fort e [1,3), 2/(*) = ab(a~ + a~+ b~) —ab —y(oo),

no output transition. Finally, for t € [0,1), y(t) = a"6" ^ 3/(00); there is an output transition at

t = 1. Therefore, the 2-vectorfor this circuit is 1.

Now we include the variant that dt- € [df"'n, dfax]. Let hi, fc2,.. •be the {ifc-n,n, fc|"ax}
ordered in decreasing orderand partition the t-axis by the hi's. Within an interval [/i1+i, /i,), the

TBF variable x(t —k) evaluates to the following three cases: 1) x(t —k) = x, or positive, if

kmax < hi+i, 2) x(t - k) = x~, ornegative, if kmin > hi, and 3) x(t - k) can be either x or
x~ depending on a delay assignment We call the evaluation of x(t - k) in the third case delay

dependent. Within an interval, we replace x(t - k) by the corresponding Boolean variable if it
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evaluates positive or negative, and by x* = sx • x + sx • x~ if it evaluates delay dependent where

sx, called the resolvent of x(t —k), is a newBooleanvariablethat selects x or x~. If sx = 1, then

x(t - k) = x and the linearconstraintt - fc > 0 is induced; if sx = 0, x(t —k) = x~ and the linear

constraint t —k < 0 is induced. After the replacement, the Boolean function converted from the

TBF is compared with the static Boolean function. If they are equal, then there is no output transition

in the interval; otherwise, there is a possible output transition in the interval. It is only possible

because, among the selections of all the resolvents that make the two Boolean functions unequal,

the correspondingly induced linear constraints may not be satisfiable; if all the linear constraints for

all these selections of resolvents are not satisfiable, there is no output transition; otherwise, there are

output transitions. Therefore, if the two Boolean functions are unequal, we extract all the selections

of resolvents that make the two functions unequal. For each selection, we maximize t subject to

the induced linear constraints. The maximum t among the maxima in these selections is the delay

of the circuit if we starting searching from the rightmost interval, because this maximum t is the

latest time of the output transition. If there is no output transition in the current research interval,

we proceed to the next interval. In a later section, we show how to improve the efficiency of this

procedure by extracting cubes of selections of the resolvents that make the converted and the static

functions unequal, and solve the corresponding linear program for each cube.

Atechniqueto reducethenumberofsearch intervals is to partitionthe <-axis with {k™ax}.

Assuming fcj"ax, fcj"11,.. .areindecreasing order, for each interval [k^^ax),x(t-k)evaluates

positive if Armax < kfff, negative if kmin > k^ax, and delay dependent otherwise. In fact, the
2-axis can be partitioned arbitrarily andfor eachinterval [a, b) define x(t —k) to evaluate positive

if kmax < a, negative if kmin > b, and delay dependent otherwise. However wewant thecoarsest

partitioning scheme that produces the least number of delay dependent evaluations, because delay

dependent evaluations introduce new resolvent variables, making the converted Boolean functions

memory-costly to represent. The partition with fcmax's is the coarsest with the fewest delay

dependent evaluations, while the partition with both fcmtn's and fcmax's also produces the fewest

dependent evaluations but is not the coarsest. Evaluations within intervals partitioned by both

kmtn's and fcmax's are easier to explained, thus introduced first in this section.

4.6.1 TBF Networks

In this and the following sections, we discuss efficient techniques to represent TBF's

by multi-level networks and to enumerate implicitly selections of resolvents of TBF variables and
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compute their linear programs.

In a search interval /, TBF variable x(t —k) in a TBF is replaced by either x or x~, or

x* depending on the evaluation of x(t - k) in the interval. Explicitly representing this TBF results

in substantial memory usage. Thus, this TBF is represented by a multi-level network constructed

from the original network. The original network can be regarded as a representation of a TBF with

TBF variables of positive evaluations only, i.e. a TBF evaluated at t = oo. A TBF network at an

arbitrary t is just a generalization of this view. In a TBF network, paths are partitioned into three

groups, the positive group consisting of paths whose maximum lengths are less than all t € /, the

negative group whose minimum lengths are greater than alH € /, and the remaining paths which

belong to the delay dependent group.

Recalling the relationship between paths and TBF variables, the positive group of paths

correspond to the TBF variables with positive valuations. Analogously for negative and delay

dependent paths. If aTBF variable evaluates negatively, i.e. x(t - k) becomes x~ for t e I, then

the primary input of the pathcorresponding to k is x~. Thus, in a negative group, a path that was

connected to primary input x is now connected to a new primary input x~. The primary inputs for

paths in the positive groupremain the same. Foradelay dependent group, a path that was connected

to primary input x is now connected to a new primary input x*. Even though two paths in a delay

dependent group have the same primaryinput x in the original network, their primaryinputs in the

TBF network are different, say x*1 and x*2, because for some t and a delay assignment on gates,

one of these path may be positive and anothermay be negative, i.e. they vary differently.

In general, gates are duplicated to separate paths through the circuit into the three groups.

The following algorithm constructs aTBF network for a given time interval / = [a, /?). Foreach

node n in anetwork,we associate aninterval [7imm, nmax] where7im,n is the minimum lengthof all

the partial paths from the primary inputs to node n, similarly for nmax. For each fanout m of n, we

associate aninterval [mmm,mmax] wheremmm is the minimum lengthof allthe partial paths from

m to all the primary outputs, similarly for mmax. Therefore, the minimum and maximum lengths

of all paths through n and m are nm,n + mmtn and nmax + mmax, respectively. The algorithm is

shown in Figure 4.8.

EXAMPLE 30 We want to construct a TBF network for the circuit of Figure 4.9(a) for t €

[2,3.6). Each gate's maximum delay is 1 and minimum delay is 0.9. For t € [2,3.6), path

{g\ - g2 - g3 - g5} is negative, because itsminimum length is 3.6,greater than any t e [2,3.6).

Paths {g\ —g2 - #5,g2 - g3 - g5}are delay dependent, because both paths can beeitherpositive
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/* Derive a TBF network for interval [a, /?) */ Visit nodes in the

order that all fanouts of a node are visited before the node.

For each node n, a fanout m,- belongs to:

positive group if a > m™ax + nmax;

negative group if /? < m?™ + nmin;
delay dependent group otherwise.

Make many duplicates of n and re-connect its fanouts so that all

fanoutsin the positive groupconnect the first duplicate,the fanouts

in the negative group connect to the second duplicate. And each

separate fanout in the delay dependent group connects to a separate

duplicate of n.

Figure 4.8: Algorithm for Constructing aTBFNetwork for Interval [a,(3)

ornegativefor t € [2,3.6). The other paths arepositive, because their maximum lengths 2 areless

than or equal tot € [2,3.6). Paths evaluated differently with respect tot e [2,3.6) are separated

as inFigure 4.9(b). Gate 1 andgate 2 are duplicated to separate the paths. Paths g\ - g2 - g5

andg2 - g3 - g5 bothevaluate to delaydependent; so each pathconnects to a new primary input,

namely B* and A* respectively. Path g\ - g2 - g3 - g5 alsopasses g5 butevaluates differently,

e.g. negatively; so it is connected toa new primary input B~. It is easy to check that the network

inFigure 4.9(b) represents the TBF ofthe original network atte [2,3.6).

Once a TBF network is constructed to represent a TBF of a circuit at t, the BDD for

the TBF network is compared with the BDD of the original circuit. However, before the BDD for

the TBF network can be constructed, the delay dependent inputs, e.g. A* and B* in the previous

example must be resolved.
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A B* A* •-

Figure 4.9: TBF Network

4.6.2 Delay Dependence Resolution

If a TBF variable x(g(t)) is delay dependent, it is replaced by a Boolean variable x*,

whichis may be x or x~ depending on whetherg(t) is positiveor negative. If g(t) is nevernegative

(positive), then x(g(t)) or x* is never x~ (x). Deciding whether x* is x or x~ or both is called

resolving x*. For a TBF with n delay dependent valuations, there are 2n instances resolutions;

For instance, the TBF f(t,x,x~,x*) has delay dependent valuation x*, and the two resolutions

are x* = x and x* = x~. Hence, for large n, it is infeasible to try each resolution independently.

Here, we present a technique for using BDD's to implicitly enumerate all resolutions. The idea is

to modify the TBF so that the new one selects the resolutions automatically. This is achieved by

replacing each delay dependent valuation, say x*, with $xx + sxx~. Then, if the resolvent sx is

1, the resolution x is selected, otherwise, x~ is selected. With this replacement, the example TBF

becomes

/(J,x,aT,x*) = ffax^x'^SxX + SxX')

This modified TBF is then compared with its static function by comparing their BDD's.

If they are not equal, the exclusive-OR of their BDD's is computed. Now for each cube of the

XOR BDD, the feasibility of the cubes of resolution variables are checked. If a resolvent sx has a

literal of 1 in the cube, this means the positive resolution, i.e. x, was selected, hence it induces the

constraint t - £ di > 0. A literal of 0 induces t - ]Td{ < 0. A literal of 2 means eitherpositive

or negative resolution can be selected, i.e t - £ d,- is either > 0 or < 0, hence, no constraint is

induced. Therefore, for a cube of the XOR BDD, we derive a set of linear constraints. If this set
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of constraints are satisfiable, then there is a delay assignment on the gates such that the resulting

TBF is not equal to the static function. Otherwise, all the vertices in the cube are infeasible. A TBF

is equal to its static function if either the XOR BDD is zero or all the cubes in the XOR BDD are

infeasible. From experiments with ISCAS benchmarks, this enumeration technique proves to be

very efficient.

4.6.3 Algorithm for Computing Exact 2-vector Delays

Let f(t) be a TBF of a circuit, &,-'s, the time constants. The 2-vectordelay of the circuit

can be computed using the algorithm in Figure 4.10.

EXAMPLE 31 Assume the delays of the gates in Figure 4.11(a) varybetween 90% and 100% of

themaxima shown. The time constants kmax's are5,4,2, and1. So thesearch intervals are [5,oo),

[4,5), [3,4), [1,3), [0,1). Obviously, there is nooutput transition inthe interval [5,oo). Proceedto

the next interval [4,5). Constructa TBF network toevaluate f(t) in [4,5) asfollows. Path a-c-f

has minimum length of 90% x 5 = 4.5 andmaximum length of 5; its corresponding TBF variable is

delaydependent. Thus, theinput ofpatha-c-f is re-connected toa new input a* = saa + saa~.

The restof thepaths have maximum lengths less than or equal to 4; thus, theirinputs remain the

same. The resulting TBF network is shown inFigure 4.11(b); in thefigure, a* = saa + saa~ and

b* = $bb + sbb~. TheBDD'sfor thisTBF network andtheoriginalnetwork arecompared andthey

are equal. One way to see this equality is that the function of the TBF network depends only on

inputs a and band not new input ofpath a-c-f. Proceed to interval [3,4). Path a-c- f has

minimum length greater than 4, thus, itsinput is re-connected to input a"; path a-d- f becomes

delay dependent. The TBF network is shown inFigure 4.11(c). The BDDfor this network is equal

tothat ofthe originalnetwork; again thefunctionality ofthis network is independent ofthe inputs of

paths a-c-f and a-d- f. For the next interval [1,3), the TBF network isas inFigure 4.11(d).

Again the BDD's are equal. Finally, in [0,1) the BDD for the TBF network (Figure 4.11(e)) is

differentfrom that of the original network. One cube of the difference BDD is sa = 0, a" = 0,

a = 1, 6 = 1. sa = 0 implies the TBF variable ofpath a - f, t - g5 < 0. The induced linear

program is:
Delay = max t

t-d5 + € < 0

0.9 < d5 < 1
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Sort k™ax in descending order.

Delay_found=0;

while(!Delay_found){

t=next k?ax\

Evaluate TBF f(t)\

foreachTBF variable x(t - k){

x(t-k) -»• x-ifkmin >t;
x(t-k)->xifkmax <t;

x(t -k)-+ sxx + sxx~ iikmax > t > kmin;

}
if(/(0^/(oo)){

if(3 cubesin BDD(f(t)) © BDD(f(oo)) feasible){

Delay_found=l;

Delay= maximum of linear programming

solutions over all feasible cubes.

}

}

Figure4.10: Algorithm for Exact 2-vector Delay

where e is an arbitrary small number. Thesolutionof this linearprogram is 1. Because 1 is equal

to theupperboundof thecurrent search interval, we don'tneedto evaluate the linearprogramfor

other cubes in the difference BDD. Therefore, the 2-vector delay of the circuit is 1.

A way to efficiently choose the best cube for a search interval [a, /?) is to compare the

solution of the linear programmingfor a cube with /?. If they areequal, the cube is a best cube and

the globalmaximum over all cubes is found, becauseanupper bound on the globalmaximum is (3.
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Figure 4.11: TBF Networks for 2-vector Delay Computation
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4.7 Exact Delay by Sequences of Vectors

We have shown that delays by sequences of vectors and single vector delays give the

exactdelaysif a circuithasvariable gate delays and no two distinctpaths consistof the sameset of

gates. There are efficient for algorithms computing the viability delays for circuits with complex

gates [102] and for floating delays forcircuits with simplegates [45]. Nevertheless, we present an

algorithm to compute the delay by sequences of vectors simplyto illustrate the use of TBF's and

thatthe computations of the 2-vector delay and delay by sequences of vectors can be done under

the same framework with TBF's. Further, this algorithm is valid for circuits with complexgates.

Recall the TBF formulation for delay by sequences ofvectors.

Delay = max t

/(t,si,...,a;n,di,...,dm) / /(oo,&i,...,a;n,di,...,dm)

d?in< di <d?ax
Xi(r) = v?, r > 0

In delay by sequences of vectors, TBF variable x(t - k) becomes x\ft - k > Omda

new Boolean variable, say xn, if t - k < 0. Notethattwo TBF variables with the sameinput, e.g.

x(t - ki) and x(t - k2) assuming ki ^ k2, become two different Boolean variables, xl and x2 if
t-ki < 0 and t - k2 < 0;butinthe2-vector case, both x(t - ki) and x(t - k2) become thesame

Boolean variable x~. This is becausein delay by sequencesof vectors arbitrary inputs before / = 0

are allowed; thus x(t - ki) and x(t - k2) correspond todifferent input vectors. To find thedelay, t is
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decreased from oo. As t is decreased, more TBF variables become new Boolean variables, making

it more likelythat f(t) ^ /(oo). Therefore, to get thegreatestt suchthat f(t) ^ /(oo), we wanta

delay assignment on the gates, i.e. d,'s, to make k « kmax.

The following discussion assumes all gates have variable delays. Recall the two steps

in delay computation: finding a feasible delay assignment (topological constraint) and checking

whether this delay assignment sensitizes the longest sensitizabie path (functional constraint). We

first give a feasible delay assignment, then a search algorithm under this delay assignment, and

show that once the search algorithm detects an output transition, i.e. the TBF is not equal to its

static function, the delay assignment produces the delay of the circuit.

4.7.1 Satisfying Topological Constraints

As discussed above, we want to choose a delay assignment to make k « kmax. Because

k = 12di, we considerthe assignment: dfax - di < 6, where6 is an infinitesimally smallnumber

and that for each primary input x all fc,-'s in {ki : 3x(t - ki)} are different. In other words, for

this assignment, all paths starting at primary input x have different lengths but within e of their

maximum lengths, where e is some fixed multiple of 6. The existence of such a delay assignment

is warranted by Corollary 3.

4.7.2 Searching Algorithm for Delay

We divide the search domain [0, L] intointervals separated by the points {k™ax}. Under

the delay assignment of section 4.7.1 , all fc,'s are within € of fcj"ax's which are upper bounds of

some intervals. Let f(t) be a TBF of the circuitand /(oo) its static function.

For such an interval [a,6], we want to determine whether f(t) ^ /(oo) for t 6 [a,6].

As t varies from 6 to a, TBF variables in f(t) evaluate accordingly. For instance, TBF variable

x(t - ki) = x, if t > ki, and x(t - ki) becomes a new Boolean variable representing the input

vector at time t if t < ki. In orderto have f(t) ^ /(oo) for t € [a,b], the f(t) with the greatest

flexibility should be chosen. This is the one where t creates the most new Boolean variables. Since

all ki e [a, 6] are within c of 6 by this particular delay assignment, i.e. 6 > &,- > 6 —€ for all

ki e [a, 6], thenat t = 6- eallTBFvariables withki e [a, 6] become newBoolean variables; thus,

all these TBF variables with the same primary input become distinctnew Boolean variables, because

all their fc/s are numerically different under the delay assignment. In summary, at t = 6 - €, all

TBFvariables with A;,- € [a,6] become distinct new Boolean variables; hence, thisdelay assignment
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is a worst case delay assignment Therefore, for interval [a, 6] only the point t = b- €needs to be

examined.

At each t, we check f(t) ^ /(oo). Oncethis holds in an interval, [a, 6], t is maximized to

obtain an upper bound of delay. However, the value of t is only e less than the maximum possible

value and € can be arbitrarily small. Therefore, the maximum t is b.

4.7.3 Satisfying Functional Constraints

To show that 6 is the exact delay, we demonstrate an input sequence that indeed invokes

an output transitionat 6- €. Compute/(&- *)©/(oo) and let v be a mintermof /(& - c) 8 /(oo).

Construct the input sequence to the primaryinput x as follows. For each TBF variable x(t - ki),

create a pulse of arbitrarily narrow width centered at 6 - € —ki and of value equal to the literal of

the TBF variable in v. Apply this input sequence to the circuit. It is easy to see that the output of

the circuit at t = 6 - € is not equal to its static value, because the output of the circuit at t = 6 - €

is f(b - (), which is not equal to /(oo). Therefore, there is an output transitionat t = 6- e. Since

6 —e is the first time it invokes an output transition, it is the delay.

4.7.4 Algorithm for Computing Exact Delays by Sequences of Vectors

Assume every gate in a circuit has variable delay and no two distinct paths have the same

set of gates. Let f(t) be a TBF of a circuit, and ki's, the time constants. The delayby sequences of

vectors for this circuit can be computed using the algorithm in Figure 4.12.

We compare delay by sequences of vectors with single vector delay. In single vector

delay, the delay assignment is dt- = dfax. TBF variable x(t - k) = x if t - k > 0, and x(t - k)

is always a new Boolean variable if k < 0. For example, x(t —k™ax) and x(t - k™™) become

two new Boolean variables if t < k™ax and t < k™"1, even when k™ax = fc™01. This conservative

assumptionof x(t - k) becominga newBoolean variableregardless of other TBF variables having

the same k is equivalent to the arbitrary node value assumption in the floating delay. The single
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Sort k™ax in descending order.

do{

t=next k?ax',

EvaluateTBF/(t);

for eachTBF variable x(t - k),{

x(t -k)^x, if kmax < t;

x(t - k) -*• new Booleanvariable Yx, if kmax > t;

}

}while(/(*) = /(oo))

Delay=t.

Figure 4.12: Algorithm for Computing Delays by Sequences of Vectors

vector delay can be formulated using TBF's as:

Delay = max t

/(t,a?i,...,a:n,di,...,dm) ^ f(ooixi,...,xn,di,...,dm)

di = d?ax

Xi(r) = vf, r > 0

xi(T~ kj) = Vjy T ~ ki < 0

where Xi(r -kj) —yj, r —kj < 0 says thattheTBF variable s,(r - kj) becomes anew Boolean

yj whenever r - kj < 0.

EXAMPLE 32 Computing delaybysequences of vectors is similarto thatof2-vectordelay, except

for that a path, whose maximum length is greater than the lower bound of the currentinterval, is

re-connected to a new input. Consider the circuit shown in Figure 4.13(a). The time constants

kmax's are5,4, 3, 1, andthe intervals are [5,oo), [4,5), [3,4), [1,3), [0,1). Obviously, there is

no output transition in the interval [5,oo). Proceed to the next interval [4,5). Construct a TBF

network to evaluate f(t) in [4,5) asfollows. Path a-c-f hasmaximum length of5, greater than

the lower bound ofthe current interval; thus, the inputofpath a- c- f is re-connected to a new

inputai. Therestofpaths havemaximum lengths less than or equal to 4; thus,theirinputsremain
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(c) (d)

Figure 4.13: TBF Networks for Computing Delay by Sequences of Vectors

the same. The resultingTBF network is shown in Figure4.13(b). TheBDD'sfor this TBF network

and the original network are compared and they are equal. One way to see this equalityis thatthe

function of the TBF network depends only on inputsa and band not the new inputa\. Proceed to

interval [3,4). Path a-c-f hasmaximum length greater than 3, thus, its input is re-connected

to anothernew inputa2; TheTBFnetwork is shownin Figure4.13(c). TheBDDfor this network is

equal to that of the original network; again thefunctionality of this network is independent of the

inputs ai, and a2. Proceed to thenext interval [1,3), the TBF network is as inFigure 4.13(d). The

BDD's are not equal; therefore, thedelay by sequences ofvectors is 3.

4.8 Effects of Gate Delay Lower Bounds

It is interesting to see that the above discussion on delay by sequences of vectors holds

for any values of lower bounds on gate delays; therefore, the delay by sequences of vectors is the

same for all lower bounds not equal to upper bounds. Formally,

THEOREM 16 If in circuit C thereare no two distinctpaths consisting ofthe same set ofgates,

then

D(C,[dmin,dma%u-) = £>(C,[0,dmox],u;-),Vdf,'n < dfax.

Proof. Follows from the discussion in section 4.7.2.
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Unlike delays by sequences of vectors which may be smaller for circuits with gates of

fixed delays (see the example on page 75), floating delays are the same whether the circuits have

fixed or variable gate delays.

THEOREM 17 Thefloating delay or viability delay is invariant underfixed (worst case), un

bounded,and boundedgate delay models

Proof. Let £>/([dmox,dmax]),JD/([0,dmox]),Z>/([dmtn,dmax]) denote the floating delay under

fixed worst case, unbounded, and bounded delay models, respectively. It is easy to see that

Df([dmax,dmax]) < D/([dm,n,dmax]) < £>/([0,dmox]) because the set of circuits under a delay

model is a subset of the set of circuits under the succeeding model. In [33], it is shown that

Df([dmax,dmax]) = £/([0, dmox]). Therefore, the claim follows. Another proofcomes directly

from the discussion in section 4.7.2. •

Although lower bounds on gate delays have no effect on floating delays and delay by

sequences of vectors. Whether lower bounds of gate delays impact 2-vector delays depends on the

relative magnitudes of the 2-vector delays and lower bounds.

THEOREM 18 In a circuit, if the lower bounds of all path lengths are less than the circuit's

2-vector delay, thenfurther decreasing the lower bounds of the gate delays of the circuit will not

increase the delay of thecircuit. Symbolically, for a circuit Cwith gate delay model [d"mi, djnax],

ifmax(kfin) < D([d?in,d?ax],2)for each path j, then

D([dr,'n,dfox],2) = D([xfn,d?ax],2),Vxfn < a?in

Proof. In the search for Ddx?™,d?ax],2), the search region is [D([d?,n, dfa%2), oo). Hence,

none ofkfin is involved because all of kfin are less than D([d?in, dfax],2). Therefore, further
decreasing ArJ"n, has noeffect onthesearch process. •

Ifmax(kfin) > D([d?in, d?a% 2) for some j, then,

D([dfn,d?a%2) < D([xmin,d?a%2),Vxfn < dfin

That is, increasing the lower bounds can actually decrease the 2-vector delays. This is

reasonable since increasing the lower bounds reduces the number of circuits in the family, thus

decreases the 2-vector delays.

It is common that gates' lower bounds are some percentages oftheir upper bounds. In this

case, it is easy see whetherprecisionof a manufacturingprocesshas an impact on the 2-vectordelays
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of circuits. (See discussion at end of Section 4.3.1 about using a tracking delay model for tighter

lower bounds.) If gates' lower bounds are fractions of their upper bounds, i.e. dmm = / •dmax,

then kmin = / •kmax < / •L,where L is thelongest topological path length. Thus, therange of /

in which the lower bounds have no effect on 2-vector delay is:

s(c,[o,dri,2)
7 L

where D(C, [0,d?ax],2) is the 2-vector delay for the unbounded gate delay model. The above

inequality says thatif amanufacturing process does not havethe precision (thehighestprecision is
DiC TO dmaxl 2}when / = 1)to achieve thethreshold value, / > v ,l ff——, then a less precise manufacturing

process will fabricate circuits withthe same 2-vector delays. Note thatif there are no false paths in

a circuit, then manufacturing precision plays no role.

4.9 Delay Computation Using TBF BDD's

Although fixed gate delay model may notberealistic, it can beused as an approximation if

variations of gate delays are small, compared toinertial delays of gates. Thealgorithms in previous

sections canalsobe used for fixed gate delay model, and in this casethey become simplerwithout

theuse of linear programming. TBF BDD's can also beused to compute circuit delays with fixed

gate delay model. First a canonical TBF BDD is built for a circuit under an input family, then,

thedelay of the circuit is the largest ki in thecanonical TBF BDD. For background, the reader is

referred to Section 3.7 on page 37.

For 2-vector delay, the time constants are just the ki's in k-BDD's. The time constants

are simply the path lengths inacircuit; thus, the number of time constants isequal tothe number of

paths with different lengths. Construct acanonical TBF BDD for the circuit. The time constants in

the canonical TBF BDD are the output transition timesof the circuit. Hence, the 2-vector delay is

thelargest timeconstant intheTBF BDD. For an example, refer to Section 3.7.3 on page 42.

According toTheorem 17, single vector delays under variable gate delay model and fixed

gate delay model are the same; thus, wecan calculate single vector delays using fixed gate model.

Notealso thatdelay by sequences of vectors under variable gate delay model can also be computed

thisway. For these circuit delays, theinput is indeterminate for t < 0 and a Boolean variable for

t > 0. Use U to denote the indeterminatevalue. Therefore, the input family switches at t = 0 with

the value U before t = 0. TBF variable x(t) becomes a Boolean variable x for t > 0 and U for

t < 0. The evaluation rules of U are shown inTable 4.1,Table 4.2, and Table 4.3. (7 = U,because
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+ 0 1 u

0 0 1 u

1 1 1 1

u u 1 u

Table 4.1: Conjunction ofThree-valued Logic

• 0 1 u

0 0 0 0

1 0 1 u

u 0 u u
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Table 4.2: Disjunction of Three-valued Logic

the complement of U is also indeterminate and is not the Boolean inverse of U, i.e. U + U ^ 1 and

U-U^O.

The time constants in this case are also the lengths of the paths in a circuit. Using this

three-valued logic, build a canonical TBF BDD for the circuit This TBF BDD has three terminal

nodes, 0,1, and U. Then, the delay of the circuit is also the largest time constant in the TBF BDD.

Refer to Section 3.7.4 on page 44 for examples.

4.10 An Example: 4-bit Ripple Bypass Adder

In this example, we find the carry output delay (2-vector) of a 4-bit ripplebypass adder

shown in Figure4.14. The ranges ofgatedelays areshown in parenthesis next to the gates. Gate go

models the delay from the previous stage. The sum bits are ignored.

x 0 1 U

1 0 u

Table 4.3: Complement ofThree-valued Logic
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A! BI

Figure4.14: An 4-bit Ripple Bypass Adder

1. The longest topological path length is 40, along the path go- 9\ - 92- 93 - 94- 95- We

divide the search domain [0,40] into intervals by the points {k^ax}. The fcf^'s are 40,24,

20,... Thus, the first two intervals are [24,40) and [20,24).

2. In the first interval [24,40), only the path go - 9\ - 92 - 93 - 94 - 95 is evaluated to

be delay dependent; all other paths have positive valuations. Thus, the input of the path

go —gi —g2 —g3 —g4 —gs thatwas connected to cq is now connected to Cq, which denotes

adelay dependent valuation. A TBFnetwork for t G [24,40) is shown in Figure 4.15.

BDD's are built for the TBF network and the original circuit and compared. The result is that

bothcircuits havethe same functionality. Thus,thesearch movesto thenext interval [20,24).

3. For t e [20,24), both paths go- gi - g2 - 93 - 94 - 95 and g0 - gs evaluate to be delay

dependent, while all others evaluate positive. A TBF network for t e [20,24) is shown in

Figure 4.16. ThisTBFnetwork's BDD is different from that of theoriginal circuit. The XOR

BDDis computed. The resolvent of Cqi is 0, i.e. c^ = %. The induced linear programming

is:

max*

t < 50 + 05

2 < go < 20

2< gi <4,i=l,...,5
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Figure 4.15: TBF Network for 4-bitCarry Bypass Adder, t G [24,40)
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Figure 4.16: TBF Network for 4-bit Carry BypassAdder, t € [20,24)
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Circuit Inputs Outputs Gates Top. D 2-vec. Delay CPU

C432 36 7 160 39 37.3 2868.28

C499 41 32 202 28.9 28.9 231.85

C880 60 26 383 32.8 32.8 4.45

CI 355 41 32 546 28.9 28.9 423.76

C1908 33 25 880 41.1 27.2 12140f
C2670 233 140 1193 36.5 36.5 2.69

C3540 50 22 1669 53.1 51.2 1247.31

C5315 178 123 2307 51.6 45.9 717.43

C6288 32 32 2406 140 fail to build bdd.

C7552 207 108 3512 59.8 59.8 4.04

Table 4.4: Exact Computation of 2-vector Delays

fUpper bound, out of memory in building XOR BDD.
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The maximum value is 24, which is also the upper bound of the search interval. Therefore

the 2-vector delay of this 4-bit carry bypass adder is 24.

4.11 Experimental Results

The algorithms forcomputing the exact2-vectordelays anddelays by sequencesofvectors

were implemented and run on the following ISCAS benchmarkson a DECstation5000 (38 mips).

The benchmarks were first optimized with a standard SIS script and then mapped to the MCNC

library. The actual delay values used arethe ones given in the library. The minimum gate delay is

assumed to be 90% of the maximum gate delay. The implemented codes can use as upper bounds

results from other heuristic delay computation programs, and start computing exact delays from

there. The experimental data shown below did not use any heuristic upper bound program as a

front-end. The meanings of the columns in table 4.4 are as follows. First column is the names of

the benchmark circuits; second, numberof inputs; third, numberofoutputs; fourth, the approximate

numbers ofgatesin the circuits; fifth, the lengthof the longestpath(s)in the circuits; sixth, the exact

2-vector delays; seventh, the CPU times in seconds used in the computations.

The meanings of the columns in table4.5 arethe same as those in table4.4 except for the

second to the last column, which are the exact delays by sequences of vectors.

As can be seen the delays by sequences of vectors or single vector delays and 2-vector

delays are the same for all the ISCAS benchmarks. A majority of the CPU times were spent in
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Circuit Inputs Outputs Gates Top. D Delay by seq. CPU

C432 36 7 160 39.0 37.3 1815.6

C499 41 32 202 28.9 28.9 191.6

C880 60 26 383 32.8 32.8 3.73

C1355 41 32 546 28.9 28.9 376

C1908 33 25 880 41.1 27.2 12140

C2670 233 140 1193 36.5 36.5 1.84

C3540 50 22 1669 53.1 51.2 592.8

C5315 178 123 2307 51.6 45.9 455.6

C6288 32 32 2406 140 memory out

C7552 207 108 3512 59.8 59.8 2.92
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Table 4.5: Exact Computation of Delay by Sequences ofVectors

building BDD's at various search stages. The time spent in solving linear programmings became

significantwhen the number of variables reached the orderof thousands.

4.12 Minimum Delays

It is intuitive that the maximum delays of circuits have a direct impact on performance;

further investigations of high performance designs reveal that not only maximum delays but also

minimum delays play a vital role. Particularly, in wavepipelining designs where "waves" of

input data are fed into a circuit in such short intervals that multiple data co-exist in the circuit

simultaneously, the time intervals between data waves in which the circuit computes correctly are

determined by both the longest and the shortest paths of the circuit, [79].

In conventional clocking schemes, new data are applied to circuits spaced by intervals,

such thatthe previousdatahavepropagated throughthe circuits,atleastalongthe "truepaths". That

is, the clock intervalsare equal to the maximum lengthsof true paths. In fact, succeeding datacan

be appliedmuch earlier as long as it does not interfere with the computation on the previous data.

Suppose two paths converge to agate, withthe first path longer thanthe second. Whenthe previous

dataare propagating along the two paths to the gate, anerror will resultif the succeeding dataarrive

at the gate along the shorter path earlier than the previous data arrive at the gate along the longer

path. Therefore, if the interval between data is greater than the lengthdifference of the two paths,

the succeeding data will never catch up its previous data along the shorter path; then, there is a
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timeinterval where theoutput of thegate gives thecorrect computation. Therefore, if theintervals

between consecutive dataaregreater thanthepathlength differences at allgates in a circuit andthe

outputof the circuit is sampled at the correct times, the circuit computes correctly. Computation

in this mode is generally referred as wavepipelining or maximum rate pipelining, [38]. The work

in [79] gives the following relationship between correct clocking intervals and the pathlengths in a

circuit.

THEOREM 19 Ut Lmax and Lmin be the longest and the shortest topologicalpath lengths ofa
circuit. The clock periodrfor which the outputs of the circuit arevalid aregiven by

jjmax rmin
< T <

H ~ H-l

where H is some integer. For a specific interval ^^- < r < ^£, the output ofthe circuit
computes thefunctionalityofthe circuitdelayedby H cycles.

If the longest path and the shortestpath are close in length, the clocking intervals can

be orders of magnitude smaller than the longest path length; thus, circuits with closely matched

paths can operate at very high frequencies. Short paths play an important role in high performance

systems.

4.12.1 Generalization of Minimum Delay Models

Besides the topological shortest path model, there are currently two short delay models:

minimum 2-vector delay [79] and minimum destabilizing delay [34]. In minimum 2-vector delay,

a circuit is assumed to have settled under a first input vector and a second vector is applied at t = 0;

the earliest time of the first output transition is the minimum 2-vector delay.

In destabilizing delay, a circuit is assumed to have settled under an input vector v; then

inputs are applied to the circuit. To be conservative, the inputs can cause the nodes in the circuit

to take on arbitrary values. The destabilizing time of a node is the time for the node's value to

change from a stable value. Thus, given destabilizingtimes of inputs of a gate, the destabilizing

time of the gate is the delay of the gate plus either the earliest destabilizing time of its inputs if

all inputs are non-controlling or the latest destabilizing time of its controlling inputs. That is, if

all inputs of the gate have non-controlling stable values then the first change at any of the inputs

will cause the gate's output to change; or if someinputs have controlling stable values, the gate's

output will change onlywhen allthecontrolling inputs have changed, assuming conservatively that
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when the last controllinginput changesall other inputs are non-controlling. An input / to a gate G

destabilizes G if either / has the earliest destabilizing time if all inputs of G are non-controlling or

/ is the controlling input with the latest destabilizing time. A path is destabilizing if each lead on

the path destabilizes its succeeding gate under some vector. The destabilizing delay of a circuit is

the length of the minimum destabilizingpath. In contrast to floating delay, the minimum delays of

gates, insteadof maximum delays, are used in the computation of minimumdestabilizing delays.

Although these two short delay models seem unrekited, they can be regarded as two

special cases of the general delay model in section 4.3.2in which a circuit'sdelaymodel consists of

three basic elements: the circuit's structure, the gate delay models, and the family of input signals

to the circuit. Underthe general delay model, the minimum 2-vector delay is Dmtn(C, Mg, 2), or

simply Dmin(Mg,2). In Dmin(C, Mg,u+), the minimum delay by sequences ofvectors, acircuit
is initially settled and an arbitrary sequence of vectors are applied. The time of the first output

transition is Dmin(C, Mgi uj+). Itwill beproved that destabilizing delay isequal tominimum delay

by sequences of vectors underpractical situations; that is, the conservative assumption that nodes

can take on arbitrary valuesin destabilizing delay is not conservative at all. The proof follows the

same lines as that of Theorem 15, that floating delay is equal to the maximum delay by sequences

of vectors under practical situations.

THEOREM 20 Ifeverygateina circuit hasvariable delay, i.e. dmtn ^ dmax, andnotwodistinct

paths have the same set ofgates, then, destabilizing delay = Dmin([dmin, dmax],u;+).

Proof. Similar to the proof ofTheorem 15. •

In practical situations, gates have a range of delay values due to manufacturing processes;

sotheassumption dmin ^ dmax isnotrestrictive at all.

4.12.2 Computation

In minimum delay by sequences of vectors, assume the sequence is applied at t = 0; so

the input before t = 0 issome constant vector, v° = (vj,..., vj}). After t = 0, the sequence of
vectors is arbitrary. Let f(t, xi,..., xn,di,..., dm) be a TBF of a circuit. Then the minimum

delayby sequences of vectors is theminimum t suchthat /(*, xi,..., x„, di,..., dm) is not equal

to /(-co,&i,...,zn, <2i,...,dm). Symbolically,

Dmin(Mg,u+) = mint

/(*,£],...,xn,di,...,dm) ^ /(-co, si,..., sn, (*!,..., dm)
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C'B< di <coar

Xi(t) = Vi t<0

For 2-vector minimum delay, assume the first vector vl = (vj,..., v£) is applied at

t = -co and the second vector v2 = (vj,..., v2) isapplied at t = 0. Therefore, itsformulation is:

Dmin(Mg,2) = mint

/(<,xi,...,sn,di,...,dm) ^ /(-oo,ai,...,»n,rfi,...,dTO)

df,n< rf,- <d?ax

' v) t < 0
*t(0 =

Solving the above mixed Boolean linear program is similar to those for maximum delays.

Here we illustrate the computation of Dmtn(Mg,2). Associate implicitly a pair (a,/3) with each

path 7r = (di,..., dp) and its corresponding TBF variable Xi(t —ki), where ki = Y%=i di,

a = Y%=i d""n» ^d fi = HLi d^ax. Partition thet-axis withthea's and start searching from the

minimum a. Foraninterval [a,-, a,+i), evaluate theTBF /(t, xi,..., xnidi,..., dm) according to

the following rule. TheTBF variable Xi(t - ki)isset tov\ if t - ki < 0, t 6 [of-, oti+i), equivalently,

o»+i < fcjn,n; it is set to v? if t - Art- > 0, t € [a,-, a,+i), equivalently, a; > Ar}"ox; otherwise, it is
setto yi = sxv2 + sxv},where $3. isanew Boolean variable that selects either v} orvf, because in

this case t - kican beeither negative orpositive, i.e. Xi (t - ki)can beeither v} orvf. Then aBDD

for this TBF evaluated in [a,-, a,+i) is compared with the BDD of the original network. If they are

not equal, "cubes" of the difference BDD are enumerated to give sets of inequalities on paths. The

sets of inequalities together with dj7"" < di < d™ax are checked for feasibility. If all cubes are

infeasible, the search continues; otherwise, the minimum is found. The minimum t of all feasible

cubes is the minimum delay!

In computing minimum 2-vector delays, the t-axis is partitioned with a's instead of

/?'s, and the search starts from the minimum a instead of the maximum f3. The role of a's and

/?'s are reversed in computing minimum delays; thus, results for minimum delays can be derived

analogously from those for maximum delays. For example, the effects of upper bounds of gate

delays on the minimum circuit delay parallel to the effects of lowerboundsof gate delays on the

maximum circuit delay.
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Circuit Lmxn Dmtn(2) Dmtn(u>+) CPU (sec)

C432 1.68 1.68 1.68 50

C499 1.28 1.28 1.28 4.35

C880 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.35

C1355 1.28 1.28 1.28 4.29

C1908 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.56

C2670 0 0 0 0.76

C3540 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.86

C5315 0 0 0 1.38

C6288 1.52 1.52 1.52 4.31

C7552 0 0 0 1.66
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Table 4.6: Exact Minimum Delays of Combinational Circuits

4.12.3 Experimental Results

The algorithms forcomputing the exact minimum 2-vector delays anddelays by sequences

of vectors were implemented and run on the following ISCAS benchmarks on a DECstation 5000

(38 mips). The benchmarks areoptimized with a standard SIS script andthen mapped to the MCNC

library. The actual delay values used are the ones given in the library. The minimum gate delays

are assumed to be 80% of the maximum gate delays. In Table 4.6, Lmtn is the shortest topological

path length, Dmin(2), an abbreviation for Dmin([dmin, dma%2), and Dmin(u+), abbreviation for

Dmin([dmin,dma%u+). The CPU times are the average CPU times in computing the delays,

Dmin(2) and Dmin(u+), which are about equal.

All circuits in these examples have very small minimum delays and both the minimum

2-vector delays andthe minimum delays by sequences ofvectors areequal to the topological delays.

In view of wavepipelining, these circuits need to be balanced, i.e. reducing the difference between

the maximum andthe minimum delays, to haveefficient wavepipeliningapplications.

4.13 Exact Minimum Cycle Times for Sequential Circuits

Accurately computing the minimum cycle time of a finite state machine is important

because it not only directly affects the computation speed of the finite state machine but also aids in

the synthesis of high speed sequential machines. Figure 4.17 shows a block diagram of a general

finite statemachine. The block labeled combinational logic computesthe next state function and
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Figure 4.17: Block Diagram of a Synchronous Sequential Machine
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the output function of the finite state machine.

All previous approaches to this problem calculate upperbounds on the minimum cycle

time of a finite state machine by computing the delay of the combinational logic of the machine.

Using delays ofthecombinational logic offinite state machines ascycle time upper bounds overlooks

the sequential nature of cycle times. Some sequential properties of cycle times not considered in

combinational delay computations are described as follows. In combinational delay computation,

the input vector space is assumed to be the entire Boolean space. For instance, in single vector

delay, the input vector can be an arbitrary vector, and in transition delay, the input vector paircan

be any pair. However, in a finite state machine, part of the input vector to its combinational logic

is its state vector, and this state vector is restricted to this machine's reachable space, which can be

a proper subspace of the entire Boolean space. Similarly, if a state is not reachable from another

state, then the input vector pair representing thetwostates is never realizable. Thework in [9] takes

advantage of the reachable state space of finite state machines in eliminating long false paths over

multiple cycles. Another factor isthat a single vector (floating delay) orapair ofvectors (transition

delay) are assumed tobe the input to the combinational logic of a finite state machine while thetrue

inputs aresequences of vectors arriving at periodic time intervals.

It is conceivable that the upper bounds by single vector delays and transition delays

may be improved by considering only the vectors in the reachable state space and the realizable
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transitions; however, single vector delays are inherently conservative and the validity of transition

delays as upper bounds on cycle times is limited by being greater than halfof the longest topological

delays (see Theorem 22). In an example in a later section, we show that even the entire state space

is reachable and all transitions are realizable, combinational delays still give pessimistic upper

bounds. The formulation in this section gives the exact minimum cycle times, including the effects

of sequential don't cares, bounded gate delays, false paths, reachable state space, initial states,

unrealizable transitions, and periodicity of the present state vector sequences. To include these

sequential factors in computing minimum cycle times, we again use Timed Boolean Functions to

formulate the problem exactly and derive algorithms thereby.

4.13.1 Definition

We want to define the minimum cycle time of a finite state machine in terms of the

machine's I/O behavior, instead of its combinational delay. If Ds is the minimum cycle time of

a finite state machine, then we require that the finite state machine operate correctly at any clock

period greater than or equal to Ds. Thus,

DEFINITION 17 2

1. Ify(n, t) is a TBFfor the outputs ofa synchronous sequential circuit at the nth cycle, where

t is a cycle time, the minimum cycle time of the circuit is the minimum Ds such that

y(n,r) = y(n,Ds) Vr > Ds, Vn

2. LetL be the value of themaximum time constant in y(n, r). Obviously,

y(n, t) = y(n, L) Vr > L, Vn

We call y(n, L) thesteady state TBF of themachine.

EXAMPLE 33 Assume that the gate delays in Figure 4.18 arefixed constants as indicated and the

output is f, the outputofthe latch. We wantto compute the circuit'sminimum cycle time.

First, we derive the circuit's TBF. The TBFforthe latch with delay 0 is; f(t) = g([±J r).

TheTBFfor the circuit is obtainedby composing TBF'sfor each gate.

t-\.5
9(t) = 9( ^M^M^W^h

2Adopted from [78]
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To find theminimum clockperiod, weneedtolook at g(t) at nr. Substitutingt = nr andnormalizing

to t, we get:

g(n) =g(n-r —j- )g(n +[—J )g(n+ -5
) + 9(n +

-2
)

which will be denoted by g(n, t). To find theminimum clock period,we decrease rfrom oo until

3»(n, r) ^ p(n, oo). From the equation, we only need to examine the values of r at which the

argument ofsome term(s) in g(n, t) changes value, e.g. n+ [=^r-\ • The first few t's need to be
examined are 4,2.5,2^,...At t =4,g(n,4)= g(n-l)g(n-l)g(n-2) +g(n-\) = g(n-l),
which isequalto g(n, oo). Atr = 2.5,#(n,2.5) = flr(n-l)£(n-2)$f(n-2)+y(n-l) = tf(n,oo).

Atr = 2,g(n,2) = g(n-l )g(n - 2)g(n - 3)+ g(n- 1) ^ g(n,oo). Note that g(n,t) = g(n,2)

for t G [2,2.5). Therefore, theminimum clock periodis 2.5.

It is interesting to calculate thesinglevectordelayandthe2-vectordelay of thecombina

tionallogicinthecircuit andcompare them with theminimum cycletime. The singlevectordelayis

4, and the 2-vector delay is 2. The2-vector delay gives an overly optimisticand incorrect(!) upper

bound on the minimum cycle time, while the single vector delay gives a pessimistic, but correct

upperbound. The reasons that the single vectordelay gives a pessimistic answer are explained

below. In the single vector delay computation, noded and e are assumed to takearbitraryvalues,

hence thesingle vectordelayof4. In fact, due to the periodic nature of thesignal at f, the values

at node d and e can not be arbitrary; therefore, the single vector delay gives a pessimistic upper
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bound. Also note that every state is reachable and all state transitions are realizable, because the

onlystate bit can be movedto 1 or 0; therefore, even taking into account the reachable state space

andrealizable transitions, combinational delaycomputation will stillproduce thesamepessimistic

answers.

4.13.2 Combinational Delays and Cycle Times (Sequential Delay)

From Example 33, we see that the 2-vector delay gives an incorrect upper bound on cycle

time while the single vector delay gives a conservative upper bound. Here we want to examine the

relationship between combinational delays and minimum cycle times. Theorem 15 says that single

vector delay is the same as delay by sequences of vectors for most practical circuits. Hence, we

will study only the followingtwo types of combinationaldelays: delay by sequences of vectors and

2-vector delay.

Will the single vector delays, or the delays by sequences of vectors, of the combinational

logic in finite state machines always give conservativeupper bounds on the minimum cycle times?

Some of the concerns are as follows. In delay by sequences ofvectors, a last input vector is assumed,

while in the setting of finite state machines the inputs are periodic, having no last vector. Then, will

this violation of the last vector assumptioncause a problem? Further, from Example 33, the single

vector delay, or the delay by sequences of vectors, is 4 and the longest topological delay is 5; thus,

even after the output of the combinational logic has become stable after 4 units of time, there are

signals still propagating along the long false path of length 5. If the finite state machine is clocked

at a period of 4, will the signals from the next clock period propagate along shortpaths to interact

with the presentsignalstill propagating along the longfalsepath and thus causethe longfalsepath

to become true? This is the short path problem.

The following theorem provides a condition under which single vector delays, or delays

by sequences of vectors, are correct, butmay be conservative, upper boundson the minimumcycle

times. For simplicity,the followingdiscussionassumesthat all latches have zero delay.

THEOREM 21 Let edge-triggered latches have setup and hold times rs and r/u Dmax, the

maximum delay by sequences of vectors of the combinational logic ofa finite state machine, and

Lmtn, the length of theshortest path in the combinational logic. Then Dmax + ts is a correct, but

may beconservative, upper bound on the minimum cycle time ifLmin > t^.

Proof. Since single vector delays arethesame asdelays bysequences of vectors for mostpractical

circuits, it is sufficient to only consider delay by sequences of vectors. Assume the outputs of a
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finite state machine are also connected to latches clocked at the same rate as the machine, and the

clock period is P > Dmax + rs. Consider the tth clock cycle at t = 0. At t = P, the output of the

combinational logic is latched and at the same time the data for the i + 1th cycle are input to the

combinational logic. Data for the i + 1th cycle can propagate to the output of the combinational

logic through short paths, arriving at t = P + Lmin. Because Lmin > r^,data of the i + 1th cycle

will not cause problems atthelatches. Further, because P > Dmax + ts and by definition of Dmax,

the latched output is the steady stateoutput for at least rs units of time, satisfying the setup time

requirement. Therefore, for all P > Dmax + ts, the finite statemachinewill operate correctly. •

Note thatif Lmin < r^, single vector delay and delay by sequence of vector of a finite

statemachine alone will not guarantee correct operation of the finite statemachine.

Example 33showshow 2-vectordelays can give incorrect cycle time upperbounds. We

want to derive a condition under which 2-vector delays always give correct upper bounds.

THEOREM 22 3 // the 2-vector delay of the combinational logic of a finite state machine is

greater than orequal tohalfofthe topological delay ofthe combinational logic then the minimum

cycle time of themachine is less than or equal to the 2-vector delay.

Proof. Let y(n,r) = /(..., z(n + \=^-\),...) be aTBF of a finite state machine, where
/(..., x(n + 1^1),...) represents the combinational logic, and D2 be the 2-vector delay of
the combinational logic. The topological delay of the combinational logicis max fcj. Consider the

TBF variables in the TBF of the combinational logic.

x(t - ki) = x = x(n - 1) if* > ki

And,

n +

n +

-ki

t

x(t - ki) —x~ = x(n -2) ift< ki

= n-l if-l<:Yi<0, equivalently, t > kt> 0

=n - 2 if -2 <=& < -1, equivalently, ki>t>fy

Therefore, for t > \ max(fct),
*(n+[^J )=*(*-*,)

Because Di is such that

/(...,x(t- ki),...) = /(...,x(D2- ki)1...)\ft>D2

3This theorem wasalso proved independently in [461.
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If&2 > \ max(&,), then

/(...,I(»+[^iJ),...) =/(...,I(n+[^J),...)Vr>C2
By the definition of minimum cycle time, the minimum cycle time is less than or equal to D2. •

In Example 33, the 2-vector delay of2 is less than halfofthe topological delay 5, therefore

it is not guaranteed by Theorem 22 to give a correct cycle time upper bound. In this case, it gives

an incorrect one.

4.13.3 Computing Minimum Cycle Times

Using TBF's, the exact minimum cycle time of a finite state machine is the solution of the

following mixed Boolean linear program:

Da — max t

yfar) ^ y(n,L)

dfn< di <dfax

In general, a finite state machine is characterized by an output TBF and a state TBF, i.e.

y(n,r) = /(.. .,x(n +

x(n,r) = g(. ..,x(n +

-ki

-ki

),..., u(n +

),...,u(n +

-fc,

-ki

),...)

),...)

where x(n +1^1) and u(n +1=^1) are the state and inputTBF variables, and y's are the primary
outputs. In general, fc,'s can vary within an interval,due to delay uncertainties in manufacturing. In

this section, we assume &t-'s are constants. Variable fct-'s are considered in section 4.13.5.

To find the minimum cycle time , r is decreased from L; and at each r, y(n, r) is

compared with the steady state TBF y(n, L). The minimumcycle time is the minimum r such that

for some n y(n, r) ^ y(n, L). For a particular r, we want to find a condition C for which we

can check easily that C is satisfied if and only if y(n, r) = y(n, L), V n . Deciding this equality

is equivalent to decide whether two finite state machines are equivalent and this can be done by

reducing both machines to minimal machines and comparing them. An algorithm for reducing finite

state machines to minimal machines can be found in [65]. However this explicit method takes too

much memory space for most practical circuits. Therefore, we present a relatively simple sufficient

condition which assume all state variables are observable.

DEFINITION 18 A state sufficient condition Cx is:
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1. x(n,r) = x(n,i),Vn.

2. y(n,r) = y(n,I),Vn.

By includinga;(n, r) = x(n, I),Vn, conditionCx becomesa sufficient conditiononly;

so the minimum cycle time computed by checking whether Cx is satisfied is not the exact minimum

cycle time for a finite state machine such that y(n, r) = y(n, I), V n . This is because for some

n it is possible that x(n, t) ± x(n, L), and stillhave correct operation, i.e. x(n, t) and x(n, L)

are equivalent with respectto the outputs. Yet, checking x(n, r) = x(n, L), Vn is very simpleand

once x(n, r) = x(n, L),Vn is assured y(n, r) = y(n, L),Vn is easily checked. Of course if the

machine is state minimal, then condition Cx is necessary and sufficient.

4.13.4 Checking State Sufficient Condition Cx

For a given r, the TBF's can be written as:

y(n) = /(...,x(n - mt),..., u(n - my),...)

x(n) = g(..., x(n - mi),..., u(n - rrij),...)

We rewrite the steady state TBF's as:

«n) = /(...,«(n-l),...,«(n-l),...)

£(n) = g(.. .,x(n - 1),.. .,u(n - 1),...)

Let m be the maximum of the m,'s. Consider checking x(n) = x(n), V n. We start

by comparing BDD's of x(n) and x(n) for 1 < n < m. For 1 < n < m, some x(n —m,)'s

have values equal to the initial values; thus, we need to check for each such n. This is the

basis step in a mathematical induction. If all the BDD pairs are equal, we proceed with the

intermediate step in the induction. If the equality is true, we replace x(n - mi) in x(n) by

x(n - mi), andmakeall arguments of x's in bothx(n) and &(n) equal by iteratively substituting

£(n) = g(..., x(n —1),..., u(n- 1),...) until allarguments are equal to n - m. Now both x(n)

and x(n) have the same x TBF variables, and we construct their BDD's. If their BDD's are equal,

thena:(n) = x(n),Vn.

Once x(n) = x(n) is assured, checking y(n) = y(n) is done in the same way. We start

by checking y(n) = y(n) for 1 < n < m. Then, replace x(n —mi) in y(n) by x(n - mi), and

make theirarguments equal by iteratively substituting x(n) = g(..., x(n - 1),..., u(n - 1),...).

Then BDD's of y(n) and #(n) are compared.

In summary,
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Decision Algorithm (4.13.4) on Condition Cx

Given TBF's at a particular r,

y(n) = /(..., x(n - m,),..., u(n - m5),...)

x(n) = g(...,x(n- mi),...,u(n - mj),...)

and steady state TBF's

y(n) = /(... ,ft(n-l),...,fi(n-l),...)

x(n) = g(...,x(n- l),...,w(n- 1),...),

let m be the maximum of m,'s.

1. Deciding x(n, r) = a;(n, L),V n.

(a) Compare BDD'sof x(n) and£(n), for 1 < n < ra. If allBDDpairsareequal,continue.

Otherwise, x(n) ^ x*(n),V n.

(b) Replacex(n —mi) in x(n) by x(n - mi).

(c) Make all arguments of £'s in both a;(n) and 5(n) equal by iteratively substituting

x(n) = g(.. .,x(n - 1),...,u(n - 1),...).

(d) If the BDD's for x(n) and x(n) areequal,then x(n) = x(n), Vn.

2. Decidingy(n,r) = j/(n,I),Vn.

(a) Compare BDD'sof y(n) andy(n), for 1 < n < m. If allBDDpairsareequal, continue.

Otherwise, y(n) ^ i?(n),V n.

(b) Replace a;(n —mt) in y(n) by x(n —m,).

(c) Make all arguments of £'s in both y(n) and y(n) equal by iteratively substituting

x(n) = flr(.. .,£(n - 1),..., u(n - 1),...).

(d) If the BDD's for y(n) and #(n) areequal, theny(n) = D(n),Vn.

THEOREM 23 If the decision algorithm (4.13.4) is affirmative then the state sufficient condition

Cx is satisfied.

Proof. Theprooffollows byinduction. Consider checking x(n) = &(n). Thebasis step consists of

checking x(n) = x(n) for 1 < n < m, which isdone inthe algorithm. Assume x(n) = x(n) for
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n < k. Whenn = k+l,x(k+\) = </(...,z(A: + l —ro,-),. ..,«(&+ 1-mj),...). Sincez(n) =

£(n)forn < A:, replace z(A:+l-m,-)by#(fc+l-m,-). Makearguments of5 equalinbothx(k+1)

and £(fc +1) byiteratively substituting £(k- mi) - g(..., x(k- mi-1),..., u(n—m$ -1),...).

Nowif the algorithm is affirmative, i.e. x(k + 1) = x(k + 1), thenby induction, x(n) = x(n) Vn.

•

Therefore, for a particular r, if the decision algorithm (4.13.4) is affirmative, this r is a

valid clock period; otherwise, we conservatively assume this r is invalid.

4.13.5 Variable Gate Delays and Interval Algebra

If fct-'s are constants, we findthe minimum cycle time by sweeping r starting from r = L.

At r = L, all terms 1^1 's are -1, and the TBF's are the steady state TBF's. Now we decrease
r until some term(s) ^ changes value. Then, we decide whether this r is valid by using
the decision algorithm on Cx. An upper bound on the minimum cycle time is the minimum r

such that the decision algorithm fails. Effectively, we divide the r-axis into intervals with points

Ut{^»n = !>•••}• Within each such interval, l^-J is aconstant. Thus, searching the entire
r-axis reduces to searching at aset ofpoints, each ofwhich isin an interval ofconstant I=r I's.

In reality, &,-'s vary within intervals due to delay variations in manufacturing. Analysis

with variable fc,'s is similar except it deals with intervals instead of numbers. First, we define some

algebraic operations on intervals.

DEFINITION 19

7. Denote \=& \, where k{ G[h?™, k*1**], by [~*J where Iki = [k?1"1, k?ax] is an interval.
2.

3. Define 0(.)(r) to be the Cartesian product of |^J at r, i.e.

*(/1)...,/n)(r) =n|^i|

4. o = (o-i,...,an)€ ®(Ikx, •••, /*„)(t) is feasible, if there is a r such that

|^ij=a{, ki e[*r*i*r"nL *€[l,n]

_Mntn

}
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Equivalently, thefollowing system of inequalities is satisfiable, i.e. there exist r, {ki} such

that
-ki

<r< -ki
<r% *,+l

fc!n,n <ki < Umax

1=1,. ..,n

Analogous to dividing the r-axis into intervals such that I=rJis constant within such an
interval, we divide the r-axis into the coarsest intervals such that the set I-7*-1 remains the same
within such an interval. To search, we sweep r starting from r = L. In an interval, if I-71]
has more than one element, each element is apossible value of |=& I. Thus, for an interval to
be a range of valid r, the decision algorithm (4.13.4) on Cx must be affirmative for all feasible

a € <£(/*!, ••'X7")' otherwise, we assume conservatively that the interval is not valid. When

there are feasible combinations that fail the decision algorithm, an upper bound on the minimum

cycle time is the maximum of the solutionsof the linearprograms induced by these combinations.

Symbolically, let £2 be the setof combinations that fail thedecision algorithm, r(o-), the solution of

the linear programinduced by combination a, i.e.

r(a) — max t

¥\ = «
< ki <kmax

i = 1,..., n

Mntn

Then, an upper bound for the minimum cycle time , Ds, can be found in the following linear

program.

Ds = max<T€nr((r)

t(o) = max t

kfn< ki <kmax

Equivalently,

i = 1,..., n

Ds = max^ga r(o)

r(a) = max t

t'(-<Ti -!) + €< ki <t-(-CTi)
fcjntn < k. < kmax

i= l,...,n
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where €is an arbitrarily small positive number. Since ki is the sum of delays of the gates on the

path associated with ki, i.e. ki = J2j dj, where dj is thejth gate's delay, thelinear program is:

D8 = max^ea r(<r)

t(<t) = max t

t-{-*i-\) + *< Zjdj <t.(-(n)

dfn < di < dmax
i = 1,..., n

Dividing the r-axis into the coarsest intervals such that =r remains the same within

any interval can be done by dividing the axis with the points

{
n

,n,i= 1,...}|J{
. n .

,n,i= 1,...}.

A method to speed up the search for minimumcycle time is to record the combinationsof 0(.)(r),

and skip the ones that have been considered.

4.13.6 Experimental Results

The above algorithm was implemented and run on all ISCAS benchmarks on a DECstation

5000. In these benchmarks, we assumed that the gate delays varied from 90% to 100% of their

respective maxima. For about 20% of circuits in the suite, e.g. s526, s526n, s820, s832, s953,

and si5850, single vector delays give pessimistic upper bounds on their minimum cycle times by

as much as 25%, while for the rest, the upper bounds on minimum cycle times are equal to their

single vector delays and transition delays. The fact that most benchmarks have equal bounds on the

minimum cycle time and single vector delays and transition delays might have three implications.

First, the ISCAS benchmarks simply do not contain enough representative samples of designs in

this respect; second, most current designs do not make use of the sequential aspects of minimum

cycle times; or third, single vector delaysare tightupper boundson minimumcycle times for most

designs.

Table4.7 gives selectedbenchmarks;those not givenhave equal topological delays, single

vector delays, transitiondelays, and the bounds on minimum cycle times. In the following table,

the second column shows the topological delays of the combinational circuits of the finite state

machines, while the third and the fourth columns show the single vector delays [45,102], and the

respective CPU times. The fifth and the sixth columns show the exact transition delays and their
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respective CPU times in seconds [76]. The seventh andthe lastcolumns give the upperboundson

the minimum cycle times using the methods described in this section, and the corresponding CPU

times.

Note that the single vector delays and the transition delays are exactly the same for all

the circuits, includingthose whose minimum cycle times areshorterthan their singlevector delays.

This impliesthatthe tighter bounds on minimumcycletimes result from sequential aspects, which

cannot be discovered by combinational delays like singlevectorandtransition delays. In allbut the

last circuit, 2-vectordelays are greater thanhalves of the topological delays; thus, these 2-vector

delays arecorrectupper bounds on the minimum cycle times.

In the last circuit 538584, the minimum cycle time is less than a fourth of the topological

delay; so multiplecycles of inputs exist on the long paths if the circuit operates at the minimum

cycle time, and the periodic nature of inputs plays a role in this circuit, further contributing to die

pessimism of combinational delays. In addition, a correct upper bound given by 2-vector delay

computation canonlybe astightasahalfof the topological delay, i.e. 189.2, larger thanthe actual

minimum cycle time by more than 200%.

4.14 Summary

In this chapter, we introduce a general circuit delay model based on three fundamental

elements that determine a circuit's delay. This general model unifies and classifies existing ones

and opens possibilities for new ones. Figure 4.19 summarizes the scope of this general circuit delay

model. Single vector delays, i.e. viability and floating delays, are included through the "adapter",

delay by sequences of vectors on the negative time axis, D(C, Mg,u~). Similarly, destabilizing

delay is adapted into this general model via delay by sequences of vectors on the positive time

axis, D(C, Mgiu+). New delay models include cycle timesof sequential machines and tracking

delays. In addition, we show that the assumption of arbitrary node value in single vector delay is

not conservative at all.

We show how various circuit delays can be solved systematically under the framework

shown in Figure 4.20 where in the first step TBF's integrate both a circuit's logical and timing

properties. Exact timing analysisis formulated by a Boolean linearprogrammingin which Boolean

operations deal with logical functionality and linear programming deals with timing constraints;

finally BDD's are used to manipulate Boolean functions andthe simplex algorithm is used to solve

the linear program.
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Circuit Top. D Sgl. vect. CPU 2-vect CPU MCT bounds CPU

s444 22.8 22.8 0.36 22.8 0.2 22.8 0.31

s526f 22.5 22.5 0.26 22.5 0.15 18.4 10.5

s526n} 23.4 23.4 0.26 23.4 0.14 18.8 8.03

s641§ 42.7 42.5 1.97 42.5 1.44 42.5 1.53

s713§ 44.5 43.4 1.49 43.4 10.73 43.4 12.23

s820| 29.6 29.6 0.48 29.6 0.28 27.9 1.5

s832$ 29.1 29.1 0.51 29.1 0.3 28.8 1.49

s953| 29.7 29.7 0.44 29.7 0.26 28.2 2.42

sll96§ 37 35.8 0.94 35.8 0.54 35.8 0.87

sl238§ 42.9 41 3.09 41 1.69 41 2.22

sl423 119.8 119.8 3.26 119.8 1.91 119.8 51.13

S1494 36.2 36.2 0.73 36.2 0.44 36.2 0.69

s5378§ 42.4 42 11.71 42 7.64 42 50.62

s9234§ 58.4 56.7 215.65 56.7 211.88 -t -

sl5850§f 128.8 127.4 1047.02 127.4 814.79 127.2f -

S35932 436.3 436.3 29.26 436.3 19.21 436.3 49.93

S38417 128.8 128.8 205.34 128.8 132.08 -t -

S38584 378.4 -t - -t - 82.0f -

Table 4.7: Upper Bounds of Minimum Cycle Times of Finite State Machines

f: memory out; the last value is reported, which is a valid upper bound.

|: single vector and transition delays give pessimistic upper bounds.

§: topological delays > single vector, transition delays.
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After studying computation of combinational delays, we investigate sequential delays of

finite state machines, i.e. cycle times. Using TBF's, we formulate the computation of the exact

cycle times, including the effects ofrestricted state space, periodicity ofinput waveforms, sequential

don't cares, false paths, and all gate delay models. Then, we provide an algorithm to solve for upper

bounds of the exact minimum cycle times and demonstrate through ISCAS benchmarks that upper

bounds of minimum cycle times using combinational delays can be pessimistic.
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Chapter 5

Wavepipelining

5.1 Introduction

InChapter4, we compute the variousdelaysofcircuits,both combinationalandsequential.

The delay of a circuit is commonly used as a measure for the circuit's computational performance,

i.e. how fast a circuit can compute its outputs. Thus, conventionally, input data are supplied to a

circuit in intervals greater than or equal to the delay of the circuit. For example, in the pipelined

combinational circuit shown in Figure 5.1 where blocks of combinational circuits are sandwiched

between banks of latches, the clock period is chosen to be greater than or equal to the maximum

topological delay (orthe maximum true delay) ofthe combinational logic. At this frequency, datain

any logic block have enough time to propagatethrough and settle before new data enter. However,

in wavepipelining mode, the circuit in Figure5.1 will be clocked at a period less than the maximum

topological delay (or true delay) of a stage; thus a data wave is pumped into a stage before the

previous wave reaches the registers at the end of the stage. So wavepipelining circuits operate at

higher speeds than conventional circuits, sometimes orders of magnitude higher. Since the clock

period is shorter than the delay of acircuit, data from neighboring clock cycles co-exist in the circuit

simultaneously, and they can interact to cause the circuit to compute incorrectly. For instance, if a

long pathanda shortpathconverge at agateandthe clock frequency is fastenough, then the present

data on the shortpath canarrive atthe gate earlier than the previous data on the long path, resulting

in an invalidcomputation. Hencewavepipeliningcircuitsinvolve complex signal interactionsin the

temporal domain and their properoperations require precisetiming analysis.

In thischapter, we studythe analysis and design of wavepipelining circuits using TBF's.

With TBF's, results combining both logical and timing information of circuits can be derived
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Figure 5.1: A Pipelined Circuit
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rigorously and relatively effortlessly, and effects such as clock skews, uncertainties in physical

parameters, and timing constraints of latches can be incorporated readily.

First we examine schemes of pipelining. Traditional studies on pipelining have been

focused on system and functional levels [72,62], in which a functional block may perform a single

dedicated or a selectable collection ofcomputations, which are called static and dynamic pipelines,

respectively. Pipelinings on the circuit level, usually restricted to static pipelines, are referred to

as maximum rate pipelining [91, 38] or wavepipelining. Previous studies of wavepipelining have

focused only on combinational circuits; the main result is that the maximum clock frequency is

proportional to the difference between the maximum and minimum path delays. Hence, research

on wavepipelining has been directed to balancing circuits' path lengths. Maximizing the clock

frequencyby insertingdelays intopathsandsatisfyingvarioustimingconstraintsforproperoperation

have been formulated as a linear programming problem. Works on the theoretical side can be found

in [38, 72, 51, 53, 123]. On the implementation side, various wavepipelining circuits such as

multipliers, counters, domino circuits, and CacheRAM's using ECL and CMOS technologyhave

been fabricated, [149, 68, 88, 150, 69, 115]. In all previous approaches, timing constraints to

ensure proper wavepipelining operations have been derived using graphical methods; thus, logical

functionalityof circuit is not considered; hence,pessimistic resultsmaybe obtained. In this chapter,

weuse analgebraicmethod,TBF's, tostudyboththetimingandlogicalproperties of wavepipelining

circuits, both combinational and sequential. First we classify schemes of wavepipelining.

5.1.1 Serial Wavepipelining

In this frequently studied scheme, blocks of data to be computed in a wavepipelining

circuit are queued so that the blocks are computed serially by the circuit. That is, assuming that
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there are m blocksof data, the ith blockhas length /,-, and ar,j is the jth datumin the tth block, the

order of data to be computed in serial pipelining is in,..., su,, Z21,..., xu2i..., xmi,..., xmim.

The merit of this scheme is that the total computational time of a block can be decreased by

wavepipelining the circuit. A disadvantage is that data buffering may be required at the output

if the environment has a lower data retrieval rate; hence, in serial wavepipelining, the interface

with the environment can be complicated. The serial scheme is most useful for wavepipelining

combinational circuits and sequential circuits without feedback.

5.1.2 Interleaving Wavepipelining

As will be seen later, sequential circuits with feedback may not always be able to be

wavepipelined serially. We propose an interleaving wavepipelining scheme so that these circuits

process moreinformation per unit time. In the interleaving scheme, blocksof data to be processed

haveequal lengthsand data in the blocksare interleaved. That is, assumingthat there are m blocks

of length n each and Xij is the j\h datum in the ith block, the order of data fed to the circuit is

zi 1, • ••>£mi ^12) • • •»xmi»• ••) x\n, •••>xmn. The outputs of the circuit are also interleaved. For

each block i of data, it is assumed that the initial state Sio is given. Typically, 5,0 = «o for all

i; otherwise some circuitry is required for resetting the machine to different initial values. Note

that the state of each block computation is also computed interleavingly. For blocks of unequal

lengths, shorter blocks can be padded with arbitrarily destinated null values. It will be shown that

all sequential circuits, with and without feedback, can be wavepipelined interleavingly. Although

the amount of information processed per unit time is increased in this scheme, the total time to

process an individual block of data is unchanged.

Interleaving wavepipelining is especially useful for applications where batches of data

are processed with the same functionality. For example, in image processing, if each picture frame

is filtered by the same function, then each data block in the interleaving wavepipelining scheme

is a picture frame and the filter can be interleavingly wavepipelined. In digital communication, a

string of certain length is encoded before transmission for error detection purpose. If the encoder is

interleavingly wavepipelined, a string is a data block.

An architecture for interleavingly wavepipelining a circuit is shown in Figure 5.2. The

sequential circuit S is wavepipelined interleavingly. Its interfaceconsistsof demultiplexer Mj and

multiplexer M2,both of whichswitchat the samerate as S. Mi interleavesthe incomingdata while

M2 restores the interleaved outputs to normal order. If the clock period of S is —, where m is the
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Figure 5.2: Interleaving an Embedded Sequential Circuit

number of data interleaved, or interleave number, the environment operates at the clock period of r.

Note that the interface of interleaving wavepipelining to the environment is very simple, requiring

no data buffers. In fact, any circuit embedded in a larger system can be wavepipelined interleavingly

while remaining transparent to its environment. It is assumed however that the m data values are

available in parallel. To the environment the unit appears to be m parallel copies of S each clocked

at period r.

5.2 Wavepipelining of Combinational Circuits

Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of a pipelined combinational circuit. If the circuit is

clocked at a period less than the longest topological delay of a stage, a data wave is pumped into

the stage before the previous wave reaches the registers at the end of the stage; hence, multiple

data waves co-exist within the combinational logic. If a long path and a short path converge at a

gate and the clock frequency is fast enough, then the present data on the short path can arrive at the

gate earlier than the previous data on the long path, resultingin an invalid computation. This is the

intuition that the difference of path delays determines the maximum clock frequency. Cotten [38]

derived a lower bound on the minimum clock period, which is stated in a variant form as follows.

r > t<L ''setup
max jmtni 4 i J»iax j

+ hold T « - «

where tsetup and hold are the setup and hold times ofregisters, and dmax and dmtn are the maximum

and minimum delays of a pipeline stage.
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Figure 5.3: A Stage of a Pipelined Circuit

Therefore, to maximize the clock frequency of a wavepipeline, the maximum path delay

differences in the circuit must be minimized. But, after a circuit's delays are balanced, what are

the frequencies that yield correct computationof the circuit, noting that Cotten gave only a lower

bound? Some fundamental questions, which we will answer, are:

• Will the circuit operate properlyat any clock period greater than the minimum, i.e., is the set

of valid clock periods connected? If not, how can the valid intervals be found?

• For a given clock frequency, how do we know what function the circuit is computing?

• How do parametric uncertainties, e.g. delay variations, clock skews, and latch setup and hold

times, affect the valid clocking intervals?

5.2.1 Valid Clock Intervals

In this section, we derive the range of clock frequencies for a pipelined circuit at which

the circuit computes the designed functionality. Consider a stage of a pipelined circuit shown in

Figure 5.3.

Let Lmax and Lmtn be the longest and the shortest topological delay of the stage, respec

tively. For simplicity,we assumethe latcheshavezerodelays, setup, and hold times; all gate delays

are fixed; and there is no clockskew. Wewill see shortlythat theseeffectscan be incorporatedquite

easily.

Let yj(t) be the input signal of thej'thoutput latch, and x,-(t) and Zi(t) be the input and

outputsignals of the ith input latch, as shown in Figure 5.3. The TBF for the combinational logic

has the form

yj(t) = f(.^zi(t-kij),...)
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where k^ is a delay from the output of the ith input latch to the input of the jth output latch. Thus,
... < Lmax^

An input latch has the TBF,

Lmtn < kij < Lmax

*t=*t([-jr)
Eliminating Z{ yields

!/,(*) =/(..., ^([i^iijr),...)
Since edge triggered latches are assumed, only data at the times of clock transitions are of interest;

thus, sampling at period r gives

yj(nr) =/(..., Xi(nr +|̂ -&| r),...)
Normalizing to r yields

yj(n) =/(..., ^(n+[^ij),...)
where, yj(n) is the valueof yj at the nth clock period.

We want to choose the clock period r such that the function at the inputs of the output

latches are as designed. In conventional pipelines, r > Lmax\ so, all the arguments of x„ i.e.

n + :zjj- , are equal to n - 1. Therefore, if r is chosen so that all arguments of xt's are equal to

n- H,for some positive integer H, the circuit still computes the same function, except delayed by

Ht. Conversely, even if r is so chosen that the arguments of some variables x,(n) are different,

y;(n) may still be a delayed versionof the original function because the variables with different

arguments may be "redundant". For example, yi(n) = xi (n - 3)5i (n —2) + xi (n - 3) is a delayed

versionof the original function yi(n) = xi (n - 1) eventhoughnot all arguments of the variables

are the same, because xi(n - 2) is redundant. Therefore, the circuit of yi(n) computes correctly

if and only if all irredundantvariables, or the minimum support (for definition, see Chapter2), of

yi(n) have thesameargument. Thecase where some irredundant variables have different arguments

corresponds to interference or collisionof data from different clockcyclesalong true paths. If data

collisions occuronlyonfalse paths, then allirredundant variables of y,-(n) have thesame argument

while some redundant variables have different arguments. Therefore, we define a valid clock period

r as one at which the circuit computesa delayedversion of the original function (H = 1).

DEFINITION 20

1. InTBF f(...,xi(n+ [^J),...), r is avalid clock period ifn +[^-j =n-H,for
somefixed constant H, whenever Xi e minsup(f).
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2. Let f[n - H] be derivedfrom /(..., X{(n + I-^H )•>">) by replacing the time argument
of each variable with n—H, i.e. replace n+ \~tl\ by n- H. Thus, r is valid if
/(..., Xi(n + I=z*L I),...) = f[n - H]for some H. His called the harmonic number at
r.1

A sufficientconditionforvalidclockingintervals isthatalltime argumentsof /(..., s,(n+

~T*- )>•••) arc equal. This condition leads to aset of valid clock periods.

THEOREM 24 The clock period t for a pipelined circuit with TBF /(.) is valid iffor some

integer H andfor all stages in thepipeline,

rmax Lm*n

< T <
H ~ H -1

The computedfunction at r inthe above interval is f[n - H].

Proof. Because

then

equivalently,

Hence,

Therefore,

rmax Lmxn
<T <

H ~ H-\

k- k-
-^ < t < %3 Vi ?'

T

|iiJ=»-ff,Vi,i

»(n) =/(..., *K»+[^j)- •••) =/[» - B\

This theorem illustrates howthelongest path Lmax and the shortest path Lmin affect the

valid clock frequency. The theorem implies that the closer the Lmin and Lmax the wider thevalid

intervals. The largest interval is achieved when Lmax = Lmtn, consistent with intuition.

'Thereason wecall Hthe harmonicnumberrather than latency, the conventional terminology, isthat the term harmonic
number provides a natural generalization to the concept of fundamental mode in the Hoffman model of asynchronous
systems. When an asynchronous circuit operates at the fundamental mode in the Hoffman model, all transient must have
settled before a new input is allowed. This condition corresponds to harmonic number of 1. And the natural name for
operation at harmonic number equal to 1 is fundamental mode. Hence, when the fundamental mode in Hoffman model is
violated, the circuit operates at a higher harmonic mode.
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For a pipeline with multiple stages, the valid clock interval is the intersection of the valid

clock intervals of all stages; that is, if Lmax and Lmtn are th maximum and minimum topological

delays of the ith stage, respectively, then the valid interval for the multiple stage pipeline is:

equivalently,

rmax rw*tn

.max,- Lmax min, Lfin
1 H ' H-\ );

or
r max j min

f_*_ ^* \
1 H, *H-\h

where L"iax and Lmtn are the maximum and minimum topological delay among all the stages,

respectively. Therefore, for pipelines with multiple stages, Lmax and Lmtn are simply the maximum

and minimum topological lengths of all stages, respectively.

Since the intervals given by this theorem do not take into account logical functionalities

and false paths of circuits, they are conservative and may be narrower than the exact valid intervals.

5.2.2 Physical Interpretation of H

In conventional pipelining, the clock period is greater than the longest topological delay,

H = 1 and the number of data waves within a combinational circuit at clock transitions is 1. For

H > 1, H corresponds to the number of data waves along true paths at clock transitions. For

example, in the circuit of section 5.2.8, at r = 1.5 H = 1: there is only one data wave on the

true paths while all false paths have two data waves. Therefore, H is a measure of the degree of

wavepipelining; the larger the H, the more wavepipelining there is.

For a given clock period r, we can decide whether r is valid for a circuit by substituting r

into the circuit's TBF. If the resulting TBF is f[n - H], r is valid,otherwiseinvalid. The resulting

TBF, whether at a valid r or not, is the function of the circuit computing at r. Conversely, for a

given H, or degree of wavepipelining, we can determinewhether there is a correspondingclocking

interval by applying Theorem 24; ifthe interval [^r~»TPT) *s not emPtv'mere *s ava*^ clocking
interval; otherwise, there still may be one but a definite answer requires taking into account logic

functionalityof the circuit, e.g. false paths,whichwe will do in Section5.2.6.
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5.2.3 Disjointedness of Valid Clock Intervals

Consider two nonempty adjacent intervals given by Theorem 24:

rmax rmin

< T <

and

H ~ H-\

j max j mtn

<T <
H-\ ~ H -2

with harmonic number Hand H- 1respectively. Since Lmxn < Lmax, j£^ < *jfz$\ hence,
the intervals are disjoint if Lmtn < Lmax, and the intervals are disjoint. Although the exact valid

intervals for some circuits may still be connected, it is easy to construct circuits (e.g. with no false

paths) all of whose exact valid intervalsare given by Theorem 24. Because of the disjointedness

of the valid clocking intervals, knowledge of only the minimum valid clock period is insufficient

to guaranteeproper pipelineoperation: a clock period greater than the minimum achievable period

may fall outside any of the valid intervals.

Consider the valid intervals

rmax rmax r[i""*, oo), [i^-, I-»),[i^-, i|H),...

on the r-axis obtained for H= 1,2,3,...The widths ofthe intervals, ^y - ^r~»are narrower at
larger H and higher clock frequencies, and become zero when the lower bound exceeds the upper

bound, i.e.
rmax rmin

H ~ H-\

The righunost interval [Lmaxioo) (H = 1) corresponds the conventional clocking scheme. The

intervals closer to the origin correspond to faster clock rates, higher computation speeds, higher

degree of wavepipelining,more latency;and the intervalsare narrower,meaning more precise delay

control is required for higher speed computation.

5.2.4 Effect of Physical Uncertainties

Here we discuss how delay variations, clock skew, latch setup and hold times can be

incorporated in the above theory.

1. Delay variation. Delay variations of gates among circuits of the same design are caused by

manufacturing fluctuations, and are usually specified by bounded intervals, e.g. the ith gate
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delayvaries within abounded interval [df"n, dmax]. This effect is included by replacing each

di in Lmax with dmax. Similarly, each di in Lmin is replaced by d?in. That is,

Lmax =max^rfTax» Lmin =mip^d?*".
tgTr t'gir

where 7r is a path consisting of gates with delays d,'s.

2. Clock skew. Clock skew can be modeled by buffers at the data inputs or outputs of latches.

If the clock of an input latch has a skew A, then the data from the output of this input latch

will be delayed by A; thus, the clock skew can be modeled by a buffer with delay A at the

dataoutput of the latch. Similarly,if the clock of anoutput latchhas a skew A, then this clock

skew can be modeled with a buffer with delay -A at the data input of the latch.

3. Setup and hold times. Setup time, tsetup, meansthatthe data must arrive atthe latches earlier

than the clock by at least tSetup* which is equivalent to increasing the longest path by an

amount tsetuP- Thus,
r max r max _i_ j
Li —*• Li t tsetup

Hold time, hold* means that the data must persist for at least hold* which is equivalent to

having the shortest path shorterby hold- Thus,

jmin _ Lmin _ ^

All the effects of theseparameters can be formally included in the proofofTheorem 24.

Notethatallthesephysical uncertainties, except for theclockskewson the inputlatches, shrink the

valid clocking intervals.

EXAMPLE 34 Suppose wewavepipeline the circuit inFigure 5.4. Assume the gatedelays shown

are the maximum delays and the minimum delays are 90% of the maxima. Further the setup and

hold times of the latches are 0.1 units oftime and the clock skew ofthe output latch is 0.3 units of

time. From thecircuit, themaximum topological delay is 5 andtheminimum topological delay is

90% x 4 = 3.6. Thus, Lmax = 5+0.1 - 0.3 = 4.8 and Lmin = 3.6 - 0.1 - 0.3 = 3.2. According

toTheorem 24, the valid clocking intervals are: [4.8, oo), [2.4,3.2). Thefirst interval corresponds

to the conventional clocking scheme, no wavepipelining. The second interval has a latency of 1,

H = 2.

Now consider the multiple stage pipeline in Figure 5J, assuming the same latch setup

and hold times. Consider the first stage. Lmax = 2.6 and L?in = 2.0. All the input latches in
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dock

Figure 5.4: A Combinational Circuit for Wavepipelining

Figure 5.5: A Multiple Stage Wavepipelining Circuit

this stage have no clock skew, while one output latch has a clock skew of0.3 which reduces the

effective length of the longestpathsfrom 2.6 to 2.3. Since the effective length of the longestpaths

(23) is less than the second longest path whose effective length is2.5, Lmax = 2.5. Lfin = 2.0.

Incorporating the setup and hold time, Lmax = 2.6 and L^in = 1.9.

For the second stage, one input latch and both output latches have skews of0.3. Incorpo

rating the skews and setup and hold times, Lmax = 2.4 and Lfin = 1.6. Therefore, Lmax = 2.6

and L™n = 1.6,and thevalidintervals are [2.6, oo)and [1.3,1.6).

5.2.5 Relation to Cotten's Lower Bound

Weshowthat Theorem24 is moregeneralthan Cotten's lowerbound (givenon page 126)

by deriving the latter from the former. In Theorem 24, the minimum clock period in a valid interval

is equal to its lower bound, ^77—. Therefore, the overall minimum clock period is ^™^. An upper
bound on His the maximum Hsuch that ^S^- < ^f, equivalently, ^^- > Lmax - Lmin. Thus,
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a lower bound on the clocking period is Lmax - Lmin. Incorporating the setup and hold times as

in Section 5.2.4, we get the Cotten lower bound:

T > tsetup + hold + d™aX - <T"n

5.2.6 Effect of False Paths

Clocking in the intervals given by Theorem 24 will guarantee proper operations of circuits.

Theorem 24 uses only topological information and does not consider logical functionalities of

circuits. Considering the logical functionality will further widen the valid intervals. In timing

analysis, the effect of logical functionalities are usually expressed with the notion of false paths and

true delays. Here we relate the notion of true delays to our theory of valid intervals. Theorem 24 is

tight if both the topological shortest and longest paths are the true minimum and maximum delays,

and is conservative otherwise. There are several definitions for the maximum and the minimum true

delays, for examples, floating delay, viability delay, transition delay, and delays by sequences of

vectors. According to the general circuit delay model introduced in [76], restated in Chapter 4, these

delays can be classified into two main types: 2-vector delay and delay by sequences of vectors.

In this section, we relate these two types of delays to clocking intervals. The delays are those

of the combinational logic in the wavepipelining circuits. If there are false paths, using 2-vector

delays or delays by sequences of vectors will usually give wider valid clock intervals than using just

topological delays; of course, topological delay is much easier to compute.

2-vector Delays

In 2-vector delays, a pair of vectors are applied to a circuit with the first vector applied at

t ——oo and the second vector applied at t = 0. The delays of the gates in the circuit are modeled

by bounded intervals. The maximum 2-vectordelay of the circuit, denoted by Dmax (a shorthand

for Dmax(Mg, 2), where Mg is the gatedelay model in the circuit), is the timeof the latestoutput

transition. Thus, Dmax < Lmax. The setting for minimum 2-vector delay, denoted by D^in (a

shorthand for Dmin(Mg, 2)), isthe same as that for maximum 2-vector delay, and Dmxn isthe time

of the earliest output transition. Thus, Dmtn > Lmin. Although wavepipelined inputs arrive in

periodic sequences instead of in pairs as in the2-vector delay scenario, 2-vector delays canbeused

as upper bounds on the valid clocking intervals if the wavepipelined inputs arrive at large enough

separations so thatthecircuit sees at most two inputs at any time.
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If the longest true paths are shorter than the longest topological paths and/or the shortest

true paths are longer than the shortest topological paths, the valid clocking intervals can be widened.

Since techniques for computing the 2-vector longest and shortest delays (or their upper and lower

bounds) are available, e.g. [45, 77], it is advantageous to express the valid clocking intervals in

terms of these delays. Assume the interval based on topological paths

rmax rmin

<T <
H ~ H-\

is not null. Then the following theorem states the above valid clock interval can be widened

according to the maximum and minimum 2-vector delays.

THEOREM 25 Ifthe interval [^n» t£t)" non-empty, the widened valid clocking interval is

>2m
r\max rmax rjmtn rmtn

m^H'HTi) ~TK"""fe'F^' forH>1
and

r max

max(£>rx,—) < r, for H = 1

The computedfunction at r in the above interval is f[n - H].

Proof. Let /(..., Xi(n + 1^1),...)be aTBF ofastage of the pipeline, where ki is adelay from an
input to an output. We first consider H > 1. Split the interval in the theorem into two and consider

t in the first sub-interval,

rmax nmtn T.rn*n
_<T<min(_2___))fl>1

. . . ... j max rmin rmin rmin £?In'n __ . .
This interval is not null, because ^jp- < *fj^ < jrzi* and ^^ ^ ~h=T' ^ms mterval implies

that

(H - 2)t < Lmin < ki < Lmax < Ht

Therefore,

^ I=-H +1or - H
So the arguments of the variables in /(..., xt(n + l^l),...) are either n- H+ 1orn - H.
Specifically,

I-kj I \ -H ifki>(H-l).r
Lr J" { -H +l if ki <(H-I)-t

Thus, the variableswith ki < (H - 1) •r havetime arguments n - H + 1,while others have n - H.
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Now compare the function /(..., x£n+ h=&|),...) with /(..., Xi((H - 1) -r- ki),...).
By defining xt(0~) = x;(n - H) and s,(0+) = *,-(n - # + 1),so

*((*-,).T-*0 =*(0+)<W»+[^j) =*(«-* +l)
r\min 7,m*n nmtn

T<min(_2_,_)<_2_

and

Because

then

(fr-i).r<i>rn

Bythe definition of £>£"'", for all (H - \)t < D?in,

f(...,Xi((H - 1) •r - ki),...) = /(...,*,-(<>-),...)

i.e., the variables £,(0+) are not in theminimumsupport of

f(...,xi((H-\).T-ki),...y,

thus, x(n - H + 1)'s arenot in the minimum supportof

f(...,Xi(n+ —± ),...).
L r j

Therefore,

/(..., x,(n +[^ij),...) =/(..., x{(n -H),...)
So, for t in the aboveinterval, the function is f[n - H]. Similarly for the second interval,

jnmax rmax rmax

Because
rmax r\max rmax

< max(—-—, )<t

thus,

h < Lmax < (H + \)t

From the condition ^j^- < 7737, ^ ^ upper bound ofthis sub-interval becomes,

rmax T.m*n

T< —— <
H H-l
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Thus,

(H - \)r < Lmin;

hence

(H-l)T<ki<(H + l)T

or [=^J =-H or -H - 1. Specifically,

Zh\ - I ~H~l ifki>Hr
TJ" \ -H if ki<Hr
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Now compare the function /(...,Xi(n + -£*• ),...) with /(...,Xi(Hr - ki),...). By defining
x(0") = x(n - H - 1))and x(0+) = x(n - H)),so

x(Ht - ki) =x(0~) <* *,-(n +I— I) =x(n - H- 1)

x(Ht - ki) =x(0+) &Xi(n +Î I) =x(n - H).

nmai rymax rmax

^_<max(^-,—)<r

and

Because

then

#r > Dmax

And by the definition of Dmax, for all Ht > Dmax,

/(...,*,-(JTr - *,-),...) = /(..., *i(0+),...).

Therefore,

then

/(...,z,(n +[-£J),...) =/(..., Xi(n -H),...)
Putting together the two intervals, we have shown that if

rymax rmax nmin 7.mtn
max(

/(..., xt(n +

+

-ki
),...) = /(..., Xi(n-H),...)

For H = 1, this is the same as the condition for the minimum cycle time. See Theorem 22

in section 4.13.2. •
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Figure 5.6: Graphical Evaluation ofn- I-£• I
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The terms ^j5y, ^J and the functions moa;(), mi7i() in the theorem restrict the valid
intervals so thatcircuits see only two inputvectors atanytime, keepingthe 2-vectorassumption in

the computation of 2-vector delays valid. Note that the intervals in the theorem are indeed as least

as wide as those original intervals, i.e.

Dminrmax rmin rtmax rmax nmtn rmtn

and

[Lmax,oo)C[mzz(Dm , 2

To provide someintuition about thetheorem, we first examine graphically thebehavior of

the function n+ I=r I, where fc is aconstant. As we sweep T,n+ \=£\ changes value as follows:

rmax,max t .)j00)f for H= l.

t > k n — 1

|< r <k n-2
|<r<| n-3

Plot the values of k and vertical lines at r,2r, 3r,... (see Figure 5.6(a)). Note that as

r changes, these lines move, but the k value are fixed in the figure. If k is between the lines at

(H - 1) •r and H•t, n-f Î r I=n- H. If fc is variable in an interval, then plot the interval.
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See Figure 5.6(b). When the interval touches a line at H •r, the value ofn + I=r I can be either
n-/?orn-/ir-l.

For the function /(...,Xi(n + |̂ £ij),...), plot intervals for fcf>7- and lines at r,2r, 3r,...
See Figure 5.6(b). The condition [^p, §?£) means that the interval between the lines at # •r
and (H —1) •r is wider than theregion containing thepossible intervals of fctJ. If all theintervals

of kij are between H•r and (H - 1) •r, then, n+ Uj* = n- Hfor all &,_,-.
In maximum 2-vector delay computation, the delay is the deepest penetration into the

shaded regionsof Figure5.6(b)by line r whilepreservingthe followingproperties: all the arguments

of the variables in the minimum support of the function are equal to n - 1, and that line 2r does

not penetrate into the shaded regions. Similarly, the minimum2-vectordelay is the point where the

r line penetrates deepest into the shaded regions from below.

Theorem 25 says that r can be increased or decreased to an extent that only one line at

Ht penetrates the shaded regions and that it can penetrate no farther than the line in the 2-vector
inmax

calculation. The term -fr- limitsthe penetration of the line H •r to Dmax andgivesa tightbound,

while ^^ limits the penetration of the line (H + 1) •r to Lmax so that the analysis of Dmax
remains valid. Similarly for other terms.

Delays by Sequences of Vectors

Since floating or viability delays, and delays by sequences of vectors are equivalent in

practice [76] (Chapter 4), we will focus on the delays by sequences of vectors in this section. The

setting for thedelaybysequences ofvectors fora circuit is asfollows. Assume thecircuitis initially

settled, a sequence of input vectors is applied with the last vector applied at t = 0. The arrival

time of the last output transitionis the maximum delay by sequences of vectors,denoted by £>™nx

(a shorthand for Dmax(Mg,cj-)). Hence, D™x < Lmax. Similarly, the settingof the minimum

delay by sequences ofvector, £>™m (ashorthand for Dmin(Mg,u+)), is: a sequence ofvectors is
applied with the first vector applied at t = 0, the arrival time of the first output transition is D™ln.

thus, D™n > Lmin. Both D™ax and D™n can be computed efficiently.

The following theorem relates these delays to clocking intervals, whose relations resemble

interestingly those related to topological path lengths in Theorem 24, rather than the form of

Theorem 25.
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THEOREM 26 Ifthe interval [^7—>7737) &non-empty, the widened valid clocking interval is

T\max rtmin

00 <T< °°
H ~ H-l

The computedfunction at r in the above interval is f[n - H].

Proof. Observe that D™ax < Lmax and D™n > Lmin. If the interval [^^, ^f) is non-empty,
.nmoi rtmin ' ... . . , rDrnax rmax, r r max r min •> ,

the interval [i^—, 77^). can be split into three sub-intervals: [—$—, ^77—], rTT—»W3f)» and

[^T»T^T )•which «« a11 non-empty ifD™x < Lmax and £>£tn >Lm"\
Obviously, the second interval is valid. We need to show the first and the third intervals

are also valid. Let /(..., x(n + 1^1),...)be aTBF of the circuit Assuming D™in > Lmin, we
wantto showthat for r € Vffzr-, 7/^f)*

/(...,*(n+[-^J),...) =/[n-fr]
Consider the TBF variables such that x(n +1^1 )^ x(n- H). Then, n+I=*J >n- H+1;
equivalently, (# - l)r > k. Therefore, these variables correspond to the variables with t > k in

/(..., x(t - k),...), where t = {H-\)r. The interval [^zf,^r) implies Lmtn <(tf-l)r<
£>™,n; or LTOtn < t < D™in. By the definition of D™in, the variables with t > k are not in

the minimum support of /(..., x(t - k),...), if t < D™n. Therefore, the variables such that

x(n -f =£ ) ^ x(n - H) are not inthe minimum support of /(..., x(n -f- ^r ),...). Hence,
/(..., x(n +[^ j),.. .)= f[n - H]. The interval [^=, ^T) is valid.

The proof for the interval [—y£^-, ^77—] is analogous. •
EXAMPLE 35 ConsiderthecircuitinFigure5.7. Assumethatthegates' delays arefixed as shown,

setupand hold timesoflatches are zero,and there is no clockskew. Then, Lmax = 5 and Lmtn = 3.

Iffunctionality is not taken into account, by Theorem 24, the valid clocking intervals are [5,00)

and [2.5,3); With functionality considered, long false paths are discovered and wider clocking

intervals are found. Using the technique discussed in Chapter 4, D™x = 4 and D™in = 3 and

both Dmaxand Dmtnare 3. By Theorem 26, the validclocking intervalsusing delays by sequences

of vectors are [4,00), [2,3). Using 2-vector delays, wegetstillwider valid intervals. The slackness

of Theorem 26 comes from the conservative use of delay by sequences of vector as delays for

wavepipelining where input waveforms areperiodic. By Theorem 25, thefirst interval is [3,00).

The second interval is:

nmax rmax rxmin 7."*"*

max{-^-'-HTl)-T<min{HLrv-H^2)
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H | D2 Doo | I
1 [3,co) [4,oo) [5,co) |

2 | [1.67,3) [2,3) [2.5,3)|

Table5.1: Valid Clocking Intervals Computed Using different Delays

Figure 5.7: Circuit for Computing Valid Intervals
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or

3 5 3 3
max(-,———) < r < min(-—-,-—-)

v2 2 + 1' v2-l'2-2'

which is [1.67,3). These results are tabulated inTable 5.1.

Inthe table, L denotes the use of topological delays in valid clocking interval computation,

Dqq, delay by sequences of vector, D2,2-vector delay. All the intervals in the table are valid. L

is most conservative assuming all paths are true, while D2 is least conservative. As shown in the

table, more conservative delays give narrower valid intervals. For instance, the lower portion, i.e.

(1.67,2), ofthevalidinterval [1.67,3) found by Difor H = 2 is regarded as invalid by using £>«,.

5.2.7 Exact Valid Clock Intervals

Atthis point we know that in the interval [^^, 77^7) the circuit computes f[n - H).
But there may be other values of r outside of [^r-j^Jzy) where the circuit also computes
f[n —H]. In particular, we saw by analyzing the false paths with more accurate delay analysis

that this interval can be widened. However, there may be even more other values of r where

the circuitcomputes f[n - H). In this section, we give algorithms to find all values of r where

/(..., x(n + Î r I),...) = f[n - H]. In general, for each r, the circuit either computes f[n - H]
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for some H or something possibly meaningless. Thuswe can thinkof H(t) asbeing a function of

t, where for some r it may not be defined.

Let /(..., Xi(n + 1^1),...)be the TBF ofastage ofapipeline. For agiven value ofH,
all the exact valid clock periods are:

{r: /(...,*,<n+[^J ),...) =/[n-J5T]}
To find these intervals, we sweep r in the interval [^jp, 7737 )> for H > 1. The reason ofusing
this interval is that for r £[^p,^rf) all arguments n+[=&J are unequal to n- H, because
n+ I=& I=n- Himplies ^ <r <^j. thus,

I _j, j rmtn rmax/(..., aJi(n+^j))...)^/[n_fl]>r0[±_)±_).

Thus, the valid intervals can only exist within [^->ttt];we do not nave to examine any r outside
this interval. For H= 1, the sweeping interval is [Z/min, Z,mox]. To sweep through [^jp-, 7/rf)'
it canbe shownthatonly a finite numberof points, called time constants [77,78] (Chapter 4), need

to be examined to find all exact valid clocking intervals in [^jp, 7737)- Ateach ofthese points,
BDD's for f(...,xi(n + I=&• I),...) and f[n - H] are built and compared. As r is stepped through
the time constants in decreasing order, we marktimeconstant rathe beginning ofavalidinterval, if

/(..., x,-(n+[JlJ),...) =/[»-.&]
and

atthe previous time constant to > r0. Similarly, avalid interval ends attimeconstant tz (intervals

areopen on the right), when

/(„.,*,.(„+ |d!ij),...) ±f[n-H]
and

/(..., xi(n+]j^\),...)=f[n-H]
at the previous time constant n < t2. Note that this gives us maximal intervals of validity.

Therefore, for a given H, we can find all exact valid clocking intervals. As canbe seen from the

above discussion, TBF's translate all temporal behaviors in wavepipelined circuits into ordinary

logic manipulations which can bedone efficiently using BDD's, provided theBDD's can be built.
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Thus, to findallvalidclockingintervals,we repeatthe abovealgorithmfor H = 1,2,3,...

Note that for any H, the interval that must be examined [^Jp, 7737) is never empty. So, in general,
we would have to examine all H > 1. But of course we can not do this for all integers. We need

a valid stopping criterion for H so that for H > HatoPy we are assured that no valid interval exists.

For example, if for a given H there is no valid interval, does it mean that there is no valid interval

for larger #'s? To answerthese questions, we studyproperties of H(t).

5.2.8 Properties of the Harmonic Number H(t)

DEFINITION 21

1. Let H(t) of/(..., Xi(n + =&\),...) be defined asfollows:

[ undefined, otherwise
-B)

A valid clocking interval is oneinwhich H(t)Is definedandconstant overtheentire interval.

2. Leth andh be two neighboring valid clocking intervals. H(t) is continuous if

\H(n) - H(T2)\ < hforn € /l,T2 <= h.

3. Let h and h be two disjoint validclocking intervals, and ri e h, T2 € h, ti < t\. H(t) is

monotonic ifH(Ti) < H(tz), and strictly monotonic ifH{ri) < H(ti).

If H(t) is continuous and strictlymonotonic, the algorithm to find all valid intervals is

simple. Westart with H(t)= 1 and decrease r (discretely, at the time constants) from Lmax until

/(..., Xi(n + I=&[),...) 7^ f[n - 1]. Since H(t) is continuous and strictly monotonic, the next
H(t) is 2. So, the valid interval for H(t) =2starts at the first r at which /(..., xt(n+ Î I),...) =
f[n - 2]. Valid intervals for other #(r)'s can be similarlyfound. Once we find the interval for an

H(t) to be empty, we know all intervalshave been found because a non-empty interval at the next

H(t) wouldmean H(t) is non-monotonic or discontinuous or both.

However, we showby examples that H(t) can be discontinuous and non-monotonic.

Discontinuity of H(t)

EXAMPLE 36 Considerthe circuitin Figure5.8, whichhas thefollowing TBF.

f(r) =a(« +[=^-\ )a(n +[^15J)+6(„ +|zHJ)J(„+[z|2 j) +c{n +^zli j) +d{n +[=^\)
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L^IDl

Figure 5.8: A Circuit with Discontinuous H(t)

Hence, f[n - H] = c(n - H) + d(n - H). We sweep r starting from r = 3.9 to obtain
the first few valid clock intervals.

3.9 <t, /= c(n-l) + d(n-l) = f[n-l]

3.1 < r < 3.9, / = c(n - 1) + d(n - 2)

2.9<r<3.1, /= c(n-2) + d(n-2) = /[n-2]

2.1 < r < 2.9, / = b(n - l)6(n - 2) + c(n - 2) + d(n - 2)

1.95<r< 2.1, /= c(n - 2) + d(n - 2) = f[n - 2]

1.9<r<1.95, /= c(n - 2) + d(n - 3)

1.55<r<1.9i /= a(n-l)a(n-2) + c(n-2) + d(n-3)
1.45<r<1.55, /= a(n-l)a(n-2) + c(n-3) + d(n-3)

1.3<r<1.45, /= a(n-l)o(n-2) + fc(n-2)6(n-3)

+c(n - 3) + d(n - 3)

l.l<r<1.3, /= a(n-l)a(n-2) + 6(n-2)6(n-3))

+c(n-3) + d(n-4)

1.05 <r< 1.1, /= 6(n-2)6(n-3) + c(n-3) + d(n-4)

1.03<r<1.05, /= c(n - 3) + d(n - 4)

0.96<r<1.03, /= c(n~4) + d(n-4) = /[n-4]

VaUd

VaUd

Valid

VaUd

From above table, the first few valid intervals and the corresponding functions are:

Interval f[n-H] H(r)

3.9 < r f[n - 1] 1

2.9<r<3.1 f[n-2] 2

1.95<r<2.1 /[n-2] 2

0.96<r<1.03 f[n-4] 4

F(r) versus r is plotted in Figure 5.9.
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-*->

-*—» 1—t

Figure 5.9: Valid Clocking Intervals for Example Circuit

It canbe seen that the harmonic number H(t) repeats 2 twice and skips 3. That is, if the

clock frequencies in this pipeline is increased continuously, at some point the output is computing

the correct function delayed by 2 units of time, then, computes incorrectly, computes again the

correct function delayed by 2 units, miscomputes, and finally, computes, interestingly, the correct

function delayed by 4, skipping 3. Therefore, H(t) is neither continuous nor strictly monotonic

and the region of validity for harmonic number H = 2 is two disconnected intervals. Note that the

valid clocking interval for H = 3 is empty, but is not empty for H = 4; therefore, the stopping rule

of H based on the non-existence of a valid interval is too conservative, and would miss the interval

for H = 4.

Non-Monotonicity of H(t)

EXAMPLE 37

In thisexample, weshowthattheharmonic number H(t) canbe non-monotonic, jumping

back to its previous value. Consider the circuit in Figure5.10, whose TBF is:

f(x) =x(n +[-i| )(*(«+["^J) +*(n+[-^j)) +*(»+[vj >*<n+[tJ )*(»+[tJ )
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<H>°-H>-C

Figure 5.10: A Circuit with Non-monotonicH(t)

Thus, f[n - H] = x(n - H). Analyze theintervals asfollows:

3 < r, f(x) = x(n-\){x(n-l) + x{n-l))

+x(n —l)x(n —\)x(n —1)

= a:(n —1)

= f[n-\)

2<r<3, /(a;) = z(n- 2)(x(n- 1) + x(n - 1))

-rx(n —2)x(n —\)x(n —1)

= a;(n - 2)

= /[»-2]

1.5<r<2, f(x) = a:(n-2)(a;(n-l) + »(n-2))

+x(n - 2)x(n - l)x(n - 2)

= x(n —1)

The valid intervals are:

Interval f[n-H] H(r)

3.0 <r f[n-\] 1

2.0<r<3.0 /[n-2] 2

1.5<r<2.0 f[n-\) 1

^(r) versus r is plotted in Figure 5.11.

H(r) starts out with 1, goes up to 2, and comes down to 1. Physically, if the clock

frequency is increased continuously, the circuit computes the correct function delayed by 1,computes

the function delayed by 2, and finally re-computes, interestingly, the correct function delayed by

1. Hence, H(t) is non-monotonic. This phenomenon is a bit counter-intuitive, because higher
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Figure 5.11: ValidClocking Intervals for Example Circuit

frequency should intuitively mean more data waves existing in the combinational logic between

latches, thus, more latency, or higher harmonicnumber. The reason is that at 1.5 < r < 2.0, paths

having more than two data waves become false paths.

Therefore, in general it is difficultto find all valid clocking intervals. A compromise is to

assume either continuity or monotonicity or both. By doing so, some valid intervals may be missed.

5.2.9 Algorithms for Continuous and Strictly Monotonic H(t)

Forpractical designs, H(t) may be rarely discontinuous andnon-monotonic. Assuming

continuity and monotonicity reduces the complexity of computing valid clock intervals. The fol

lowing twoalgorithms, oneforcontinuous H(t) andanother for continuous andstrictly monotonic

H(t), are more efficient than the one in Section 5.2.7 on page 141. The first algorithm will find

all exact intervals if H(t) is indeed continuous and may miss some intervals otherwise. Similarly,

the second algorithm will also find all exact intervals if H(r) is indeed continuous and strictly

monotomc and may miss some intervals otherwise. Even if the assumption on H(t) for either

algorithm is not true, the intervals found by these two algorithms are still exact, i.e. clocking at

period outside of these intervals alters the functionality of the circuit.

In contrast to the algorithm in Section 5.2.7 which visited the time constants in the interval

[^tf2L> *f^f) and* repeated this for each Huntil Hmeets some stopping criterion, this algorithm
adopts the stopping criterion that if for some H, there is no valid interval, then does not compute

for any H > H. So all intervals with G > H will be missed. In this case we would find all the

intervals shown in Figure 5.11 butwould missthe interval for H = 4 in Figure 5.9, sincethe region
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for H = 3 is empty.

For each H, starting with H = 1, visit the time constants in [^ff^yty^f), compare
/(..., Xi(n + 1^1),...) and f[n - H], and derive the intervals, the same procedure as that in the
algorithm in Section 5.2.7. If the region is empty for some H, stop. The algorithm is in Figure 5.12.

Let /(..., Xi(n + I-&• I),...) be aTBF ofawavepipelined circuit.
/ = fa /* valid intervals, I */

K = l;

do{

/* Sweep r in [^=, f^f); replace ^f by Lmax ifK=l */
. . » • r 7 niin r mai x
for each time constant h in [^jf-, t^zt)

if(/(...,3:l(n+[^J),...) =/[n-Jft'])
mark /i valid,

else

mark h invalid.

H~l(K) = intervals bound by the valid hys;

I = I[JH-l(K);

K++;

}whi\e(H-l(K) ± (i>)

Figure 5.12: Algorithm Computing Valid Clock Intervals withContinuous H(t)

Symbolically,
N

I={jH~\i)
t=i

where N = min{n : H l(n) = <f>}

The following is even moreefficientthanthe aboveones, sweepingthe time axisjust once.

This algorithm will find all exact intervals if H(r) is continuous and strictly monotonic; otherwise,

thisalgorithm will find the first interval for each H(r). For example, this algorithm would find the
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interval at H = 1 and the right interval at H = 2 in Figure 5.9, but would miss the other two, and

would also find the interval at H = 2 and the right interval at H = 1 in Figure 5.11, but would miss

the left interval at H = 1. The algorithm is shown in Figure 5.13.

I - <f)',l* valid intervals, I */

A' = l;

/* Sweep t from Lmax */

do{

Decrease r until at a, /(...,z,(n + I=& ),...) = /[ti - if]
then, decrease r until at (3, /(...,«t-(n + =|h ),...)^ /[n - K\,

K++;

}while((/3,a]^);

Figure 5.13: AlgorithmComputingValid ClockIntervalswith Continuousand Monotonic H(t)

5.2.10 An Example: A 4-bit Pipelined Parallel Multiplier

In this section, we apply the above theory to a 4-bit pipelined parallel multiplier in Figure

5.14. The parallel multiplier is like a standard parallel multiplierexcept delays are added to minimize

path delay differences. For example,buffers gx,gy,are added to the input word lines, £,, y,-, in each

cell, Figure 5.14(a) (there are more buffers than actually needed). Ct- and Pt- are the carry bit and

the sum bit of the ith cell, respectively. The multiplier inputs and outputs are assumed to be latched

at a period r.

Assume gate delays as given in Table 5.2 (approximate values from MCNC lib2). Let

Dsum be the delay of the sum bit of the adder in a cell, and Dcarry, the delay of the carry bit.

From the above delay table, D8um = 10, Dcarry = 12. Assume the delays of the buffers (added

intentionally to minimize delay differences) are adjusted so that the maximum delay path is the path

along all carries and the minimum delay path is the path along all the sum bits. Then the maximum
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P(W)
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<b)

Figure 5.14: Pipelined Parallel Multiplier

Gate Delay

Inverter 2

Buffer 2

NAND2 5

NAND3 7

XOR 10

Carry 12

Sum 10

Table 5.2: Delays of Library Gates
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delay is along a path starting at a word line and propagating through four adders' carry bits, which

is equal to 4 x Dcarry + Dand- Thus, Lmax = 53, assumingthe delay of an AND gate is equal to

that of a NAND.The mimmum delay is along a path starting at a word line and propagating through

fouradders' sum bits,which is equal to4 x Dsum + Dand- Thus, Lmin = 45.

By Theorem 24, the valid clocking intervals are:

Valid Interval Harmonics H

53 <r 1

26.5 < r < 45 2

17.7 < r < 22.5 3

13.25 < r < 15 4

10.6<r< 11.25 5

8.83 < r < 9 6

The intervals and harmonic numbers are plotted in Figure 5.15. The vertical axis is the

harmonic number corresponding to the intervals. It is interesting that the intervals are discrete and

narrower at high harmonics, resembling electron energy bands, the uppermost interval unbounded

above, successive intervals decreasing in width.

If a bounded delay model is used, then the maximum gate delays are used in calculating

Lmax, and the minimum gate delays in Lmtn. For example, if the gate delays track with error of

10%, then, Lmax = 53 x 110% = 58.3, and Lmin = 45 x 90% = 40.5. The valid intervals can
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be recalculated accordingly, as shown below. Note that the additional delay variations reduce the

number of valid intervals drastically.

Valid Interval Harmonics H

58.3 < r 1

29.2 < r < 40.5 2

19.4 < r < 20.3 3

5.2.11 Circuit Balancing

From our experimental results on MCNC benchmarks, all the circuits have very different

longest and shortest paths, and thus are not amenable for wavepipelining. We use the following

simple algorithm to balance the circuits to make the long and short paths close. The complexity of

this algorithm is linear in the number of connections of the circuit.

1. Sort nodes in a topological order (a node appears later than all of its fanins.)

2. For each node, compute the lengths of the longest and the shortest partial paths from the node

to the primary inputs.

3. For a node n, consider all its fanins that do not have the longest partial paths from n to the

primary inputs. Resize the gates whoseoutputsare connected at the fanins to increase their

lengths. If resizing of some fanins affect some longest paths in the circuit, add delays to the

inputs of n at these fanins.

Figure 5.16: Grcuit Balancing Algorithm

5.2.12 Experimental Results

The following MCNC benchmarks were run on a DECstation 5000 (38 mips) with a

standardSIS script and then mappedto a MCNClibrary. The actualdelayvaluesused are the ones

given in thelibrary. Themimmum gatedelays areassumed to be 80% of themaximum gatedelays.
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Without delay balancing, these circuits' maximum and minimum delays differ so much that they

can only operation in non-wavepipelining mode, i.e. H = 1.

The following table gives the valid clocking intervals for the balanced circuits. The

balancing algorithm was able to balance all circuits perfectly, i.e. all paths have the same length.

In these balanced circuits, all the maximum delays, e.g. longest topological path lengths, 2-vector

delays, single vector delays, areequal;thus, the maximum delays are simply denoted by Dmaxand

the mimmum delay by Dmtn. Because of delay balancing, all paths have the same maximum and

minimum delays; hence, all the above theorems on valid clocking interval give the same results.

faster.

Circuit rxmax rymtn Valid Intervals H

C432 39 31.2 [39,oo),[19.5,31.2),[13,15.6),[9.7,10,4) 1,2,3,4

C499 28.9 23.1 [28.9,oo),[14.5,23.2),[9.6,11.6),[7.2,7.7) 1,2,3,4

C880 36.4 29.1 [36.4,oo),[18.2,29.1),[12.1,14.6),[9,9.7) 1,2,3,4

CI 355 28.9 23.1 [28.9, co),[14.5,23.1),[9.6,l 1.6),[7.2,7.7) 1,2,3,4

C1908 41.1 32.8 [41.1, oo),[20.6,32.8),[14,16.4),[10,l 1) 1,2,3,4

C2670 36.5 29.2 [36.5,oo),[18.3,29.2),[12.2,14.6),[9.1,9.7) 1,2,3,4

C3540 53.1 42.4 [53.1,oo),[26.6,42.4),[17.7,21.2),[13.2,14.1) 1,2,3,4

C5315 51.6 41.2 [51.6,oo),[25.8,41.2),[17.2,20.6),[12.9,13.7> 1,2,3,4

C6288 140 112 [140, oo),[70,l 12),[46.6,56),[35,37.3) 1,2,3,4

C7552 59.8 47.8 [59.8,co),[29.9,47.8),[20,23.9),[15,15.9) 1,2,3,4

alu2 54.1 43.2 [54.1,oo),[27.0,43.2),[18.0,21.6),[13.7,14.4) 1,2,3,4

alu4 51.3 41.0 [51.3,oo),[25.7,41.0),[17.1,20.5),[12,8,13,7) 1,2,3,4

comp 25.6 20.5 [25.6,oo),[12.8,20.5),[8.5,10.3),[6.4,6.8) 1,2,3,4

cu 10.7 8.6 [10.7,oo),[5.4,8.6),[3.6,4.3),[2.6,2.8) 1,2,3,4

dalu 73.2 58.6 [73.2,co),[36.6,58.6),[24.4,29.3),[18.8,19.8) 1,2,3,4

decod 3.4 2.7 [3.4,oo),[1.7,2.7),[l.l,1.4),[0.8,0.9) 1,2,3,4

t481 26.3 21.0 [26.3,oo),[13.2,21.0);[8.8,10.3),[6.6,7) 1,2,3,4

des 37.2 29.8 [37.2oo),[18.6,29.8),[12.4,14.9),[9.3,9.9) 1,2,3,4

rot 31 24.8 [31.0,oo),[15.5,24.8),[10.3,12.4),[7.7,8.1) 1,2,3,4

As can be seen, after balancing, the circuits can operateat speeds as much as four times

5.3 Wavepipelining of Feedforward Sequential Circuits

The wavepipelining circuits studiedin section5.2are theclassical wavepipelining schemes

where the computationsof the circuitsare combinational. Herewe study wavepipeliningof general

sequential circuits and consider twocomplementary classes of sequential circuits separately, namely

circuits without and with feedbacks, because these two classes do not support the same type of
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Figure 5.17: Feedforward and Feedback Sequential Circuits
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wavepipelining schemes. A feedforward sequential circuit has no feedbacks except for the internal

feedbacks of latches. The classical wavepipeliningcircuits where combinational logic is partitioned

into stages by banks of latches can be regarded as a special class of feedforward sequential circuits.

In Figure 5.17, (a) (classical wavepipelining circuit) and (b) are feedforward sequential circuits,

while (c) is not. The circuit of (b) is not a classical wavepipelining circuit because the latches do

not partition the combinational logic into stages. In the following discussion, we assume that all

feedforward sequential circuit inputs and outputs are synchronized with I/O latches.

In section 5.2, we studied how clock frequencies should be chosen to insure proper oper

ation of classical wavepipelining circuits; here we go further to show that by selecting proper clock

frequencies all internal latches of feedforward sequential circuits can beeliminated whilepreserving

functionality; that is, in wavepipelining,feedforward sequential circuits and combinational circuits

are equivalent. Another interesting aspect is that by eliminating internal latches with wavepipelin

ing, with possibly more combinational optimization after latch removal2, we get advantages inboth

performance and area, contrary to the commonly believed tradeoff of performance and area. It

comes at the expense of requiringmore precise timingcontrol of manufactured circuits. Therefore,

manufacturing precision can be seenas a new dimension thatcan be traded off for performance and

area.

2If a circuit is not well balanced, i.e. large difference between long and short path lengths, additional area may be
introduced to balance the circuit
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5.3.1 TBF's for Feedforward Sequential Circuits

We derive a general TBF for an arbitrary feedforward sequential circuit, which reduces

to the usual state equation when the clock period is large enough, i.e. greater than or equal to the

longest topological delay of the combinational logic between any two latches. This TBF captures

all timing behaviors of the circuit at all clock periods.

LEMMA 5 Let V(t) bea TBF ofnode V inafeedforward sequential machine, then V(t) hasthe

form:

V(t) =/(...,*,.([i^i] r+[^J r+...),...)
where Xi(.)'s are the inputs. Let path tt be associated with Xi( I*=M r -f 1^1 r +...). Ifmoving
from V to Xialong tt, we label the encountered latchesstartingfrom 1, then, ki is thedelayfrom V

to thedata input oflatch 1, and ki, i>2is thedelayfrom i - \th latch's output to ith latch's data

input.

Proof. Weprove by induction on the levels of the circuit starting from the input. At the first level,

the node is the output of an I/O latch, which has the TBF Vi (t) = xt( Î r), where dis the delay
of latch, which is as claimed. Assume the claim is true up to the first n levels. At the n + 1th level,

we consider two cases: Vn+i is the output of a combinational gate or a latch. In the first case, the

TBF is obtainedby substituting the fanins of the gateby the TBF's at the fanins and replacing t by

t - d9, where dg is the delay of the gate. Obviously, the claim holds. In the other case where the

latch's TBF is Q(t) = D(

in the TBF of the input by

now becomes

t-da
T

t-da

t), theTBF at the latch's output is obtained through replacing t

t. That is, a TBF variable in the input TBF

t-ki

•<m'+i=?i~->

Xi(

= «t(

M±

**]r+lVjr+[=Mr+...)
which is as claimed.

COROLLARY 4 Inafeedforward sequential circuit operating atperiodt, its TBF canbe written

as

V(n) =/(..., «,(« +["^J +["^J +..•).•• •),
where n is an integer.
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b —

Figure 5.18: A Feedforward Circuit for TBF Computation

Proof. If we sample the TBF at nTand normalizeto r, the feedforward TBF becomes

v(») =/(...,«,(»+[^J +f^J +..-),...)
•

Note if the clock period r is greater than or equal to the longest topological delay of

the combinational logic between any two latches, i.e. r > maxfc,-, then ^1 = -1 and V(n)
becomes the ordinary state equation.

EXAMPLE 38 Consider the circuit in Figure 5.18. The TBFfor node cis c(t) =a( [*=*Jr). The
TBFfor node dis d(t) =c([^J r). Substituting c(t), d(t) =a([^J r+ |=lj r). Thus, at node

Sampling at nTand normalizing to t, we get:

V(n) =«{n +[^J +[±|)5(n+[^J) +<n+[^J)

53.2 Equivalence of Feedforward Sequentialand Combinational Circuits

Here we illustrate through an example how a feedforward sequential circuit becomes a

combinational equivalentby eliminatingits internal latchesin wavepipelining.

EXAMPLE 39 The sequential circuit in Figure 5.19(a) implements the state equation y(n) =

b(n - \)a(n - 2) + a(n - 1) if it operates at a clock period greater than or equal to 5, and

has the minimum number of components using any existing sequential synthesizer. However, in
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VO latches

Figure 5.19: A Sequential Circuit with Removable Latches

wavepipeliningnot only the speed of thecircuitcanbe increasedbut also the numberofcomponents

can be decreased!

Supposewe removelatch Li (Figure 5.19(b)) andfind whetherthereare clockfrequencies

for which this simplified circuit computes the originalfunction. The TBFfor the sequential circuit

in Figure 5.19(b) is:

y(n) =b(n+[^j )a(n+[^]) +<n +[^j)
For thisTBF to be equal to b(n- 1)a(n - 2) + a(n - 1), thearguments ofb, a, a areset

to 7i-l, 7i-2, n-\, respectively, that is:

n +

71 +

n +

=3
T

T

T

= 71- 1

= 71-2

= 71-1

The solution of the above equations is 6 > r > 5. Thus, if the clock period r is in 6 > r > 5, the

circuit in Figure 5.19(b) computes exactly the samefunction as the one in Figure 5.19(a) but has

onefewer latch. The computational speed of thecircuit in Figure 5.19(b) canbe increasedfurther

at the expense ofmorelatency, i.e. theoutput y(t) is a delayed version of the originalfunction, i.e.

y(n) = b(n - 1 - N)a(n - 2 - N) + a(n - 1 - N), where N is the number ofcycles delayed. If

delayed versions are acceptable, we determine the clock periods as follows.

71 +

71 +

n +

=3
T

T

-5

= n - -1 -N

= n --2 -N

= n - -1 -N
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The solution is:

/5 6._ #/6 3N
roaxiir—t>tt—«) < r < mm(——7,-77)

Fordelayofoneperiod, N -\,the interval of theclockperiodis 3 > r > 2.5, comparing to r = 5

//i normaloperation with an extra latch L\. ForhigherN, theperiod intervalsare vacuous.

Now we examine how the technique in the above example can be generalized to an

arbitrary feedforward sequential circuit. The intuition is as follows. In a feedforward sequential

circuit, the latches act like delay elements; thus, if a clock period is chosen appropriately, a buffer

will accomplish the same task. On a path having n latches, the signal at the end of the path sees

the input to the path being delayed by n cycles;hence, after the latches areremoved, a clock period

gquaj t0 path length ren(jers mesjgnai &me end ofthe path seeing the input to the path being delayed

by n cycles; thus, latches can be discarded. The following Theorem states that for an arbitrary

feedforward sequential circuit, all latches can be replaced by delay elements such that the circuit

computes the same function at some clock frequency.

THEOREM 27 All, exceptfor theI/O, latches in an arbitraryfeedforward sequential circuit can

be removed while retaining thefunctionality (or a delayed version) of the circuit, with possibly

additions ofdelay elements.

Proof. Let the lengths of all paths be less than D, treatinga latch as a wire with no delay. Replace

each internal latch by a delay element of delay D + €, where € is a positive number. After the

replacement, the lengths of paths having no internal latches are in [0, D), those having oneinternal

latch are in [D+€, 2D +e),and soon. Ingeneral, thelengths ofpaths having r internal latches are in

[r(D + e), (r +1 )D + re). Consider aTBFattheinputs of theoutput latches for thiscircuit without

internal latches. Atypical TBF variable has the form x(n+|^J),where Lis the delay of the path
associated with the TBF variableand a: is a primary input to an input latch. We need to choose r

so that the TBF variable x(n +1^1)becomes x(n - 1- r) for apath that had rinternal latches
(we still keep the I/O latches which give rise to the 1). Because (r + \)D + re > L > r(D+ c) if

the path associated with Lhas r internal latches, it is easy to see that fori) +e> t > D-\- •r2^,
x(n +Î J) =x(n - 1- r). Further,

rP +7TT'D +€) =ll, +TTT'1, +<)

where r=max r. Therefore, if r is in the nonempty interval [D +*£*., D+e), x(n +[^J) =
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x(n —1 - r) and the circuit without internal latches computes the same function as the original

circuit. •

In practice, delay elements are not directly inserted for internal latches; other techniques

are used, e.g. circuit restructuring and redistributing the delays of gates in the circuits to eliminate

the internal latches. The ultimate goal of redistributing gate delays in a circuit is to guarantee the

existence of clock periods so that the internal latches may be discarded. The following theorem

provides a relation between the delays of a circuit and its valid clock periods.

THEOREM 28 Let C* be derivedfrom a feedforward sequential circuit C by removing all its

internal latches, R, the set ofnumbers such that r e R ifand only if there exists a path in C with

r internal latches. Let Lmm and Lmax be theminimum and the maximum delay ofthepaths in C*

thathave r internal latches in C. Then, C* computes thefunction ofC delayed by N cycles, if the

clock period r satisfies
rmax rmin

max t;—7 < r < min r
refi r + N + 1 ~ reRr + N

Proof. ATBF variable in aTBF at the input of an output latch for C* has the form x(n + Î J),
where x is the input to an input latch, and L is the delay of the path associated with this variable.

If the path associated with L has r internal latches in C, then in C the output signal at the end of

the path is delayed by r + 1 cycles from its input; that is, if x(n) is the input, then x(n - r - 1)

is the output. Further, if C* is to compute the function of C delayed by N cycles, then a sufficient

condition for r isthat n + =£ =n-r-N-l, which gives

L L<T <
r + N + \ ~ r + N

and implies
jmax rmin

< T < r
r + JV + 1 " r + N

The valid r interval is the intersection of all the intervals over R. Thus,

rmax rmin

max ^-—- < r < min r
refl r + N + 1 ~ reR r + N

m

Note thatthevalid intervals canbediscrete andr canbe verysmall, meaning a highclock

frequency, for large N.

EXAMPLE 40 Apply Theorem 28 to the circuit in Figure 5.19. The circuit in Figure 5.19(a) is C

and the circuit inFigure 5.19(b) is C*. Because two paths have no internal latches and one path
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hasone latch, R = {0,1}. Lmax is themaximum topological delay of thepaths in C* thathaveno

internal latches in C, and is 5; and Lmtn = 3. Lmax is the maximumtopological delay ofthe path

in C* that has one internal latch in C, and is 6; Lmxn = 6. Therefore, the intervals for which latch

Li can be eliminated are:

/ 5 (? \- ./3 6X
maxf——7, -—-—7) < r < min-, —)

or

.5 6 \ ^ ./3 6N
maxf——7,——-) < r < mint —>*tt—7)

KN + \* N + 2' ~ yN'N + lJ

which is the same as that obtained in the example on page 156.

5.3.3 Design Optimization

As we have discussed, the valid clocking intervals of wavepipelining circuits are discrete

and narrower at higher operating frequencies. To have reliable and high performance operation,

a design goal is to obtain the widest intervals at high frequencies. A way to achieve this goal

is to balance the paths, i.e. making Lmtn « Lmax for wider intervals given by Theorem 28.

Balancingpaths can be done by insertingdelay elementsor circuit restructuring. Delay elements

incur area penalty and may not improvethe existing clocking intervals if the paths being balanced

are not "critical". The followingdiscussionprovidesdesign guidelines identifying the effects of path

balancing on clockingintervals andshowing theuncritical partsof circuitsthat neednot bebalanced

and hence can be furtheroptimizedfor areawithoutaffecting the circuits' clockingintervals.

In the following discussion, we consider design of latchless wavepipelining circuits.

A latchless version of a circuit is constructed from the original circuit by removing all internal

latches. Let L™,n and Lmax denote the minimum and maximum path lengths of path L in the

latchless circuit that has r internal latches in the original circuit. Given a circuit, we consider all

of its derivatives obtained by delayinsertion andfunctionality preserving circuitrestructuring, and

classify them according to the values ofLffin and Lmax, i.e. the minimum and maximum lengths
of their combinational paths. The set of circuits with the same Lmtn and Lmax is denoted by

C(Lg"n, Lmax). The following theorem characterizes the circuits in the class C(Lffin, Lmax) that
achieve the widest clocking intervals at any given valid operating frequency, and compares the

optimal intervalsof different classes.

Forcircuits in C(LfJ"n, Lmax) , we define the critical values of L™n and Lmax at the
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JVth valid clocking interval tobethe 1™$ and LmNx that satisfy:

Lmax rmax J
0 _ L\*N _ _ **

max

r,N

N + \ N + 2 JV + r + 1

Lmtn 7 min J minQ _ ^l.N _ _ J^jN
N N+l N + r

N is the harmonic number corresponding to the degree of wavepipelining. The larger the TV, the

more wavepipelining a circuit has, and the higher the operating frequency is.

THEOREM 29 Assume variations ofa circuit, via delay insertion or restructuring,are classified

according to their Lffin's and Lmax's.

1. In class C(Lmtn,Lmax) , the circuits satisfying thefollowing critical value property have

wider Nth clocking intervalsthanthose not satisfying. Further, all the circuitssatisfying the

property have thesame optimalNth clocking intervalgiven by

r max r min

[N + V N h

The critical value property is Lmax < LmNx and L™" > Iffifor r > 1.

2. Among the optimal intervals ofdifferent classes C(L^in, Lmax), the class with Lffin = Lmax
and minimum Lmax (or Lmxn) has the widest interval and the highest operatingfrequency.

Proof. Consider the circuits inclass C(Lffin, Lmax). Let L?™ and Lmax denote the path lengths
for circuit Csatisfying the critical value property and £m,n and Lmax, for circuit 6 not satisfying
the property. Without loss ofgenerality, we assume both Lmtn and Lmax not satisfying the property;
thus,

rmax ^ J max ^ fmax rmin v, fmt'n .. 9 min
L>T S Lir,N < Lr > Lr C. W,N > Lr •

Let R be the set of numberssuch that r € R if and only if there exists a path with r latches in the

original circuit (same definition as the R in Theorem 28). Thus,

Lmax lmax £max
max — .. , , < max ±-—- < max
r£R T+ N + 1 "* r€rt T + N + 1 r<=R r + N + 1

mm

Lmin lmin ft
—f-rr > mm—-^- > min—:

reR r + N~ reR r + N reR r + N

ByTheorem 28,the JVth interval of C contains that of d; hence, C haswider Nthinterval.
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By the definition of critical values,

Lmax r

r,N _ M

And

hence,

max
reR r + N + 1 N + 1

Lmin rmin• **,JV _ J-fQ

reRr + N~ N

Tmax rmax

max

< max
N + 1 ~ reR r + N + 1

rmin

%->min
N ~reR r + N'

Lmax Lmax lmax ,
—-— < max ——^—7 < max ,V . = —2-

max

N + \-reRr + N + \-reRr + N+l N + 1

Therefore,

rmin Lmin Tmtn

> min —!L-r7 > min
N ~ reRr + N ~ reRr + N N

max

- ^0Lmax U
max —
reR r + R + 1 N + 1

jmin I/n*n
min ^—7 = —tt-.
r€i* r + # + 1 N

j max I/nin
Thus, the iVth clocking.interval for C is (T$+r>~5v~]» which is the same for all the circuits in
C(Lmtn, Lmax) satisfying the critical value property.

Forthe second part of the claim, sincethe optimalinterval for a class C(Lmtn, Lmax) is
rmax J/nin

(-^v^,-^], the widest mterval is attamed when I™ax = Lm%n and thehighest operating frequency
when Lmax (or Lffin) isminimum. •

Therefore, the critical values are the least restraining values that achieve the highest

and most robust operating frequency. Lmtn and Lmax could take on any values in the interval
rfmtn rmax] : A
[Lr,N»Lr,N J' ie«

r min s- rmin ^ rmax <s J max
I>r,N S^r S Lr S LTfN

without affecting the the clocking intervals. With the above theorem, we can decide which paths

needed to be balanced. Balance the paths with no intemal latches as much as possible, i.e. make

Z,g"B w Lmax, because L™in and Lmax affect directly the quality of the clocking intervals and
operating frequencies. Paths with r internal latches need to be balanced if they violate the critical

value property, i.e. Z,™n < Iffi or Lmax > LmNx; otherwise, the freedom Z,™n,Z,™QI 6
[Z™jv, Lmff], similar todon't cares inlogic synthesis, can beused tominimize area.
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Given a circuit with internal latches, we want to remove the latches and maximize the

width of the circuit's JVth clocking interval with minimum increase in area. An optimal design

procedure is as follows.

1. Remove all intemal latches. Balance the paths with no interval latches in the original circuit

by delay insertion or restructuring, i.e. Lmtn « Lmax.

2. Compute the critical values from Lffin and Lmax forthe JVth clocking interval:

rmax Zm?f Lma?LiQ _ -^l.JV _ _ ^r,N
JV + 1 JV+2 JV + r+1

r min TTOtn TmtnLp ^l,N _ Lr,N
N ~ JV + 1 N + r

Balance the paths with r intemal latches in the original circuit until they satisfy the critical

value property, i.e.
7mtn S rmin ^ rmax ^ rmax
J^rtN S Lir S L,r S LitN

3. Finally, area is minimized. Forexample, delay elements of equal magnitude at the fanins of

gate g can be eliminated by replacing g and the delay elements with another gate with the

same functionality of g and delay equal to the sum of the delays of the delay element and g.

Similarly for delay elements at the fanouts of a gate. In the case where the delay elements at

the fanins of a gate do not have the same magnitudes, the magnitudes of the delay elements

can be adjusted up to the amount governed by the don't care on Lmtn and Lmax, i.e.

fmtn S rmin «<• rmax s rmaxW,N S Lir << Lv <s LTiN

without affecting the clocking intervals.

Note that gate delay variations due to manufacturing processes are easily taken into

account with Lmin and Lmax.

5.4 Wavepipelining of Feedback Sequential Circuits

A feedback sequential circuit has feedbacks in addition to the intemal feedbacks inside the

latches. We will showthat general feedback sequential circuits can not be wavepipelined serially.

However, their throughput can be increased using interleaving wavepipelining although the total

computational time for individual data blocks remains the same.
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" s.

M^K^y
Figure 5.20: Loops Preventing Serial Wavepipelining

5.4.1 Problems of Serial Wavepipelining

EXAMPLE 41 Consider a circuit with the TBF

x(n) =x(n +1^—j )a(n +|̂ —J)
Normal operation, r > 1, implies that the state equation is x(n) = x(n - l)a(7i - 1). In

wavepipelining, the TBF becomes x(n) = x(n - H)a(n —H),where H > 2, which is notequal

to theoriginal stateequation x(n) = x(n - l)a(n - 1). Note that theroot ofproblem arisesfrom

theuse offeedback; that is, infeedforward, the TBF would be y(n) = x(n - H)a(n - H), which

can be consideredas a delayed version of the original circuit, but thefeedback ofx prevents time

shifting and thusinvalidates serial wavepipelining.

This problem is generic in any feedbacksequential circuit, as argued below. Select a loop

in a sequential circuit that has wavepipelining phenomena, i.e. the number of data waves is greater

than the number of latches in the loop. Let this loopconsist of m latches with delay of ki between

the ith latch and the i + 1th latch (km, between the mth and the first). See Fig. 5.20.

According to Corollary 4, theTBFat the inputx of the first latchhas a TBF of the form

x(n) =/(...,*(n+[^] +[^J +...+ [^]))...)
In normal operation, each term 1^1 is -1; thus.x(n) = /(..., x(n-m),...). But in wavepipelin
ing at least one term Î J is <-2, say, 1^1 =H<-2, because some latch will see the signal
from its predecessor latch take at least two clock cycles to arrive. Unless the TBF variable x(.)
is not in the minimum support of /(.) or the circuit outputs' TBF, the circuit in wavepipelining

mode will compute incorrectly. ATBF variable not in theminimum support of /(.) implies that
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Figure 5.21: Interleaving Wavepipelining Example

the path corresponding to the variable is false. Therefore, the only situations where a feedback

sequentialcircuit can substainserial wavepipelining are when only false paths have wavepipelining

phenomena, namely, all true loops must operate as in the normal mode. Therefore, in general,

sequential circuitswith feedbacks can not supportserialwavepipelining.

5.4.2 Enhancing Throughput via Interleaving

Although interleaving wavepipelining can not increase the computation speed for an

individual data block, it can increase their throughput by parallel processing of data blocks. We

examine the relation between the number of blocks that can be interleaved in a circuit and the

circuit's structure.

EXAMPLE 42 We want to wavepipeline interleavingly the circuit in Fig. 5.21. The initial states

of the latches are assumed to be 0.

The TBF at node x is:

x(n) = a(n + — ) + a(n + — )x(n + — )

Suppose there aretwo blocks ofdata tobeinterleaved, namely, {u(1),u(2),...} and{v(1),v(2),...}.

Letusconsider whether r = 2 willpermit correct interleaving. To interleave, we merge thedatain
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theorderu(1), v( 1), ti(2), v(2),... That is,

a(l) = u(l)

a(2) = v(l)

a(3) = u(2)

a(4) = t,(2)

o(5) = u(3)

a(6) = v(3)

a(7) = «(4)

a(8) = v(4)

Tto, if interleaving is successful at r = 2, die oh//?w/ o/rtie c/rcia'f sampled at t, 3t$t,1t, ...

will produce the output sequence when {u(\), u(2),...} is fed to the circuit at normal operation.

Similarlyfor {v(\), v(2),...} sampled at 2r,4r,6r,8r,....

At normal operation, x(n) = a(n - 1) + a(n - l)x(n - 1). At r = 2, x(n) =

a(n - 2) + a(n - l)x(n - 1). At n = 3, x(3) = a(l) + a(2)x(2) = u(l) + v{2)x(2), which

involves both u(.) and v(.). Hence, t = 2 is nota validinterleaving period.

At t = 1.5, x(n) = a(n - 2) + a(n - 2)x(n - 2). When output is sampled at even

numbers, i.e. n = 2m,

x(2m) = a(2m - 2) + a(2m - 2)z(2m - 2)

or,

x(2m) = v(m —1)+ v(m —\)x(2m —2)

Replacing x(2m) by a dummy variable y(i), andx(2m - 2), by y(i - 1),

y(i) = v(i - 1) + v(i - \)y(i - 1)

which is thestate equation at normal operation. Similar argumentfor 2m + 1and u(.). Therefore,

t — 1.5 is a valid clock period.

Now consider computing valid interleaving clock periods for an arbitrary feedback se

quential circuit. Onewayof writing aTBF for a sequential circuit is to use the inputs (oroutputs)

of latches as state variables. However, this TBF unnecessarily restricts the valid clock intervals,

because we may not require proper interleaving at all inputs of latches. In fact, we only require

proper interleaving at the outputs of thecircuit. But finding the valid interleaving intervals based

solely onacircuit's outputs mayrequire complicated manipulations of thecircuit's logic inthetime
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domain (basically, we would haveto do machineequivalence checking at anumber of time points).

To simplify, we will write TBF's using the minimum number of state variables needed to avoid

complicated logic manipulations. We choose the minimum set of state variables for a circuit to

be the minimum set of latches whose removal transforms the circuit into a feedforward sequential

circuit. The states of the latches not chosen are fully taken into account in the TBF for the resulting

circuit. Once the minimum state set is selected, the circuit is a feedforward circuit in terms of the

statevariables (inputs of the latches in the set) andthe primary inputs, whose outputTBF's are of

the forms in Corollary 4. The TBF's for the state variables are also of the form in Corollary 4.

Therefore, the circuit'sbehavior is governed by the TBF's of the outputs andof the statevariables.

For example,

y(n) = x(n +

s(n) = s(n +

=h.
T

da.

)+*(«+[=£J)
W»+l^J)

where y(n), x((n + •=£»• ), and s(n + I-^ I) are output, input, and state variables, respectively.
Now we derive asufficient condition for clock periods to support interleaving wavepipelin

ing.

THEOREM 30 A sequential circuit can wavepipeline N blocks ofdata interleavinglyat clock

period rifr satisfies

for each TBF argument, n+Y7i=i rr1] *m aTBFfor the circuit.

Proof. Let

y(n) = /(..., x(n +

x(n) = g(...,x(n +

-ki
T

-k;

),...,u(n +

),...,w(n +

-ki
T

-k,
).».)

),.-.)

beaTBF for the circuit, and the JV blocks ofdata be {D°(i)},..., {DN(i)}. The interleaved order

is

^(O),...,^^),^!),...,^!),...

Thus, u(i -N + m) = Dm(i). If the circuit is clocked atthe period satisfying the stated condition,

then the TBF becomes

y(n) = f(...,x(n-r-N),...,u(n-r-N),...)

x(n) = g(...,x(n-r -N),...,u(n-r •JV),...)
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Now sample the outputsof the circuit at i • JV + to, i = 1,... We want to show that the sampled

outputs areequal to the outputs when the circuitoperates in normal mode andthe input is the mth

data block.

With sampling, the TBF becomes

y(i>N + m) = /(..., x(i •JV + m- r •JV),...,ti(i-JV + to- r •JV),...)

x(i-N + m) = g(...,x(i'N + m-r-N),...iu(i'N + m-r-N),...)

Substituting u(i • JV + to) = Dm(i), theTBFis

y(i-N + m) = /(. ..,x(i- N + to - r •JV),.. .,Dm(t - r),...)

z(i.JV + TO) = 0(...,z(i.JV + TO-r-JV),...,2}m(i-r),...)

The relationship among y(i • JV + to), a:(i • JV + to), and Dm(i) canbe seeneasily by replacing

y(i • JV + to) with ym(i), and x(i • JV + to) with xm(i). Hence,

ym(i) = f(...,xm(i-r)i...,Dm(i-r),...)

xm(i) = g(...,xm(i-r),...,Dm(i-r),...),

which is just the equation for the circuit in normal operation with {Dm(i)} as inputs. •

Therefore, the valid interleaving clock periods are the solutions of a system of equations

of the form:

Si1?]-"-*
In Example 42, the output, as well as the state,TBF is

x(n) =a(n +|^J)+a(n +|^J )z(7i+|^j)
For interleaving degree JV, the interleavingconditions are:

^3
T

T

= -JV

= -JV

giving avalid interleaving interval 2 > r > 1.5 for JV = 2.

5.5 Analysis of General Wavepipelining

We study general wavepipelining in general sequential circuits, which may be serial,

interleaving wavepipelining, latch elimination, and combinations. First wesummarize the validating
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conditions for various wavepipelining . These conditions are only sufficient and involve only the

arguments ofTBF variables. Necessary and sufficient conditions involve logical functionalities as

well as the timing relations. For brevity, we will focus on these sufficientconditions only. Recall

that the argument of a general TBF variable is of the form:

°+s^J
which becomes n - r in non-wavepipelining mode.

These sufficient conditions amount to setting the arguments of TBF variables to the

appropriate corresponding arguments in non-wavepipeliningsituations.

Serial: A sufficient condition to preservethe functionality, possibly aversion delayed by JV cycles,

is that the argument of each TBF variableis equal to the normal argument minus JV, i.e.

or

Si1?]-'-"

JV

The valid clock interval is the solution to a system of equations of the above form, each

equation resulting from a TBF variable.

Interleaving A sufficient condition to guarantee correct interleaving of JV blocks of data is given

by Theorem 30; thus,
JL I -k, I

N±m~-
Again, the valid clock interval is the solution to a system of equation of the above form.

Latch Elimination The effect ofelimination ofintemal latches is thatsomeTBF variable arguments

have fewer terms of the form M*J and the associated ki is combined into other terms, i.e.
elimination of the tth latch turns aTBF variable's argument from

■♦[^♦•••♦[^♦[^♦•••♦i^j
to

.t[Aj+...t[=S=!fcij+...t[ij
assuming the tth latch feeds to the i - 1th latch, (cf. Corollary 4).
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A sufficient condition for this elimination not to affect the functionality is that the altered

argument equals to the original argument minus JV delay cycles, where JV is the number of

cycles that we allow the original functionality to be delayed, i.e.

The solution of these equations is the clock interval such that the tth latch's elimination is

justified.

Combinations Analysis of combinationsof serial, interleavingwavepipelining, and latch elimina

tion is done using combinations of the respectivewavepipelining validating conditions, and

solving the associated system of equations.

5.5.1 Solving Interval Equations

General analysis involves solving for r in equations of the form:

•Mm-
If &t's are constants, the equation can be solved easily. Plot on r-axis the points

{& : j = 1,...}. Then, the solution isthe set ofintervals {Js} onr—axis such that for each I3 the

number of the points to the right of or on any line in Is is equal to M - r.

In general, the fc,'s are variable over some specified intervals. Variable &t's arise from

variable delays in circuits due manufacturing or environmental fluctuations. We extend the usual

real numbercomputations to interval computations asfollows. Denotean interval by 7, and assume

all intervals are closed on both ends.

DEFINITION 22

1. Iff:Rn~R,then

f(Ii x .. .In) = {f(xu.. .,xn): (xu.. .,xn) € h x.../n}

2. /fc. = [kT*ni kmax] isaninterval inwhich ki varies.

3. A realnumber x divides interval I = [a, 6], denoted x\I, if there exists an integer n such that

n' x € (a, b].
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Using interval notation, equation

^ I -*,•
•At

with variable &,'s becomes

m-

Mm\~
LEMMA 6Let I=[a, b]. Ifx //, /.& xdoes nor cfmde I, then [£j =[fJ= [£j

Proof. We provefor the case re > 0. The othercase is similar, x /7 impliesthat for all integers n

eithem-a: < oorn-i > 6. Therefore,there is an integer to such that to •x < aand(TO+ l)-rr > b.

Hence, for y€ [a,b], to < J <to +1, equivalently, |JJ = rn. Therefore, [^j = to, [Jj = to,
and |±] =to. •

The following lemma reduces solving an interval equation to solving an ordinary equation.

LEMMA 7 A solution of

is

m--
r I _t."iox I

I ~Jfc I I —Jtma* IProof. If x /|7*., then by Lemma 6, [th = I—t—J- So we have a set of equations
YZ=i I—£—I = —Mt where each kmax is a constant. This setof equations can be solved using

the graphical method described at the beginning of this section. •

5.6 Manufacturing Precision: a New Dimension for Performance

In wavepipelining, theobjectives aretogetthehighest frequencies withthewidestranges

of valid clock intervals for tolerant operations. Aswehave seen, the computation of the ranges of

valid clock periods is related to solving interval equations of the form:

si*. = -M

where Iki = [kmin, kmax]. The solutions ofr depend critically on the widths ofthe intervals 7*. 's,
because the wider the intervals, the fewer r's where £,- I-^ Iis equal to aconstant (technically,
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Figure 5.22: Manufacturing Precision, Performance, and Area
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the wider the intervals, the less likely r /f/^; see Lemma 7). Therefore, the key is to reduce the

widths of the intervals. Assume that fcf1*" = pk"iax,0 < p < 1 for all i. Reducing the width,

wUki) —k"iax(l - p) implies reducing h"iax and increasing p.

Reducing A;"mx's is the conventional understanding of performance optimization, which is

usually accomplished through circuit restructuring and trading area for speed, e.g. [133]; however,

the beneficial effects of manufacturing precision never enter into consideration.

The second factor to optimizeperformance is to increase p, i.e. km%n —> k™ax; this implies

balancing circuit delays and precise manufacturing. Therefore, with more a precise manufacturing

process, higher wavepipelining frequencies and more tolerant operations are possible, also with a

possible bonus of reducing area by eliminating latches. Hence, manufacturing precision, interacting

with area and speed, is also a parameter for area and performance tradeoffs.

Figure 5.22(a) shows atypical curve of how manufacturing precision interacts with perfor

mance. The shaded regions are the valid operating frequencies. With high manufacturing precision,

intervals at high frequencies are wide. As precision decreases, operating intervals shrink and eventu

ally disappear at high frequencies. Figure 5.22(b) is another curve showing area, performance, and

manufacturing precision tradeoffs. The area-performance curves are higher with better manufac

turing precision. These area reductions come from latchelimination at wavepipelining frequencies

and its subsequent logic optimizations. Of course, circuit balancing may incur additional areas.

In summary, conventional methods to enhance performance of circuits focus only on

reducing the delays of long paths, ignoring the influence of short paths. This methodology is only
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one facet of a more balanced view on performance optimization. We argue that both reducing

long paths and increasing short paths, i.e. balancing circuit delays, are essential for performance

optimization, and emphasize the importanceof manufacturingprecision as a new dimension that

can trade off with performance in addition to area.

Another area where manufacturing precision plays an important role can be seen in

Chapter 6 section6.5.1, where circuits manufactured with better precision can be verified for their

performance closer to their specifications thanthose with worse precision.

5.7 Experimental Results

We compute interleaving clock periods for some finite state machines from the ISCAS

benchmarks. Without delay balancing, these circuits can not operate in wavepipelining mode. Thus,

the circuits arebalancedby inserting delay elements. The delays of the gates are from the MCNC

library and areassumedto have precisions of 20%, i.e. the delays vary from 100%to 80% of their

maxima. The inputs of latches aretaken to be state variables.

Columns 2 and 3 are the maximum and minimum delays (topological) from primary

inputs andlatchoutputs to latchinputsandprimary outputs. Column 4 shows the valid interleaving

intervals, and column 5 is the number of data blocks that can be interleaved.

Circuit D d Valid Interleaving Intervals Int. N

s298 22.2 17.7 [22.2, oo),[l 1.1,17.7),[7.4,8.8),[5.5,5.9) 1,2,3,4

s386 19.4 15.5 [19.4,oo),[9.7,15.5),[6.5,7.7),[4.8,5.2) 1,2,3,4

s444 22.8 18.2 [22.8,oo),[11.4,18.2),[7.6,9.1),[5.7,6.1) 1,2,3,4

s510 23.8 19.0 [23.8, oo),[l 1.9,19.0),[7.9,9.5),[6.0,6.3) 1,2,3,4

s641 42.7 34.1 [42.7,oo),[21.4,34.1),[14.2,17.0),[10.7,11.4) 1,2,3,4

s713 44.5 35.6 [44.5,oo),[22.3,35.6),[14.8,17.8),[ll.1,11.8) 1,2,3,4

s838 48.7 38.9 [48.7,oo),[24.4,38.9);[16.2,19.4),[12.2,13.0) 1,2,3,4

s953 29.7 23.7 [29.7,oo),[15.0,23.7),[10.0,11.8),[7.4,8.0) 1,2,3,4

si 196 119.8 95.8 [119.8,oo),[60.0,95.8),[40.0,47.9),[30.0,31.9) 1,2,3,4
sl494 36.2 28.9 [36.2,oo),[18.1,28.9),[12.1,14.4),[9.0,9.6) 1,2,3,4
s5378 42.4 33.9 [42.4,oo),[21.2,33.9),[14.1,16.9),[10.6,11.3) 1,2,3,4
s9234 58.4 46.7 [58.4,oo),[29.2,46.7),[16.1,23.3),[14.6,15.6) 1,2,3,4

S13207 128.2 102.5 [128.2,oo),[64.1,102.5),[42.7,51.2),[32.0,34.2) 1,2,3,4
S35932 436.3 349.0 [436.3,oo),[218.1,349.0),[145.4,174.5),[109.0,116.3) 1,2,3,4
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5.8 Summary

In this chapter, we study wavepipelming for both combinational and sequential circuits.

In wavepipelining of combinational circuits, we analyze valid clocking intervals and show that

the valid intervals canbe disjoint. Thus, it is not sufficient to know only the minimum validclock

periods inorder to guarantee proper operation of pipelined circuits. We provide analytic expressions

for the validclock intervals in terms of topological, 2-vector, and singlevectordelays, which can

account foruncertainties rising from manufacturing. Further, we illustrate the potential difficulties

in computing theexactvalidclockintervals by demonstrating "discontinuity" and non-monotonicity

of the harmonic number H(t). Then, we study wavepipelining of sequential circuits. We show

that general sequential circuitswith feedbacks can not be wavepipelined serially. So we propose

a new type of wavepipelining — interleaving wavepipelining — to increase the throughput of

sequential circuits with feedbacks. For feedforward sequential circuits, we prove that all intemal

latchescanbe removed while preserving the circuitfunctionalities by selectingproperclock periods,

This is significant, because it shows that with wavepipelining both area and performance can be

optimized simultaneously. Next, we devise an optimization algorithm for designing latchless

feedforward sequential circuits. Further, we show how various wavepipelining problems — serial,

interleaving, and latch elimination — can be solved systematically by solving a system of interval

equations, for which we give atechnique. Finally, we provide experimental results on interleavingly

wavepipelining finite state machines from the ISCAS benchmarks, which show that interleaving

wavepipelining is feasible after delay balancing.
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Chapter 6

Exact Circuit Performance Validation

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, we discussed computing the exact delays of combinational and sequential

circuits. This analysis is performed on circuits with known or assumed gate delay models, e.g.

[dmin, dmax], and is used mainly to predict delays or performances of designs. When designs are

fabricated into physical circuits, the delays of the circuits will agree with the delay analyses of

Chapter 4 if all the delays of gates in the circuits are still within their respective intervals, i.e.

[dmtn, dmax]. However, defects or manufacturing variations can often cause deviations of gate

delays from their specifications; for example, increase of parasitic capacitances and resistances

may slow the responsesof gates. So manufactured circuits may have delays longer or shorterthan

those predictedby the delay analysesof Chapter 4. Therefore, we need to test the delays, or verify

performances, of manufactured circuits. In this chapter, we extend the works in [81,80], formulate

exactperformance verifiability of acircuit usingTBF's, and propose a Boolean synthesisparadigm

for full performance verifiability.

A manufactured circuit having its delay falling outside a specification is said to have a

delay fault (in thischapter, wewill focus onmaximum delay specification only). Since thedelay of

a circuit is determined by the time required for inputsignals to propagate along paths in the circuit

to its outputs, the source contributing to faulty performance of a circuit arises from delay faults of

paths in the circuit, thatis, the paths which have delays longer than theirspecifications. Thus,one

way to test the delay of acircuit is to test the delays of paths in the circuit. To test the delay of a

path, ausual method istoapply asecond input vector after the circuit has reached steady state under

a first input vector. The outputs of the circuit are latched at r seconds after the application of the
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secondvector. With the latched outputvalue, we wantto determine whetherthe pathor paths have

delays longeror shorterthan r. If a pair of inputvectorsproduce a single output transition alonga

path independent ofdelays on gates andwiresin the circuit, then latching the correct output steady

state value implies the delay of the pathis shorterthan r, andotherwise, longer than r. The difficult

situationis when multiple transitions occur at the output for some delays on gates and wires in the

circuit. In this case, latching the correct output steadystatevalue (ornot) provides no information

on whether the lastoutput transitionis earlier or laterthan r. Therefore, the pathsthat can be tested

reliably arethe ones whose delays canbe inferred with respectto r basedon latchedoutput values

for some pairof input vectors, independentof the delays of gatesand wires in the circuit. We define

such paths in the next section.

6.2 Delay Fault Testing

DEFINITION 23

1. Letpath P = {/o - ... - fm} bea path where /,_i is an input togate fufor i= 1,..., m.

The inputs of fi other than /,_i arecalled side-inputs, denoted byS(fi). A path delay fault

occurs along path P ifthe delay along P falls outside its specified limits (in general, either

upper or lower bounds).

2. A testfor a delay fault is robust if the delayfault can be detected by the test, independent

ofdelays on all the gates and wires in the circuit. A connection in a circuit will be used as

a collective termfor either an inputpin to outputpin connection ofa gate or a wire in the

circuit. A path is robust path delay fault testable (RPDFT) for rising (falling) transition if

a rising (falling)delayfault, i.e. last output transition being rising (falling), on thepathhas

a robust test. A circuit has 100% robust delay fault testability if everypath is RPDFTfor

both rising andfalling transitions.

LEMMA 8 // P = {/o - ••• - fm } ina circuit hasan input vector pair < vi, vi > such that at

each node fi,i= 1,..., m

7. fi(vi) ^ fifa), where fi(v) is the static value ofnode fi under input vector v.

2. for each gj e S(fi):

• 9jW)is non-controlling, and
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• there is no transition ongj, iffi-i(vi) is non-controlling, (i.e.. /,_i is switching from

non-controllingto controlling)

then thefirst transition at fm occursat timeequalto at least thedelay of P.

Proof. We prove the statementon /,- by induction. The claim is obviously true for /o. Assume

it is true at /t_i and denote the time of first transition by d,_i > |Pi_i| (\Pi-i | is the length of

path {/o - ... - /t_i}). If fi-i (vi) is controlling, thenthe first transition at /,- occurs attime equal

to at least dt_i+delay of the gate at fi. If /,_i(vi) is non-controlling, there is no transition on

side-inputs; sosince thesideinputs are non-controlling the first transition at/,• occurs atd,-_i -fdelay

of the gateat /,-. Therefore, the statement is tme at /,-, andhence for i = m. •

The above Lemma says that if anevent arriving at a gate along P transits from controlling

to non-controlling, then the signals on the side-inputs should eventually be non-controlling; so

the outputof the gate will propagate the latest inputnon-controlling value, getting the worstcase.

However, if the event along P transits from a non-controlling value to a controlling value, then

the side-inputs must remainconstant atnon-controlling so that the event can propagate through the

gate.

From Lemma 8, we see that if < vi, vi > exists then, if delay faults on P are longer than

r, the pairof test vectors will causethe first output transitionto occur laterthan r so that the latched

output value will not be the steady statevalue; hence the delay faultson P aredetected independent

of delays of connections in the circuit. Conversely, if the delay of P is shorter than r, the latched

value may still not be the steady state value, due to possible spurious output transitions caused

by other paths. So if the latched output value is not the steady state value, we may erroneously

conclude that the delay of P is longer than r. Fortunately, this conclusion is conservative. Hence,

P is RPDFT, as stated formally in the following theorem, [119].

THEOREM 31 Path P = {/o -... - fm} isRPDFTifthere exists aninput vectorpair<vuv2>

such that at each node fi,i= 1,..., m

2. for each gj e S(fi):

• Sjfa) *s non-controlling, and

• there is no transition ongj, iff-i (vi) is non-controlling.
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Q=r>
Figure 6.1: Circuit for DeterminingRPDFT Paths

P is RPDFTfor rising transition iffm(yi)=\, andfalling, otherwise.

Paths not satisfying the conditions stated in the above theorem are often considered

conservatively non-RPDFT; thus, the abovetheorem is sometimes regarded as a "definition" for a

path to be RPDFT.

EXAMPLE 43 We determine whether the paths in the circuit shown in Figure 6.1 are RPDFT.

There are two cases to consider: risingandfalling delays. TheRisingdelay ofa circuitis the delay

of the last outputrising transition, and thefalling delay, that ofthe last outputfalling transition.

Rising delays. Path b- f is rising RPDFTbecausefor a = 0 a rising transitionat b

propagates along b - f to f, independent of delays in connections in the circuit; thus the rising

delay ofb-f is reflected at f robustly. For path b- c- f,a rising transition is needed at b and

a (or a constant 1 at a) to produce a rising transition at f. If the delay ofb-f is shorter, then a

final rising transition along b- f will causea final rising transition at f, i.e. the delay ofb-f,

instead ofthat ofb-c- f, will appear as the delay at f. Thus, whetherthe delay ofb-c- f can

be tested (measured) at f depends ondelays ofb-f, implying b-c- f is not rising RPDFT. For

patha-c-f, a rising transition is needed at bfora rising transitionfrom a to passtheAND gate.

Ifthedelayofb-f is shorter than thatofa-c-f, theoutput rising delay is determined by that

ofb-f, implyinga- c- f is not risingRPDFT.

Falling delays. Path b- f isfalling RPDFT with a = 0. With a = 1,path b-c- f is

falling RPDFT byTheorem 31. For path a-c-f, afalling transition at bis requiredfora signal

from a topass the OR gate. However, if the delay ofb-c- f is shorter than that ofa-c-f,

signalfrom path b-c- f determines the falling delay atcwhich consequently determines that of

f; so, the longerfalling delay ofa-c-f will not beseen at f, i.e. itstestability isdependent on

thedelayofb-c- f; thus, a-c-f is notfalling RPDFT.

In summary, only path b- f is rising RPDFT, and only paths b- f andb - c- f are

falling RPDFT.
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As mentioned above, paths having the properties in Theorem 31 can be erroneously

concluded as having delay faults eventhoughthey don't. One way to circumventthis problem is to

use a morestringentcondition. This stringentconditionrequires the side-inputsof all gatesalong P

remain constantlynon-controllingat all timesto allowa single transition to propagate along P. For

a pathwiththese properties, onecandetermine from the latched output values whether thedelay of

P is greater or lessthan r, i.e. if the latched outputvalue is the steady statevalue, then P hasdelay

less than r, else it has delay greater than r. This type of RPDFT path is very restricted that many

circuits have veryfew of them. Forexample, in thecircuitofFigure6.1,path6- c - / is no longer

falling RPDFT by this stricter condition.

Previousunderstanding of performance verification is that a circuit's speedcanbe verified

if and only if the delays of all paths in the circuit can be tested robustly. Since only the delays

of RPDFT paths are known determinable from the above testing scheme, i.e. latching circuit's

output at time r, then for a circuit's performance to be verifiable all paths in the circuitmust be

RPDFT. With this understanding, there arise three major difficulties in performance verification.

First, the vast majority of practical circuitshave very low percentage of RPDFT paths; thus, most

circuits' performance can not be verified. Second, synthesis techniques for robust delay fault

testability would need to make all paths RPDFT, resulting in costly area penalties and degrading

performance consequently. Finally, even if all paths of a circuit are RPDFT, there are simply too

many paths to be tested to be practical: the number ofpaths is usually an exponential of the number

of gates. Many previous works have been focused on test generation for delay faults and methods

to reduce the test set sizes by testing only a subset of paths that are most likely to reflect faults,

[86,92,135,116,122,43,87,126,118]. Sincepreviousapproachesconsider only the testabilityof

paths and ignore their functional contributions, eitherall paths mustbe tested to ensureperformance

of circuits or a subset of paths are tested sacrificing the confidence level on the performance of

circuits.

In this chapter, we discussa practical methodology that enablesperformance verification

ofa circuit at full fidelity without testing all of itspaths. The central idea is to identify some paths,

called Robust Dependent (RD) paths, in a circuit that will not affect the circuit's performance

provided that the paths to be tested for delay pass theirtests. Thus, if all paths in a circuit can be

divided into two groups: the RD group and the testing group, and all paths inthe testing group are

RPDFT, then the circuit's performance can be verified by testing only the paths inthe testing group.
From experiments with practical circuits, this methodology reduces drastically the test set sizes

and provides amore accurate measure ofacircuit's level ofperformance verifiability by testing of
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RPDFT paths. But there are still circuits with paths that are not in any RD set, so they need to be

tested, but are not RPDFT, i.e. can not be tested robustly. The second part of this chapter deals

with these paths using RPDFT path coverage and linear programming. Further, in contrast to the

traditional belief that performance verifiability of a circuit is absolute (independent of performance

specification) and solely determined either affirmative or negative by whether a circuit has 100%

RPDFT (only circuits with 100% RPDFT are verifiable, circuits with less than 100% RPDFT are

hopeless), we discover a relationship showing that a circuit's performance verifiability depends on

the specification being verified and the structureof the testable paths in the circuit This relationship

illustrates two facts: 1) test set size of a circuit can be tailored according to the specification

being verified — a more stringent specification requires a largertest set size; this enables complete

performance verification of circuits with linear test set sizes, in some cases if the specifications

can be relaxed. 2) performance verifiability of a circuit depends not only on testability but also on

the topological distribution of RPDFT paths in the circuit. Then, we combine these two ideas to

compute the exact verifiable performance of circuits. And finally, we discuss synthesis of circuits

with full performance verifiability without requiring all paths in the circuits to be RPDFT, thus,

saving area.

6.3 Functional Delay Testing

In previous approaches to delay testing, paths in a circuit are partitioned into RPDFT

and non-RPDFT and the testability of the circuit is the fraction of the total number of paths that

are RPDFT. Testability of a circuit reflects the level of confidence that the circuit's performance

is verified by testing all the RPDFT paths in the circuit. So, the previous understanding about

non-RPDFT paths is that delay faults on these pathscan not be detected and once these faults occur

the performanceofcircuits can not be guaranteed by testing allRPDFT paths. Previous approaches

consider only testing delays of paths, not their functional contribution to the circuits, and thus do

not examine whether faults on non-RPDFT paths can actually affect the circuits' performances and

simply assume so. In this section, we incorporate functionality into delay testing and examine the

role of non-RPDFT paths in the functionalities of circuits. If delay faults on some non-RPDFT

paths in a circuit will not affect a circuit's performance whenever the delays of the RPDFT paths

in the circuit meet the performance specification, i.e. RD, then testing of all the RPDFT paths

guarantees both the RPDFT and the RD paths not to affect the circuit's performance; therefore, the

level of confidence of the circuit's performance verifiability should be considered higher than the
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conventional testability measure if there is a non-empty RD set. Thus, identifying RD sets for a

circuitprovidesamore accurate estimationofthe circuit's level ofperformance verifiabilityaswell

as a smaller test set size.

To motivate the importance of functional interactionof paths and its impact on test set

size and performance verifiability, we examine some examples.

EXAMPLE 44 Considerthe circuit ofFigure 6.2. There are six path delays (a risingandfalling

transition delay for each path). The paths b- f and b - c- f are robust delay fault testable

for falling transition, but only path b- f is robust delayfault testablefor rising transition. Path

a- c- f is robustuntestablefor both transitions and b- c- fis untestablefor risingtransition.

Therefore, the testability ofthe circuit is only50%. Nevertheless, we argue that the performanceof

this circuit can be fully validated by testingonly the RPDFTpaths. Specifically, ifdelay faults on

a-c-f cause the circuit'srisingorfalling delay tofail a specification, say r, then thesefaults

would also cause some of the RPDFTpaths to fail the specification. The same applies to delay

faults onb-c- f that cause the circuit's rising delay to fail.

First considerfalling delay at output f. Fora final output value ofO, thefinal value ofb

must be 0. If thefalling RPDFTpaths b- f and b- c- f pass a specification t, then the output

ofthe circuit settles to 0 before t, independent of any delay fault ona- c —f, because a value of

Oatb determines the output value. Therefore, a delay fault ona-c- f will not affect the circuit's

falling delay ifb-f and b- c- f meet thespecification, i.e. a- c- f is robustly dependent on

b- f and b- c- f. Hence, patha-c-f needsnot to be testedfor falling.

Now considerrisingdelayat output f. Assumepath b-fis tested to meeta specification

t on rising transition. Then the circuit's output settles to 1 before r, because a value of 1 at b

determines theoutputvalue. Hence, anydelayfault onpathsa-c-f and b-c —f will notaffect

the circuit's rising delay ifb-f meets the specification, i.e. a-c-f andb- c- fare robustly

dependent onb- f. Therefore, a-c-f andb-c- f neednotto be testedfor rising transition.

Therefore by testingonly50% ofpaths, thecircuit's performance canbefully verified.

There are several conclusions to be drawn from the example:

1. 100% robust delay fault testability is not necessary for full performance verification. Of

course, 100% RPDFT is a sufficient condition.

2. Drastic test set reduction is possible if the functionality of the circuit under test is taken into

consideration, because some paths don't affect the circuit's performance if the set of tested

paths pass the specification.
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Figure 6.2: Circuit with 50% Testability Has 100% Delay Fault Coverage

3. The robust dependent paths, e.g. a - c - f in the above example, are similar to the false

paths in delay analysis of Chapter 4 in the sense that they don't affect a circuit's functionality

in some ways. However, unlike false paths in delay analysis which assume a specific gate

delay model, e.g. [dmin, dmax], RD paths must remain "insensitizable" forall possible gate

and wire delays, i.e. there is no assumption about a gate delay model.

4. Even 100% single stuck-fault testability is not necessary for full performance verifiability,

because in Figure 6.2 the stuck-0 fault on the AND gate is redundant. This is particularly

significant since it is widely believed that a circuits without complete stuck-fault coverage are

not amenable to testing for delay faults [43].

The circuit in Figure 6.2 has some redundant stuck-at faults. With these stuck-at faults

removed, the circuit has 100% robust delay fault testability, i.e. all paths are RPDFT. Hence, it

might be conjectured that circuits without redundant stuck-at faults must have 100% robust delay

fault testability to have full performanceverifiability. In other words, circuits with full performance

verifiability but without 100% delay fault testability must always contain redundant stuck-faults.

This is resolved negatively by the next example.

EXAMPLE 45 The circuit shown in Figure 63 is 100% testablefor single stuck-faults. Like the

circuit ofFigure 6.2, thepath a- h- i- ffor rising andfalling transitions, andb-h- i- f

for rising transition are not robust delay fault testable, while all other pathsare are RPDFT. Yet

the circuit hasfull performance verifiability: each untestablefault cannotaffect the circuit delay

withoutthe occurrence ofdelayfaults on some ofthe testablepaths.

6.3.1 Identification of Robust Dependence Sets

Here we provide conditionsto identifyrobustdependentpaths. The sufficient condition

involves only logicalfunctionality of circuits, whilesufficient andnecessary conditionsinvolve both

logicfunctionality andtopological structure. Accurate identification ofRDpathshastwoimmediate
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Figure 6.3: Irredundant Circuit with 100% Performance Verifiability without 100% Delay Fault
Testability

consequences. First, a more accurate and reliable report of a circuit's performance verifiability

through delay testing is obtained. Second, it has a direct impact on synthesis for testability, since all

previous synthesis techniques for full performanceverifiability resortto synthesis for 100% RPDFT,

which incurs large area penalty and hence degradation of performance. By identifying RD paths, a

circuit's performance verifiability can be guaranteedwithout making every path RPDFT, resulting

in lower area cost and higher performance.

Firstwe formally define the notionof robust dependence. We use |7r| to denotethe delay

of path 7r.

DEFINITION 24 Let P be the set of all paths in circuit C and R C P. For a type of circuit

delay, e.g. single, 2-vector delay, if there is a finite interval I such thatfor all delay assignments

to connections ofC, \n\ € 7, V*- € P - R => delayofCeI,R is said to be robust dependent

(RD) (with respect to the type ofcircuit delay).

The "delay of C" in the above definition can be any of the circuit delays in Chapter4, e.g.

2-vector, single vector, and delay by sequences of vectors. When only maximum delays of circuits

are of interest, 7 is [0, /3] and whenbothmaximum and minimumdelays are of interest, 7 = [a,0\.

In this chapter, only maximum delays are considered. If rising (falling) delays are concerned, R

will be called a rising (falling) RD set.

Now we relate identification of RD paths to testability of multiple stuck-at faults, which

hasbeen widely studiedand forwhichefficienttechniquesare available. An internallynon-inverting

circuit is one that has inverters only at the primary input leads of the circuit. Any circuit can be

converted to an internallynon-inverting circuitwith at most a single duplicationofeach gate of the

circuit. We now state a sufficient condition for RD paths.

LEMMA 9 Let tjbe an internally non-inverting circuit and let M be a set of I-edges (defined in
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Chapter2). Ifmulti-faultM stuck-0(stuck-1) is redundant, then everysubset of M is also stuck-0

(stuck-1) redundant.

Proof. Express each output as a function of the literals corresponding to the I-edges of rj. Now

each output may be viewed as a monotonic increasing Boolean function of these Boolean literals.

A stuck-0 (stuck-1) fault on a subset of I-edges cannot increase (decrease) a monotonic increasing

function. Since M is a redundant multiple stuck-0 (stuck-1) fault, it does not decrease (increase)

any output function; if it did, M would be testable. Thus, neither can any subset of M, which

proves each subset stuck-0 (stuck-1) redundant •

Since every leaf-dag (defined in Chapter 2) is an internally non-inverting circuit, the

above result holds for all leaf-dag's. The following theorems relate robust dependence to testability

of multiple stuck-at faults. Because the definition of circuit delay is inherent in that of robust

dependence, a condition on robust dependence needs to specify the type of circuit delay. The

following theorems specify single vector delay for reasons to be clarified later.

THEOREM 32 Letnbea leaf-dag ofcircuit C, Rv, the paths inn corresponding toa setofpaths

R in C, M„, theI-edgesofRn. If Mn stuck-0 (stuck-1) is redundant in n, then R is rising (falling)

RD in C.

Proof. Let M„ be stuck-0redundant andallpaths except R in C have delays € (0,0\. Toshow R is

RD is to showthat the delay (singlevector) of C € [0,/?]. If the risingdelayof C is > (3, thenthere

is a path 7r with risingdelay > 0 that is true, i.e. propagating an inputto an output. ByTheorem 2

which relates single vector delay to multi-fault testability, thestuck-0 fault on the I-edge of {tt,,}

(thepathcorresponding to tt in 77) is testable. But{7^},a subset of M„, is redundant byLemma 9,

a contradiction. The proof for the falling transition is similar. •

Theorem 32 yieldsa sufficient conditionunderwhicha set of paths cannot affecta circuit

delayunderanydelayassignment to the connections in the circuitif the pathsoutside of the setdo

not Eventhougha path tt € R maybecome sensitizabie undersomedelayassignment, it doesnot

determine the circuit delay, since there exists anotherpath p £ Rat least as long as tt. If a delay

faulton ir delays the outputof the circuitthen there is anotherdelayfault on p that delaysthe circuit

more; thus, delay faults for paths in R need not be tested.

The condition of Theorem 32 is only sufficientbut also necessary if C has the following

path ordering property: given any ordering of path lengths there exists a delay assignment to the

connections of C that realizes the ordering. In general, all circuits do not meet this requirement

(leaf-dag's do).
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THEOREM 33 Assume that any ordering of path lengths in a given circuit C can be realized

by some delay assignment. Let n be a leaf-dag ofcircuit C, R„, thepaths in n corresponding to a

set ofpaths R in C, M„, the I-edges of Rv. Then, R is rising (falling) RD in C if andonly if Mv

stuck-0 (stuck-1) is redundant in tj.

Proof. Sufficiency. Given by Theorem 32.

Necessity. Assume the multiple fault M„ stuck-0 is testable. By assumption, there is a

delay assignment that makes the paths outside Rn < (3 and those in R^ > /?. By Theorem 13, the

delay of C is at least the length of the shortestpath in R, because Mn is testable in tj. Consequently,

R is not RD by definition. •

Now we address the issue of RD sufficient conditions under other circuit delay models,

e.g. 2-vector and delay by sequences of vectors. In fact, Theorem 32 is also a sufficient RD

condition for other circuit delay models; this is mainly due to the hierarchy of circuit delay models:

2-vector < delay by sequences of vector < single vector. The proof of this hierarchy can be found

in Chapter 4.

THEOREM 34 An RD set warranted by Theorem 32 is an RD set underthe circuitdelay models:

2-vector delay, delay by sequences ofvectors, and single vector delay.

Proof. Let P be the set of all paths in circuit C, R, an RD set warranted by Theorem 32. Then,

if all paths in P —R have delays < (3 (a path's delay is the same under single vector, 2-vector, or

sequences of vectors), the single vector delay of C is < {3. But 2-vector delay of C < delay by

sequencesof vector of C < singlevector of C < /?. Therefore, R is also an RD set under 2-vector

delay and delay by sequences of vectors. •

6.3.2 False Paths and RD Paths

The larger the RD set, the more accurate a circuit's performance verifiability and the

smaller test set will we get It is doubtful that identification of a maximum RD set will be

computationally tractable on most circuits. In practice, therefore, we are interested in an estimate

of the maximum RD set by identifying a subset. But is a subset also an RD set?

LEMMA 10 A subset ofan RD set is also an RD set.

Proof. Let P be the delays of all paths in circuit C, R, an RD set, and Q, a subset of R. Thus,

P - R C P -Q. Obviously, for intervals 7, if |tt| € 7, Vtt € P - R =>• delay of C € 7 then

M € 7, V|tt| € P - Q =* delay of C € 7. •
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Figure 6.4: Sensitizabie Paths and RD Paths

In some respects, RD paths are similar to long false paths in delay analysis: they do not

affect circuits' delay, but they are different in general.

EXAMPLE 46 We use the circuitofFigure6.4 to explainthedifference betweensensitizabiepaths

and robustdependentpaths. Upperbounds on delays are shown within each gate; lower bounds

are assumed 0. Since thefinal value of the outputis always 0, the last outputtransition underany

input change is a falling edge. Thus, the rising delayof the circuit is 0, and we are not concerned

with testingfor risingdelayfaults. Noneof thefalling transition delayfaults along thethree paths

in the circuit (denoted P, Q, and R in the figure) is RPDFT. The sets {P} and {Q} are both RD

but the set {P, Q] is notRD; neither is {R}anRD set. This canbe easily verified bychecking the

testability of the appropriate stuck-fault givenby Theorem 32. However, P and Q are the longest

sensitizabiepaths. Therefore, an RDpath can be sensitizabieand even sensitizabiepaths need not

tobe tested if they are RD. Also note that {P} and {Q} are both RD but their union {P, Q} is not

RD.

Example 46shows that RD sets may not be subsets of long false paths. Since there are

efficient techniques to identify long false paths,we want to determine whether the set of long false

paths is a subset of an RD set; if so, identification of RD sets, or just subsets, will be efficient.

Insensitization of a path depends on the circuit delay model, e.g. input family and gate

delay model (Chapter 4). That is, a pathmay be false in 2-vector delay and true in single vector

delay. Because 2-vector delay and delay by sequences of vectors are less than or equal to single

vector delay, the set of false pathsin single vector delay is a subset of that of2-vector delay andthat

of delay by sequencesof vectors. The following example shows that the set of long false paths in

2-vector delay and delay by sequences of vectors may not be an RD set.

EXAMPLE 47 Assume the gate delays in the circuits of Figure 6.5 arefixed as shown. In the

circuit of Figure 65(a), the paths F = {b - c - f,b - d - f,b - e - f} are false in 2-vector

delay and delay by sequences of vectors. But F is notan RD set, because guaranteeing thedelay

ofpath a —f does notguarantee thedelayof thecircuit tobe less than any value, as illustrated by
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Figure 6.5: False Paths in 2-vector Not an RD Set
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the circuit in Figure 6.5(b). The circuit in Figure 6.5(b) is the same circuitas in (a) exceptfor the

gate delays. In thiscircuit, thedelayofpatha- f is\ butthefalling delay(2-vector anddelayby

sequence of vectors) of the circuit can be any value and is 5 in this example as manifested by the

input vector {(a, b): (0,0), (0,1)}.

However, the set of long false paths in single vector delay is an RD. For most practical

circuits, delay by sequences of vectors is equal to single vector delay (Theorem 15). For these

circuits, the set of long false paths in delay by sequences of vectors is also an RD set.

THEOREM 35 Let C be a circuit whose longest truepaths (single vector delay model) are less

than Lfor some delay assignment. Then theset ofdelayfaults on allpaths oflength > L is an RD

set.

Proof. Let r/ be the leaf-dag corresponding to C. Without loss of generality, consider the rising

transition delay of rj. By Theorem 13 the multiple fault M corresponding to a stuck-0 fault on the

I-edge of each path of length > Lis redundant. By Theorem 32, the delay faults on these paths is

an RD set in rj. As stated earlier, since there is a one-to-one correspondence between paths in n and

C, the result follows. •

There exist well-known circuits with many long false paths and the above result eliminates

consideration of these paths in robust delay fault testing. The theorem extends the RD property to

every set of long false paths under any delay assignment to the wires of the circuit. Since a set of

paths is RD if the paths are long false paths for some delay assignment, we have the flexibility of

choosing a delay assignment to try to maximize the number of long false paths. An algorithm based

on this is explored in the next section. An intuition to maximize the number of long false paths is

to use delay assignments that producecircuits with as many different path delays paths as possible,
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becausea circuit in which all pathshavedifferent delayshas more false paths than a corresponding

one with some paths having equal lengths.

63.3 Finding an RD Set

Theorem 32 states a sufficient condition for an RD set in a given circuit C in terms

of the testability of a multiple stuck-fault in the leaf-dag r\ corresponding to C. In practice, the

identification of redundantmultiplestuck-faults and the transformation to a leaf-dagare difficult to

perform — the former requires much computing times, and the latter, enormous space.

Before describing an algorithm to identify a maximal RD set, we state a result that allows

highlydeveloped singlestuck-fault redundancy identificationmethodstobeexploited indetermining

a maximal RD set.

THEOREM 36 Let C be a non-inverting circuit, M, a redundant multiple stuck-0 (stuck-1)

fault in C (faults considered on orafter I-edges), andCm, the circuit obtained byreplacing each

connection in M by0 (I). If P is rising (falling) RPDFT in C, then P is rising (falling) RPDFT in

Cm-

Proof. Assume P is rising RPDFT in C but is not rising RPDFT in Cm\ thus, P cannot be in

any rising RD set of C. Since M is redundant, byTheorem 32, the paths corresponding to M is

an RD set; thus, P is not in M and no connection in P is set to 0 in obtaining Cm from C. Let

< vi, vz > be a robustrisingtransition test for P in C. Consider any OR gate / along P. By the

condition of RDPFT on page 177each side-input to / is at 0 underboth vi and vz in C and there

is no transitionon these side-inputs. Since C is non-inverting, on assertinga multiplestuck-0fault,

these side-inputs to / remain at 0 under vi and vz withno transition in Cm- Hence propagation of

the rising transition at anyof the ORgates along P in Cm is not affected. Consider any AND gate

along P. Again by the condition of RPDFT on page 177 each side-input to an AND gate is at 1

under vz in C. Since P is non-RPDFT in Cm. at leastoneside-input to oneor moreAND gates in

P is 0 undervz in Cm- The output of P is 1 in C undervz while theoutputof P is 0 in Cm under

vz. Hence vz is a testfor M, contradicting that M is redundant. Theproofforthefalling transition

is similar. •

The converse is not true; if P is RPDFT in Cm> it may not be RPDFT in C. The theorem

states animportant result about robust delay fault testability; a path P thatis rising RPDFT remains

rising RPDFT under removal of stuck-0 redundancies in a non-inverting circuit. This directly
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gives us a strategy for identifying a maximal RD set This technique identifies redundant multiple

stuck-faults in a circuit by iteratively identifying redundant single stuck-faults without unfolding

the circuit into a possibly exponentially sized leaf-dag.

The algorithm operates on a non-inverting circuit C derived from a given circuit C by

duplicating each gate at most once. The main loop of the algorithm iteratively performs two steps.

First, redundant stuck-0connections in C"are identified andreplaced by 0. C is irredundant at the

termination of this step. In the second step selective duplicationof gates is performed in C. This

possibly creates new redundant connections. These two steps are iterated until the resulting C is

fanout-free and irredundant. The paths in C not passing through any constant connection form a

non-RD set; the testability of these paths is determined in C to compute the delay fault coverage.

Convert C to an internallynon-inverting circuit C

72= {}

While (C has any gate with fanout > 1) {

While (C has a redundant stuck-0 connectione) {

Replace e by constant 0

K = TI U {e}

}

Find gate g with fanout > 1

Duplicate g and move fanout connections

so each duplicate has fewer fanouts than g

}

All paths with some connection in H form a rising RD set.

}

Figure 6.6: Algorithm for Finding a Maximal Rising RD Set

Simple heuristics are used to select the order of redundancy removal and duplication.

Redundant connections aredetermined in decreasing orderof the number of paths passingthrough

them. This aimsateliminating thelargest setofpaths possibleateachstep. Duplication is performed
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Figure 6.7: CircuitsUsed in an Example Computation

on alevelby levelbasis from primary outputs to primary inputs. This allows redundant connections

to be created close to the primary outputs,thuspotentially allowingthe eliminationof large numbers

of paths. Whiletheresulting RD setismaximal, noclaims are madeon whether thisstrategy yields

a set that is close to the maximum RD set.

EXAMPLE 48 We illustrate the working of thealgorithm on the circuit of Figure6.7. The given

circuit in Figure 6.7(a) is non-inverting. Since there are no redundant single stuck-0 faults, we

reduce thefanout of gate x by duplicating it (Figure 6.7(b)) There is now one redundant stuck-0

fault in the circuit. On removing it, the resulting circuit hasno internalfanout greater than one

(Figure 6.7(c)) and the algorithm completes. The rising RD setfor this circuit consists ofthe paths

a- w - x - z - f andb-w-x-z-f which pass through theredundant connection. Note

that ifwehad directly operated onthe leaf-dag ofthe given circuit (Figure 6.8)the multiple stuck-0

fault is identified on the1-edges of these same two paths.

6.4 Algebraic Relation Between RD sets and Dominated Paths

So far the concept of RD set is presented on a graphical basis. By providing algebraic

conditions on RD set, identification and manipulations of RD sets are tied to existing operations

in logic synthesis which bases mainly on algebraic entities, e.g. cubes, minterms. An algebraic
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y j-9

js-a-O

Figure 6.8: Leaf-dag of Example Circuit

representation of a circuit with timing information is TBF.

In a TBF representation of a combinational circuit there is an one-to-one correspondence

betweena path in the circuitand a TBF variable in theTBF. If TBF variablexv(t —k) corresponds

to path 7r with primary input x*, then the time constant k = £ <i,- is a sum of the delay variables

of the connections on ir. Therefore, two TBF variables corresponding to two paths consisting of

different sets of gates are different. However, two different paths from the same input have the

same xn. Boolean restriction ofa TBF variable x(g(t)) inTBF /(.), denoted by /(.)U(t)=x» is

the substitutionof x(g(t)) by a Boolean variable x. Analogously, Boolean restriction of a set of

TBF variables {xi(gj(t))}, denoted by f(-)\{Xi(t)=xi}> *s me substitution of each Xi(gj(t)) by its
Boolean variable xt-.

Let / be a TBF of a circuit. We say that a set of paths ir is dominated by another set of

paths P if the TBF obtained by a Boolean restrictionof the TBF variables of P is independent of

the TBF variables of ir, i.e. f\{Xi{t)=Xi,ieP} is independent of xj(g(t)), j e tt. In words, once

inputs have propagated along the paths in P, the signals along the paths in ir have no effect on the

circuit's outputs. Thus, a set of RD pathsin a circuitare the paths dominated by all the other paths

in the circuit. As we haveseen in the example on page 186that the union of RD sets is not always

a RD set, we now show that dominatedpath sets, which have the characteristicsof RD paths, are

closedunderunionof sets. Withthis closure property, maximum dominated sets can be foundusing

greedy algorithms.

THEOREM 37 Ifpath set P dominates path sets tti and irz, then P dominatesvi + -kz-

Proof. Since the Boolean restriction of the variables in P is independent of the variables in tt\ and

icz, it is also independent of the variables in %i + irz- •
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In the Exampleon page 186,path {P} is dominated by {Q, R} and {Q} is dominated by

{P, R}. Sincepaths P and Q aredominated bydifferent pathsets, theirunionisnot guaranteed RD

by the above theorem. The following theorem relates dominated paths to testing, a generalization

of the RD concept.

THEOREM 38 Ifpathset P dominatespathset ir ina circuit andall thepaths in P pass a delay

testfor a performance specification, then all thedelaysof thepaths inP + ir are guaranteed notto

cause the circuit tofail theperformancespecification.

Proof. If all the delays of the paths in P meet the specification, say r seconds, then after r seconds

the circuit's outputs will not depend on signals from paths in ir, because the paths in P dominate

the paths in ir. Hence the delays of the paths in irwill not cause the circuit to fail the specification.

Together with-the given fact that the paths in P pass the delay test, the claim follows. •

If all the paths in a circuit can be classified into two sets, P and ir, and P dominates ir.

Then the circuit's performance can befully guaranteed by testing only the paths in P. In this case,

tt is an RD set. The concept of dominance can be further refined as rising and falling dominance,

as illustrated in the following theorems. The following theorem relates the redundant nature of

RD paths to the redundancy of variables in TBF's and says that a rising (falling)RD set is a rising

(falling) dominated set.

THEOREM 39 Letf be a TBFfor a circuit, F, thelogicfunctionof thecircuit, R, a set ofpaths,

{xi,i= 1,..., n}, the setofprimary inputs. Then, R is rising (falling) RD if f\^Xi^=Xi> iiR) =

1(0)for all inputs in the on-set (off-set) ofF.

Proof. Consider onlyrisingdelay, falling delayis similar. Let P be the setof allpathsin thecircuit,

and (3, the maximum rising delay of thepaths in P - R. Need to show that the rising delay of the

circuit is < (3. Consider aninput sequence ofvectors with thelastvector being (xi,...,xn) which

is in theon-set of F andapplied at t = 0. Att = /3, aTBFvariable in P - R, Xi(t - ki),evaluates

to x^ because ki < (3. So, the TBF of the circuit at t = (3 is obtained by Boolean restriction of

{xi(t - ki),i £ R} to {x^i £ R) and possibly some TBF variables in R if their times constants

are also < k. Since f\^x.^=Xii ^j = 1, when restricted to the on-set ofF, the TBF ofthe circuit
at t = f3 is also 1, meaning the circuithassettled to its final value of 1 before or on (3. Therefore,

the risingdelayof the circuit is < (3. Hence R is risingRD. •

A necessaryconditionfor R to be RD involves constraints imposedby the gates' delays
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in the circuit and we conjecture that the condition in the above theorem is also necessary for most

circuits. The following Corollary relates rising and falling dominance to testing.

COROLLARY 5 Let f be a TBFfor a circuit, F, the logicfunction of the circuit, P be the set of

allpaths in a circuit, and Mr(Mf), a set ofTBF variables such that f\^Xi^SSXii izMr{Mf)} - 1(0)
when restricted to the on-set(off-set) ofF. Then, testing onlythepaths corresponding to Mr and

Mj can guaranteefullperformance verifiability ofthe circuit.

Proof. Let Pr be the paths corresponding to MT, and P/ corresponding to Mj. And let rising

(falling) R in Theorem 39 be P - Mr (P - M/), the claimfollows. •

This statement says that a RD set will result if one can find a set of TBF variables whose

Boolean restrictions form a minimumsupportof the resultingfunction. Since a path's TBF variable

becomes its Boolean restriction after a last input vector has propagated through the path, the above

Corollary impliesthat if the outputvalues of a circuitare completely determined after the last input

vectorhas propagated throughsomepaths, then only these pathsneed to be tested.

EXAMPLE 49 Consider the circuit in Figure 6.9. Let fa, fa, fa be the delays (assuming equal

rising andfalling delays) ofpath a-c- f,b-c- f, andb- f, respectively. Then a TBFfor the

circuit is:

f(t) = a{t - fa)b(t - fa) + b(t - fa)

F = ab-rb and its on-set is b= 1and off-set, b= 0. Let Mr = {b(t - fa)}. /(*)l&(t-Jt3)=6 =

a(t - fa)b(t - fa) + b which becomes 1 when restricted to the on-set, independent of the TBF

variables in P —MT.

Similarlyforfallingdelay, letMj = {b(t - fa)}. Then

f(t)\b(t-k2)=b = fl(* - fa)b + b(t - fa)

which becomes b(t -fa) when restricted to the off-set, dependent ofthe TBF variables in P - Mj;
thus, need toaugment Mj. Let Mj = {b(t - fa), b(t - fa)}. Then,

f(t)\b{t-k2)=b,b(t-k3)=b = «*(* -ki)b-\-b

which becomes 0 when restricted to the off-set. Therefore Mr = {b(t - fa)} and Mj = {b(t -

fa), b(t - fa)} or, in terms ofpath, MT = {b- /} and Mj = {b-c- f,b - f} are sufficient to

guarantee theperformance of the circuit, consistent with theresult of theexample onpage 181.
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:±J=r>-
Figure 6.9: DeterminingRD UsingTBF's

6.5 Robust Delay

In Section 6.3 it is shown that if paths in a circuit are either RPDFT or RD, then the

circuit's performance can be fully verified. But what about circuits that do not meet this criterion?

For these circuits, one would like to get as much information about the circuit performance as

possible from the limited RPDFT sets. Testing only the RPDFT set in such a circuit is not sufficient

to guarantee the circuit operates at the specified speed; some untestable non-RPDFT and non-RD

delay faults could cause the circuit delay to exceed the specification. This raises the question of

whether there is a minimum r such that the passing of the robust tests for a RPDFT subset will

guarantee that the circuit delay will never exceed r, even with non-RD and non-RPDFT paths. If

such a t exists, then 100% performance verifiability (relative to r) is achieved by testing a fraction

of the robust testable delay faults. The existence of r depends on the topological distribution of the

subset ofRPDFT tested. Here, we give a mild condition that guarantees the existence of a finite r.

DEFINITION 25

1. A set ofpaths is called a RPDFT path-set ifeverypath in the set is RPDFT.

2. A set of paths M is a cover for another set of paths S if every connection in a path of S is

also in a path of M. Cover M is a minimal cover of S if the removal ofa pathfrom M

disqualifies M being a cover.

3. Let M bea setofRPDFTpaths. The robust delay tr(M) ofa circuit is the minimum circuit

delaythat canbeguaranteed bytesting pathsin M.

THEOREM 40 Let P denote theset of all paths in circuit C,M,an RPDFTpath-set, and R, a

RD path-set. If M is a coverfor P - R, then C has afinite robust delay.

Proof. Let d be the maximum specified delay of the paths in M and n, the maximum number of

connections on any pathin P - R - M. Each path ir,- e M is tested to ensure that its delay does
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not exceed d. Let r = n * d. If the delay of some path pin P —R —M exceeds r, at least one

connection einp has delay exceeding d. But since e is in some path 7r, 6 M, the delay of 7rt- would

exceed d, contradicting our assumption. Hence, no path in P - R exceeds r. Now suppose a path

in R exceeds r. This path will not affect the delay of C, because R is an RD set and P - R is

assured to not exceed r. Therefore, the delay of the circuit does not exceed r. Hence, the circuit

has a finite robust delay. •

Theorem 40 relates the distribution of robust testable paths in a circuit and verifiability

of the circuit's performance. If a circuit has a RPDFT set that covers all the connections along

non-RD paths, the circuit has a finite robust delay. Otherwise, the circuit may not have a finite

robust delay, since delay faults on some paths may cause the circuit's delay to be any value without

being detected on the RPDFT paths.

The exact robustdelays of circuits may be too complex to compute; but their upper bounds

in manycases canbe easilyobtained. Howclosethe upperboundsareto the best circuitperformance

will depend on the testing strategyused, e.g. fixed delay or variable testing using upper and lower

bounds. This is explained below.

6.5.1 Computing Robust Delays

To obtain an upper bound on a robust delay of circuit C, one can select any RPDFT path

set M and measure the delays in M. Assume that the (fixed delay) testing scheme latches the circuit

outputs at some time d. Let P be the set of all paths in C, R, an RD set, e, a connection in a path

of M, 6(e), the delay of e. If all paths in M pass the test, i.e. all delays of paths in M are less than

or equal to d, we obtain the set of constraints:

£)%)< d,Vir6M
e€7r

Now, with theseconstraints on the connections in the circuit, we can boundthe delaysof the paths

not in M + R by maximizing the delays of these paths subject to the constraints; hence obtain an

upper bound on robust delay.

max (S^6(e),d)

subject to:

£%)< d,VireM

More succinctly,

max (kl.cO
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M < d, Vtt e M

This is because a path can not have delay longer than the solution of the above linear program

without violating a constraining inequality, which would otherwise imply a delay fault on a tested

path. Note that all RD paths are ignored.

Delay testing can also be performedon both lower and upper bounds of paths. If this is

done and constraints from lower bound testing are used, tighter upper bounds on robustdelays will

be obtained. Another way of improvingupperboundsof robustdelays is to test with variableclocks

(previouslymethods are fixed clock schemes). In manufacturing,circuits of the same design have

slightly different delays, we want to compute the robust delay for the entire family of circuits. To

model the delay variations, we may use intervals to specify delays of connections. If connection e

has a specification [d™tn, d™ax], then a specification of a path can be derived by summing up the

minimumand maximumdelaysof connections in the pathrespectively, i.e. [\ir |m,n, \ir \max] for path

ir, where \ir\max = £e€jr d™ax, \x\min = £e£7r d™n. In variable clock testing, the testing speed is
specificto the path under test, e.g. the outputlatchesare clockedat \ir\max for testingthe maximum

delay of path ir, instead of a fixed time d as in the previous schemes. Thus, the constraints from

variable clock testing are tighter, resulting in tighter bounds on robust delays. Here we formally

state the use of robust testing in estimating robust delay.

THEOREM 41 An upper bound on the robust delay tr(M) of a circuit canbe obtained as:

tr(M)< max (\p\,d*)

subject to

\ir\min < \w\ < \ir\max, Vtt € M

where

d' = max(|*r*)

P is theset of all path in the circuit, M, a set of RPDFTpathsactually measured, and R, an RD

set1.

Proof. Let r be the optimal value of the abovelinearprogram. Then the only paths longer than r

are in R, and thus form a RD set. By definition, delay faults in R can be responsible for the delay

onlyif thedelay on some non-RD paths is at least asmuch. Since the latterareguaranteed by the

'in general, we need to replace each |jt| in the inequalities by |*|r or \ir\f, as appropriate to each rising or falling path,
ifMVM'-
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linearprogram, the delay of the circuit is less than r. Further, tr is the mimmum delay that can be

guaranteed by testing the RPDFT paths given the selected RD set R; so tr is no more than r. •

It can be seen that the closer |7r|mtn and \ir\max are, the tighter the bounds on tr will

be, because the feasible space is more restricted. Therefore, manufacturing precision not only has

impact on performance and area asmentioned in Chapter5 but also on delay testing.

An interesting case is when a circuitis 100%RPDFT and the entire RPDFT set is tested.

Then, the constraininginequalitiesarethe specifiedlower andupperbounds on all paths. Obviously,

the linear program yields the maximum specified pathdelay. Hence, in this case the robustdelay

reduces to the usualnotionofdelay. Introducing robustdelayquantifiesthe notionofverifiabledelay

and extends into the continuum of testability and verifiability. If 100% performance verifiability

is achievable for a specified delay, the delay is "safe" to use, because it can be guaranteed. Thus,

regardless ofthe truedelaycomputedby accurate timinganalysis, the delayvaluethatcanbeverified

is the "usable"delay; verifiabilityof this delay dependson the amount ofavailable testability. With

100% RPDFT, the computed delay can be verified and thus is usable. For circuits with less than

100% delay fault testability, the verifiable delay is the robust delay, possibly greater than the

computed delay. Thus, the notion of robust delay captures the relationship between the amount of

testability of a circuit and its "usable" delay. This usable delay varies inversely with the amount of

the circuit's delay fault testability.

Here we give examples to demonstrate the computation ofupper bounds for robust delays

tr and illustrate their magnitudes relative to the specified delays used to test the RPDFT delay

faults.

EXAMPLE 50 The circuit ofFigure6.10 is 100% single stuck-faulttestable, but only 16 out ofthe

26 (rising andfalling) path delay are RPDFT(about 62% testability). AIthough some paths are non-

RPDFT and non-RD,fortunately the circuit hasfinite robust delay, because every non-RPDFT and

non-RDpath's connectionsare in some RPDFTpaths (Theorem 40). Each gate's delay is specified

at [0.9,1.0], and thus the path delay specifications are the sum of the lower andupper bounds of

the connections in thepath. Forexample, thepath specificationfor path a-e-f-h-k-nis

[3.6,4]. Assume the RPDFTpaths passthe maximum andminimum path delay specifications.

The set of RPDFT paths (both rising and falling), denoted by T, from which we can
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Figure 6.10: Computing Robust Delay

measure their delays to derive constraints are:

a—e—f—h—k—n

a-e-f-g-j-m

b —d— f —h —k —n

b- d- f - g- j -m

c—g—k—n

c- g-j -m

b-d-i-l

a — d — i — I

The set ofnon-RPDFTpaths, denoted by P -T, that we want to bound are:

a —e-f —g-k —n

a—d—f—g—k—n

a-d-f-g-j-m

a —d —f —g —k —n

b—d—f—g—k—n

Let6(x) be the delay ofconnection x; then a bound on robust delay is

max (£>(*),4.0), VpeP-T

198
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subject to

3.6 < 6(a,e) + 6(e,f) + 6(f,h) + 6(h,k) + 6(k,n) <4

3.6 < 6(a,e) + 6(e,f) + 6(f,g) + 6(gJ) + 6(j,m) <4

3.6 < 6(b,d)+6(d,f)+6(f,h) + 6(h,k) + 6(k,n) <4

3.6 < S(b,d) + 6(d,f) + 6(f,g) + 6(g,j) + 6(j,m) <4

1.8 < 6(c,g) + 6(g,k) + 6(k,n) <2

1.8 < S(c,g)+6(gJ) + 6(j,m) <2

1.8 < *(6,d)+tf(d,i) + tf(t,/) <2

1.8 < 6(a,d) + ^(d,t) + ^(i,/) <2

T/ie linear programming result is 4.40. Therefore, with only 62% testability, 100%

performance verifiability can be achieved with the robust delay tr(T) = 4.40, only 10% more

than the computed delay of 4.00. Therefore for operating speed slower than 4.40, the circuit's

performance can befully guaranteed by testing theRPDFTpaths.

If only upper bounds ofpaths are measured, a higher robust delay will result, namely,

max (£%0,4.O), Vp€P-T

subject to

P x£p

6(a, e) + tf(e, /) + 6(f, h) + 6(h, k) + 6(k, n) < 4

6(a,e) + 6(e,f) + 6(f,g) + 6(g,j) + 6(j,m) <4

6(b,d) + 6(d, f) + 6(f, h) + 6(h, k) + 6(fa n) < 4

6(b,d) + 6(dJ) + 6(f,g) + 6(g,j) + 6(j,m) <4

6{c,g) + 6(g,k) + 6(k,n) <2

6(c,g) + 6(g,j)+6(j,m) <2

6(b,d) + 6(d,i) + 6(i,l) <2

6(a,d) + 6(d,i)+6(i,l) <2

The linear programmingresult is 8.00, twice as much as the computed delay.

6.6 IVade-off Between PerformanceVerifiability and Testing

In the foregoing discussion, we aim at getting the tightest bounds on robust delays by

testing all paths that are RPDFT. Here we consider the other direction, namely, the effects of

performance verifiability on test set size. Again, let P be the set of all paths in a circuit C, T, the

set of all RPDFT paths, and R, amaximal RD set. Suppose that the performance specification of
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C is f and that thebound on robust delay by testing all paths in T is less than f. Then, naturally,

we wouldselect aminimal subset of T, M, such that thebound derived by testing onlythe paths in

M is less than or equal to f. The construction of M can be greedily proceeded by initially setting

M = T and removing paths from M one by one until the bound from the linear programmings

exceeds f. The linear programming in this case would also need to maximize overthe delays of

the paths just removed. A path in M that can be removed without causing the linear programming

to be unbounded is a pathwhose edges are covered by otherremaining paths in M (Theorem 40).

If the performance specification is large but finite, the size of M will decrease until each path in

M has some edges not covered by paths in T - M; at this point the size of M is linear in the

numberofgatesin the circuit acasewherefullperformance verifiability is achieved in lineartest set

size. The selectionguideline formimmum M and fast convergence involve sensitivityof the linear

programming to the constraints. Symbolically, the minimum test set M for a given specification f

is given by:

min \M\
mct ' '

tr{M) < f

Equivalently,

min \M\
mct ' '

£ > max \p\
~ pzp-m-r Iri

Mm,'w < M < \*\max, ir e m

Note that the paths in the RPDFT set T - M are eliminated from testing because their delays are

bounded to be less than the specification by testing the paths in M. This set, denoted by B(Q,

depends on the specification f: the larger the f, the lager the set B(£). Therefore, paths in anRD

set andin a B(£) need not to be tested.

Certainly, the abovetradeoff is possible only when robustdelay tr is less than or equal

to the specification £. As \M\ is decreased from \T\, fewer constraints are retained, i.e. \ic\mtn <

\ir\ < \ir\max, ir e M, and larger P - M becomes, resulting larger max* |tt|, it 6 P - M - R.
Thus, when \M\ is minimal, £ - max* |7r|, ir€P-M-R is also minimum. Therefore, the

larger the difference f - tr, the smaller thetest set can be. tr is the bestperformance verifiable

corresponding tothelargest testset. Therefore, testsetsizecan betailored according to performance

specification: the more stringent the performance needed to be verified, the more testing effort is

required. The following example illustrates thistrade-off principle.
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Figure 6.11: 4-bit Parity Checker

Test set size % testability Robust Delay

32 100 4.00

30 94 4.40

28 88 4.40

26 81 4.40

24 75 8.00

22 69 8.00

20 63 8.00

18 56 8.00

16 50 8.00

<15 <44 00

Table 6.1: Test Set Size vs. Robust Delay for Parity Checker

201

EXAMPLE 51 Figure6.11 shows a 4-bitparitychecker in which all 32 path delays are RPDFT.

We assume each connection has delay [0.9,1]; these are only used toderive bounds on path delays.

If we testall delayfaults, weget the computed delay as therobust delay. By testing only afraction

of the delay faults we can observe how the magnitude of robust delay varies with the percentage

of thepaths tested. In Table 6.1 thefirst column is thenumber ofpaths(outof a total32) that are

tested; the second is the percentage ofpaths tested; the third is the robust delay. The boundsfrom

linear programmings areequal torobust delays, because all paths in this circuit aresensitizabie.

From the table, itcan be seen that the computed delay of4.00 can be verified by testing
allRPDFTfaults; call this 100% testing. With 81% testing, 90% of the computed delay can be

verified, i.e. 4.40 vs. 4.00; with as little as50% testing, twice the computed delay can beverified.
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Below 44% testing, some delay faults may lengthen the circuit delay yet remain undetectedin the

testing, thus yielding an infinite robust delay.

The test set of size 16 is linear in circuit size since each RPDFT path includes some

connection not covered by any other RPDFT path.

The above example illustrates that fairly tight upper bounds on robust delay can be

obtained with low testing effort. In particular, a test set linear in circuit size allows a remarkably

high verifiable performance.

6.7 Performance Verifiability, Probability of Error, and Testability

We take the position that the performance verifiability (PV) of a circuit should reflect

the confidence that one can have about the circuit's correctness after testing. It should reflect the

percentage of faults that are guaranteednot to fail a performance specification, given that the circuit

passes a test. As we have discussed, the amount of affecting faults guaranteed absent depends on

the specification to be verified and on the test set size; thus, the proper way to address performance

verifiability for a circuit is to state the specification and the test set size under which the performance

verifiability is reported.

Here we enumerate the three groups of paths warranted meeting a specification by testing.

Let P be the set of all paths in circuit C, T, the set of RPDFT paths, M C T, the set of RPDFT

paths actually tested or measured, R, a maximal RD set, and £, a specification. With the constraints

derived from testing the paths in M, we solve a linear program maximizing the delay of each path

inP-E-A/.Ifthe solution of the linear program on a path exceeds f, this path is categorized in

group F{£) (fail), otherwise, in B(£) (bounded). The relation between P, T, M, R, B, and F are

shown in Figure 6.12. The set T is a subsetof P - R (non-RD), becauseeachpathin T can affect

the delayofthe circuitindependently. The region labeled B includesallpaths bounded by the paths

in M and may include some paths in R which are notused in ourcomputation of P(£)- Only me

paths in theshaded region may cause the circuit to fail thespecification without being detected by

testing the paths in M.

We propose thefollowing formula as alower bound to theexact performance verifiability

of C with specification f and measured set M:

WW, io >tbw, m) tt M±m±M!. Jfl^jpsi
.e. the fraction of paths guaranteed not to cause thecircuit to fail the specification given that the
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Figure 6.12: Relation Between Various Classes of Paths

circuit passes the test. This is because a path in either M or B(£) will not cause thecircuit to fail

the specification if the test is passed; and a path in R causes the circuit to fail only if there is a path

7r in neither M nor B(£) nor R exhibiting a delay fault, and we contribute this failure to it instead

of R. Note that any RD set, not necessarily maximal, may be used in the above formula; then the

result is a looser lower bound on PV.

If delay faults are equally likely to occur on each path in C, then 1 - PV(f, M) is the

probability a delay fault affecting C will not be detected by testing M at specification £. Thus,

PV(f, M) is the probability a delayfault affecting C willbe detected bytesting M at specification

£. From the formula, the larger the RPDFT set (M) tested and the looser the specification (<f)

needed to be verified, the higher the probability the circuit's performance is guaranteed. The

highest verifiability is attained when all RPDFT paths are tested, i.e. M = T. The traditional

testability measure W is obviously a looser lower bound for the exact PV than TBR(£,T). An
open question is how far TBR is from the exact PV. This depends on whether there exist any

other effects among delay faults not captured by the three phenomena, e.g. T, B,R, described in

this chapter, e.g. are there other implied faults or are there other faults that need not be tested. The

larger the R, the closer TBR is to the exact PV. Computing the maximum R. is of high complexity

and, unfortunately, a maximal R can not be obtained by taking unions of other RD sets, because RD

sets are not closed under union. To obtain theexact PV, weneed to identify all paths guaranteed

not to affect the circuit's delay by testing the paths in M. The set B accounts for some of such

paths implied bythe topology and timing properties (e.g. gate and connection delays) of thecircuit,

while theset R accounts forsome of such paths implied bythelogical functionality of the circuit.

Hence, we feel that witha maximum R, and a maximum B, TBR is veryclose to the exact PV.
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6.8 Experimental Results

We showresults on MCNCbenchmark circuits inTable 6.2. Eachcircuitis first optimized

for area using the standard script(called scripurugged) in the SIS system [130]. The lowerbound

on delay fault coverage, determined using the algorithm described in Section 6.3.3, is compared

against the robust delay fault testability in the optimized circuits. The first column is the circuit

name; the second is the total number of path delays (rising and falling transitions); the third gives

the size of a maximal RD set found; the fourth lists the size of the RPDFT set; the fifth lists the

numberpathdelaysboundedby the constraints arising from testingof T; the sixth givesthe robust

delay fault testability. The seventh column gives the fault coverage computed using only the RD

set, i.e. Zp^. Note the substantial increase in this compared to the testability; for example, 93% of
the total delay faults in bw axe identified as an RD set, resulting in an increase from 0.01 to 0.95.

The last column gives the fault coverage using both RD and bounded paths in the cal

culation, i.e. T+jj+g. The constraints derived from testing paths T give upper bounds on path
delays; a unit delay is assumed on each connection in the circuit. In this case, any non-RD and

non-RPDFT path whose delay is bounded to be finite by the delays of the paths in T is in B. Thus

our specification in this experiment is just that the delay is finite. Although most of the circuits do

not have finite robust delay, all the circuits have very high probability of fault coverage, typically

0.98. For example, the coverage in bw is raised from a testability of 0.01 to a finite performance

verifiability of 0.99, which is quite significant.

Note that all circuits but one have a confidence level of over 90% by testing only the

RPDFT paths. In other words, the probabilityof having delay faults undetected and affecting the

delays of the circuits is less than 0.10 on all but one of the examples.

To get abetterunderstanding of the relation between specification andtesting,one should

reallydo anexperimentwhere some reasonable specification is set on eachcircuit andthen the set

B is computed. If the confidence level is stillhigh,thenit is not so necessary thatwe re-synthesize

for testability. At this time of writing, we are unable to compute the linear programs for the paths

in B other than identifying whether a path's delay is finite or not, due to a relatively slow linear

programming package.

Notice the large numberofRD paths identified by the algorithm ofSection6.3.3 forevery

example, except those with 100% testability. We have also tried different heuristics from those

described in Section 6.3.3. Forexample, the unfolding was performed from primaryinputs towards

primary outputs; in another case we tried unfolding in decreasing order of the number of paths
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Name P R T B
T
P

T+R
P

T+RA-B
P

rd53 310 102 157 15 0.51 0.84 0.88

conl 44 0 44 0 1.00 1.00 1.00

z4ml 526 246 187 65 0.36 0.82 0.95

misex2 758 317 373 63 0.49 0.91 0.99

b9 1044 224 791 29 0.76 0.97 1.00

misexl 1144 744 254 130 0.22 0.87 0.99

9sym 1184 216 674 187 0.57 0.75 0.91

vg2 1576 0 1576 0 1.00 1.00 1.00

apex7 1960 98 1775 31 0.91 0.96 0.97

apex2 2702 176 2426 74 0.90 0.96 0.99

sao2 2706 1548 626 335 0.23 0.80 0.93

clip 3710 2865 612 140 0.16 0.94 0.97

rd73 3816 2837 624 267 0.16 0.91 0.98

e64 4290 0 4290 0 1.00 1.00 1.00

5xpl 5246 4346 447 264 0.09 0.91 0.96

rd84 6290 4573 911 431 0.15 0.87 0.94

duke2 8320 4466 3050 572 0.37 0.90 0.97

apex6 9898 3815 4743 1097 0.48 0.86 0.98

apexl 13846 1518 11798 407 0.85 0.96 0.99

apex5 20118 11162 8343 523 0.42 0.97 0.96

alu4 25626 18637 3509 2571 0.14 0.86 0.99

seq 48380 29451 16517 2223 0.34 0.95 0.98

bw 49864 46873 627 1347 0.01 0.95 0.99

rot 58734 39552 11917 6689 0.20 0.88 0.98

des 240232 118827 94719 23043 0.39 0.89 0.98

cbp.32.4f 256128 221176 11154 18555 0.04 0.91 0.98

misex3c 1543474 1535057 2358 3618 0.001 0.996 0.998

cbp.32.4 22278702 22260784 7474 7398 0.0003 0.9995 0.9998

Table 6.2: Lower Bounds on PerformanceVerifiability

f: initial un-optimized circuit

P = all path delays in an optimized circuit

RD = size of a maximal RD set

T = number of RPDFT paths' delays

205
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through the gates in the circuit While we have observed variations in the size of the maximal RD

setidentified by each heuristic, thetechnique of Section 6.3.3 yields thebestquality results and also

appears to have less memory requirements in the unfolding.

Compare theresults for theun-optimized and optimized versions of a32-bitcarry-skip (or

carry-bypass) adder, cbp.32.4. The circuit is composed of eight4-bit carry-skip adders connected

in cascade. Notice that Boolean optimization techniques cause a dramatic increase by a factor of

87in the number of paths (delay faults). Yet the TBR in theresulting circuit is almost the same as

the initial circuit The usefulness of RD sets is demonstrated by the size of the non-RDset which

is 0.08% of the total numberof delay faults in thecircuit. 2

The number of false paths for any delay assignment is a lower bound on the size of the

maximum RD set (Theorem 35). On the other hand, some of the circuits shown above have few

false paths under a unit gate delay model, yet have a large maximal RD set; this is because circuits

using a unit delay model have many paths of the same length, thus, have few false paths. While

the maximum RD set size provides some indication of the number of false paths (it is an exact

indicatorassuming all possible path length orderings (Theorem 33)) that may exist for a specific

delay assignment, an interesting problem for the future is to better understandthis relationship.

The results in the last column in Table 6.2 ignores the speed of the circuit. To get the

coverage reported there, the circuit may have to be slowed down considerably. In Table 6.3 we

show the variation of the verifiable circuit speed as a function of lower and upper bounds on path

delays used in testing. The second column is the longest true path delay in the circuit; the third

through the sixth columns give the verifiable circuit speed corresponding to testing bounded delays

of [0,1], [0.25,1], [0.50,1] and [0.75,1] respectively.

As expected, increasingly tighter lower bounds reduces the gap between the circuit true

delay and its verifiable delay. A comprehensive experiment on all the benchmark examples with

better and more realistic delay bounds should be done for the future.

6.9 Exact Verifiable Delay Analysis

If we knew the true robust delay of a circuit as per definition of this chapter, we would

know the exact performance of the circuit guaranteed by testing the RPDFT paths. For a circuit

with a finite robust delay, the approaches of the previous sections provide only upper bounds,

2Experimental results oneven larger circuits are presently restricted bythe efficiency of the current ATPG and linear
programming packages used.
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Name Delay [0,1] [0.25,1] [0.5,1] [0.75,1]

rd53 8.0 11.0 10.25 9.5 8.75

misex2 8.0 10.0 9.25 8.5 8.0

b9 9.0 14.0 12.75 11.5 10.25

rd73 16.0 21.0 19.75 18.5 17.25

Table 6.3: Effects of Lower Bounds on Robust Delays
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because a non-RD non-RPDFT pathmay not be sensitizabie when its delay equals the upper bound.

Thus, to find the true robust delay, logical functionality needs to be considered along with the

inequalities provided to the linear program. So far, the identification of RD sets deals exclusively

with logical functionality whereasthe linearprogram used for determining bounds to robustdelays

deals exclusively with pathtiming constraints. Herewe presentan approach to find the exact robust

delay. This unifies the process of identifying RD paths and the linear program used on non-RD

paths. Although the concept of robust delay is defined in the context of testing, it turns out that

its exact computation is similar to the delay analysis discussed in Chapter 4. This may be a bit

surprising becausein delay analysisa gatedelaymodel is assumed,while in delay testing no explicit

gate delay model is assumed. In a sense, delay testing uses a path delay model, which is testable,

instead of an untestable gate delay model.

Recall that exact delay analysis with a bounded gate delay model is formulated as a mixed

Boolean linear programming problem. Let f(t, x\,..., xn> d\,..., dm) be a TBF for a circuit,

where Xi is the tth input and di is the delay of the ith gate. The circuit's delay can be computed as

follows.

Delay = max r

f(T,x\,...,xn,d\,...,dm) ^ f(oo,x\,...,xn,d\,...,dm)

dfin <d{ <dfax

with input condition:

Xi(t) = v^ t > 0

for inputs being arbitrary sequences withthelast vector v applied at t = 0. Similarly,

xi(t) = v},t<0
Xi(t) = vf, t >0

for inputs being pairs of vectors.
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For robust delay, no gatedelaymodelis assumed; the only information is thatthe RPDFT

paths are measured to be withinsomeupper and lower bounds; for example, for path ir,

\ir\min < \t\ < \ir\max

where |7r|mm and \ir\max are the lower and upper bounds measured on ir, notcomputed by adding

minimumand maximumdelays of gates on ir. Thenthe exact robust delay can be computed by:

tr(M) = max r

f(T,x\,...,xn,d\,...,dm) ^ f(oo,xi1...,xn,di,...,dm)

\ir\min < \ir\ < \ir\max, ir € M

with the appropriate inputconditions, where M is asetofRPDFTpaths whosedelaysare measured.

Solving this mixed Boolean linear programming follows the framework similar to that

discussed inChapter 4,except that the time constants kmax and kmin of each path pare replaced by

the maximum andminimum ofthe linear program forthe lengthof pathp. That is, replace kmax of

path p by:

max \p\

\*\min < M < Mmox, tt € M

Andfcm,nofpby:

min \p\

Mm,'n < M < \Amax, *£M

The remainder of the algorithm for solving exact robust delay is the same as that for exact delay

analysis.

It should be noted that the constraints on paths:

|*Pn < M < Mmax

have an important practical advantage over the constraints on gates:

d?in <di< d?ax.

The maximum and minimum delay of a pathby summing dmax and dmtn of the gates on the path,

i.e. irmin = 2 dfin, itmax = X) d™ax, can be very pessimistic, because the path delay, for instance,

measured from 50% pointof an inputto 50% pointof anoutputcanbe much smaller thanthe sum

of thedelays of thegates onthe path also measured using the50% criterion. Further, theconstraints
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on gate delays are very difficult, impossible in many cases, to verify. In contrast, constraints on

paths can be tested by measuring the overall path delays, combining all the effects and interaction

of gates on the paths and eliminating slackness in lumping delays to individual gates. We have not

as yet done any experiments to determine the tme robust delay of example circuits in order to see

how close are our current estimates.

6.10 Specification Directed Boolean Synthesis for Complete Performance

Verifiability

Previous methods in synthesizing fully delay fault testable circuits rely on making all paths

in the circuits RPDFT. These methods follow two steps. First, a two-level network is synthesized to

a specified functionality to achieve 100% testability, if possible. By 100% testability, we mean all

the paths in the network are robustly testable, i.e. any path can be tested for its delay independent

of delays in all other paths. This two-level network (if it can be done) is usually very area-

costly. To alleviate the area cost, the second step is to apply some testability-preserving algebraic

transformations to the two-level network to effect a multi-level network. Two major difficulties

with these techniques are first the area penalties and second that all paths must be tested to assure

full delay fault coverage, which may not be practical.

6.10.1 Synthesis of RPDFT Two-level Circuits

A two-levelcircuit is a direct implementationof a function in sum-of-productsform: each

AND gate implements a cube and the output OR gate sums the outputs of the AND gates. Primality

and irredundance are not sufficient for a two-level circuit tobe 100% RPDFT3. For apath ir starting

at primary input x going through AND gate g to be RPDFT, we need to find an input assignment

to all inputs but x suchthat toggling x onlytoggles theoutputof g, whileall the otherAND gates'

outputs remain 0. Ifthisinput assignmentcanbefound, aninput transition atx will propagate along

•k independent of all gate delays in the circuit, i.e. ir is RPDFT. Such aninput assignment together

with x and x form a pairof testvectors for thepath; onevector is the input assignment with the

positive phase of x, and the other thenegative phase. Let v\ and vi be a pairof such vectors and

suppose v\ sets only theoutput of g to 1while vi sets g to 0 while all other AND gates remain 0
3iIn this section, we use the more restricted definition ofRPDFT, i.e. apath in acircuit is RPDFT if there exists apair

ofinput vectors such that asingle transition propagates along the path while all side inputs ofthe gates on the path remain
constant under the input pair.
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for bothv\ and vz. Then, v\ is an essential vertex of the cube implemented by g whilevz is in the

off-setof the overall function. Thus, if complementing the phase of literal x in an essential vertex

of cubeg produces anoff-setvertex, the path from x through the AND of g to the output is RPDFT.

This is formally proved in [44] and is repeated below.

THEOREM 42 Let C bea two-level multiple-output circuit. Let itbeapath in C that starts with

literal I incube qand ends atprimary output 0. There exists a delay-fault testfor ir in C if and

only if there exists a vertex vz that is a relatively essential vertex ofq with respect to output 0 and

a vertex v\ = vz - {/} U{1} such that v\ is inthe off-set ofO.

Proof. See [44] •

The notation vz - {/} U{/) means complementing the literal / in vz. In the following

theorem,we express the condition forRPDFTin two-level circuitsin algebraic terms.

THEOREM 43 Let f be a function in the sum-of-productsform of a two-level circuit, and ir,

a path starting from primary input x and going through the AND gate of cube C. Further, let

f - C be derivedfrom f by removing C. Then, path ir is RPDFT if and only if there is a vertex

v = (...,x,...) such that:

(Sx(C)Sx(f-C))(v)=\,

where the smooth operator Sx(f) = fx + fx. The vertices v andv' = (..., x,...) area test vector

pairfor the delayfault on ir.

Proof. Assume x is positively phased in C. v is an essential vertex of / if and only if, under v, all

the side inputs of the AND gateof cube C are non-controlling, i.e. Cx(v) = 1, and all the other

cubes are zero, i.e. (/ - C)(v) = 1,or(/ - C)x(v) = 1. For v' tobe in theoff-setof /, /(v') = 1,

or ((/ - C)$)(v') = 1. Combining these twoconditions, we get:

(Cx(/-c)t(/-cy(i>) = i,

with v and v' as a test vector. For the case where x is negatively phased in C, we get:

(ci(/-c)I(/-cyw = i,

Combining the two cases, we have the claim. •

EXAMPLE 52 Inthisexample, weshowafunction suchthatall of itstwo-level implementations are

not100% RPDFTandall of itsprime andirredundant implementations are not100% performance

verifiable4; but with the addition of test pins, the function can be synthesized with 100% RPDFT

4The presence of RDpaths could cause a circuit to have 100%performance verifiability and yetnot 100% RPDFT;
thus we emphasize this distinction.
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and 100% performance verifiability (shown later).

Assumef hasa singleoutputand is notprimeand irredundant. Then thereexist redundant

singlestuck-atfaults,because a two-level singleoutput circuit is 100%singlestuck-atfault testable

ifand only if the circuit is prime and irredundant. These redundantstuck-atfaults imply the paths

through thesefault sites are notRPDFT. Therefore, we assume f is prime and irredundant.

Let f = ab-rbc-r ab, which is prime and irredundant;but its two-level implementation

is not 100% RPDFT, because the path starting at b through the cube be is not rising RPDFT: a

transition starting at b and propagating along the path produces multiple transitionat the output

undersome gate delay assignment. Thisfact canalso be seen usingthe above theorem.

Theonly essential vertexof cube beis abcand complementing the literal bgives abc which

is not in the off-set of f. This can be seen by computing

Sb(bc)Sb(ab + 56)

= C'd, + a

= 0,

implying by Theorem 43 thepath is notRPDFT. In thiscase v = —b-, wherea and c are arbitrary.

The only other prime and irredundant cover for the function is f = ab + ac + ab and

the path startingfrom a and going through the cube ac is not RPDFT, because complementing the

literal a in the only essential vertex abc gives abc which is not in the off-set of thefunction. Or,

Sa{ac)Sa(ab + ab)

= c-b + b

= 0.

Therefore, no two-level implementationfor thisfunction is 100% RPDFT. Then it may be

interesting to know whether the non-RPDFT paths in the prime and irredundantimplementations

are RD (robust dependent), i.e. whether theyreallyneedto be tested to guarantee theperformance

of the circuits. It turns out that thesenon-RPDFTpathsare notRD and thusthe delayfaults on the

non-RPDFTpaths could affect the performance ofthe circuits without being detected by testing all

RPDFTpaths. Therefore, anyprimeand irredundant two-level implementation of thiscircuit is not

100% performance verifiable.

Suppose a two-level circuit is synthesized having a high percentage of RPDFT paths.

This circuit can betransformed into amulti-level one toreduce area while preserving itstestability.

Transforming from two-level tomulti-level usually involves factoring outcommon sub-expressions
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so that parts in a circuit can share it, decomposing expressions, and substituting one expression

into another. Not all such operations preserve testability. We will restrict ourselves to algebraic

factorizations; some of the algebraic factorization methods are cube extraction, kernel extraction,

algebraic resubstitution.

Using the definitions from [58], two cubes are syntactically equivalent if they are

identical as sets of literals. Twocovers are syntacticallyequivalent if they are identical as sets

of cubes. A multi-level expression is syntactically identical under flattening to a two-level

expression if whenthe multi-level expression is flattened, i.e. express all intermediate expressions

in terms of the primary input variables, without using Boolean reduction rules such as x + x = 1,

x -x = 0, x -f x = x, a •a —a, the flattened expression is syntactically equivalentto the two-level

expression. Circuits derived by algebraic operations are syntactically identical under flattening.

The following theorem [44] says that algebraicoperationspreserve testability.

THEOREM 44 //C, a two-levelmultipleoutput circuit, is 100%RPDFT, and A is a multi-level

circuit derivedfrom C through applications of algebraicoperations, then A is also 100% RPDFT.

Proof. See [44]. •

From the above theorem, a multi-level circuit with 100% RPDFT can be synthesized if

a 100% RPDFT two-level circuit can be synthesized first. The above example shows that not all

functions have 100% RPDFT two-level implementations; and it is not known whether all functions

have 100% performance verifiable two-level implementations. Here, we examine the problem with

an added dimension: can an arbitrary function be synthesized or re-synthesized to achieve 100%

RPDFT, with possible addition of inputs? The techniques in [117] add extra inputs to two-level

circuits based on a pairwise path analysis and an algorithm separating testable and ^intestablegates.

The benchmark circuits in [117] produced by these techniques were all 100% RPDFT, although

sometimes analyses in addition to the techniqueswere required to make the circuits 100%RPDFT.

Besides the ability to synthesize circuits with 100%RPDFT, another important issue is the amount

of area to synthesize a circuit with 100%RPDFT, or the amount of additional area needed to re-

synthesize acircuit for 100% RDPFT. Here, wepresent a technique called cube partitioning which

always synthesizes or re-synthesizes a two-level circuit to achieve 100% RPDFT. In the following

theorem,we showthat any function has a two-level AND-OR implementation with 100%RPDFT,

withpossible addition ofinputs; and anupper bound ontheareaisatmosttwice thatofany two-level

implementation of the circuit.
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THEOREM 45 AnyBooleanfunction has aprimeand irredundant two-levelAND-ORimplemen

tationwith100% robustpathdelayfault testability, with possiblyaddition of newinputs. Further, if

C is a two-level AND-OR implementation off, then C can always be re-synthesized to have 100%

robust path delayfault testability with an area upper boundat most twice that of any two-level

implementation ofthe circuit.

Proof. Let / = £ C% be a function in the sum-of-products form, not necessarily prime and

irredundant which we want to re-synthesize for 100% RPDFT.The idea of the construction is to

partition the cubes in./ into sets Si,..., Sn such that the sum of the cubes within each 5, is a

function with 100% RPDFT. For simplicity, we alsouse Si to denote the sum of the cubes in 5,-.

The new implementation is:

where Ti is atest input addedto make the pathsin Si to the output RPDFT.This partitioncan always

be done, because the trivial partition is to let Si = Ci, which is 100%RPDFT.

To test a path in 5, to the output, set T,- = 1, and the remaining test pins to 0. Then,

F = Si, all of whose paths are 100%RPDFT. In normal operation, all Tt's areset to 1, restoring F

to the original function /. Because the test pins areheld constant in normal operation, paths from

them need not be tested for delay faults. Since at most one AND gate is added for each cube, the

area for F is at most twice that of /. •

In practice, we do not want to add too many I/O pins to a chip. A scheme to add just two

new I/O pins is to add a shift register and an optional decoder. The I/O pins are for the data input

and clock of the shift register. The outputs of the decoder are connected to the test pins, while the

registerholds the vectors for the test pins. The numberof stagesin the shift registeris the logarithm

of the number of test pins. A block diagram of this construction is shown in Figure 6.13.

An algorithm to minimally partition the cubes is as follows. Start with a collection with a

single cube and add more to the collection. If adding a new cube to the collection makes the sum of

the cubes in the collection no longer a function with 100% RPDFT, mark the new cube and do not

addthe cubeto the collection. This checkingof 100%RPDFTcanbe doneusingTheorem 43. When

every cube is examined and there are still marked cubes, start a new collection on the marked cubes.

This process terminates when all cubes in the original function are partitioned. This algorithm is

shown in Figure 6.14.

EXAMPLE 53 Consider synthesizing the function f = ab + ab + bc with 100% RPDFT using
the above algorithm. Start with S\ = {ab}, which is obviously 100% RPDFT. Add cube ab to S\,
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Figure 6.13: A Synthesis for 100% RPDFT Circuits

anddetermine thatthesum ofcubes in Si = {ab, ab} is 100% RPDFT. This can be checked using

Theorem 43. Add cube beandfind that thepath startingat b and going through be is not RPDFT,

as shown in theaboveexample. Thus, Si = {ab, ab} andSz = {6c}. Therefore, the100% RPDFT

implementation is:

f = (ab + ab)Ti + 6cT2.

Testpin Tz can be removed because the sum ofthe cubes in Si is also 100% RPDFT even

with the presence ofcube be. So,

f =(ab + ab)Ti + 6c.

Ifwe add cubes in a different order, we get a slightly different implementation. If we start

with Si = {ab}, and add cube beto Si. We findthat Si = {ab, be} and Sz = {ab}, producing the

implementation:

f - (ab+ bc)Ti + 66T2.

In this case, test pin Ti can be removed, because cube ab is 100% RPDFTeven with the presence

of the cubes in Si. This implementation is showninFigure 6.15.

f = ab + 6c + a6T2.
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Partitiona set of cubes / = {C,} into {Si} so that

the sum of cubes in each 5,- is a function with 100% RPDFT.

i' = 0;

while(/ not empty){

i++;

Si = {}

for each cube C € /{

if(St-UCislOO%RPDFT){

Si = Si\JC;

remove C from /;

}

}

Figure 6.14: Algorithmfor RPDFT Cube Set Partitioning

6.10.2 Multi-level Boolean Synthesis Paradigm

Here we refine the idea in [98] and take the approach that a multi-level, area efficient,

performance acute circuit is first synthesized using standard optimization techniques. Then, we

modify the circuit with as little area penalty as possible to make the circuit fully verifiable by

making non-RPDFT non-RD paths, into RD paths.

The problemstatementis: givenafunction, synthesizea networkof minimalarearealizing

the specified functionality such that the delay of the circuit is fully verifiable at specification f by

testing. It is well known that Boolean multi-level synthesis techniques produce circuits with much

less area penalty than algebraic and two-level techniques. In contrast to conventional methods, we

start with circuits synthesized using the more powerful Boolean multi-level synthesis procedures

and eliminate "troublesome" paths with some auxiliarysub-circuits. The idea is as follows. First, a

multi-level circuit, F, issynthesized using any method aimed atminimal area, e.g. SIS[130]. Then,

the paths of the circuit are analyzed and categorized asRPDFT, RD, bounded (those paths whose
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c aj2l

Figure 6.15: A 100% RPDFT Two-level Circuit

delays are guaranteed to be less than or equal to f by the absence of delay faults on the RPDFT

paths), and the remaining"bad" paths. The bad paths seemingly can affect the performance of the

circuit but can not be tested robustly; these paths are the focus of the following discussion. We

constructa sub-circuit,G, thatcomputes the functionality contributed by these bad paths. This sub-

circuit is constructed with 100%performance verifiability, using any conventionalmethod or using

the methods in the previous section or the one discussed here but applied recursively. Then, another

sub-circuit H, also constructed with 100% performanceverifiability, detects when these bad paths

will affect the performance of the original multi-level circuit F. For the following discussion, we

consider only functions with single output; the case for functions with multiple outputs is analogous.

The connections of these sub-circuits are shown in Figure 6.16. The output of F is

connected to the 0-input of a multiplexer through an OR gate, the output of G, to the 1-input of

the multiplexer, the output of H, to the selection line of the multiplexer. When an input vector x is

applied to this system of circuits (here, x can be regarded as the last vector of a sequence of input

vectors), H decides whether the bad paths will affect the output of F. If they do, the multiplexer

selects the output of G to be the overall output of the system. The output of G performs the same

functionality as that of the bad paths in F but G is fully verifiable. On the other hand, if the

bad paths do not affect the performance of F, the output of F is selected to be the overall output

of the system by the multiplexer. The three circuits F, G, and H have similar functionalities in

part; thus, they may share many gates for significant area saving. Further, since the output of F

is ignored whenever H = 1, F can be optimized with H = 1 as don't cares, while preserving the

testabilityof the testable paths in F. Similarly, G can be optimized with H = 0 as don't cares.

Ti,..., T4 are added for testing the paths through H, F, and G. To test the paths in H and passing
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MUX

Figure 6.16: Boolean Network for High Fault Coverage

through bi, (Tj,...,T4) = (1,0,1,0), so thatonlythe paths from H willget through themultiplexer.

Similarly, for the paths in H and passing through 62, (Ti,...,T4) =(0,1,1,0). For the paths in F,

(Ti, ...,T4) =(0,0,0,0) to force the multiplexer to select the paths from F. For the paths in G,

(Tj, ...,2!|) =(0,0,1,1) toforce the multiplexer toselect thepaths from G. Some of these test pins

can be removed in some cases as explained in the following examples. In normal operation, the

values of the test pins are setto non-controlling values, i.e. (Ti,...,ft) =(0,0,1,0)

Now, we make precise the functionalities of G and H. The functionality of H is to detect

the input vectors under which the bad paths may affect the delay of F; that is, the set of input

vectors such tliat any multiple faults on the bad paths are detectable. Using single vector delay, die

on-set of H is the set of inputs such tliat die bad paths are sensitizabie. The functionality of G is the

functionality of F when input vectors are in the on-set of H, namely, the function of F restricted to

the on-set of H; in cofactoring terms, G = F\h.

THEOREM 46 The construction in Figure 6.16 preserves the functionality of F, i.e. F(x) =

0{x).

Proof. The identity S • F\s = S • F holds for any function S, because for any vertex a; 6 S,
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S •F\s = F\s(x) = F(x) and both sides are 0 for x g S. The functionality of theoutput 0 is

0 = HG + ~HF

= H-F + ll-F

= F

THEOREM 47 If thesubsystems H andG have 100% performance verifiability, then thesystem

inFigure6.16 has 100% performance verifiability. In addition, all test vectors generatedfor F, H,

and G remain thesame in theoverallsystem.

Proof. We show a testing scheme to test all delay faults that can affect the performance of the

system. This is done in two steps. First, we show that all paths having RPDFT partial paths in the

outputs of the subsystems F, G, and H are RPDFT in the overall system. Then, we show that all

other paths are dominated by these RPDFT paths; that is, once the input signals have propagated

through the RPDFT paths the circuit's output values are determined. Thus, if all the RPDFT paths

pass a delay test, the system is guaranteedto meet the performance specification.

First, the paths through H are tested. These paths are divided into two groups: the first

group goes through b\ and the second group, through 62. To test the paths in the first group, set

(Ti,..., T4) =( 1,0,1,0) so thatonly the paths in this group get through the multiplexer. Now the

multiplexer acts statically andbehaves like aninverter. Similarly, for the paths in the second group,

(Ti,..., T4) =(0,1,1,0). Obviously, all paths having RPDFT partial paths in H are RPDFT. Once

input signalshave propagated through these RPDFTpaths, the output valuesof H axe determined,

because all other paths in H are RD (because H is 100% performance verifiable); thus, the paths

having partial RD pathsin H will not affect the overall system's performance once these RPDFT

pathspass aspecification. Note thatthe test vectors forthe subsystem H remain the sameas forthe

overall system.

Assume the RPDFT paths through H have been delay tested fault free and the output of

H will settle to its steady statevalues after r seconds. Now we can test the paths through F and

G. For the paths in G, the argument is similar to that for H, except that (Ti,..., T4) =(0,0,1,1),

forcing themultiplexerto select the paths in G. Withthischoice of testpinvalues, theRPDFT paths

in G are alsoRPDFT with respect to the overall system. Assume all these RPDFT paths are tested

to have delays less than r seconds. Then, after r seconds the output values of G are determined
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because all other paths in G are RD; thus, the paths with partial RD paths in G will not affect the

overall system after r seconds. Again, the test vectors for G remain the same.

There are three types of paths through F: RPDFT, RD, and non-RD non-RPDFT paths.

The non-RD non-RPDFT paths will not affect the overall system's output once the RPDFT paths in

H aretested passing; this is because after r seconds H has settled to its steady statevalue and causes

the multiplexerto select the input from G if some non-RD non-RPDFTpathsin F aresensitized or

select input from F otherwise. Thus these pathsneed not to be tested.

Now we need to show that in the overall system a path with RPDFT partial path in F is

RPDFT. To test such a path, set (Ti,..., T4) =(0,0,0,0), forcing themultiplexer to select the paths

from F. Now the multiplexer acts like a buffer, thus, all paths with RPDFT partial paths in F are

also RPDFT in the overall system. In addition, all the test vectors for F as an independent system

remain the same for the overall system.

For the paths with RD partial paths in F, we consider inputs propagating along a such

path. Let P be a such path. Since P is RD in F, P cannotbe the pathalongwhich an input signal

arrives at the output of F lastunless some otherpath Q of the same length as P alsopropagates the

input, andQ is eitherRPDFTin F ornon-RDnon-RPDFTin F. Assume thatall pathswith RPDFT

partial pathsin F andthe subsystem G are testedto havedelay less than r. Then, the only possibility

that P can have delay longer than r and propagates an input to the output of the overall system is

when Q is non-RD non-RPDFT in F. But after r seconds, H will have caused the multiplexer to

select input from G, because Q is sensitizabie; hence, the signal along P never propagates to the

output of the overall system after r seconds, i.e. P never affects the overall system's performance.

Finally, the pathsstarting atTi,..., T4need not to be tested fordelay faults, becausethey

are held constant during normal operations. In summary, with respect to the overall system, all

RPDFT paths remain RPDFT and all other paths are RD paths with respect to the overall system.

Therefore, the constructed system has 100%performanceverifiability. •

If H and G cannot be made 100% performance verifiable in one step, the algorithm

described in this section canbe applied recursively to Hand G and hopeatsomestage the"offspring"

H and G of the current H and G can be synthesized with 100% performance verifiability in one

step; if this recursive process terminates successfully, the current H and G are 100% performance

verifiable (implied by the above theorem). If not,we canuse the methodin the previous section to

synthesize H and G for 100% RPDFT.

The purpose of the test pins is to block signals from subsystemsnot undertest and allow

signals from the subsystem under test to be observed at the output. Thus, if a set of test vectors
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by using powerful multi-levelBoolean synthesizers.
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Timing Verification with Timed

Automata
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7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we studied a very specific type of timing verification, namely,

verifying the delays of combinational circuits. In this chapter, we examine verification of more

general timing properties of finite state machines. Traditionally, verification on real-time properties

is dominated by its counterpart on sequential properties in which real time is abstracted and only

the orders of events are of interest. In the cases where real time properties are involved, discretized

versions areusually assumed. Some examples of sequential verification aremodel checking using

computationaltree logic (CTL) andlanguage containment. Before verification,systems are usually

modeled by some mathematical formalisms, like CTL's and finite state automata. In this chapter,

we will focus on finite stateautomata asthe modelingmachinism. Similarly,the properties or tasks

to be verified against are also modeled by finite state automata.

A finite state automaton is a 5-tuple (Q, X, 6, q0JF), where Q is a finite set of states, I, a

finite alphabetset of input symbols, q0, a set of initial states, F C Q, a set of final states, and 6, a

transition function mapping from Qx(I U{*}) to 2Q, where €denotes the empty alphabet. When a

finite state automaton reads an input string, the state(s) changes inresponse tothe input string. The

traversed sequence of states is called arun over the input string. A finite string is accepted if there
is a run whose last state is in F.

An^-automaton issimilar to afinite state automaton, except that the accepting condition
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is modified to handle infinite input strings. Different acceptance conditions give different types of

u-automata. Some examples of u>-automata are:

• A Buchi automaton is an w-automaton which accepts an infinite stringif the set of infinitely

occurringstates in its run has a non-empty intersection with F.

• A Muller automaton has F as a setof setsof states. An infinite string is accepted, if the set

of infinitely occurring states is one of the sets in F.

• An L-automaton is a 4-tuple

r = (Mr,/(r),fl(r),z(r))

where Mr is the transition matrix of T, <f> ^ I(T) C V(Mr), the initial states, R(T) C

F(Afp), the recurring edges of T and Z(T), the cycle sets of T. A sequence of states

v = (vo, vi,...) € V(T)W is accepted if for some integer JV and someCe Z(T), vt- e C for

all i > N, or if {i\\(vi, vt+i) € R(T)} is unbounded.

The language of a finite state automaton (u;-automaton) is the set of all accepting input

strings. To say a design D meets certain specifications S, the language of the finite state automaton

representing D is contained in that of S, i.e.

C(D) C C(S)

or equivalently,

C(D ®Sc) = <f>

where Sc is the complement of S, and <g> is the product operation. Therefore, to verify whether a

system has certain properties amounts to checking whether a finite state automaton has an empty

language.

To verify timing properties using automata, traditional finite state automata must be

modified to accommodate timing information. Recently, [7] introduced timed automata which

augmented the modeling domain of traditional finite state automata to real and dense time. With

timed automata, real-time propertiesof systems are readily incorporated in their specifications.

7.2 Timed Automata

A timed automaton is an cj-automaton with timing elements added. To construct a timed

automaton from an u>-automaton, we introduce a set of resetable clocks that measure the progress of
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real-time. A transitionof anw-automatonmay have a set of resets of clocks and a set of inequalities

(enabling conditions or queries)on the times recorded by the clocks. If a transitionhas a reset for

clock x, then upon the completionof the transition, the valueofthe clock x becomes zero (reset). If

a transition has inequalities involving clock values xi,..., xn, then the transition is enabled if the

inequalitiesare satisfied by the present valuesof xi,..., xn, the presentvalue of xt- being the time

elapsed since its last reset of clock i.

An inputsequence to atimed automaton (timed sequence) is a set {(at-, rt) : i = 1,...}

with the property r, > rt_il where a,- isan alphabet and rt is the time a» is presented tothe timed

automaton. A timed sequenceis accepted ifthe pathstraced by the timed sequenceis acceptedby the

automaton derived from the timed automaton with timing constraints, e.g. clocks and inequalities,

removed. The language of timed automaton is the set of all accepting input sequences. A formal

definition of timed automata and some of their properties can be found in [4].

EXAMPLE 56 In Fig. 7.1, the automaton over the alphabet {a, 6,$} models a communication

receiver using a majorityerrordetection technique. The state Sz is theaccepting state. This timed

automaton accepts input sequences that satisfy the following properties: each symbol € {a, 6} is

repeated three times within 1 unit of time; a messageis preceded and ended by a special symbol

"$"; the interval between messages is at least 100 units of time. The timed input sequence

{($,0),(a,20),(a,20.3),(a,20.8),(6,31),(6,31.2),(6,31.4),

($,59),($,200),(6,210.2),(6,210.5),(6,211.1),($,232)}

is acceptable to the automaton,where thefirst componentis in the alphabet Z, the second component

is the time (real valued) at which the first component occurs. There are three clocks Xa, X^, Xs

which are reset (e.g. Xa = 0) or queried (e.g. Xa< I).

We denote aqueryon clock xi by Q(xi), a reset on Xi by R(xi).

7.3 Traversal in Timed Automata

To verify thatadesign meetssometimingspecifications, the designand the specifications

are first expressedwith timed automata andthen checked whetherthe language of the automaton of

the designis contained in thatof the specification automaton. Let D be a designtimed automaton,

and S, a specification timed automaton. The language of the design automaton is contained in that

of the specification automaton, i.e. £(D) C £(5), if and only if C(D <g) Sc) = <f>. The language of

'We willnotconsider thecases r, = r«_i
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Figure 7.1: Real-time CommunicationReceivermodeled by aTimed Automaton

Figure 7.2: Time Constant Dependent Traversal

a timed automaton is empty if and only if there is no input sequence accepted. Thus, verification is

intimately related to traversals in timed automata.

Traversal, deciding whether a state is reachable, in a timed automaton consists of two

parts. First, decide whether the state is reachable disregarding the timing constraints in the timed

automaton. If the state is reachable, then, for each pathleading to the state, decide whetherthe timing

constraints along the path aresatisfiable. If there is such a satisfiablepath, the state is reachable in

the timed automaton. It is relatively easy to decide whether a state is reachable disregarding the

timing constraints, but it canbe very difficult to decide whether there exists a path along whichall

timing constraints are satisfiable because sucha path may not be a simple path ( a simplepath has

no loops). This is illustrated with the following example.

EXAMPLE 57

In this timedautomaton, if K is an integer, then the accepting state Sa canbe reached.
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And the only way to get from the initial state Si to the final state S4 is to go around the loop K

times, i.e. only by traversing a non-simple path. During each visit of the loop, the automaton stays

at S3for 1 unit of time to get clock Xz to increment by 1. Thus, to satisfy the timing constraints on

the transition between Sz and S4, e.g. Xz = K, the loop needs to be traversed K times. IfK is not

an integer, S4 is not reachable.

7.4 Region Automata

To tackle traversal in timed automata, [7,5,4] introduced the notion of region automaton

which incorporatesthe effects oftiming constraintsin timed automatainto statesso that the behaviors

ofa timed automaton can be mimicked by acorresponding region automaton. A region automaton is

an ordinary finite state automaton derived from a timed automaton by augmenting states to include

time. A state S in a timed automaton now becomes a new state (S, Z) in a corresponding region

automaton, where Z is called a zone. The new states (5, Z) are equivalent classes partitioned by

the timing constraints in the original timed automaton. [5,4, 152] gave procedures for a coarsest

partition compatible with the timing constraints. Once a region automaton is constructed from a

timed automaton, the effects of the timing constraints are incorporated into the new states; hence,

traversal in the timed automaton can be accomplished in its region automaton.

The merit of this approach is that it allows arbitrary placement of timing constraints and

resets of clocks. The deficiencies are restrictionson timing constraints, e.g. x < k, x - y < k,

where k is an integer, as well as the dependency of the number of augmented states in region

automata, thus algorithm complexity, on the magnitudes of the time constants k. A bound on the

number of states inaregion automaton isO(|C|!(|5|-|-|F|)2S) where 16| isthetotal number of bits

used in the binaryencoding ofthe time constants, and \C\, \S\, \E\ are the numberofclocks, states,

edges in the original timed automaton, respectively.

7.5 Alternating RQ Timed Automata

Weobserve thatmanytimedautomatahave aregular pattern oftimingconstraint placement

and propose aclass of timed automata that 1) has traversal and verification algorithms independent

of time constants and 2)allows arbitrary timing constraints, e.g. 3x - 5y+4 < 0,4x3 - 5 log y <

v^i-
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THEOREM 48 Every timed automaton with a single resetfor each clock can betransformed to

satisfy the alternating RQ condition 1 while preserving itslanguage.

Proof. Let rr be a clock in a timed automaton M such that there is only onereset for x, R(x) and

there are m Qi(xYs onedges qi,...,qm. The transforming procedure is as follows. Replace R(x)
by {R(xi),..., R(xm)}, and Qi{x) on qi, by Qi(xi). Now there isonly one pairofR(xt) and Qi(x{)
for each t. Repeat the above transformation for all clocks withmultiple Q's.

Now it remains to show thatthetransformed automaton accepts thesamelanguage as the

original one. Denote the transformed automaton by M'. Since the transformation changes only

the resets and queries, we need only show that the set of inequalities induced by any input timed

sequence a on M' is satisfiable if andonlyif thecorresponding set on M is satisfiable. However,

thesetof inequalities induced by Qi(xi)onedge $ of M' is thesame as thesetinduced by Qi(x)

on qi of M, because the onlydifference between Qi(xi) in M' and Qi(x) in M is the renaming of

variables. •

Transformation of timed automata with multiple resets of the same clock to satisfy the

alternating RQ condition 1 is much more complicated. Whether it can be done may depend,

for example, on whether removal or addition of certain timing constraints affects the original

specification the designer has in mind. Techniques to achieve it may involve introduction of new

states and relocation of timing constraints. A general technique is not known at this time.

Nowwe try to transforma timedautomaton satisfyingcondition 1to also satisfycondition

2. This is not always possible. The reason that an automaton may satisfy condition 1 but not 2 is

that there is a path it and a clock x suchthatr(7r)|x is not alternating. Specifically, there is a loop

such that only R(x) or Q(x) is in the loop.

In the case where only Q(x) is in the loop and Q(x) involves comparisons with time

constants only, i.e. xok where A: is a constant ando € {<,<,>,>,=}, we caneliminate the loop

and convert the automaton to satisfy both conditions. This is because, in a real system, a transition

takes a finite amount of time to complete. Thus, if this finite transition time is also modeled, then

each time the loop is traversed, the value of the clock x is increased by a finite amount. So, after

a finite number of transitions, x is larger than the maximumtime constant in Q(x), making Q(x)

settle to a constant value, 1 or 0; that is, x o k becomestrue or false. Thus, we can expand the loop

with Q(x) in the timing specification with a finite number of new states and clocks, and remove

Q(x) from loops. Then, we can apply the transformation in Theorem 48 to convert it to satisfy

condition 1. Hence, with proper modeling, an automaton satisfying condition 1 and having cycles
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7.5.1 Motivation and Definitions

Inplacing timing constraints inanautomaton, if wewant to inquire about a timing status

atacertain point onapath viaaquery, we should have resets fortheclocks before thequeries onthe

path. If we want toinquire twice about the same clock, we can use different clocks foreach query.

This suggests that resets (R's) and queries (Q's) forany clock along any path ina timed automaton

should alternate. Although not all timed automata have alternating R's and Q's, timed automata

with this property seem intuitively general enough for most applications. Forexample, the timed

automaton in Fig. 7.1. is an alternatingRQ timed automaton.

DEFINITION 26

1. The RQ sequence ofpath ir, denoted by T(ir), is the sequence ofresets and queries encoun

tered along ir.

2. Given aRQ sequence T, the RQ sequence with respect to clock x, denoted by T\x, isobtained

from T bydeleting all R's and Q's that donot involve x.

3. An RQ sequence T is alternating, if, for each clock x, T\x has R(x) and Q(x) alternating,

and with R(x) initially before Q(x).

DEFINITION 27 An alternating RQtimed automaton is a timed automaton2 with the two

following additionalproperties:

1. For each clock Xi, there is only one pairR(xi) and Q(..., a:,-,...). That is, distinct clocks

should be used in measuringdifferent events.

2. For each path ir startingfrom an initial state, T(ir) is alternating, i.e. r(7r)|Xi, is alternating

for each x,-.

7.5.2 Scope of Alternating RQ Timed Automata

We examine how restricted is this class of timed automata. In general, a timed automaton

can have several resets and queries for a clock; thus, it is interesting to determine the class of timed

automata that can be transformed into alternating RQ timed automata. Unfortunately, not all timed

automata with multiple resets for each clock can be transformed to satisfy condition 1 of alternating

RQ timed automata. However, all timed automata with a single reset and possibly multiple queries

for each clock can be transformed to satisfy condition 1 as stated in the following theorem.

Here, arbitrary timing constraints are allowed
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include this case. And we hope that this inclusion will produce a RQ alternating timed automaton.

It may be reasonable to assume that the arbiter will respondfaster when the system cancels its

request, because the arbiter does nothave to waitfor available buses to respond; hence, it is not

toorestricting torequire the arbiter torespond within 1 unit oftime in the caseofcancellation. By

adding this reasonable constraint and requiring the system to obtain anacknowledgementfrom the

arbiter about cancellation before entering the "idle" state, we obtain the automaton shown in Fig.
73(b), which is an alternating RQtimed automaton.

7.5.3 Graphical Necessary and Sufficient Conditions

Here we examine the placement characteristics of timing constraints in altemating RQ

timed automata. Knowing these characteristics facilitates modeling systems with altemating RQ

timed automata, deciding whether a timed automaton is RQ alternating, and studying effects of

arbitrary placements of timing constraints.

DEFINITION 28 In a graph, an edge e isa cutforan ordered vertex pair («i, U2) if either vz is

notreachablefrom vi or the removal of efrom the graph makes vz unreachablefrom vi. Denote

thecutby e\(vi,vz).

Thus, if e\(vi, vz), then allpaths from vi to vz mustpass through e.

Since condition 1 is easy to check, the main concern is on the placement of timing

constraints to meet condition 2. Suppose we want to place a R(x) on edge eT and a Q(x) on

eq. Whatis the graphical relationship between er and eq such that all paths from the initial states

have R(x) and Q(x)altemating? Condition 2 requires that R(x)beencountered before Q(x); this

translates into the rule that all paths from the initial states to eq mustpass er. Condition 2 further

requires that R(x) and Q(x) alternate thereafter; this means all loops from eT to itself must also

pass through eq and similarly for eq. This intuitionis formallystated in the followingtheorem.

THEOREM 49 Assuming a given timedautomaton satisfies thealternating RQ condition 1(which

can be easily checked), it is an alternating RQ timed automaton, i.e. it satisfiescondition 2, if and

only iffor each clock x,

er|(So,t>g), er\{uq,vq), eq\(ur,vr).

where So isany initial state, er —(vr,ur) is the edge where R(x)resides, and eq = (vq, uq), where

Q(x) resides.

Proof. Necessity. First, if er is not a cut for (So, vq), then there is a path from So to vq without

passing er. This path encounters Q(x) before R(x), violating condition 2. Second, if er is not a
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with only Q(x)'s ofcomparison type xok can be made to meet condition 23.
In the case of only #(x)'s in a loop or multiple #(z)'s, it is not always possible to

transform the automaton to satisfy condition 2 without losing some timing specifications. In this

case, thedesigner mayneed torearrange theR's and Q'swhile retaining hisintended specifications.

The example below illustrates one case where being not RQ alternating indicates an incomplete

specification, while acomplete and correct specification turns outtobeRQalternating.

EXAMPLE 58

Fig. 73(a) is anautomaton modeling a bus-requesting protocol. When a system is not

requesting the use of a bus, the automaton is in state "idle". When the system requests the use

ofa bus, it enters the state "req" and requires the arbiter to grant a bus within 1 unit of time, as

specified bythe timing constraint "x < 1". Ifa bus is granted, the system willhave atmost 10units

of time over the control ofthe bus, as specified by the timing constraint "x < 10". In addition, the

system can cancel a request any time before a bus isgranted, thus entering the state "cancel". This

automaton is notRQ alternating because theloop nidle -* req -* cancel -> idle" contains onlya

resetwithout a query. Now, let us see howto modify this to be RQ alternating whileretaining the

essentials of the specifications.

A close examination of thespecification by theautomaton inFig. 73(a) revealsaflaw; the

automaton does not model the behavior ofthe arbiter in case the system cancels a request, i.e. the

arbiter may try to allocatea buseven when it is canceled. Soa morecomplete specification should

3Ofcourse, indoing thistransformation, weintroduce newstates; thenumberof whichdepends onthetimeconstants;
henceourclaimaboutcomplexityindependent of time constants disappears.
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2. Given anRQ sequence T, each query induces a set of inequalities on interarrival variables,

Pi's. Denote by Q(T) the setofinequalities induced by this RQ sequence.

3. In timed automata, path ir is traversable i/0(r(7r)) is satisfiable. State v is reachable from

state u if there is traversablepathfromu to v.

THEOREM 53 In alternating RQ timed automata, a state isreachablefrom another state ifand
only if it is reachable through a simple path.

Proof. Assume traversable path ir from v to uhas aloop, i.e. ir = v, ...,vf,..., vf,Vk,...,u,where

vi ,...,vi is the loop and vf denotes the state v/ being visited at thebeginning of the loop while

vr2, at the end of the loop. vf and vf are the same state, the superscripts denote the order of
visit. Let ir' = v,..., vf, vu,..., ube derived from ir by deleting the loop. Consider the sets of
inequalities induced by ir and ir'. The set of inequalities induced by ir consists of three subsets

of inequalities, ©i, @2, and 0/oop. ©i is induced by Q's onthe path v, ...vf; @/oop, on the path

vi1,..., vf", ©2, on the path vr2,..., u. Similarly, the set of inequalities induced by ir' consists of
two subsets of inequalities, ©J and 02. ©j isinduced byQ's on the path v,..., vf; 02,on the path

vf,..., u. Note that ©J isthe same as ©i except for renaming of interarrival variables. Let Abe the

sum of the interarrival variables of the states from vf to Vk on ir, i.e. the time spent in the loop,

A', from vf to Vk on ir'. Now consider the Q(x)'s that induce inequalities in 02. The simplest
case is when the Q(x)'s R(x) occurs after theloop, then the inequalities induced by this Q(x) on

both 02 and 02 arethe same except for the renaming of variables. Considernow the case where

the Q(x)ys R(x) occurs before orin theloop. Because of thealtemating RQcondition, the Q(z)'s

R(x) cannotoccur in the loop, but before the loop; thus, if some inequalities in ©2 contain some

interarrival variables of states in the loop, then these inequalities contain the interarrival variables

of all the states in the loop; that is, the inequalities in ©2 contain only the interarrival variables of

statesbefore and after the loop plus A, not interarrival variables of a subset of states in the loop.

Similarly, thevariables of 02 consist of theinterarrival variables between v and vf, between Vk and

u, and A'. Again,02 is the same as©2 except forrenaming of interarrival variables and identifying

of Awith A7. Therefore, theinequalities {©{, ©2} are a subset of {©i, ©2, Oioop}- Because path ir

is traversable, {©i, ©2,0/OoP} is satisfiable; thus, {©J,02}, a subset, is also satisfiable; Therefore,

the simple path ir' is alsotraversable. •

THEOREM 54 In alternatingRQ timedautomata, a loop is traversable infinitely often if it is

traversable once.
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Figure 7.6: Composition of RQ Automata

Proof. Aparallel composition automaton can be formed byconnecting the inputs ofall itscomponent

automata together. Thus, every reachable path in a component automaton is also reachable in the

parallel composition automaton. If a component automaton is not RQ altemating, then the paths
with non-alternating RQ sequences canbemade reachable from theparallel composition automaton,

causing theparallel composition automaton to benon-RQ altemating. •

7.5.6 Simple Path Properties

Here weprove some properties of alternating RQ timed automata thatmake reachability

analysis independent of time constants and also simplify verification algorithms. As seen in the

example on page 228, reachability analysis canbequite complicated in general timed automata —

some statescan only be reached through non-simple (with loops)paths whose lengths depend on

the timingconstraints. Further, there existexamples in whichsome loops can only be traversed a

finite number of times, thus, making language acceptance testing difficult for acceptance conditions

which involve infinite looping, e.g. Buchi, Muller, and L-automata. In contrast, altemating RQ

timed automata avoid these complications — a state is reachable from another if and only if it is

reachable through a simple path, and a loop can be traversedinfinitelyoften if and only if it can be

traversed once. These properties are proved in the following theorems.

DEFINITION 30

1. Assumeautomata take no timeto complete transitions; thus, the timespent along a path is

the sum of times spent at the states on the path. Let pi, interarrival variable, be the time

spent on state i.
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is similar to an L-automaton except it has an output function and the acceptance conditions are

interpreted complementarily.

An L-process is a 5-tuple

t = (mt,o{t),i(t),r(t),z(t))

where 0 (T) is theoutputfunction withthestatespace asitsdomain. Asequenceofstates (mo , v\,...)

is rejected, ratherthan accepted as in L-automata, if eitherfor someintegerN and someC € Z(T)

Ui eCVi > N or the set {i: (i/t-, &v+i) € R(T)} is infinite.

To verify that a system accomplishes a task, the system is represented by an L-process

while the task is represented by a deterministicL-automaton. If the language of the L-process, the

set of all accepting input sequences, is a subset of that of the L-automaton, the system is said to

accomplish the task. To determine language containment, one searches for an input sequence that

is accepted by the L-process but not by the L-automaton. If the search is successful, the language

containment fails. To begin, after determining all reachable states, all recur edges in the L-process

and the L-automaton are removed so that the sequences rejected by the L-process or accepted by

the L-automaton by recurring on their respective recur edges are eliminated; these sequences do

not contribute to the determination of the language containment. Then, a product machine of the

L-process with the L-automaton is formed and the strongly connected components of the graph of

the product machine are identified. If there is a strongly connected component (a subset of vertices)

that is not a subset of some cycle set of either the L-process or the L-automaton, the containment

fails, because this strongly connected component contains a cycle that is accepted by the L-process

(by not being in some cycle set of the L-process) and is rejected by the L-automaton (by not being

in some cycle set of the L-automaton). Although some verifiers use implicit state enumeration

techniques instead of this explicit graphical method [138, 64], the essence is similar.

7.6.2 Verification with Alternating RQ L-automata

Here we consider language containment of L-automata (L-processes) whose resets and

queries alternate. Because the effects of timing constraints in timed automata are to prevent

some paths from being traversable, we construct a constraining automaton to characterize all the

untraversable paths; thus, the behaviorof the original timed automaton is completely captured by

the original timed automatonignoringthe timingconstraintsand the constrainingautomaton. If this

constraining automaton is constructed, a generic verifier can be used to verifyproperties specified
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Proof. If a Q(x) is in the loop,thenthecorresponding R(x) mustappearsomewhere before Q(x)

but also in the loop. Because, otherwise, a path going through the loop twice will generate two

consecutive Q(x)'s, violatingthe altemating RQ condition. So the set of inequalities induced by

going through the loop twice consists of two identical subsets of inequalities, the subset being those

induced by going through the loop once. If the subset is satisfiable, the set made of the subset is

also satisfiable. Therefore, once-traversability implies infinite-traversability. •

Since in an altemating RQ timed automaton a state is reachable from another state if and

only if it is reachable through a simple path, reachability can be checked by examining all simple

paths between the two states. For each such simple path, the inequalities resulted from the timing

constraints on the path can be checked for feasibility by using, for example, linear programming for

linear constraints. Therefore, reachability analysis is independent of time constants, and arbitrary

timing constraints are allowed (nonlinear constraints can be checked using a general nonlinear

solver.) Examining all simple paths is not practical, the following section proposes an algorithm

that uses these simple path properties in verification without checking explicitly all simple paths.

7.6 Verification with Alternating RQ Timed Automata

In this section we consider L-automata and L-processes that have timing constraints on

some transitions and are RQ alternating. Wepropose algorithms to check for language containment.

7.6.1 L-automata and L-processes

Here we briefly review L-automata and L-processes. For a more detailed discussion, the

reader is referred to [60].

An L-automaton is a 4-tuple

r=(Mr,i(r),R(T),z(r))

where Mp is the transition matrix, I(T) is the set of initial states where <f> ^ I(T) C V(T), V(T)

is the set ofvertices ofT, R(T) C V(T) x V(T) is the set of"recur" edges ofT, Z(T) C 2V(H
is the setof "cycle" setsof T. A sequence of states v = (vo, vi,...) is accepted if eitherfor some

integer N and some C 6 Z(T) v{ e C Vi > N or the set {i : (v^ i/,-+i) € R(T)} is infinite. In

words, a sequence of states is accepted is either the sequence visits eventually only the states in

some cycle set C or it visits some recur edges infinitely often. AnL-automaton is determimstic

if Mp produces a unique next state for a given input alphabet at any present state. AnL-process
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7.6.3 Construction of Constraining Automata

Xn can be represented by representing the edges where the Q's of X„ reside, because it

is the Q's that determine Xv. And the number of Q's in X„ can be reduced by using a minimal

block Q set, Xq. So, the problem of representing Xv is reduced to that of representing sequences

of edges.

Let {e,- = (ut, Ui), 1 < i < n} be a sequence of edges on which Q's of a minimal RQ

sequencereside. Forau; simplepath(vi,..., vT,..., vT), the simplecycle vr,..., vr is "cut"so that

the u) simple pathis regarded as a plain simplepath (vi,..., vT,..., vr) (In fact, the altemating RQ

requirementimplies thatau simple pathcanbe splitintotwo sub-paths (vi,..., vT) and(vr,..., vr)

which can be considered separately). The constraining automaton has an initial state vq which is

identified with any initial state in the original timed automaton and an exclusion state X. Start with

e\. Create states v\ and u\ and a transition from vo to v\ with the input alphabets on the transition

being the union of strings along all simple paths from vo to v\ without passing any e,. One way to

obtain this union is to remove all edges e, i > 2 and find the regular language with v\ being the

only accepting state and delete all Kleen closures from the language. Then, create another transition

from v\ to u\ with the same transition alphabet as that in the original automaton. For e,, create

states V{ and u,-, add transition from vt to ux with transition alphabet being the union of strings along

all simple paths from ti,_i to «,- without passing any et. Then add a transition from v, to ut- with

the same alphabet as the original automaton. Identify un with the exclusion state X. Finally, a

self-loop at X is added. A constraining automaton for several sequencesofedges is just the product

of the constrainingautomaton for each sequence. The productautomatoncan be simplified by any

state reduction technique, e.g. the state minimization algorithm in [65].

When the timed automataare nondeterministic,theremay be more thanone distinct paths

having the same sequence of input alphabets and different timing constraints. Then an extra step

needs to be included in the above algorithm for constmcting constrainingautomata. By including

the input strings in the constraining automata, all paths with the input strings will be eliminated;

therefore, if, among the paths having the same input strings but different timing constraints, there are

some paths that are traversable and some untraversable, then all these paths should not be included

in the constraining automata. Of course, if all these paths are untraversable, then all these paths

shouldbe includedin the constraining automata asmentionedabove. In summary, the extrastep is

as follows. For a set of input strings leading to a untraversable path, check all the paths with the

same set of input strings for timing constraints. If all these paths are untraversable, include all these
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by the original timed automaton. In general timed automata, these constraining automata can be

too complicated to be practical due to traversal complications in timed automata. However, in

altemating RQ timed automata, the traversability of paths is better structured, e.g. the simple path

properties, thus, facilitating construction of constraining automata.

DEFINITION 31

1. An u) path is an infinite pathfromsomeinitialstate. Anu simple path is a path consisting

ofa simplepathfrom an initial state to a simple cycle.

2. Fora given pathir, thesimplified path(s) ofir, denoted byS(ir), aretheset ofsimplepath(s)

derivedfrom ir bydeleting intermediate loops. For example, ifir = (vi, vz,vs, V4, vz,V4, v^),

then S(ir) = {(vi, vz, V4, V3), (t>i, vz, vs)}, which is a setofsimple paths.

3. A minimal RQ sequence is an unsatisfiable RQ sequence such thatremoval ofany R's and

Q'sfrom the sequence makesit satisfiable.

4. Since,in alternating RQ timed automata, R's and Q's in anyRQsequence appearpairwise,

anyRQ sequence can be represented bythe Q's alone. For theset consisting of all minimal

RQ sequences of all w simple paths, call the Q's in the set the minimal blocking Q set,

denoted by Xq.

THEOREM 55 Let X* be the set of all untraversable u simple paths in alternating RQ L-

automaton L, Lu, the automaton ofL withtiming constraintsignored. Then, thereis a traversable

u path in L if andonly if there is a u simple path in Lu - XT.

Proof. If direction. A u simple path in Lu - XT is traversable in L, otherwise the path would have

been in XT.

Only if direction. If there is a traversable path in L, a simplified path of the traversable

path is traversable by the simplepathproperties of altemating RQ timedautomata. This simplified

path is therefore not in X„, thusin Lu - XT. •

This theorem says that if we can construct an ordinary automaton to represent Xv, then

timing verificationon Lcanbedone using theordinary automaton Lu andtheautomaton representing

X-n.
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paths in the constraining automaton as before. If some of these paths are traversable, do not include

any of these paths in the constraining automaton.

Once a constraining automaton Lx for Xn is constructed, Lu - Xv is just the product

machineof Lu and Lxwiththemodified cyclesets Z'as: Z' = {Ct'},Ct- = {(c,y): c € Ci,y &X}.

Therefore, an accepting u pathwill never enter the exclusion state X, avoiding all the untraversable

simple paths. Hence, all accepting u simple paths in Lu x Lx are Lu - XT.

EXAMPLE 61 Fig. 7.7 is an example ofhow to constructa constrainingautomatonto represent

timing behaviors. The partialpath "Si -»• 52 -> S3 -* £4 -»• S5" is theonly untraversable partial

path; and the minimal blocking Qsetis {x > 2,y < 1}with the Q-edges being {(S3, S4), (S4, S5)}.

The constraining automaton enters into the exclusion state S's when (S3, S4), (S4, S5)} are traversed.

The strings (ofsimplepaths)from the initial state So to S3 are{ac6,bacb}, which arethe transition

stringsfor the transitionfrom S'0 to S'$ inthe constraining automaton. The rest of the construction

is straightforward. The constraining automaton isshown inFig. 7.7(b). Infact, only (S4,Ss) needs

to be represented because (83,84) is traversed whenever (S4,Ss) is. The simplified automaton is

shown in Fig. 7.7(c).

By representing the Q-edges, a subset of paths are represented, not just one. When

an unsatisfiable partial path is represented by its Q-edges, all paths through the partial path are

represented.

Note that finding Xv involves linear programming; thus, arbitrary timing constraints are

allowed and the verification algorithm is independent of timing constraints.

Besides the method of constructing an ordinary automaton from the original timed au

tomaton and then proceeding to verify on this untimed automaton, another method is to start

verification with timing constraints ignored. If and when it fails, timing constraints are added to

eliminate "bad" paths. This is repeated until either all bad paths are eventually eliminated by the

timing constraints, whence the containmentcheck succeeds,or an example of bad behavior meeting

all timing constraints is found, e.g. [11,6].

The scheme is as follows. We have an ordinary containment checker which ignores all

timing constraints, a linear program to check for satisfiability of linear timing constraints, and a

routine to construct an automaton which excludes the bad paths not traversable due to the timing

constraints. We start with the automaton with timing constraints ignored. If the containment check

fails, the checker will produce a simple bad path leading to a bad cycle, which will be checked for

traversabilitywith the timing constraints. If either all bad paths or the bad cycle are not traversable

due to the unsatisfiability of the timing constraints along the paths, these bad paths and cycle do
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this thesis, we addressed several seemingly unrelated problems, e.g delay computation

of combinational circuits, cycle times of finite state machines, wavepipelining ofcombinational and

sequential circuits, and delay testing. In traditional approaches, each problem would requireits own

methodology specific for the problem. For example, delay computations rely on path sensitization

algorithms, while wavepipelining designs use timing diagrams to search for clocking schemes. In

contrast, all these problems were formulated and analyzed systematically using TBF's.

In Chapter 3, we introduced TBF's as an algebraic representation of logic function with

timing information. We showed how TBF's can represent waveforms, model gates and circuits

with complete timing properties, and that exact timing analysis can be easily performed. Then, we

illustrated simplification and representation of TBF's under several commonly encountered input

waveforms. Further, we proposed a binary decision diagram for TBF's which is canonical and has

the same operational complexities asordinaryBDD's. In addition, we provided algorithms to reduce

TBF decision diagrams to canonical form and to manipulate TBF decision diagrams under various

functional operations. Finally, we proposed a new type of mathematical programming problem,

mixed Boolean real optimization, which arises often in timing research.

In Chapter4, we proposeda general circuitdelay model which unifies all previousdelay

models, e.g. floating, viability, transition delays, delays by sequences of vectors, and analogous

minimum delays. Then, we formulated the computation of the exact circuit delays, mimmum and

maximum, under all gate delay models, as a mixed Boolean linear program using TBF's. Next,

we computed the exact delays of combinational circuits for transition delay, delay by sequences

of vectors, and minimum delays. We showed that delays by sequences of vectors and floating (or

viability) delays are invariantunder both bounded and unbounded gate delay models. We addressed
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not really exist in the timed automaton. Thus, a constraining automaton is created to representthe

Q's of the bad path. Note that this constraining automaton will eliminate all paths going through

the unsatisfiableQ's, not just the bad path. This new automatonis then combined with the original

automaton so that the resulting product automaton will not have these bad paths and bad cycle. The

above procedure is repeated on this new product automaton.

If the above procedure is performed on a general timed automaton, all paths, not only

the simple paths, need to be examined; there are infinitely many non-simple paths. Further, it is

not obvious how to check infinite traversability of loops; loops that can only be traversed a finite

number of times can be constructed. With alternatingRQ timed automata, Theorem 53 guarantees

that only simple paths need to be checked. Theorem 54 guarantees that loops need only be checked

for traversability around the loop once in order to check for infinite traversability. Therefore, the

ordinary containment checker needs to provide only the simple bad paths and simple bad cycles to

the linear program.

7.7 Summary

Two major difficulties in verification with timed automata are state explosion and de

pendence of complexity on time constants, even with restricted timing constraints. Based on the

observation that a vast majority of timed automata have a very regular timing structure, we propose

alternating RQ timed automata, whose resets and queries alternate along any path from an initial

state, and prove that this class of timed automata have the simple path property: a state is reachable

if and only if it can be reached via a simple path anda loop can be traversed infinitely often if it can

be traversed once. With these properties, timing verification algorithms have complexities indepen

dent of timing constraints and allow arbitrary timing constraints. Then, we show that altemating

RQ timed automata are closed under I/O composition. Further, we give graphical necessary and

sufficient conditions for timed automata to be RQ alternating. Finally, we discuss a verification

strategy using altemating RQ L-automata,
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most practical circuits there are many RD paths; thus, test set sizes can be reduced drastically. The

concept ofrobust dependence also proves an importance fact that 100%RPDFT is not necessary for

100% performance verifiability. Then, we showed how to find RD sets by using existing efficient

techniques for identifying false paths in timing analysis.

However, there are still circuits with non-RPDFT and non-RD paths. In this case we

proposed to use RPDFT path covers and linear programming to obtain upper bounds on the delays

of these paths. Then, we introduced the notion of tradeoff between performance verifiability,

specification, and testing effort, and captured this notion with a quantitative measure, called robust

delay. With robust delay, a circuit designer can find the minimal test set size for a circuit tailored

to the performance specification of the circuit. Particularly, for circuits with finite robust delays,

linear, or even sub-linear, sized test sets can be used to test fully the circuits. This technique of

using linear programming to bound path delays can also be used in reducing test set size.

Further, we demonstrated how robust delays can be computed exactly using TBF's and

mixed Boolean real linear program, which unifies the procedures for finding RD sets and upper

bounds on path delays by linear programming. Finally, we applied the above theory to synthesize

100% performance verifiable circuits with possibly low area penalty by using powerful multi-level

Boolean synthesizers and proposed the first algorithms that can synthesize any circuit to achieve

100% RPDFT or 100% performance verifiability.

In Chapter 7 we studied timing verification with timed automata. Two major difficulties

in verification with timed automata are state explosion and dependence of complexity on time

constants, even with restricted timing constraints. Based on the observation that a vast majority of

timed automata have a very regulartiming structure, we proposed altemating RQ timed automata,

whose resets and queries alternatealong any path from an initial state, and proved that this class of

timed automata have the simple path properties: a state is reachable if and only if it can be reached

via a simple path and a loop can be traversed infinitely often if it can be traversed once. With these

properties, timing verification algorithms have complexities independent of timing constraints and

allow arbitrary timing constraints. Then, we showed that alternating RQ timed automata are closed

under I/O composition. Further, we gave graphical necessary and sufficient conditions for timed

automata to be RQ alternating. Finally, we discussed a verification strategy using altemating RQ

L-automata,

We have seen how TBF's can be appliedsystematically to varioustiming problems. The

TBF's ability to integrate timing information andlogical functionality into a single algebraic form

allows exact formulations and hence lays the foundation for exact solutions to many problems.
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the effect of gate delay lower bounds on delays of circuits.

After studying computation of combinational delays, we investigated sequential delays

of finite state machines, i.e. cycle times. Using TBF's, we formulated the computation of the

exact cycle times, including the effects of restricted state space, periodicity of input waveforms,

sequential don't cares, false paths, and all gate delay models. Then, we provided an algorithm to

solve for upper bounds of the exact minimum cycle times and demonstrated using ISCAS sequential

benchmarks that estimation ofminimum cycle times using combinational delays can be pessimistic.

In Chapter 5, we studied wavepipelining and again used TBF's for analyzing both com

binational and sequential circuits. In wavepipelining of combinational circuits, we analyzed valid

clocking intervals and showed that the valid intervals can be discrete. Thus, it is not sufficient

to know only the mimmum valid clock period in order to guarantee proper operation of pipelined

circuits. We provided analytic expressions for the valid clock intervals in terms of topological,

2-vector, and single vector delays, which can account for uncertainties arising from manufactur

ing. Further, we illustrated potential difficulties in computing the exact valid clock intervals by

demonstrating discontinuityandnon-monotonicityoftheharmonicnumber H(r). Then, we studied

wavepipelining of sequential circuits. We showed that general sequential circuits with feedbacks

can not be wavepipelined serially. So we proposed a new type of wavepipelining — interleaving

wavepipelining—to increase thethroughput of sequential circuitswith feedbacks. Forfeedforward

sequential circuits, we proved thatall intemallatches canbe removedwhile preserving the circuits'

functionalities by selecting proper clock periods. This is significant because it shows that with

wavepipeliningboth area and performance canbe optimized simultaneously. Next, we devised an

optimizationalgorithm fordesigning latchless feedforward sequential circuits. Further, we showed

how variouswavepipelining problems—serial, interleaving,and latchelimination—can be solved

systematically by solving a system of interval equations, for which we gave a technique. Finally,

we provided experimental resultson interleavingly wavepipelining finite state machines from the

ISCAS benchmarks, which show that interleaving wavepipelining is feasible after delay balancing.

In Chapter 6, we studiedperformance verification ofsystems with minimum testingeffort.

First we discussed the deficiencies of previoustheories on performance verification based on robust

testablepaths. First, most existing circuits havevery low percentages of RPDFT paths and second

even with 100% RPDFT, it is impractical to test all paths. With this in view, we introduced a new

concept, robustdependency of paths (RD), anddemonstrated that'RD pathsneed not to be tested

to guarantee performance because theireffect on acircuit's performance depends on otherpaths —

faultson RD pathswill not matterunless faults on non-RD pathsmatter. Further, we showed that in
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All previous methods in delay testing have been based on paths, deciding whether, one

pathat atime, a pathcanbe tested robustly. These path-based approaches can not address accurately

the real objective, i.e. how much the performance ofacircuitcanbe guaranteed by testing,unless all

pathsin a circuitare robustly testable. This is because the exact extent that a circuit'sperformance

can be guaranteed by testing depends on both the topological and functional relationbetween the

tested and the untested paths, and previous methods neglect this topological relation entirely and

consider the functional relation only partially. Using TBF's, we extended the existing methods to

formulate exactly the verifiableperformance ofacircuitgivenaset oftested paths. Since computing

the exact verifiable performance of circuits is presentlyhandicapped by slow linear programming

packages, we derived sufficient conditions to account for the topological and functional relations

as much as possible, helping close the gap between the results obtained using the previous path

based methods and the exact solutions. Experimental results demonstrated vast improvements on

the accuracy of reporting performance verifiabilities of circuits when these sufficient conditions are

used. Although these sufficient conditions are expressed in common testing terminology insteadof

TBF's, some of these conditions were originally proved using TBF's — TBF's were a useful tool

to provide insights into these sufficient conditions.

In contrast to the implicit canonical methods for delay computation discussed in this

thesis, another efficient approach to functional timing analysis is represented in the recent work

of [102]. In their method, Boolean functions are built at particular time points to represent what

a circuit computes at these points. The time points required are computed during the analysis as

only those that are required. These are kept separately with pointers to the gatesand the time point

they represent. Further, the functions are not stored as BDD's but as multi-level networks, the most

compact method known for representing a large function. Hence canonical representations arenot

obtained. The technique for generating the multi-levelnetwork forthe function to be represented is

known asthe "pathrecursive paradigm". Since these representations are not canonical, comparisons

must be done using some form of SAT. The most efficient method for this seems to be to convert

the multi-level network into a conjunctive normal form (product of sums) anduse a superefficient

SAT solver on this. Currently the most efficient method for doing some timing analyses, such as

computing the single vector delay of a circuit, seems to be this approach. It has been demonstrated

that this method can deal with very large circuits.

The difficulty with TBF BDD's is, like BDD's, they canbe efficient when they can be

built, but for large circuits or ones like multipliers, they break down requiring a lot of time and

memory. However, also like BDD's, the TBF BDD's have theirplace. They offer a unified way
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Using TBF's, we derived exact solutions of several problems which are previously unknown. With

timing and logical information completely encapsulated in TBF's, intricate interactions of signals

can be precisely diagnosed and studied, leadingto new efficient algorithms and theoretical results.

Further, many parameters, such asdelay variationsdue to manufacturing, latch setup and hold times,

reachable state space, can be easily incorporated into TBF formulations by means of adding new

constraints, while traditionalmethods may requirealgorithmic changes to adopt the new parameters.

Using TBF's, many problems can be uniformly formulated as a basic computational

problem, mixed Boolean linear programming. This unification, on one hand, facilitates efficient

algorithms forthe Boolean linear programming to be translated into algorithms for different prob

lems. On the other hand, known efficient algorithms for one problem could be adapted for other

problems via theunifiedframework. Further, thisunification opensthe possibilityfornew problems

and relates them to existing ones.

TBF?s are not only a theoretical tool but also, with TBF BDD's, a computational tool.

TBF BDD's extend many advantages of BDD's into the timing domain by representing complete

timing and logical information with decision diagrams. TBF BDD's inheritthe canonical property

of BDD's and have operational complexities similarto those for BDD's. Thus, manipulationsand

comparisons of functions in thetimingdomain can be done efficiently withTBF BDD's.

8.1 Comparing TBF Approach with Other Competitive Methods

Traditional approaches to wavepipelining designs are based on timing diagrams. The

timing diagram approach is intuitivebecause it displays waveforms of signals, although at times,

it can be confusing as to how the waveforms will move over time. The major difficulties are

as follows. First, parametric variations are conservatively assumed uncorrelated between various

components in a circuit and are usually indicated with regions marked as uncertain. Second, a

specific inputto a circuit mustbe assumed to generate the timing diagrams; thus, such analysis is

not viable when all possiblecombinations of inputs need to be considered. Finally, exact logical

functionalities are difficult to be incorporated in timing diagrams; hence, only pessimistic results

can be obtained. Since TBF's arein algebraic form, it may not be intuitive to relatethem to physical

waveforms. TBF's overcome all difficulties mentioned above: incorporating parametric variations,

integrating logical and timing information for exactanalysis, and implicitly representing all input

combinations. As seen in this thesis, many new and exact theoretical and algorithmic results were

obtained, which could be very difficult to deriveusing the timing diagram approach.
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of looking at problems containing time and logical variables. They are efficient when the BDD's

can be built. They offer simplified ways to formulate and view problems, often leading to new

computational methods, as demonstrated in a number ofsections of this thesis. Indeed, in this thesis

several problems are solved that only a few years ago seemed completely intractable. Historically

we have seen BDD's systematically take over various problem areas in the logical domain. We

expect TBF BDD to do the same in the logical/time domain as their associated techniques and

methods are further refined. Of course SAT methods will probably keep up too and the method of

choice will probably be problem dependent, as is the case right now for the logical domain where

BDD and SAT methods offer different tradeoffs.
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